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Abstract

In the context of the global energy transition there is a need to consider the future contribution of wind and solar farms. Given tightening restrictions on new infrastructure, the dynamics of future expansion will likely depend on companies’ ability to retain their licence to operate in existing sites, including potentially increasing output through repowering. However, this raises questions regarding perceptions of original siting decisions and how decisions should be made regarding their future. Impacting the urgency of such considerations are the dominance of time-limited planning consents that have often been used to promote sites as ‘reversible’ or ‘temporary’. Through mixed-method research involving cases in England, Wales and Scotland, this thesis aims to understand how end-of-life decisions for wind and solar farms are considered, constructed and revisited. The research firstly reveals the scale of the issue and national government responses. Qualitative interviews reveal how the actors involved approach end-of-life decisions and whose time preferences tend to dominate. With publics’ views of time widely invoked, surveys provide a deeper insight into local perspectives. To better conceptualise the issues at stake, this thesis applies a Deleuzian approach to exploring planning regulation and temporality using Barbara Adam’s idea of time as multiple.

The findings reveal how multiple temporalities permeate end-of-life processes, influencing the context of sites and decisions. Notionally time-limited consents are often renegotiated. The complex reality of ‘temporariness’ is evident through discussions of wind farm removal and potential abandonment alongside widespread assumptions that decommissioning will be unproblematic. Although temporal preferences can be seen to vary amongst actors, the priorities of developers often dominate, although their decisions are shaped by wider economic factors. While most end-of-life applications get consented, community acceptance varies. This thesis thus reveals a need for future researchers to consider multiple temporalities when making sense of the interface between planning and energy.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

In the context of the challenges of climate change, there have been calls for a global energy transition away from fossil fuels towards zero-carbon energy sources, for which the development of renewables plays a crucial role (IPCC 2018). Wind and solar form significant elements of the global energy transition. In 2018 the total installed capacity of global onshore wind farms was 540,370 MW and solar was 485,826 MW (IRENA 2019b). In areas with good wind resources onshore wind provides one of the lowest-cost forms of electricity generation (IRENA 2017). The cost of onshore wind energy has rapidly decreased in recent decades; for example, the global weighted average cost of electricity produced by onshore wind decreased by 18% from 2010–2016 and improvements in performance have increased yields (IRENA 2017). Similarly, the cost of solar energy has decreased rapidly, solar module prices have decreased by approximately 80% since 2010 (IRENA 2017).

However, while providing energy benefits it is necessary to consider that large-scale deployment of both new wind turbines and solar panels may also create negative impacts, primarily through visual intrusion of the environment, but also in terms of using large areas of land, impacts on birds and wildlife, shadowing and (in the case of wind) noise. Significantly, as wind and solar are often more dispersed and land-intensive than fossil fuel energy sources (MacKay 2008) - in terms of the amount of land required for the infrastructure - challenges of possible displacement may emerge from increasing competition for land for other uses such as food production (Scheidel and Sorman 2012).

It is clear, therefore, that questions of inter- and intra-generational justice apply to renewable energy expansion. In many instances, renewable energy is assumed to be inherently beneficial to inter-generational equity by mitigating climate change risks and fossil fuel depletion. Yet renewable energy expansion also raises profound concerns about intra-generational fairness, especially arising from the distribution of diverse environmental effects (Sovacool and Dworkin 2015). The continuation of particular locations as areas for renewable energy generation poses questions regarding the duration of impacts on particular communities, but continuing generation also has ramifications for the duration of decarbonisation benefits. The future longevity of such infrastructure may be impacted by several factors, including the development and popularity of other renewable energy technologies and policy changes – it is neither permanent nor a given.
The regulation of time is central to these issues. The long-term supply of energy from renewables is very much caught up in planning processes in a whole number of respects (Ellis et al. 2009), including the widespread use of time-limited planning consents. In numerous countries wind and solar farms have been granted time-limited consents with the benefits of such consents frequently emphasised in discussions of the infrastructure as reversible or temporary (see Pasqualetti et al. 2002; Corvellec 2007; Jaber 2013; Dû-blayo 2014). The regulation of wind and solar infrastructure thus contrasts with nuclear or fossil fuels where sites are usually considered as permanent, granted longer or non-time-limited consents and thus have the potential to operate within the landscape for longer, without such regulatory control. For wind and solar, therefore, end-of-life decision-making is of broad importance and wider potential public significance.

As outlined in table 1 below, at the end of the consented or operational life of a wind or solar site developers have three main options: i) to decommission the site, removing the energy infrastructure, ii) to increase the existing consent life of the infrastructure without making any material changes to the site, through asset life-extension, iii) to repower the site, involving replacing the existing infrastructure with new infrastructure (in the case of wind this is often of a different number and size of turbines), potentially involving different amounts of re-use of equipment and structures on the site. There is also the potential for a fourth category, infrastructure abandonment, where all or part of the infrastructure (potentially including elements such as concrete hardstanding, cables, and transmission equipment) may remain abandoned in the landscape without requirements on any actor for removal.

The expansion of renewable energy appears caught between several temporal dilemmas. Low carbon transition thinking tends to assume that investment should be long-term/permanent, but individual facilities are regulated as though they are temporary. The renewable energy industry presents its effects as reversible (Corvellec 2007), though this raises questions regarding how this relates to the actual unfolding of end-of-life decisions. Meanwhile, there is a lack of consideration of the impacts of how the planning system regulates time or the use of terms such as temporary and reversible. Continuing generation on existing sites through repowering or life-extension can provide many benefits, notably sustained or increased energy generation and thus income to owners, landowners and possibly communities. In development terms, such sites can benefit from existing infrastructure such as access and grid connectivity as well as existing performance data, which helps to inform design. Land is a finite
resource and through installing more efficient infrastructure repowering is a way of enabling greater efficiency from the same or less land. However, a continuation of a wind or solar farm site will mean the continuation of visual impacts and other negative externalities. The decision-making process is thus multi-layered and not straightforward.

This thesis seeks to understand how decisions regarding end-of-life procedures for solar and wind farms are considered and made by developers, landowners, and planners as well as the communities in which the facilities are located. It seeks to explore the dynamics of the decision-making process, including whose interests are reflected and whose are left out when decisions are made about time. Through mixed-method research involving multiple case studies, it aims to understand how the duration of solar and wind farms are considered by the range of actors involved and how this influences end-of-life decision-making for this infrastructure. It aims to explore the practices by which the effects of development are made ‘temporary’ or ‘reversible’ by regulatory processes, how some impacts are embraced but not others, and how this influences the prospect of subsequent redevelopment. In doing so, it aims to develop understandings of the broader impacts of how the planning system considers and regulates time. (The research questions are introduced later in this chapter.)
Table 1: End-of-life options for wind and solar infrastructure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>What is involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repower</td>
<td>To remove the existing infrastructure and replace with new infrastructure, usually with a higher energy output. For wind farms this often involves replacing the existing turbines with a smaller number of larger turbines in a different layout.</td>
<td>This requires a full planning application and all associated planning reports to be submitted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life-extend</td>
<td>To extend the duration of the infrastructure’s planning consent for a period of time (usually 5-10 years for wind and 15+ for solar), with no material changes to the site.</td>
<td>This requires the duration condition of the original permission to be altered through an application to amend the planning condition (but no other parts of the application). In England this is achieved through a Section 73 application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decommission</td>
<td>To end the operation of the infrastructure and remove infrastructure from the site.</td>
<td>Decommissioning and removing infrastructure from the site in accordance with what is specified in the planning conditions and legal agreements for the site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abandon</td>
<td>To abandon the infrastructure without removing it from the site.</td>
<td>Leaving all or parts of the infrastructure on the site once it is no longer working. This is legally possible if there are no legal requirements for removal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.1 Research background and rationale

This thesis is located at the intersection of a number of major overlapping debates: in energy transition, in dimensions of sustainability (particularly reversibility and justice), and in the treatment of time in planning. These elements form the context in which decisions regarding the lifespan of energy infrastructure are made. They intersect primarily on issues of time, i.e., the time taken (and time pressure) for energy transitions to occur and the treatment of time in sustainability and planning. They also reveal the range of material and non-material elements influencing end-of-life decision-making for renewable energy infrastructure.
1.1.1 Energy transition

The global energy transition provides the broader background context for this thesis. The energy transition is used to describe the global move towards sustainable energy systems in the context of the challenges of climate change and the pathologies of fossil fuel dependence (Solomon and Krishna 2011). Vital to the energy transition is its temporal dynamics due to the need for it to occur quickly to respond to the global challenges (Sovacool 2016). However, there is expected to be a limit to the speed at which new energy technologies can be implemented due to the requirements on human and industrial capacity and the time required to scale-up a technology, as well as the need for land and enabling technologies to support developing energy systems (Kramer and Haigh 2009).

In the context of such challenges, understanding the potential future of existing renewable energy generation capacity is imperative. Continuation of existing sites may be crucial as if sites are not sustained through repowering or life-extension it could reduce overall renewable energy output. However, the energy transition may bring new (more efficient) technologies that may replace existing renewable energy technologies, thus understanding the decommissioning process and the wider effects of developments on places and ecosystems may also be necessary. Moreover, the extent to which project owners are made liable for the total effects of their infrastructure could affect the economics of renewable energy, as it does all energy systems (and indeed, development more widely).

1.1.2 Questions of justice

In the context of an energy transition, there is a need to consider questions of justice, particularly how decisions are made and impacts distributed over time and space. As noted above, the topic of this thesis closely relates to questions of both intergenerational and intragenerational justice. Decisions regarding the future of sites (particularly concerning the location and longevity of infrastructure) raise questions regarding the possible impacts on future generations as well as the current generation. Of particular importance is how the future is represented and considered, especially given the well-known and seemingly deeply entrenched short-term bias in policymaking (Boston 2016).
There is a significant body of literature exploring energy justice concerns, identifying a need for energy policy to address justice through considering the distribution of negative externalities including how decisions are made regarding the siting of infrastructure (Jenkins et al. 2016). As well as considering who is winning and suffering as a result of decision-making, there needs to be consideration of procedural justice relating to how decisions are being made and who is involved in and influencing the decision-making process (Sovacool and Dworkin 2015). Both dimensions apply in various ways to this thesis topic as the first wind farm sites are often the best located in terms of wind resources (Hulshorst 2008) and thus repowering creates clear benefits in terms of increased energy generation and contributions to addressing climate change. However, questions can be raised regarding fairness for local communities in extending the life of infrastructure and thus extending the impacts, especially where facilities were consented in ways that seemed initially time-limited. In the context of end-of-life decision-making, this raises questions regarding how decisions are made, the weight given to the different actors involved, and if anyone is considering and reflecting the interests of future generations. Of particular relevance to this thesis is responsibility, particularly the recognition that current generations have a responsibility to not adversely impact future generations (see Heffron et al. 2015) and a further dimension of justice, recognition of impacts (see Schlosberg 2017).

1.1.3 Energy acceptability and perceptions

Another significant component influencing the energy transition is energy acceptability, which draws upon ideas of social acceptance regarding the perceived impacts of energy infrastructure (Devine-Wright 2007). Concerns about energy acceptability and perceptions have generated a considerable body of research with its own temporal characteristics. It has produced insights regarding the change in attitudes before and after a renewable energy development has been constructed, suggesting that familiarity with a development can lead to contentment (see Warren et al. 2005; Wolsink 2007; Eltham et al. 2008; Wilson and Dyke 2016). However, such studies are limited in scope, often solely focused on community perceptions rather than those of other relevant actors. The literature also largely lacks consideration of institutional frameworks (Wolsink 2018b). Furthermore, existing research often appears to consider the development and decision-making process in simple binary terms (i.e., the infrastructure was not there and now it is, or in the case of decommissioning, it was there and now it is not), ignoring the complex reality and scope for projects to evolve and change over time.
1.1.4 Reversibility

The term reversible has been used within planning practice and particularly by developers,\(^1\) to highlight that renewable infrastructure can easily be decommissioned, leaving limited or minimal impact on a site with no off-site effects (Pasqualetti et al. 2002). Particularly in the case of wind, the lack of permanency of the infrastructure has been argued to enable sites to easily return to their previous condition following decommissioning (Jaber 2013). Wind farm developers have used the concept to promote the benefits of schemes by arguing that they can easily be removed at the end of their economic or technical life (Corvellec, 2007). This benefit can be contrasted with traditional fossil-fuel energy sources, which can cause long-lasting impacts through ecosystem damage or contamination (Fthenakis and Kim 2009) and nuclear energy which is often associated with long-term risks (Parkhill et al. 2014). Reversibility as a concept also links to ideas of justice and equity, particularly regarding distributive justice between the current generation and future generations. There are also justice benefits of ensuring that the infrastructure can be removed without leaving any impacts as irreversibilities impinge on the choices, and possibly welfare, of future generations.

As a concept reversibility has entered the lexicon of debate about the relative sustainability of different energy sources without being clearly conceptualised or unpacked. However, the closer one looks at reversibility, the more intricate it becomes. Adam (1998) critiques the use of the term within environmental discourse as assuming that any changes that may occur over time can be reversed. The concept can be seen as problematic in the case of renewable energy technologies as it assumes that a site can be returned to the way it was before the infrastructure was in place and, through doing so, ignores the range of physical and social changes that may occur during the lifespan of a development. The issue of reversibility can also be seen to be incorporated within broader questions of how and why particular features of the environment are valued (Owens and Cowell 1994) and thus which are replaceable and if complete replacement matters for all features. In the context of this thesis, the claims that the ability to reverse the infrastructure at the end of its operational life increases the sustainability of the infrastructure require exploration, including ideas of responsibility and agency, both for defining ‘reversibility’ and for bringing it about.

\(^1\) Planning applications often contain wording such as ‘All of its effects would be temporary and reversible upon decommissioning’ (Quote from Kirkby Moor repowering planning statement, 2014, 6.3.19).
1.1.5 Considerations of time within planning

Time and how it is considered and controlled is central to this research and is a crucial consideration missing from much of the existing literature on renewable energy. Time can be seen as a fundamental component of all of the above debates as well as to the physical regulation of infrastructure. In most countries regulation of energy infrastructure concentrates on the project consenting process, supported to varying degrees by wider policies. While major energy projects often entail some form of specialised permissions, the spatially extensive nature of renewable energy means that it is often governed through systems of land use planning or spatial planning (Kellett 2003; Cowell 2007).

Despite the claims of planning to be a future-orientated activity (Couclelis 2005) and the evident existence of longer-term plans, research has identified that planning often focuses on issues that are having the most significant impact on the near-future in order to achieve short-term results. This is often a result of the influence of short budget cycles and political timeframes (Myers and Kitsuse 2000; Van Der Knaap and Davidse 2010). It has been suggested that due to a focus on short-term results planning may leave certain decisions to be made in the future (Myers and Kitsuse 2000). However, there is a lack of consideration regarding how planning regulation, partially and incompletely, comes to try and organise the temporality of spatial change caused by energy developments. Indeed, other than considerations of temporary urban land uses, time-limiting planning regulation is nowhere extensively researched.

Different countries address the temporal dilemmas of renewable energy in various ways. In the electricity-generation field in Great Britain, time-limited consents apply only to wind and solar (not nuclear, fossil, or hydro) and most planning permission for built structures are granted in perpetuity – time limitations are the exception. Time-limited planning permissions for wind and solar have often been described as temporary; however, the term is open to a great deal of interpretation. Time-limited or temporary planning consents could be seen to act as a promise for the future (see Abram and Weszkalnys 2011) that the development will be removed, but there is a lack of consideration regarding if and how this happens in practice and thus if there is a potential for abandonment of all or part of the infrastructure to occur. There is a need to understand and explore how both planning literature and practice consider such notions of time in order to improve our understanding of how to treat the end-of-life of renewable infrastructure and thus how to also treat both the duration and physical
impacts of its presence. Developing such an understanding will be valuable in ensuring that wind and solar can contribute to the energy transition and in developing our knowledge of how time is treated in planning regulation more widely.

### 1.1.6 The end-of-life of renewable infrastructure

While the terms temporary and reversible have been used within planning practice to argue in support of the sustainability benefits of wind and solar farms, there appears to be a lack of detailed consideration regarding how this occurs in practice through end-of-life decision-making. There are a small number of studies exploring issues surrounding decommissioning, repowering, and life-extension of onshore wind (for example, Möller 2010; Himpler and Madlener 2012; Ziegler et al. 2018). However, existing studies tend to be focused on specific aspects, such as economic benefits, and fail to provide details regarding what factors are being considered and controlled within regulatory systems. More comprehensive treatments of end-of-life issues are rare and of very recent parentage (see, for example, RenewableUK 2019).

While renewables are claimed to be easily removed from the land (Pasqualetti et al. 2002), there is a lack of understanding regarding if and how this occurs, how decisions surrounding duration are decided, and when. Understanding the temporal aspects of the regulation of infrastructure is likely to be important in the context of future competing land uses or changing policy or technological contexts. Such considerations are also necessary in the context of energy and procedural justice and possible changing social attitudes towards renewable infrastructure, which link to wider industry debates within planning about the distribution of the impacts of technological change (see, for example, RTPI 2016).

### 1.2 Adopting a Deleuzian approach

This thesis suggests that the impacts of renewable energy development on landscapes, communities, and energy transitions need to be considered less in the binary terms of presence-absence, but rather conceptualising a world in which developments, environments, and social concerns are all in flux. Questions arise as to how energy landscapes are made and remade over time and the dynamics of resistance (Nadaï and Van Der Horst 2010). To better grasp these temporal dynamics, the thesis adopts Deleuzian theory and concepts. According to such a perspective, entities (such as wind farms) need to be considered in terms of what they could
become rather than simply in terms of their being (DeLanda 2006). Key to such an approach is the concept of assemblages, which refer to all entities being formed from both human and non-human elements (DeLanda 2006) and the idea of everything being a multiplicity, i.e. ‘a complex structure that does not reference a prior unity’ (Roffe 2010,181). This thesis draws upon Bonta and Protevi’s (2004) development of the assemblage concept to 'complex spaces' which describes land as a combination of different assemblages, reflecting how at one moment in time the land can be subject to multiple different uses by different actors. The term depicts land as being formed of a combination of spaces comprising different human and non-human entities that change over time. From such a perspective wind or solar farms can be considered as complex spaces involving, for example, turbines, the community, animal grazing, habitats etc.

Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) concepts of striated and smooth spaces are also drawn upon to depict the way in which assemblages and complex spaces are formed and changed. Smoothing space involves removing existing characteristics that were formed by others, while striating refers to the process of defining and closing spaces in order for an entity to meet its operational requirements (Deleuze and Guattari, 2004). Such processes may reflect how wind farm sites change over time to accommodate or become different uses i.e. through striations such as policy changes or processes of smoothing such as the end of consent life. Such concepts facilitate consideration of the range of different factors that may result in change, rather than assuming that decisions are simply being controlled and directed by the planning process.

A Deleuzian approach facilitates an exploration of the multifaceted nature of planning through consideration of the intricate relationships between human and non-human influences, including the multiplicity of space-time dynamics (see Hillier 2008). It informed the design of the research through emphasising the importance of understanding how the multiplicity of elements influencing sites change over time, shaping the regulation of renewable energy infrastructure. It was chosen over other conceptual frameworks that address human and non-human elements as approaches such as Actor Network Theory that seek to map assemblages have been criticised for producing data that is highly descriptive (Robbins and Marks 2010). Deleuzian ideas of being and becoming (see Deleuze and Guattari 1988; 2004) were significant in the design of this research in terms of their sensitivity to flux and to understanding what drives the becomings of the various assemblages influencing renewable energy projects and research participants. The research explores the views of different actors and the multiplicities of factors influencing their considerations regarding the end-of-life of renewable energy schemes and the future of the spaces they occupy. It explores the
complex spaces of wind farms and the striation and smoothing of spaces leading to changes or continuations in the use of the land. Sensitivity to a Deleuzian-inspired ontology is also reflected in the desire of the research to capture end-of-life decisions at the beginning, end and any interruption point in a facility’s life (i.e., becoming) and to understand how broader changes in society, landscape, planning or the developer impact on what becomes. The approach also enables consideration of how planning policy and applications changed throughout the research.

1.3 Research aims and design

1.3.1 Providing an original contribution to knowledge

While the energy transition is recognised to be a temporal process (Sovacool 2016), remarkably little attention has been given to the temporal dynamics of renewable energy roll-out beyond initial development and to how project-level considerations relate to wider patterns of change. However, such consideration is critical both to grasping whether and how such infrastructures remain in place over time. This thesis addresses gaps in our understanding of how the duration of energy infrastructure is considered and how end-of-life decision-making for solar and wind farms occurs. It does so through exploring how the duration of the infrastructure and end-of-life options are considered by the range of actors involved in a scheme, the regulatory planning system and wider publics.

1.3.2 Research aims and methods

The main aims of the research are as follows:

- To understand how the ‘temporary’ and ‘reversible’ nature of wind and solar farms are considered, constructed, or resisted by the range of actors involved and how this influences end-of-life decision-making for the infrastructure.

- Through doing so, it aims to explore the reasons for particular temporal preferences, how end-of-life decisions are made, whose interests are included and excluded in that process, and with what consequences. It also seeks to consider if changes in the surrounding physical, social, cultural, or perceptual area, or shifting opinions of the site, developer, or technology influence considerations regarding duration and end-of-life options.
- It thereby aims to understand the challenges for planning regulation and the wider impacts of how the planning system considers time.

These aims are delivered by addressing the following three research questions:

1. How do different actors (including developers, Local Authorities, the public, and any others) prepare and plan for end-of-life decision-making for wind and solar facilities? For each actor:
   a) What end-of-life factors matter?
   b) What timeframes are sought and invoked?

2. Whose preferences most significantly shape end-of-life decision-making?

3. What are the wider consequences of how the temporalities of renewable energy infrastructure are regulated?

To answer these questions, a research strategy was developed that facilitated the exploration of multiple scales, temporalities, perspectives, and contexts. A multi-stranded research design was chosen to understand the wider policy context and experiences of the sector, supported by detailed cases and survey work that sought to access the views of diverse actors. A mixed-method methodology enabled an exploration of the perspectives of the range of actors involved and the interactions between them, the project, and its wider environment, including a consideration of what interests dominate and which get marginalised. The use of multiple cases enabled the questions to be explored from different contexts, including the stage of life and type of energy infrastructure, in order to identify common and diverging attitudes, experiences, and opinions. The research design is discussed in chapter 3.

1.4 Research boundaries

To ensure that the research was achievable within the allocated time boundaries had to be set. Wind and solar energy were chosen over other renewable energy technologies due to the scale and rate of their development at the time of writing (2016-2019) and the range of impacts they create. The International Renewable Energy Agency identified that the increase in renewable energy capacity continues to be led by new solar and wind energy installations, with figures 1 and 2 below demonstrating the global growth in capacity over time (IRENA 2019a).
Figure 1: Global Installed Capacity (MW) of onshore wind 2010-2018
Graph recreated from International Renewable Energy Agency

Figure 2: Global Installed Capacity (MW) of solar photovoltaic 2010-2018
Graph recreated from International Renewable Energy Agency

Wind formed the greater element of the thesis due to the age of the infrastructure, as in numerous countries wind energy sites are starting to reach the end of their permitted or operational period, resulting in both greater need and opportunity to understand end-of-life decision-making processes. For solar, there is little existing research exploring considerations of its impacts and lifespan, thus providing another clear research gap. Certainly, the cost of solar PV (relative to 2015-2016) is expected to halve again by 2020 (IRENA 2018), driving global uptake, but its comparative recency means attention to solar is the lesser component of this research.

Since 2000, UK electricity supply from solar and wind displayed a marked upward trend through to 2018 due to generation capacity increasing each year. Onshore wind capacity increased 18.1% from 2016-2017, while solar photovoltaic installed capacity increased by 7.3% (GovUK 2018). England and Wales were initially chosen as the locations for the research as at the time of the research wind farms in both countries were beginning to reach the end of their operational life with repowering and life-extension having started to occur. The use of time-limited 25-year consents was also common in both countries, raising interesting questions regarding how the duration and future of the infrastructure are considered. Background research into the policy context revealed noteworthy differences in Scotland and thus it was also included in the research design. When designing research there is always a depth-breadth trade-off (Teddlie and Yu 2007) and in this case it was essential to focus on the diversity of experience between projects rather than between policy contexts – initial analysis revealed that national policy was not (yet) determinate in the treatment of end-of-life decisions. As a result Northern Ireland was not included in the study. It was also felt that issues and conditions within Great Britain reflect the situation in many other countries, meaning that the research findings have relevance to other jurisdictions.

This thesis draws upon literature and insights from a range of disciplines and covers several inter-disciplinary topics including consideration of time, landscapes, energy perceptions, energy justice, and regulation. While it would be possible to situate this research in various disciplines, it was felt that planning was the most appropriate for numerous reasons. Situating the thesis within the discipline of planning enabled an exploration of the complexity and multi-dimensional nature of decision-making, including the perspective of the range of different actors involved. Other disciplines, such as energy geographies or energy justice, tend to focus more on the public and offer few specialist insights into land use decision-making or regulation. In the end, regulatory processes are the nexus between temporal processes and diverse actors and have time signatures of their own (Marshall and Cowell 2016), so it was necessary
to give centre stage to how the planning system regulates time and therefore how end-of-life decisions are considered. Although the thesis is located intellectually within planning, that is not to say that planning processes are necessarily major determinants of outcomes, whether that is so is something the research presented here set out to discover.

1.5 Structure of the thesis

This thesis is divided into eight chapters. The following chapter provides an overview of the existing literature in the field, including identification of research gaps and discussion of the theoretical perspective influencing this thesis. The research design and methodology are discussed in chapter 3 including an explanation for why mixed-method case study methodology was chosen for this research, how it reflects the epistemological and ontological position of this thesis and a discussion of each method.

The findings from the research are presented and analysed in three chapters. The policy context influencing the duration and end-of-life decision-making for onshore wind and solar is presented in chapter 4, including a discussion of how policy has changed over time and a comparison of the policy context of the three countries covered in this thesis (England, Wales and Scotland). This chapter also covers the scale of ‘the problem’ i.e. the age and status of British wind infrastructure including the extent of life-extension, repowering and decommissioning, and public responses to applications.

Chapter 5 presents the findings of the case study research, exploring how end-of-life decision-making occurred and was considered by the various actors in each case.

Chapter 6 then focuses on how the public considers the duration of infrastructure and end-of-life decision-making by providing the results of public surveys undertaken with residents living close to two wind farms.

In chapter 7 the findings from the empirical chapters are brought together and discussed, including a discussion of patterns and differences amongst the case studies. The concluding chapter presents a summary of key findings for each research question and an evaluation of the research. The implications of the research for our empirical and theoretical understanding of end-of-life issues with renewable energy and how the regulatory planning system considers time, including recommendations for future research, are provided and insights for policy and practice are discussed.
Chapter 2: Time, planning and renewable energy, a review of the literature.

2.1 Introduction

This thesis brings together several strands of literature in order to explore how the temporal impacts of renewable energy infrastructure have been considered and contextualised. The literature reviewed includes the following: i) considerations of time in planning and theoretical considerations of time, ii) the physical regulation of energy infrastructure including land-use characteristics, end-of-life decision-making, decommissioning, and the concept of reversibility, iii) energy perception and acceptability studies, iv) landscape values and perceptions, and v) theoretical insights from Deleuze.

While the review focuses on the discipline of planning, it draws upon broader insights from geography and sociology. The bodies of literature explored within this chapter discuss the multi-dimensional concepts of landscape, time, and energy acceptability that overlap and offer fruitful lines of thinking. The concept of time and how it is considered and treated is a central theme linking the bodies of literature (see figure 3, depicting the overlapping nature of the bodies of literature). This review explores ideas and understandings of time in order to investigate how the temporary nature and impacts of renewable infrastructure might be considered from both a theoretical and practical perspective. Through doing so, it reveals the multifaceted nature of how time is considered and informs the identification of suitable conceptual approaches to the research problem and the nature of the knowledge gap.

In order to develop the insights from these bodies of literature, a conceptual approach is required that explores how the temporal aspects of development are considered in planning regulation and processes. This needs to be sensitive to the current lack of consideration of how end-of-life decision-making occurs in practice, how the regulatory notion of planning considers multiple dimensions of time and how notions of temporariness and reversibility are constructed and applied. As this review makes clear, this means considering the impacts of renewable energy development on landscapes less in the binary terms of presence-absence, but conceptualising a world in which developments, environments, and social concerns are all changing over time. In order to facilitate such an understanding, a Deleuzian perspective is applied, drawing upon the work of Deleuze and Guattari (1980; 1988; 2004) as well as those
such as Jean Hillier (2008; 2011) and Bonta and Protevi (2004) who have applied Deleuzian concepts to planning and land-use regulation. Deleuzian theory can be seen to link the bodies of literature in this review by enabling an exploration of the multiplicities of human and non-human elements influencing sites over time, shaping the potentials of what sites might become in the future.

Figure 3: The overlapping bodies of literature influencing this thesis

2.2 Considerations of time

Planning is suffused with temporal considerations, both within and beyond the subject matter of this thesis. At the level of practice, within numerous planning systems solar and wind farms have been granted time-limited planning permission (often referred to as temporary), in Great Britain this period is usually 25-years. The use of such temporary permissions appears to differ from the standard use of temporary planning consents as temporary uses have often been considered as 'secondary or provisional, a stand-in or substitute for the preferred permanent option' (Németh and Langhorst 2014, 144), especially with the regeneration strategy of urban areas (Patti and Polyak 2015). However, the term temporary is open to a great deal of interpretation. To make sense of what temporary can mean and entail there is a need, first, to explore how planning literature considers time. The research literature that exists identifies several
tensions surrounding conceptions of time in planning. The following section of the review explores these tensions and engages with those arguing for the need to move beyond a linear notion of time, particularly drawing upon the arguments of Barbara Adam (1994; 1995; 1998; 2003; 2004) that there are multiple co-existing temporalities.

2.2.1 Long-term aims and short-term action

How time is conceptualised can influence the focus of planning as well as how it treats and considers the future population (Moffatt 2014) and analysts have identified numerous issues here. While a pervasively name-checked aim of planning is to consider the long-term future (Couclelis 2005) there are a number of counter-theses to the view of planning as focused on the long-term (see Myers and Kitsuse 2000; Couclelis 2005; Van Der Knaap and Davidse 2010; Moffatt 2014), involving the influence of economic pressures and uncertainty about the future. Critics of contemporary planning practice have argued that it has moved away from its aim of achieving strategic long-term visions to focus on short-term managerial and operational activities (Couclelis 2005). Despite the creation of long-term plans and planning’s claims to provide a longer-term perspective than many other public policies (Moffatt 2014), it can often be seen to focus on issues that are having the greatest impact on the near-future in order to achieve political gain and short-term results (Myers and Kitsuse 2000; Van Der Knaap and Davidse 2010).

The focus on shorter timeframes has been linked to the influence of short budget cycles and the timeframes of political candidates (Myers and Kitsuse 2000) as well as the prioritisation of efficiency within the development process and influences of increasing costs and decision-making that reflects the private sector at the expense of longer-term considerations (Moffatt 2014). Despite its image of being future-oriented then, planning is vulnerable to wider critiques of public policy that it is often focused on the short-term or present at the expense of longer-term considerations (see Boston 2016). Such a policy focus on the short-term has been partially explained by ‘the pervasive impact of uncertainty on decision making’ (Boston 2016, 95) which increases as one steps further into the future and that prospective future beneficiaries are poorly represented in decision-making processes.

Emerging from this, one can begin to see how planners often use certain notions of time as organising concepts (Davoudi 2012), resulting in a structured system, but one that is also inevitably selective. From this perspective, planning policy can be seen to favour certain notions of time that it expects communities to fit into, such notions of
time often include strategies of phasing development or the time boundaries in plans. This links to critiques regarding the self-belief of planners that they are uniquely able to successfully consider the future (see Davies 1972). Graham and Healey (1999) argue that different actors involved in the planning and development process operate on diverse notions of time and through favouring certain notions of time, such as the fixed-time plan periods, the planning system may undermine and disempower certain interests. They identify that it is often the more powerful groups with clear understandings of their space-time parameters, such as corporate interests, that have the most influence (see also Raco et al. 2018). Demonstrating this, Marshall (2002) identified how changes to speed-up regional planning processes in England led to greater power and influence for groups who were the most organised, well-resourced, permanent and had the greatest expertise, particularly the government. Similarly, Marshall and Cowell (2016) in a study of major infrastructure (transport and electricity generation) projects identified the relationship between power and timeframes, noting how public decision-making processes (like public examinations) often face tight regulation of timeframes while developer-led aspects of project management (like raising finance) often do not face such tight regulation.

Further highlighting the complex relationships between planning and time, Abram and Weszkalnys (2011) portray planning as a promise between now and the future, expressing a particular intention and thus producing a set of relations that should endure over time. However, in their discussion of land-use plans, they noted that promises in planning can involve varying degrees of ‘concreteness’ and ‘institutionalization’ and thus have significant potential to break down. They emphasise that the future promised by planning is always slightly elusive and out of reach, particularly as planning has an increasing focus on managing the present, thereby leaving problems to be resolved in a postponed future.

In various respects, considerations of time within planning can be seen to echo economic ideas regarding discounting the future. In short, this contends that people discount the future as they place a higher value upon immediate rewards than future rewards, even if the future reward (or costs) may be greater in absolute magnitude (Myerson and Green 1995). This can be seen to relate to the way in which regulatory notions of time within planning leave certain decisions to be made in the future due to a focus on achieving short-term results (Myers and Kitsuse 2000). There is not space here to do justice to the extensive literature on discounting and its critics (see Pearce et al. 2013), but central concerns are that planning reflects the social rates of time preference of its political masters and the sectors that it regulates and that there are
associated opportunity costs of capital i.e. when a decision is made there is a loss in potential gain from alternative decisions. The central criticism of such discounting is that it neglects the interests of future generations (raising issues of inter-generational justice).

2.2.2 Beyond a singular, linear notion of time

The current approach in planning practice is dominated by the regulatory notions of time in the sense of fixed start and end points imposed by the planning system (Davoudi 2012). Here, time has traditionally been conceptualised as a linear process that can be measured in a single dimension (Madanipour 2010) and is therefore often referred to as ‘clock-time’ (Ingold 1993; Adam 1998). Such a linear notion of time appears to be embedded in the planning system, such as through time-periods in development plans (Graham and Healey 1999) or the period in which a development must be commenced once granted planning permission. Linear time provides some benefits, particularly through creating a structured, measurable focus, enabling regulation of the present and, to some extent, the future too. However, the linear temporal focus of planning has been criticised for having a restricted, bounded notion of both time and space and for divorcing concepts of time from concepts of space, thereby ignoring how both time and space are produced through social action between and within places (Graham and Healey 1999). Moreover, one critique of planning practice is that it often lacks consideration of how the meanings that people associate with built development may change over time and the influence this can have on conflict and consensus (Moffatt 2014).

In the context of such critiques, planning analysts have started drawing upon insights of time developed in other disciplines. Questions have emerged regarding how time is conceptualised and treated within planning due to a recognition of the multitude of stakeholders and associated temporal connections (Madanipour 2010). Planning researchers have begun to build on the basic idea that time is not linear to explore how planning needs to understand multiple aspects of time (Del Río et al. 2011). From such a perspective planning processes can be seen to be influenced by several interconnected dynamic variables, such as laws, costs, uses of spaces etc, that are continually changing through non-linear processes. Meanwhile, the opinions of actors may also be changing over time (De Roo and Silva, 2010).

Literature looking beyond clock-time has developed ideas of time as something that is experienced rather than measured (Hicks 2016). Such an approach facilitates an
exploration of the role of multiple temporal processes influencing human relationships with place. Understanding time as multiple processes also facilitates investigation of how considerations of time differ amongst actors. For example, time as expressed by those involved in enacting the regulatory function of planning, is likely to be different from time as experienced by the affected population (Moffatt 2014).

While it has been recognised that different timeframes are operating within planning and the many and various activities that planning engages with, they have not been fully considered within the planning system itself (Van Der Knaap and Davidse 2010). Contemporary planning has been identified as comprising conflicting temporal processes including different envisioned futures within planning documents, changes occurring outside planning such as demographic and ecological changes and the temporal cycles of producing planning documents (Abram 2014). Abram (2014) identified that the timeframe of a plan may be different from the lived horizon of a person impacted by the plan, suggesting that planning and planners suffer from a lack of attention to these temporal contradictions. Yet debates within planning have often lacked exploration of the influence of different notions of time and through doing so can be seen to have over-simplified the development process (Moffatt 2014). Planning can thus be seen to be a type of governmental technology that imposes a particular temporal ordering on a more complex world and that fails to emphasise the multiple conflicting temporalities (Abram 2014), instead focusing on spatial ordering.

In one of the most developed critiques of the concepts of time and space used within planning, Graham and Healey (1999) argue that there needs to be an understanding of the multiple meanings of the two concepts. Their paper draws upon a range of social theories including ‘relational theories of urban time-space, dynamic conceptualizations of “multiplex” places and cities, the “new” urban and regional socio-economics, and emerging theories of social agency and institutional order’ (Graham and Healey 1999,623) in order to explore the dynamic relationships between planning practice, action and place. They critique considerations of time within planning theory and practice as either wholly neglected or treated as a container for linear events. The problem with this, they suggest, is that the concepts of space and time have often remained divorced from one another, ignoring the idea that space and time can be constructed through social interactions amongst and within places. They argue that planning theory and practice need to consider relational non-linear notions of time that reflect the changes that occur within the contemporary world and that there needs to be an understanding of how the process and effects of planning relate to multiple space-times. From a practical perspective, they suggest that project appraisals and the
development of policies need to be informed by a clear recognition of the temporalities and spatialities in which they are being inserted or may influence, thereby involving careful attention to the expression of time periods within projects and policies. They argue that where ‘fixed time periods (e.g., the 5-year plan, the structure plan period) are used, clarity is needed with respect to whose space and time this is and why it is helpful to use the particular form of expression’ (Graham and Healey 1999a, 642). This reflects broader considerations of time as a resource, as something that can be used strategically by actors involved (see Raco et al. 2018).

Graham and Healey (1999) draw upon the work of a range of social theorists who developed relational theories of time-space, emphasising the diversity of time-space experiences between and within cities. Such theorist include Giddens (1979), Lash and Urry (1994) and Adam (1995), as well as others who have developed relational theories of time-space, particularly Harvey (1996) and Thrift (1996). Of most relevance to this thesis is the work of Barbara Adam, who argues that ‘the way time is conceptualized makes a difference’ (Adam 1995,7). Adam (1998) argues that linear considerations of time transform complexity into a fixed enclosed object when in reality time is less tangible as it is constructed through interactions. She describes how the temporal relations of industrial societies are shaped by the five C’s of clock time, compression, commodification, colonization, and control (Adam 2003, see table 2). She identifies that clock time became a central element of everyday life through the commodification of time; meanwhile, time has been compressed through the intensification of work, transport, and transmission. The control of time is suggested to have objectified time, reducing it to something that is externalised (Adam 2003). The externalisation of the possible future costs of actions has become easier due to the acceleration of electoral cycles, economic exchanges, and news (Adam 2004). From this she argues that we need to move beyond clock time in order to understand how time is embedded in knowledge, interactions, practices, and the environment and thus to make the diverse experiences (particularly lived experience) and conceptions of time visible, especially in relation to environmental problems (Adam 1995).

Adam (1998) introduced the concept of ‘timescape’ to portray the multiple dimensions of time and the complex temporalities of changes to the landscape. This perspective argues that we cannot embrace considerations of time without simultaneously its embodiment in a specific context, including the spatial material and contextual influences on how we are considering time. Timescape provides a conceptual tool that enables the previously invisible to become visible through considering ‘the complex temporalities of contextual being, becoming and dwelling’ (Adam 1998,11).
Similarly, Greenhouse (1996) considers time as a plural social construct with cultural representations. From such a perspective, Greenhouse argues that representations of time can be seen to articulate people's understandings of agency and that social time is inherently linked to claims to accountability made in its language. Many concepts of time may exist in any one social system or situation and institutions can be seen to regulate the contestation of multiple temporalities within situations (see Greenhouse 1989). In this context, representations of time can be seen to be manipulated in times of crises in order to legitimise certain institutions (Greenhouse 1996) such as appeals to economic urgency to expedite infrastructure decisions (see Legacy 2017). As Adam also makes clear, just because clock-time is a social construction does not mean it lacks powerful organising effects.

**Table 2: Adam’s 5 C’s of time**

*(information taken from Adam, 2003)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clock</td>
<td>• Time that has been created to human design, precise and invariant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• It is not context dependent as it is external to the processes that it measures and is different to the varying temporal processes and rhythms of nature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• This time, designed by humans, has become dominant and naturalized as if there are no other forms of time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Clock time and the associated linear perspectives form a sieve through which social relations and reality are filtered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Difficulties arise where clock time is imposed as the norm in situations that are rhythmic, variable, or highly context-dependent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In reality all hours are not the same for people as humans are more complex than machines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodification</td>
<td>• The economic process of charging interest means that time costs money and makes money, thus ‘time is money’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• As ‘time is money’, calculations are made regarding the costs associated with the time spent storing and moving goods, running machines and the time that goods are on shelves before they are sold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The value of interest and credit influences the financial value of labour time (paid employment).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Work that is not easily translated into money falls outside of this evaluation framework e.g. time spent caring for children or relatives. As money is associated with power, such uses of time tend to be associated with a lack of power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Like clock time, the commodification of time has a linear perspective, is decontextualized and abstract.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Compression

- When ‘time is money’ through the commodification of clock time, time compression is associated with profit. Speed is valued as an unquestionable good and this overshadows other environmental or social considerations.
- Compression is achieved through increasing the activity that occurs within the same unit of time such as through intensifying labour, using machines, or re-organising the sequence of activities.
- Compression has also been achieved through technological developments such as the internet and transport developments.

Control

- The control of time involves rationalising and regulating the order, pace, and sequence of beings, organisms, institutions, and social activities based on a desired pace.
- This includes controlling production, storage and delivery for a just-in-time delivery system or controlling product’s shelf life.
- However, attempts to control time can also lead to loss of control due to increased speed and real-time processes working across the globe that create a loss of time for reflection.
- Such loss of control is global and thus impacts those on the receiving end as well as the perpetrators.

Colonization

- Temporal colonization with time involves the global imposition of western industrial time. Globally, clock time and the commodification of time have been imposed as the unquestionable standard regardless of their suitability. This has been achieved through the use of world time, time zones and standard time.
- The economic values of time and the social relations of industrial time have been imposed globally as an unquestionable norm.
- This processes has been aided by naturalised assumptions regarding the need to commodify, compress and control time. Such assumptions have been unquestioned and thus any unwilling recipients will find it very difficult to make their protests heard.
- The second form of temporal colonization is colonization of time. This involves the contemporary reach into and use / abuse of the past and future.

2.2.3 Conclusion

The literature has revealed how temporalities are plural and planning is selective and partial in its treatment of time. The limited planning literature on time identifies the uneven distributive consequences of elevating specific temporalities, revealing how regulation is inevitably partial / selective in the ways it reflects and seeks to organise
social affairs through time (see Graham and Healey 1999b; Myers and Kitsuse 2000; Moffatt 2014; Boston 2016, amongst others). Planning’s focus on achieving short-term results has resulted in a lack of detailed consideration of the various temporalities and the relationships between them (Graham and Healey 1999) and the gap in our knowledge is especially wide in development control. While there has been a failure to emphasise the multiple temporal processes occurring within planning, particularly in much planning literature, multiple temporal processes are clearly evident in planning practice and in the worlds in which it intervenes. Planning can thus be seen to be selective in the temporalities that it prioritises, particularly economic and political aspects of time. It can thus be argued that there needs to be greater consideration of the impacts and relations between multiple temporalities, including consideration of the elements that currently fall outside of the regulatory system (in the case of the regulation of energy infrastructure this may involve elements that change over the duration of the facility or site, including relations to local communities). This is necessary in order to obtain a deeper understanding of regulatory and decision-making processes and the potential implications of planning decisions.

This review has begun to reveal the multi-layered nature of the term temporary and the impacts of different ways of considering time. While the regulatory notion of time used within planning can be seen to provide some benefits, it can also be seen to draw attention away from other temporal processes such as (but not limited to) long-term preferences, intergenerational perspectives and longer-term sustainability (see, for example, Graham and Healey 1999; Myers and Kitsuse 2000; Moffatt 2014). There is thus a recognition from numerous perspectives that planning and the worlds it regulates are more complicated than how the regulatory notion views them (Scott 1998; Abram 2014). It is evident that conceptualising time as a range of multiple temporal processes (as suggested by Adam 1998, amongst others) that occur in parallel and are operating on different timescales, can provide insights for both planning practice and academic research through enabling a greater exploration of the variety of physical and social changes that may occur over time. While planning literature has begun to develop notions of multiple temporalities, it often fails to bring together practical and theoretical critiques and consequently lacks recommendations for planning theory and practice (see for example Myers and Kitsuse 2000; Van Der Knaap and Davidse 2010; Madanipour 2010). There has therefore been a recognition of the need for greater consideration of the multiple temporalities influencing both planning research and practice (Moffatt 2014).
The review now turns to consider how ideas of temporality are expressed in the land use and end-of-life regulation of renewable energy projects, exploring how such understandings of multiple temporal processes become evident through problematising 'the object' that planning is regulating.

2.3 Renewable energy: land use, end-of-life regulation and reversibility

As section 2.2 introduced, renewable energy developments are often promoted as temporary and reversible, the following section aims to uncover the evidence and problem framings (see Rein and Schön 1996) behind such claims. It explores the impermanency and permanency of renewable energy infrastructure, how time and the object are regulated and how this is influenced by pervasive social constructions, particularly specific conceptions of time or the object under consideration – wind or solar energy facilities. In doing so the following bodies of literature are reviewed: i) how claims of reversibility are used in studies of the land use impacts of renewables, ii) how end-of-life factors are considered in Life Cycle Assessments, iii) how decommissioning, repowering and life-extension have been considered in existing literature, iv) a critique of the concept of reversibility. Through doing so, it reveals how claims of temporariness also reflect selective conceptions of time, starts to reveal the temporal complexities of the objects of regulation and argues that complete reversibility is not possible.

2.3.1 Land use characteristics and reversibility of renewable energy

Reversibility and land use efficiency have been identified as crucial land use characteristics of energy systems (Hernandez et al. 2014). Understanding the extent of land use requirements of energy has been identified as necessary in the context of competing requirements for land from other uses such as agriculture and in terms of balancing social, economic and environmental impacts (Evans et al. 2009). Although the term reversibility does not have direct regulatory status, it is a concept that has been used in planning (such as in decision notices and application documents) to argue in favour of renewable energy developments. The concept has been used to highlight a fundamental benefit of renewables over traditional energy sources, that at the end of its life the infrastructure can easily be removed, leaving limited or minimal impact on the site (Pasqualetti et al. 2002).
Numerous analysts have contrasted renewable energy with other forms of energy where the extent of impact, long-term effects on the land and ecosystems, and clear-up costs are far greater (Dale et al. 2011). A central benefit of renewables has been identified as their ability to use land statically, i.e., impacting one area of land in comparison to traditional energy sources that transform land through secondary land use impacts such as contamination and ecosystem disruption of adjacent or more distant lands from the supply or combustion produces of the fuel (Fthenakis and Kim 2009). A further benefit of renewables has been identified as their lack of direct waste produce (redundant turbines are often recycled or stripped) and decentralised pattern of distribution, enabling them to often be situated in remote areas (Karakosta et al. 2013). For renewables, reversibility is thus presented as entirely a matter of what happens on site since the lack of a tangible fuel means there are minimal off-site or distant effects (turbine production creates off-site effects and impacts on birds and habitats can occur, but this is rarely discussed in such studies). Meanwhile, off-site effects for other energy technologies are often greater, more visible, and tend to be a big part of what is long-lasting.

The potential benefits of reversibility have been considered to the greatest extent in the case of wind energy with studies identifying the ability to easily remove wind turbine infrastructure as one of its key benefits (see Pasqualetti et al. 2002; Corvellec 2007; Eltham et al. 2008; Jaber 2013; Dû-blayo 2014, amongst others). The reversible nature of the land use impacts of wind energy has been identified as being utilised by developers to promote the benefits of wind projects (Corvellec 2007). Such literature highlights how reversibility is often discussed in terms of impacts not being long-lasting and physical materials being removed. In one of the most detailed considerations of wind energy reversibility, Dû-blayo (2014) links the concept of reversibility to resilience, identifying that the land has the potential to return to its previous state or an enhanced state following decommissioning. However, such claims appear to lack consideration of what reversibility or an ‘enhanced’ state of land may constitute (i.e., in what ways the land may be improved and by what means) or who would be responsible for such enhancements. Such questions need addressing if reversibility is to move from a potential quality to a material practice.

The commonly made claims about reversibility can be seen to provide a surface-level consideration of reversibility without exploring the more intricate aspects of the term, most significantly what exactly it should or does constitute and how it manifests itself. Furthermore, there is an apparent lack of consideration regarding how the concept is taken into account in decision-making or how negotiations and decisions regarding
reversibility take place at the point of granting permission for a scheme to be
developed. These are potentially significant omissions as claims of reversibility lack
evidence or experience, providing a lack of insight regarding what may actually happen
as sites approach the end of their operational or consent life. Alongside these gaps,
this common treatment of reversibility also reveals selectivity in concerns for time in the
planning system (i.e. a focus on time-limited permissions and use of planning
conditions to leave certain elements to be considered in the future), but also, as will be
developed further in this review, selectivity in consideration of the materialities of
development.

2.3.2 End-of-life decision-making in Life Cycle Assessments

Such claims of reversibility are perhaps better described as relative claims compared
to other energy sources and raise questions regarding the impacts of renewable
energy facilities. Establishing a total lifetime of renewable energy is one sphere in
which analysts seek to bring ‘impacts in total’ into the frame, including those that could
occur distantly in space and time. Through doing so, the neglect, but also importance,
of technology-land-environment relations in making sense of reversibility and
temporariness is revealed.

A start point for considering the ‘total’ impacts of energy technology options, from
cradle to grave, is the use of analytical frameworks based on Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA). What LCA tends to address is the non-site effects of renewables. These are
deemed to be lower than for fossil fuel or nuclear, each of which cast a significant
footprint. Environmental ‘adders’ have been developed as a regulatory method in order
to evaluate the total costs of energy systems (Harrison and Nichols 1997). LCA studies
are utilised in order to detect and calculate the environmental adders associated with a
particular energy system (Owen 2006). In energy markets, adders involve the cost
added to the resource cost in order to include the social costs associated with the
provision of energy (Owen 2004).

There are numerous LCA studies providing consideration of the impacts that occur
over the lifespan of renewable energy developments, revealing again that the life cycle
emissions of renewable energy are comparatively much lower than conventional
energy (Varun et al. 2009). Nonetheless, the dispersed and land-intensive
characteristics of renewable energy developments have presented a challenge for
existing LCA methods (Seager et al. 2009). Such challenges arise from the
geographically dispersed nature of the technology, with lower energy yields per land
than traditional fossil fuels, the higher level of geographic variability and the potential for land quality to either be degraded or restored. It has thus been suggested that LCA studies for solar and wind require a more diverse database covering elements such as (but not limited to) the loss of ecosystem services that the land would otherwise be providing, impacts on soil and water quality, the impacts of construction and maintenance in remote areas, and impacts on regional wind patterns (Seager et al. 2009). Evidencing this, LCA studies for both wind and solar appear to vary in their scope, depth and methods (Varun et al. 2009; Davidsson et al. 2012) and in the case of wind there is a lack of consensus regarding how to quantify resource depletion and a lack of detailed consideration of non-energy resource implications (Davidsson et al. 2012).

There are several exemptions and omissions that leave LCA falling far short of a ‘total resource’ assessment. Both LCA studies and the use of environmental adders compare energy systems like products, not as contextually embedded facilities, and thus treat end-of-life simplistically rather than considering wider long-term impacts on the land. Such approaches are abstracted from time and space and lack consideration of future generations. While such studies often consider the land use impacts of renewable energy, they often only consider direct land use (e.g., the measurable space occupied by the infrastructure), thereby ignoring the intensity of the land use impact and compatibilities with other land uses (Gagnon et al. 2002). LCA studies also tend to be hypothetical. As with wider claims about the reversibility of renewable energy, there is a tendency to assume that the equipment has effects that are potentially removable without consideration of what is likely to happen in practice. Significantly, many LCA studies for wind do not include an assessment of the decommissioning stage or have lacked details through treating it as largely unpredictable (Ardente et al. 2008; Price and Kendall 2012). Through doing so they reflect some of the wider effects of time, in terms of the inability to calculate the impacts of a future event.

An LCA perspective has a tendency towards reductionist quantification and, for this reason too, tends to exclude detailed consideration of the end-of-life decision-making process or impacts on the land. There is a lack of information regarding the land in terms of how the character and nature of the previous land was documented, how it may be altered over the lifespan of the development and how it should be returned once the infrastructure is no longer working. Existing studies can be critiqued for solely focusing on the infrastructure on the site rather than broader impacts and structures in conjunction with sites that may have a greater duration. Such literature tends, therefore, to ignore how renewable energy technology such as turbines and solar
panels get entangled with a site, creating a diverse ecology of changes to landscapes and natural processes, not all of which may reverse.

2.3.3 Decommissioning, repowering and life-extension

‘Whole life’ analytical techniques like LCA can be critiqued for providing a rather simplistic assumption regarding the reversibility of renewable infrastructure and often an assumption that full decommissioning and land restoration will occur, particularly by reducing it to equipment. However, the temporal relationship between equipment of a given technical or commercial life and a facility that uses that equipment is not straightforward, as a facility may replace its equipment several times through life-extension or repowering. The need to understand considerations surrounding repowering has been identified as necessary due to the tendency for the best-located sites (e.g., the sites with high-levels of wind) to already be occupied by older, less efficient technology (Hulshorst 2008). The rather limited literature on decommissioning, repowering and life-extension (such as Möller 2010; Himpler and Madlener 2012; Ziegler et al. 2018) reveals some of the considerations surrounding end-of-life decision-making for renewable infrastructure. From this we can begin to understand why it is a problem to treat it as an object simply occupying space, rather than as a facility that evolves over time and (as will be elaborated in later sections) with diverse relations to surrounding environment and society.

Life-extension (i.e., increasing the existing planning consent) of wind farms has been considered to a limited extent in existing literature. In one of the most detailed considerations of end-of-life decision-making for onshore wind, Ziegler et al. (2018) undertook a review of lifetime extension in Germany, Spain, Denmark, and the UK. The review focused on technical and economic considerations, including technical lifetime extension assessments, operational costs, subsidies, and legal regulations. Their findings revealed that there are uncertainties in end-of-life decision-making with a conclusion that ‘the market for end-of-life solutions is still in its infancy, but is expected to grow significantly in the next five years’ (Ziegler et al. 2018, 1269). However, they claim that it is technical, economic, and legal aspects (such as, but not limited, to legislative changes, electricity market prices and wear-out of components) that drive the end-of-life decision-making process, lacking consideration of wider social, environmental, and land use influences. Through focusing on developer-market relations, there is a lack of insight into how decisions may be made and considered by all relevant actors (including, for example, local communities), which may prove essential in obtaining consent for such applications.
Industry consideration reflects a positive view of repowering. Writing in an industry report, Hulshorst (2008) argued that repowering wind turbines can create noise, visual, and landscape improvements as a result of a decrease in turbine numbers or the number of turbines with a high rpm. The report assumes that repowering will involve the installation of wind turbines in locations where they are ‘accepted,’ although it does not expand on whether this expected acceptance is from communities or decision-makers. Moreover, this unsupported claim assumes that all stakeholders will have accepted the permanency of the wind farms. It also relies on concepts of ‘eco-efficiency’ (Jacobs 1991) to establish repowering as a reduction in the quantity of environmental impacts per unit energy output and assumes that the trade-offs involved (fewer but taller turbines) will be widely accepted as a net gain. Current industry understanding of the process, impacts, and perceptions of repowering can thus be seen to foreground certain elements such as measurable dimensions of landscape improvement, and place others, particularly potential challenges of acceptance, outside of consideration. These framings have rarely been unpicked by academic research.

Meanwhile, research undertaken in Denmark revealed that while repowering onshore wind farms is portrayed as a lower risk and lower cost option than developing off-shore windfarms, opposition to larger wind farms creates a potential challenge (Himpler and Madlener 2012). Further research exploring the impacts of repowering campaigns in Denmark revealed that while campaigns sought to address the issue of ‘poorly located wind turbines’, ‘It was found that re-powering did not lead to lower overall visibility and density, but to higher distance for some of the inhabitants’ (Möller 2010, 240). While providing useful insights, such studies provide limited (and patchy) information regarding the complicated nature of repowering, as a reworking of the temporal evolution of a facility.

In the case of decommissioning renewable energy facilities, little consideration has been given beyond LCA studies discussed above. From a policy-orientated perspective, research undertaken by Welstead et al. (2013) on behalf of Scottish Natural Heritage explored the aims of Restoration and Decommissioning Plans (RDPs’), identifying the potential for RDPs’ to demonstrate the reversibility of wind farms in terms of removing all significant environmental impacts and visible traces. This definition of reversibility appears to be less comprehensive than other uses of the term, demonstrating a partial and specific focus through suggesting removal of significant and visible impacts rather than returning to a previous condition or considering any subsurface or less-directly material impacts such as social impacts. Again, we see
value-based selectivity in reversibility claims and a lack of clarity in what
decommissioning should constitute and how it should occur.

Ferrell and DeVuyst (2013) identified that while decommissioning is a policy concern
for wind energy, there is little experience of decommissioning or public information on
the costs. Writing from experiences in the USA, they identified a lack of standard
decommissioning procedures and in some cases (particularly for the oldest wind farms)
a lack of regulatory obligation for decommissioning, raising questions as to whether the
wind industry will learn from the abandonment issues experienced by other sectors
such as oil and gas. While there are some elements for which market incentives may
be sufficient to encourage removal e.g., turbines, for which there is a recognised
second-hand market (Andersen et al. 2014), it is more difficult to envisage how
markets could develop for others e.g., removal of foundations, access roads or grid
connections. The use of legal planning agreements can hold developers to land
remediation and habitat creation actions; however, such agreements can be hampered
by difficulties in valuing the natural environment (see Boucher and Whatmore 1993)
and there appear not to be any studies assessing the efficacy of such planning
agreements in the renewable energy sector.

If end-of-life considerations have been neglected for renewable energy, such
considerations have been explored more extensively in the literature surrounding other
sectors, and analogies can be drawn. The end-of-life of minerals works provides
potentially useful insights regarding longer-term considerations of the land, particularly
concerning decommissioning, facilitating a future land use and how social attitudes
may change over time, influencing future uses of the land. McHaina (2001) identified
that while many mining sites were previously abandoned, decommissioning and
reclamation are now considered to be central parts of the mining life cycle. The
subsequent use of mining sites is decided based on several factors including, the
current surrounding land use at the time of decommissioning, environmental impacts,
and the possibility of reusing site infrastructure. This links to ongoing debates regarding
the possibility of creating environmental, social, and economic benefits through
developing new land uses on mineral sites (Zhang et al. 2011). Bell and Genske (2000)
identified that attitudes towards derelict land have changed over time with many
countries developing planning acts to facilitate restoration. Such examples raise
questions regarding if such measures have been considered or implemented for
renewables, questions as yet unanswered.
2.3.4 Critiquing the concept of reversibility

Reversibility as a concept has entered the lexicon of debate about the sustainability and temporary nature of renewable energy without being clearly conceptualised or unpacked. The term is used widely to describe the idea that at the end of a set period the energy infrastructure can be removed without leaving any lasting impacts (Pasqualetti et al. 2002). However, Adam (1994) resists simple dualities of ‘reversible’ versus ‘irreversible time’ arguing that ‘as practice, events are fundamentally contextual, directional and irreversible’ (Adam 1994, 27). When discussing machines (like wind turbines), she describes how ‘they are not abstractable from their environment’ as ‘their development and use have consequences that become integrated into the complex web of ecological interconnections which in turn impact on social life’ (Adam 1994, 167). Adam (1998) thus critiques the use of the term reversibility within environmental discourse as assuming that mistakes can be undone, arguing that achieving complete reversibility is not possible due to changes that will have occurred over time. The concept of reversibility is problematic as it assumes that impacts can be undone and, in the case of energy infrastructure, thereby ignores the range of changes such as physical changes in the surrounding landscape as well as social changes that are likely to occur over the lifespan of developments. For Adam, reversibility really only exists under the specialised, abstract temporalities of Newtonian physics (Adam 1994).

The issue of reversibility has been linked to wider questions of how and why particular features of the environment are valued. Owens and Cowell (1994) contend that it is essential to have an understanding of what aspects of the environment, both material and non-material, are valued, and why, in order to understand whether certain environments are replaceable and whether therefore complete repair or replacement matter (see also, Goodin 1992). If an environment is considered as merely having material value, such as agricultural productivity, the potential for restoring the land can be assessed through identified measures such as the grading systems of agricultural land (Cowell 1997), whether any losses can be fully reversed then becomes a technical question and one that brings in considerations such as replacement, reinstatement or reintroduction. However, non-material values such as cultural values and benefits that people experience from enjoying landscapes are more complicated (Goodin 1992). Where intrinsic value is placed in a specific landscape or ecosystem, derived from the particular process of its creation, then the prospect of reversing any losses becomes logically impossible. As a result, working out whether an impact or set of impacts can be reversed is inseparable from wider questions of working out what kinds of values
are at stake and which ones matter, i.e. selectivity of values as well as how these values may alter over time.

2.3.5 Conclusion

The ideas discussed within this section explore how concerns for temporality and reversibility have been brought to bear on end-of-life considerations and considerations of the land use characteristics of renewables. The literature covered can broadly be divided into two conceptual approaches, literature providing an external analysis in terms of identifying potential benefits of the temporary nature of renewables (see, for example, Pasqualetti et al. 2002 and Hulshorst 2008) and literature looking at what actually happens on the ground from a governance perspective (see, for example, research by Möller 2010). While there are many idealised claims made, closer scrutiny reveals a more selective reality. Across the literature there is a failure to explore or define what is meant through use of the term reversibility and how such a concept can be achieved in practice. It is noteworthy that the policy-orientated perspective, focusing on visible elements of the infrastructure, differs from the broader, more theoretical notions of reversibility, thereby raising questions regarding how reversibility is defined and carried out in practice.

What is revealed by these literatures and their omissions is that the object at stake - in this case renewable energy infrastructure - makes a difference, whether it is treated as an entity like a product occupying space or as a more complex assemblage of machinery, social, and ecological relations that evolve over time. A central limitation of much of the literature is how the materiality of renewable energy is considered in terms of its relations with the physical and social landscape. The LCA literature can often be seen to provide an abstract, engineering-based perspective, that focuses on removal of the equipment and its potential disposal rather than its relationship to sites and places. Through doing so, it fails to consider the multiplicity of material and non-material elements that may influence decisions surrounding the future use of sites. The literature thus raises several contestable claims that are underexplored and cannot do justice to the more complicated effects that unfold with decision-making associated with real projects.

While there is a limited body of literature exploring life-extension, repowering, and decommissioning, existing studies tend to be focused on a small aspect of such processes such as economic benefits. Moreover, a significant proportion of the existing material has been produced by and for industry (see, for example, Hulshorst 2008;
Welstead et al. (2013). While these studies provide a useful overview of some of the factors influencing end-of-life decision-making they lack consideration of whose opinions were taken into account during the decision-making process and fail to analyse critically which factors are being considered and controlled within regulatory systems.

This body of literature raises questions that will be explored in the remainder of the literature review and in the thesis itself. This thesis agrees with Adam (1994, 1998) that complete reversibility in any form is not possible, it thus suggests that we need to look beyond the concept of reversibility framed in simple material and binary terms in order to explore what the actors involved in the planning system mean through use of the terms temporary and reversible. A Deleuzian approach facilitates this through enabling consideration of the multiplicity of material and non-material effects impacting decision-making. An important part of such considerations is how wider social and ecological relations, with a more diverse set of temporalities, impact notions of what is temporary. The following section aims to explore this through literatures that have sought more directly to capture the multiplicity of relations between infrastructure, environments, and publics.

2.4 Energy perception and acceptability

It has been widely suggested that a lack of social acceptance may constrain the ability of countries to achieve renewable energy targets, particularly in the case of wind energy (Wüstenhagen et al. 2007). The sizeable body of research exploring the social acceptance of energy facilities has teased out some of the key relationships between technologies, sites, and communities, which bear upon considerations of temporariness and (ir)reversibility. These also help to indicate how end-of-life decisions for renewable energy facilities might be perceived. However, although time is implicit in much of the research presented, rarely is it given explicit attention.

2.4.1 Public perception and acceptability of renewable energy

There is a large body of literature exploring public perceptions of renewable energy from social science and environmental psychology perspectives (see Warren et al. 2005; Cohen et al. 2014; Gross 2007; Devine-Wright 2007, amongst others). Perceptions can be described as a process through which people perceive their surroundings (Johnston 1998). Many studies exploring perceptions of energy
infrastructure are shaped by concerns for social acceptability, also referred to as energy acceptability (see Devine-Wright 2007). Social acceptance is a central concept within energy research; however, it needs to be understood as one part of a range of factors that influence how individuals and communities interact with renewable energy developments (Upham et al. 2015). A narrow rationalist interpretation of acceptance views it as shaped by a person’s calculations of the risks and benefits of a scheme (Cohen et al. 2014), however it is often more complicated due to the influence of factors such as the value people place upon a location and their opinion of the type of development.

There is a sizable body of literature exploring the factors contributing to the social acceptance of energy projects. Devine-Wright (2007) identified three main categories of factors influencing social acceptance as personal, social-psychological, and contextual. While it is not explicit in the literature, each of these factors may have a temporal dimension. From a personal level, local involvement in a project has been linked to higher social acceptance (Gross 2007). Social-psychological factors can also influence opinions of acceptability, for example, people’s reactions to wind farms have been found to occur very quickly (Pasqualetti 2004), and people’s personal definition of topics including what constitutes a ‘natural environment’ and ‘progress’ can influence their opinion regarding the level of development that should occur (Hirsh and Sovacool 2013). Wider contextual factors can also be seen to influence local-level energy acceptability, for example, when developments are framed and viewed as part of a wider policy context and choice of alternatives, thereby reflecting alternative futures. Demonstrating this, research undertaken by Jobert et al. (2007) suggested that a proposed wind farm experienced a greater level of acceptance due to its position as part of an energy park development.

Perception and opinions of renewable energy appear to differ depending on the context of the technology in question. Quantitative abstract studies such as the UK surveys reviewed by McGowan and Sauter (2005) reveal widespread support for both wind and solar technology; however, opinions differ when research considers the local development context (Upham et al. 2009). Public acceptability of wind energy cannot be taken for granted as it moves from support in the abstract to local projects (Barry et al. 2008). The concept of NIMBY (Not In My Backyard) has been used to describe the difference between perceptions of wind energy as a source and perceptions of individual proposals; however, the concept has faced criticism for failing to consider the complex nature of human motives and other factors such as political or social influences impacting attitudes (Bell et al. 2005; Devine-Wright 2005; Ellis et al. 2007;
van der Horst 2007). Moreover, the site-specific, concentrated characteristics of renewable energy often leads to conflict with the existing or planned use of the land (Pasqualetti 2004). Public attitudes to wind farms are thus often strongly conditional and a key element affecting that conditionality is landscape/visual/place effects (Johansson and Laike 2007).

Expectations about positive and negative impacts, particularly perceived visual impacts, can shape local perceptions regarding the acceptability of renewable energy developments. There are apparent differences between perceptions of renewable and traditional energy infrastructure, though this is often attributed more to the different geographies at play rather than traditionalness per se. As traditional energy infrastructure is often located away from settlements, it can be seen to be removed from peoples’ everyday considerations, and thus electricity arrives to the consumers as a relatively unseen product (Sovacool 2009). Developing this argument, Hirsh and Sovacool (2013) suggest that opposition to wind turbines may be linked to the visibility of the infrastructure in comparison to the relative invisibility of traditional energy infrastructure as visibility makes people confront their energy choices and usage. This is supported by research in the USA that linked the visual prominence of wind turbines to reminders of energy production, usage, and cost, highlighting that the public prefer not to see the source of energy production (Pasqualetti 2000).

People’s perceptions of energy infrastructure in the environment can be seen as multifaceted and influenced by a range of factors that themselves may change over time. Sowers (2006) explained how in some contexts local people do not conceive of wind turbines as an industrial energy source or a reminder of their energy use but rather see them as representing economic prosperity and pride through bringing money into the local area through jobs and tax revenues, helping local farmers. Thus, the turbines are accepted because they fit into the dynamics of the place, which are the ongoing products of previous rounds of activity. Similarly, the development of renewable energy in rural landscapes has been conceptualised by some as part of a process of ongoing rural change that is enabling farmers to diversify their livelihoods (Fast and Mabee 2015). Drawing on such temporal arguments, renewable energy can also be framed positively through the use of a sustainability framework that highlights human adaptation and progress towards carbon-neutrality (Selman 2010).

Implicitly adopting wider temporal concerns, Klass (2012) demonstrates how public trust doctrine arguments have been used to argue for and against the development of renewables. Public trust arguments have been used in favour of projects through
emphasising intergenerational benefits for future generations in terms of addressing climate change and their potential to safeguard land for future generations. However, opponents have used the concept of public trust to argue against schemes due to their intensive land use characteristics and potential impacts on space, species, and landscapes. Such research identifies the significance of representations of renewable energy as continuity or change, positively or negatively. This is an angle which ought to bring temporal concerns into focus, although there is limited explicit evidence of this in the research literature.

2.4.2 Place identity, attachment, and fit

The theoretical concept of ‘place’ provides a lens through which people view change (Upham et al. 2009; Cresswell 2014). Places are shaped by human values and can be seen to be socially constructed as they are influenced and shaped by power relations and social influences (Harvey 2001). Places can therefore be conceptualised as a process as they are continuously going through sequences of change and reproduction over time (Massey 2005). The concept of place forms a key role in understanding local energy acceptability as opinions can be influenced by place-related meanings and feelings of place attachment and identity (Devine-Wright and Howes 2010). Place attachment is used to explain people’s connections to places in terms of how they interact or have interacted with an area. The concept of place identity is also used to explain how the characteristics and attributes of particular places contribute to a person or community’s self-identity (Stedman 2002). People can form attachments to places as a result of memories, enjoyable experiences, and special meanings (Scannell and Gifford 2010), through such processes particular places can become important to a person’s self-identity (Stedman 2002).

Concepts of place identity and attachment provide useful ways of understanding how people view change, and in doing so, they have an inherent temporal dimension as processes that unfold over time. However, existing studies say little explicitly about time. The main analytical themes pursued are that people’s attachments to a place may change over time as a result of lived experience or place change, potentially impacting their responses to change (Bailey et al. 2016) and how change, such as development, can impact people’s opinions of a place (Upham et al. 2009). As a result of the attachments that they form with places, people may resist change to a place, particularly if the change poses a threat to the meanings associated with it (Stedman 2002). Disruption to place identity can lead to opposition to the cause of the place change (Jacquet and Stedman 2014). The development of renewable energy
infrastructure can be viewed as a form of place change that has the potential to alter or disrupt the existing relations that people have with a place and their self-identity (Devine-Wright and Howes 2010). People may oppose plans for a particular renewable energy project due to the meanings they have formed, over time, with the location of the proposed development (Haggett 2011) and thus react with place-protective action (Devine-Wright 2009b).

Different representations of places and of renewable technology have been used to portray a development as acceptable or unacceptable in a particular location and can be seen to have influenced the responses of residents, particularly through embracing a broader temporal dimension. Illustrating this, research undertaken in Canada by Fast and Mabee (2015) compared five wind farms located within 50km of each other. The findings revealed that the projects that faced less opposition were those that considered local history and included it within the project alongside building local trust. The acceptability of a renewable energy development by a local community can be seen to be highly influenced by representations of how the new technology fits with the existing identity of the place. This idea of place-technology fit has a tacit temporal dimension as it relates pasts, present, and futures. Wind farms are often subject to contrasting symbolic representations and perceptions of their suitability within a place (Brittan 2001; Hirsh and Sovacool 2013), ideas of fit and have also been used to portray wind energy developments as either suitable or out of place in an area (Otto and Leibenath 2014). Demonstrating how place-technology fit may develop over time, Nye (1999) described how energy technology or hardware in America that was once new and innovative has, over time, become taken for granted as being there. Such insights raise significant questions regarding whether such a process will occur for renewable energy infrastructure, especially for end-of-life decisions, or if it will be different due to their visual characteristics or potentially known time-limited status.

Landscape fit is a major concern for wind farm developments (Firestone et al. 2018), wind turbines have often been perceived as out of place in rural landscapes due to values associated with such areas (McLaren Loring 2007). When considering such ideas of fit, it is also important to consider the type of sites that energy infrastructure is occupying and whether it can be represented as a break or continuity in the use of land. Cowell (2017) identified that not all energy infrastructure siting decisions become politicised or face significant opposition, and thus, it is important to understand the situations in which siting disputes have not occurred. His example of gas-fired power stations demonstrates how, through re-inhabiting space vacated by previous fossil fuel-based industry, serious siting conflicts have been largely avoided. Such an example
signifies the importance of understanding the multitude of socio-economic and environmental associations influencing potential sites and their surrounding landscapes and that the reference point - or base-line - for end-of-life decisions may be constructed very differently to the status quo ex ante.

Debates about landscape or place ‘fit’ are essentially concerned with temporal processes of path dependence, in which inheritances from the past condition what now seems appropriate. Whereas the siting choices of gas-fired power stations reinforces the reproduction of environmentally exploited and industrialised spaces (Cowell 2017), new renewable energy projects can be seen to have a greater propensity to disrupt such continuity. A central difference for renewables is also that they are often situated on un-industrialised landscapes, thereby causing disruption and often opposition. Taking wind as an example, as the resource requirements are site-specific, they are often not able to be located in less controversial locations without reducing productivity (Pasqualetti 2011). However, repowering and life-extension may change this spatial dynamic as currently sites in Great Britain tend to be reproducing over time (see Windemer 2019).

The social acceptance literature recognises the mediating effects of public engagement practices on shaping public attitudes (see, for example, Firestone et al. 2018; Gross 2007; Hindmarsh and Matthews 2008). However, the processual dynamics of public engagement processes are less widely considered in renewable energy literature than in planning literature (such as Marshall 2002; Marshall and Cowell 2016), raising questions regarding how the time available for, and temporal sequencing of, engagement processes may have some bearing on how well support is maintained, cultivated or lost. It is also necessary to consider that social responses can be mediated by project ownership and control, which can differ significantly between locally-developed schemes and those put forward by large private companies (Warren and Mcfadyen 2010; Musall and Kuik 2011).

The concepts of place identity, attachment, and place-technology fit provide a useful understanding of why publics may oppose renewable energy projects that may be considered to disrupt the existing character of a place and thus the wider relations that are at stake when the reversibility of impacts is considered. However, while the effects of renewable energy development on a place can influence social attitudes and responses, it is important to consider that places are subject to multiple representations and in some circumstances, changes to landscape and place disruption can be viewed as positive (Manzo 2003). Demonstrating this, research undertaken by Devine-Wright
(2011) found high levels of positive response to a proposed tidal project, linked to expected impacts on the distinctiveness of the area and its visual fit with the existing character of the area as well as its potential contribution to tackling climate change. Additionally, while temporal ideas of change over time are embedded in ideas of place and the negotiation of change, existing research lacks explicit consideration of how place-related meanings may develop over time. Most social acceptance research has its own temporality, with its main empirical focus on the point of project decision, there are however some exceptions to this, as discussed in the following section.

2.4.3 Treatment of time in energy perception and acceptability research

Whereas most social acceptance research is concerned with looking at a site at one moment in time, usually the build-up to consent, there is a small body of literature adopting a wider temporal frame. There are several studies exploring changes in attitudes before and after a renewable energy development has been constructed, often reflecting a narrow consideration of change over time, but providing a more explicit consideration of temporality than the energy perception and acceptability literature discussed above. Familiarity has been identified as an influence on people’s opinions of technological structures within the environment (Hirsh and Sovacool 2013) as experience is considered to often generate positive attitudes (Warren et al. 2005). Examples of this can be seen in changing opinions from those living in proximity to traditional energy infrastructure such as cooling towers and slag banks who over time have started to view them as iconic features of the local landscape (Selman 2010). Moreover, research suggests that static technological objects such as transmission towers, poles, and wires often become conceptualised together in people’s minds as part of the landscape (Hirsh and Sovacool 2013).

It has been suggested that people living close to wind turbines perceive them more positively after installation (Damborg and Krohn 1999; Warren et al. 2005) and that positive perceptions of wind turbines are more likely for those who see turbines daily (van der Horst 2007). Attitudes to wind power developments have been suggested to follow a U-shaped curve, ranging from very positive when people are not confronted by a local proposal, to less positive when people experience an application in an area, to more positive again following construction of the development (Wolsink 1989; Gipe 1995; Wolsink 2007), with the tacit assumption that this applies in perpetuity.

Wolsink (2007) depicts this relationship in figure 4 (U-shaped curve), which shows attitudes in standard units (z-scores) with ‘0’ representing the average positive attitude.
However, while such research is argued to be statistically significant and to demonstrate the temporally fluid nature of attitudes to renewables, the post-construction values supporting this hypothesis appear to have been taken a short time after construction (although the exact date is not present in the paper due to the results being based on secondary data from a number of studies). There is consequently a lack of consideration regarding how values may alter over the greater lifespan of the infrastructure and what people imagine the (appropriate) duration of the development to be. Moreover, Wolsink (2007, 1199) recognised that while the U-shape curve demonstrates the ‘non static nature of attitudes’ it is ‘by no means a guarantee for improvements in attitudes after construction’ as the ‘effect can only be seen if the existing environmental impact is adequately dealt with in the eyes of the local population’. The U-shaped curve hypothesis also appears to consider the development and decision-making process in simple binary terms (i.e., the infrastructure was not there and now it is), ignoring the scope for projects and their contexts to evolve. Such assumptions can also be critiqued as failing to consider that there are several other contextual influencing factors that may shape community members’ opinions, thus the relationship between perception and experience cannot be considered as a simple linear relationship (Devine-Wright 2005).

Figure 4: U-shaped curve

Source: Wolsink 2007 (attitudes in standard units (z-scores) with ‘0’ representing the average positive attitude)
In one of the few detailed studies, Wilson and Dyke (2016) explored changes in community perceptions of a wind farm in Cornwall through a process of interviewing ‘affected stakeholders’ and community members about their perception of the wind farm before and after it became operational. They found that although some negative perceptions remained, attitudes generally became more favourable over time as the community became used to the turbines. In some cases a sense of place attachment had been identified by those living close to the wind farm, with the turbines forming a type of landmark. They explained that their findings supported those suggesting that concerns of living close to a wind farm decrease over time (for example Warren et al. 2005), but not that the community become highly positive following installation. They identified that the pathway of acceptance appeared more nuanced than the U-shaped curve model suggests as community responses are multi-layered and complex with different curves of acceptance relating to different areas of concern including noise, visual impact, impact on property price, environmental impact, and economic benefits. However, the generalisability of the research findings is limited by the fact that the interviews were only undertaken five years after operation and the scheme only comprised two turbines. Meanwhile, research undertaken by Eltham et al. (2008) aimed to explore whether pre-construction perceptions of a Cornish Windfarm had changed 14 years following commissioning. Although the findings revealed statistically significant changes between recalled opinions of 1991 and opinions in 2006 regarding an increase in the number of residents finding the wind turbines visually attractive and considering wind energy to be a valuable asset, the results identified no reliable change in opinion regarding residents’ general acceptance of the wind farm. As with much public-focused research, both studies gave little attention to regulators, developers, or the regulatory context, lacking consideration of the possible influence of time-limited planning permissions on preferences or how end-of-life decisions are formed.

Supporting arguments of familiarity, Wheeler (2017) researched residents’ attitudes to existing wind farm sites as part of a broader study exploring rural place identity. The findings revealed that although in some cases concerns regarding the impact of wind farms remain, for many people they have become a familiar and unremarkable, or in some instances valued, part of the landscape. The research identified that ‘the most prevalent attitude was one of ambivalence, where the local windfarm had become a familiar and accepted part of the landscape, simply blending into the background of everyday life’ (Wheeler 2017, 118). It identified how, through embodied experiences, wind farms can become assimilated with social memories in villages and that wind
farms are starting to become incorporated into the shared meanings of place. It also identified connections between wind farms and other aspects of place, for example, in one village the wind turbines were found to have been viewed favourably as they remind people of the old windmills. However, this research was limited in scope in that it failed to explore how residents considered the future. While identifying familiarity and ambivalence with the turbines it ignores scope to act on temporality as there is no consideration of whether these feelings are related to the communities’ possible knowledge and understanding that the turbines will be removed in a certain number of years’ time. It therefore raises the unexplored question of whether it is change, and the scope to influence change, that motivates communities, resulting in a situation of acceptance once the change has happened and the chance to resist or make a difference has gone.

Opposing arguments of familiarity, Sovacool (2009b) argues that once values are formed regarding energy, such as familiarity, they are difficult to change, particularly if the values are transmitted between generations. Meanwhile, research undertaken by Kontogianni et al. (2014) found that experience of wind farms marginally affected positive public perceptions but significantly influenced negative public perceptions. Research in Denmark found that the growth in the number of wind turbines over time has negatively altered perceptions of acceptability, demonstrating how opinions changed from favourable to negative as a result of increases in the size of developments (Möller 2010). Such research identifies the significance of the scale of visual impact. A further deduction, especially from the work of Möller (2010), is that the impact of what is being regulated – the wind farm and wider wind farm landscapes – is in flux, creating broader contextual changes. It is thus more complicated than looking at the before and after of a wind farm in an unchanged context. To try and isolate changing public attitudes, some of the existing social psychology research has rather a laboratory-type approach, excluding wider contextual variables.

A significant weakness of many energy perception and acceptability studies is that they explore change in opinions before an energy development is built and then shortly after its completion, providing a limited snapshot of changes in opinions and lacking consideration of how and why opinions may alter over a longer period or at other points in time. Where studies have considered a longer time period (such as Eltham et al. 2008) these are focused on public perceptions. Moreover, existing energy acceptability studies appear to lack consideration of the temporal structure of regulation (e.g. time-limited consents), and there are no studies considering perceptions when infrastructure is decommissioned and removed, or considering possible repowering and life-
extension and the potential consequences on people’s perceptions and opinions of acceptability. There is a resulting lack of consideration regarding how long people expect the development to stay in place, including whether they regard the renewable energy development as permanent. Research could provide a deeper understanding of the temporal considerations impacting the future of such sites and the impacts of how the regulatory planning system controls duration.

There is a body of literature providing deeper temporal insights on the longer-term experiences of communities living with energy facilities, albeit such literature is focused on traditional energy forms rather than renewables. Bickerstaff (2012) argues that events that are temporally distant can remain very salient from a cultural perspective and are thus critical in moulding the pathway of controversial planning processes - in her case, deep disposal of nuclear waste. It is thus suggested that we need to look beyond the characteristics of the local communities in which infrastructure proposals are located to explore the historical responses influencing impacted populations. In the case of nuclear, Venables et al. (2009) identified that it is commonly assumed that communities with existing nuclear facilities will be more accepting of new facilities due to the benefits, such as economic benefits, that the existing scheme provides. However, they argue that beliefs about nuclear power in communities that have lived with facilities is more complicated than simply those being for and against. In this context, there is an identified need to consider the public’s perception of environmental risks and the local context of public fears (Macgill 1987). Meanwhile, Parkhill et al. (2014) suggest that the impact that a new development may have should not be underestimated, particularly in cases of nuclear and coal where there are historical associations of risk and pollution. They identified that effects associated with stigma may occur in situations where people feel that they do not have a choice. History is thus part of the conditionalities of public – and probably regulator and developer – responses.

While the social acceptance literature has developed a detailed understanding of how infrastructure-developer-environment-community relations condition public responses to renewable energy development, there has been a call for studies to look beyond local-level social acceptance. Such considerations are important as there are factors beyond the public’s view that may influence renewable energy development such as funding and the planning system. Procedural aspects and institutional factors, such as regulations, have been identified as having a significant impact on the outcome of energy projects. Friedl and Reichl (2016) suggest that both political and institutional conditions (such as economic regulations, stakeholders, and the consenting process)
and local conditions (such as local politics, actors, geographical conditions, and planning) can have a decisive impact on planning for energy projects. Meanwhile, Wolsink (2000) identified that while most social acceptance studies focus on public opinion, there are factors that curtail renewable energy development beyond local acceptance. The paper draws upon research in the Netherlands to demonstrate how institutional factors including the style of planning system, the dominance of the utilities sector, and the strategic motives of stakeholders, have a more significant impact on the siting of wind farms. Again, it is the treatment of time within institutional arrangements – with their propensity to be selective and partial – which may be the greater determinant of project outcomes.

2.4.4 Conclusion

Energy acceptability and perception studies provide useful insights for this thesis by demonstrating how renewable energy facilities impact relationships between technology, place, and landscapes, and through doing so, implicitly reveal ideas of temporality. However, empirically, those using a place perspective have tended not to explicitly embrace the temporal aspects of renewable infrastructure development, such as discussions of temporariness or permanence or how social attitudes evolve over time. Moreover, the literature can be seen to have its own temporality, studies exploring attitudes to wind energy can be critiqued as generally front-loaded (i.e. focused on the build-up to decisions) and framed by crises as most studies focus on opposition to proposed schemes (Ellis et al. 2007). A focus on proposed projects has resulted in a lack of consideration regarding the result of lived experience in a place following change (Bailey et al. 2016) as well as wider considerations regarding the future of the infrastructure. There is a lack of literature exploring opinions of existing developments and where this does occur the research is usually undertaken after a relatively short period or is subject to methodological limitations, either way falling short of end-of-life decisions. Significantly, much of the social acceptability literature (and public perceptions research more widely) ignores the institutionally-structured nature of actual choices. While the way in which developer-public interactions shape trust has received some academic attention (see Devine-Wright 2007; Walker et al. 2010), existing research tends to focus on public opinion as the most important viewpoint, providing little consideration regarding how the interaction between the public and other social actors such as developers, planners, and the media can influence responses to renewable energy changes (Batel and Devine-Wright 2015). Through doing so, it fails to link social attitudes with the regulatory context that mediates between perspectives and the temporalities that each may mobilise.
What does begin to emerge from this body of research is that renewable energy comprises more than just the infrastructure, it is a knot of relationships between machinery, publics, other actors, and wider contexts, all of which are evolving, but with their own temporalities. In this context, the following section of the literature review looks beyond place to the broader concept of landscape. This is important in the context of this thesis as it helps foreground the relations between technologies, people, and contexts that are omitted from simplistic talk about impact reversibility.

2.5 Landscape values and perception

Landscape is a crucial concept within this thesis due to its ability to embrace the temporal relationships between society and its surroundings, alongside concerns regarding appropriateness of environmental change, and because the siting of renewable energy developments within landscapes is often a point of contention and objection. Landscapes have their own temporalities, often as longer term, to which temporary insertions into the landscape may be contrasted. Drawing upon landscape studies enables a broader perspective on the siting and evolution of energy facilities in relation to other elements of the locality. A landscape perspective widens the frame of reference beyond the narrow dimensions of site and land ‘used up’ by the development as seen in LCA studies (see section 2.3.2). It also enables a broader consideration of the context of the energy development than many energy perception studies (see section 2.4). Consideration of the landscapes of energy infrastructure also reveals how much they are in flux. The issue of landscape is paramount in decision-making for energy infrastructure, particularly for wind farms but also field-scale solar, and is thus likely to be a key component of end-of-life decision-making.

Landscapes have multiple characteristics (Nijnik et al. 2008) and uses (Antrop 2000). Landscape values involve the aesthetic, cultural, or natural (in terms of benefits associated with the physical element of the natural environment) values that people associate with a landscape and can be influenced by particular memories associated with the landscape (Antrop 2000). In this way, landscape values, such as visual and cultural preferences, have been seen to influence perceptions of landscapes (see Svobodova et al. 2011), and people often attribute significant value to local landscapes that are viewed as unexceptional by outsiders (Selman 2010). Landscape preferences demonstrate significant variations (Hanley et al. 2009), they can be influenced by a multitude of factors as people place value on the benefits and services which they obtain from the landscape (Termorshuizen and Opdam 2009). Terkenli’s (2001) aspect
of landscape model identifies three connected characteristics of landscape, the visual aspects, the meanings people associate with the landscape, and the experiences of the landscape, thus demonstrating the multifaceted nature of people’s relationship with landscapes. This section of the literature review explores the temporal nature of values, perceptions, and relationships with landscapes, and the implications for renewable energy development.

2.5.1 Perception of landscape change

The term ‘landscape’ can be seen to reflect the interaction of the physical elements of a place and human experiences and perceptions, implicitly over time (Hanley et al. 2009), and consequently there has been recognition of the multifunctional character of landscapes and the links between landscape and sustainability (Termorshuizen and Opdam 2009). People’s perception of a landscape can influence their opinion of how change should occur and vice versa, such considerations are thus useful for exploring the first research question of this thesis regarding how actors consider end-of-life factors and timeframes with renewables, including the significant landscape changes that occur from repowering and decommissioning. Reactions to landscape change are influenced by human experiences and meanings associated with the particular landscape (Stedman 2002). As landscapes often reflect how people define themselves, events or technological changes can impact how people view landscapes through altering meanings or associations (Greider and Garkovitch 1994). Historically, there has been an ongoing tension between arguments supporting development and those favouring landscape protection (Warren et al. 2005). This links to the wider challenge within planning of balancing the goals of equality, growth, and preservation (Campbell 1996).

Landscape change occurs at different scales and rates, some changes to landscape may occur naturally over time, causing smaller, less noticeable changes in comparison to larger scale disruptive change such as the development or removal of energy infrastructure. From such a perspective, some changes to landscape may not be interpreted as disruptive where they occur incrementally over a longer period. This can be seen to relate to ideas discussed in the previous section of this review on social acceptance, regarding perceptions of how technology is considered to fit in a particular location. The meaning that people give to a landscape can be impacted by their perception of the past, present, and expected future use of the landscape as well as their relationship with the environment (Hanley et al. 2009). Similarly, Bender (2002) explored the relationship between landscape and time, depicting landscapes as being
in a continuous temporal process. Landscapes are dynamic as they change over time due to both natural and human influences (Hanley et al. 2009) and consequently can be conceptualised as always evolving (Antrop 2000). Through conceptualising time as life process, Ingold (1993) provides a useful understanding of human relations with landscapes. Landscapes are viewed as continuously under construction and thus as a permanent work in progress. This is facilitated by the idea that as well as people being part of the landscape, the landscape can also be seen to be part of us (Ingold 1993). From such a perspective, landscapes need to be understood as continuously evolving and in relation to the processes that are shaping them (Massey 2006). Adopting such a view undermines views that a landscape is to be preserved or fixed to a point in time, contrasting with the industry descriptions of renewable energy as a reversible land use. From this point of view, renewables should be considered as part of the evolution of human-impacted landscapes.

This temporal flux also shapes how landscape values are formed and changed over time and how people consider the temporal aspects of landscape. In this context, familiarity with a landscape has been found to influence perceptions of landscape and landscape change. Illustrating this, Svobodova et al. (2011) undertook research exploring the relationship between landscape familiarity and visual preferences of landscapes using a method of evaluating photographs. The results demonstrated that respondents were influenced by familiarity with the type of landscape, place attachment, and the influence of the character of the area they were born in or that they currently resided. Thus, history and temporality can be seen to be bound into many conceptions of what makes landscapes valuable or not. Case study research undertaken by Hanley et al. (2009) regarding changes in woodland cover in UK national parks revealed that people were more likely to favour changes to the current landscape if they were aware that the landscape, or perceptions of the landscape, had changed over time. Meanwhile, Pasqualetti (2000) used the example of traditional windmills to demonstrate how over time features of the landscape become accepted and even favoured by some. Such studies link landscape perception to historical notions of time, changes that have occurred over time, and their representation. A recurring policy question is whether we are trying to preserve the current appearance of a landscape or a past ideal (Hanley et al. 2009).

2.5.2 The importance of institutional as well as social factors

There are a range of social and cultural factors that can be seen to influence people’s perception of a landscape, including how they use the landscape such as duration and
nature of their interaction (Swanwick 2009) as well as cultural significance (Ingold 2000). Within the social sciences, landscapes are often conceptualised as social constructions resulting from both individual and societal processes. Such an approach aims to explore the social process of meanings attached to landscapes and the process through which landscapes become symbolic and identifies landscapes, and symbolic representations of them, as reflecting power relations and politics (Gailing and Leibenath 2013). The insights emerging from this body of literature are supported by the conceptual approach of Social Representations Theory (SRT) (see Devine-Wright 2009; Buijs et al. 2012; Devine-Wright and Devine-Wright 2009; Batel and Devine-Wright 2015).

From an SRT perspective, shared realities and experiences, including collective perceptions on the nature and causes of events, can shape people’s attitudes. Consequently, the way in which people view and explain things can be seen to be influenced by what is familiar to them and through their reference group representing a particular social representation of the world (see Batel and Devine-Wright 2015). Such considerations can be seen to have a temporal dimension in terms of how familiarity over time influences attitudes. Taking a more explicit temporal perspective, the concept of anchoring reveals how meanings and ideas of past events can be used to reduce uncertainty and understand current risks (Pidgeon et al. 2008). Through connecting new events or ideas to familiar ideas and knowledge, the unfamiliar is made to seem more familiar (Devine-Wright and Devine-Wright 2009). Existing research has explored the occurrence of anchoring in relation to renewable energy, for example, through people associating wind turbines with landscape change (Fast et al. 2015). Anchoring has relevance to planning governance as well as public attitudes, where precedence and existing policies and rules designed to persist provide a basis for authoritative judgements, for acting selectively, and/or justifying drawing lines within otherwise seamless flows of change over time.

Thus, while the landscape perceptions literature provides a useful insight into social, cultural, and temporal considerations influencing landscape perceptions, it is vital to consider that landscapes are shaped by institutional as well as cultural factors. Landscapes can be viewed as inherently political (Bender 2002) and institutions such as the planning system can be seen to play a decisive role in shaping landscape change. Formal institutions seek to shape or restrict landscape change by imposing regulations and rules such as through the use of policy documents (Gailing 2012) and the law.
2.5.3 Conclusion

The issue of landscape is a central factor influencing responses to energy infrastructure, particularly wind farms (Pasqualetti 2000; Johansson and Laike 2007; McLaren Loring 2007; Wolsink 2007a; Firestone et al. 2018). Broadly, the expansion of renewable energy has driven a variety of societal concerns for landscape impacts research, with studies identifying the following (i) the land-intensive nature of renewable energy (see for example, Seager et al. 2009), (ii) renewable energy as a method of landscape organisation that reflects control, ownership and a reflection of certain attitudes (Pasqualetti et al. 2002), iii) how renewable infrastructure can impact the characteristics and identity of the place where it is located, interrupting the ‘permanence’ of a landscape that some expect (Pasqualetti 2000). However, while there is a body of literature considering energy landscapes, it tends not to deal with time or landscape in any fundamental, conceptual way.

Considering landscapes alongside the ideas and concepts of energy perception and acceptability facilitates a wider consideration of the range of material and non-material aspects and temporalities influencing schemes. The landscape literature has i) developed a notion of contexts in flux over time, (ii) helped improve our grasp of public concerns with change/fit with what’s there, and (iii) emphasised the significance of institutional as well as social and cultural changes. As with the energy attitudes literature, the existing landscape literature appears to have been more deeply concerned with public attitudes rather than with how developers and planners negotiate issues of appropriateness of developments in particular landscapes. When considering the landscape impacts of energy infrastructure, there is often a lack of consideration of the institutionalised nature of landscape conservation in terms of the formal values enshrined in the planning system and how certain landscapes have protective designations reflecting values that are formalised within law and policy. Such considerations may have powerful effects when deciding on the future of renewable energy sites (see also Lee 2017).

Existing literature has revealed how a range of material and non-material changes may occur over time, influencing the nature of renewable energy sites and thus the context in which decisions are made. To date there has been limited consideration of how the multiplicity of factors shaping renewable energy sites influence decisions regarding their duration or future. In response to this gap this thesis adopts a Deleuzian approach that facilitates consideration of the non-static nature of renewable energy sites. The following section of the review discusses how insights from Deleuze provide a useful
framework for exploring the multiplicity of factors changing and shaping renewable energy sites and landscapes as well as considerations of impermanency and the treatment of time, and for conceiving the way that state actions intervene in this multiplicity.

2.6 Deleuzian insights

The literature review has revealed that end-of-life decision-making for solar and wind farms is an underexplored, complex issue, but that contours of the issues at stake can be elucidated by opening up wider social science debates about time. While the review has identified that the perceived reversibility and temporary nature of developments are widely presented as central benefits of solar and wind energy, there is a lack of detailed consideration regarding what these terms mean and how they are considered and achieved, or even how end-of-life decision-making occurs in practice. There is also a lack of detailed consideration regarding how the regulatory aspects of the planning system considers time and mediates between the multiple temporalities impacting energy infrastructure. Such gaps relate to the multifaceted nature of planning and the range of human and non-human factors influencing the issue (such as changes in landscapes, perceptions, regulation etc), that are all in flux, each with different temporalities. In response to such gaps, a Deleuzian perspective facilitates an analysis of the wide range of influencing factors, temporalities, and relationships identified in this review and thus helps to chart and assess the range of perceptions, power relations, and representations influencing considerations surrounding the duration of renewable infrastructure.

2.6.1 Why a Deleuzian approach was chosen for this thesis

A Deleuzian approach was chosen for this thesis in order to provide a means of conceptualising and investigating the network of human and non-human influences shaping the evolution of renewable energy, over time and the treatment of time. Such an approach facilitates an exploration of the factors influencing the context in which planning makes decisions and for understanding the flux and partiality of interventions in temporalities identified earlier in this review. Through taking into consideration multiple dimensions of time, it provides the opportunity to explore how time is struggled over in planning and why certain notions of time endure whilst others are left outside regulation. Hillier (2008,27) argues that the emergence of ‘temporary fixities’ and boundaries within plans, policies, and decisions is part of the continuous flows of
reality. Drawing upon these ideas of time and space within planning involves considering the world as a series of possible future scenarios. While to date this has been more applied to plan making than planning regulation, development control can be seen to be shaped by the pursuit of fixities such as rules, norms and conventions around what can go into a planning permission and associated conditions, but also at the same time deliberately (or unintentionally) accommodating some unexpected eventualities as there are always gaps and ambiguities in efforts to control (i.e. it is incomplete).

As well as adopting an overall Deleuzian framing to the thesis, involving considering how the world works rather than simply what it is or means (Deleuze and Guattari 2004; Hillier 2008; Wood 2009; Purcell 2013), there are several Deleuzian concepts that have particular traction. In accordance with the pragmatic recommendations of Deleuze (see Deleuze and Guattari 1980; Foucault and Deleuze 1997), the most useful concepts for this research were selected to influence the research design. Firstly, the concept of assemblage which was developed by Deleuze and Guattari in their book ‘A Thousand Plateaus’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1988) to emphasise the non-fixity and emergent nature of entities. The concept refers to understanding entities by the way they function in combination with other entities rather than simply understanding them according to their individual properties (DeLanda 2006). All entities in this research are considered as assemblages, as unique, formed of different individual material and non-material entities, and forming a part of other assemblages (DeLanda 2006). Such a concept provides a useful method of looking beyond wind turbines as an abstract product to consider their complex, embedded nature - simultaneously part of energy supply systems, commercial revenue streams, community relations, and wider landscapes and ecosystems. The term multiplicity is used to refer to ‘a complex structure that does not reference a prior unity’ (Roffe 2010, 181), reflecting the potential for assemblages to develop.

Of particular significance to this research are Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts of emergence and becoming which are used to describe the potential (or multiple different potentials) for an entity to develop in the future (Hillier 2008; Nyseth et al. 2010). This implies a critical focus on this potential or emergent stage i.e., in the context of this thesis the potential for a site to become a renewable energy development, to become a larger project, or to become removed entirely, as well as the role of policy and other factors in facilitating potentials. Deleuze suggests that rather than considering what an assemblage is in terms of its being, we should consider what it may potentially become (i.e. its' becoming) (DeLanda 2002). Such a concept is particularly useful for
considering multiple temporalities swirling through end-of-life decisions as it captures aspects of present and future flux. In the case of renewable infrastructure, this involves an exploration of the role of planning permission and conditions in managing what may become at some point in the future and the potential for wind farm abandonment. Wind farm sites have the potential to continue to be wind farms into the future, potentially in different formats, or alternatively to become something different.

The concepts of smoothing and striating are also particularly useful to this research in terms of understanding how changes occur over time, particularly changes in the organisation of space and time. Entities are considered to smooth the striations formed by other assemblages in order to meet their operational requirements. Smoothing space involves removing existing characteristics that were formed by others, while striating space refers to the process of defining and closing spaces (Deleuze and Guattari 2004). Processes of striating and smoothing spaces can be seen to change, form, re-form, or adapt assemblages (Bonta and Protevi 2004). The concepts thus enable a deeper insight into how changes occur than simply identifying who is steering change as they facilitate consideration of the circumstances that enable change to take place. Illustrating these concepts in the context of this research, end-of-life moments can be seen as an opportunity that smooth space, opening up a range of future potentials while planning conditions can be considered a striation, managing potentials and what may become in the future.

A Deleuzian approach facilitates an exploration of the research questions and an understanding of the multiplicities of temporal dynamics influencing planning, a central element of this research. It provides a useful way of making sense of Adam’s view of time and reversibility in that the concern for becoming reflects Adam’s (1994,1998) view that events are irreversible and her emphasis on considering the range of changes occurring overtime. This thesis provides a wider use of Deleuze than other planning researchers such as Hillier (see below for a discussion of Hillier’s work) as it is used to unpack and problematise the nature of the entity being planned, not just the planning process. The research considers wind farm sites as complex spaces (see Bonta and Protevi 2004, discussed below), facilitating consideration of how they may change over time through the striation and smoothing of space and how a multiplicity of non-human and human factors may change over the lifespan of the wind farm, influencing the characteristics of the site and shaping end-of-life decisions. Drawing upon ideas of becoming involves viewing planning as an inherently experimental process that enables change to occur (Nyseth et al. 2010), but without guarantees. The very idea of ‘becoming’ also has an implicit temporal dimension, highlighting the
significance of multiple potentials, i.e. becoming a wind farm, becoming a wind farm with continued agricultural use, becoming a repowered site etc, and is thus also useful for exploring the use of temporary consents.

The literature review revealed a lack of studies theorising the regulatory and development control side of planning, but elements of the theoretical ideas discussed above can help support the broad Deleuzian orientation. In this context, numerous theoretical perspectives were considered and dismissed for framing this thesis, including Social Representations Theory (SRT) and Institutionalist theory. Studies exploring perceptions of renewable energy infrastructure have tended to adopt social theories as a conceptual approach, most notably social constructivism and SRT. While providing useful insights regarding the ways in which shared realities and opinions are formed (Batel and Devine-Wright 2015), such perspectives lack detailed consideration of the connections between social actors and material aspects such as the landscape, development projects and planning policies, or considerations of time, which are key to this thesis. However, while a lot of the literature is closely focused on publics, there are elements of SRT that may have relevance in understanding judgement-making, especially about time, in the context of multiple fluid temporalities. A key example is the concept of anchoring discussed above i.e. faced with the need to rationalise regulatory decisions in the face of multiple, intertwining, possibly contested temporalities, on what do planners base/anchor their decisions?

An institutional perspective was also explored, providing a useful consideration of how institutions facilitate the promotion of certain norms and practices (see Alexander 2005). However, such an approach does not facilitate exploration of how the power relations of other actors and influencing factors may shape the fluid nature of perceptions. In comparison, a Deleuzian approach provides a way of exploring the multiplicities of space and time and the complexities of dynamic relations (Hillier 2008). While other approaches drawing upon assemblages may offer the benefits of exploring relationships between material and non-material actors, particularly Actor-Network Theory (ANT), such approaches have been critiqued for their descriptive style (see, for example, Allen 2011). In comparison, as a Deleuzian approach does not rely on the mapping of networks, it enables a deeper exploration of the multiplicity of factors influencing the research questions.
2.6.2 Deleuzian Insights for planning

Within the academic discipline of planning, a small number of studies have begun to draw upon Deleuzian philosophy (see, for example, Hillier 2008; Van Wezemael 2008; Wood 2009; Nyseth et al. 2010; Hillier 2011; Purcell 2013). However, it has been argued that the influence of Deleuze and Guattari’s work has been less extensive in planning than in the related discipline of geography (Wood 2009), thus suggesting that a more extensive engagement could prove beneficial (Purcell 2013). Wood (2009) argued that Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts facilitate comprehension of how the world works, particularly in terms of understanding power in planning and the relationship between urban planning and capital as well as how discourses of planning have developed over time, and that from such an understanding more effective planning interventions can be developed. Similarly, Van Wezemael (2008) identified that the concept of assemblage can increase understandings of the workings of democratic governance through facilitating an exploration of the contingent relations of different groups, recognising unpredictability and non-linear relationships, and preventing over-simplifications of governance settings. Meanwhile, Nyseth et al. (2010) applied Deleuzian insights based on Hillier’s (2008; 2011) multiplanar approach to analyse a case study of urban planning in Norway called ‘the Tromsø experiment’. The study highlights the complexity of the city and the idea that places constitute a range of different processes of becoming, demonstrating the benefit of approaching planning from a Deleuzian-inspired perspective. However, Purcell (2013) criticised most existing considerations of Deleuze in planning for relying too heavily on secondary sources and not fully engaging with the theory. Thus, this thesis engages with the work of Deleuze, drawing upon key Deleuzian concepts, as well as insights from interpretative work. The research strategy has also been designed from a Deleuzian perspective i.e. through seeking to explore what sites become over time and what influences such becomings (see chapter 3).

A useful direct application of Deleuzian ideas is provided by Bonta (2001) and subsequently Bonta and Protevi (2004). They applied Deleuzian concepts and ideas to land use regulation, providing a useful application of Deleuzian concepts for spatial theory. In their study of changing land use in Olancho Honduras the concept of assemblage is developed to provide the concept of a ‘complex space’, which is used to refer to the idea of an area of land being used for a range of different uses by different actors at the same time and thus the space being formed from a combination of different assemblages, in their case coffee production, ranching etc. They suggest that we should not try to consider such complex spaces in simple terms but instead should
understand them as a combination of different spaces and human and non-human entities that change over time. The complex space concept thus facilitates consideration of how one area of land may be subject to different uses and in a stage of transition, reflecting the dynamic nature of land use. Through looking at the history of assemblages within complex spaces of the region, Bonta and Protevi (2004) reveal how spaces or assemblages are re-formed through processes of removing existing striations (smoothing) and creating new striations. Illustrating this, an example they discuss is the development of fences to protect coffee-growing land from the potential smoothing impact of cattle. This is important because it shows how interventions affect future trajectories of change. One can thus begin to conceive of how the regulation of renewable energy development forms particular striations, shaping future trajectories, but so too do the developments themselves.

In one of the most developed considerations of Deleuze in planning, Hillier (2008; 2011) proposes a Deleuze-inspired approach to strategic planning which she labelled a multiplanar approach. This was developed to overcome the lack of planning theories considering the world as changing. Hillier (2008, 26) describes the approach as a ‘post representational approach’ as it is reframing time and space in a way that is focused on exclusion, connections, and communications as opposed to exact measurements. Through doing so, it provides a greater consideration of temporary periods than has been considered in the literature on time discussed above. From such a perspective time is considered not as a process of moving from a fixed ‘a’ to a fixed ‘b’ but as a fluid process of facilitating temporary fixities (these can include plans, planning policies, planning decisions, or other texts) from a range of possibilities which may then influence the emergence of new temporary fixities (Hillier 2008). Hillier (2008) considers planning and planners as experiments entwined in a number of conditional networked relationships. She identifies the becomings that form strategic plans, noting that the circumstances that planning occurs in include both legally constrained circumstances as well as more flexible circumstances in which problems are recast throughout the duration of a strategic plan due to changes in preferences and situations. From this perspective, planning can be seen as an attempt to hold together the spheres of various actors while also providing the benefit of creating space for unexpected eventualities to occur (Hillier 2008). A multiplanar approach argues that planning should explore tensions and conflicts rather than suppressing them in order to enable new trajectories to be identified (Hillier 2011). Drawing upon Healey (2006), Hillier (2008) recognises the importance of identifying who does the adding up of such tensions. Such a consideration of powerful actors forms a significant part of this
research in the sense of research question two which seeks to understand whose preferences are most significantly shaping end-of-life decision-making.

Drawing upon Deleuzian concepts provides a framework for exploring the complex relationships between human and non-human influences including the multiplicity of space-time dynamics and the role of networks of power through which actors influence the development of space (see Hillier 2008). While Hillier provides the most comprehensive consideration of a Deleuzian inspired approach to planning, her work, as with other considerations of Deleuze in planning (see for example Wood 2009; Nyseth et al. 2010), focuses on the context of strategic planning. This thesis suggests that such ideas of connections, fixities, becomings, and striations can be usefully applied to the context of the regulatory aspects of planning, including the practice of development management, in order to explore questions of responsibility and decision-making. Moreover, the use of Deleuze in planning has been critiqued for lacking information about the viability of a Deleuzian insight for planning practice (Abrahams 2016). Through applying Deleuze to planning regulation this thesis aims to demonstrate how such considerations can provide useful insights for practice as well as for planning research.

2.7 Conclusion

This chapter has provided an overview and critique of the principal bodies of literature surrounding end-of-life decision-making and the temporary and reversible nature of renewable energy infrastructure. Three central conceptual topics have been explored within this review: time/temporality, energy acceptability, and landscape, all of which are multifaceted constructs with contested meanings. Energy acceptability and landscape studies have touched on, but not always engaged explicitly with, issues of temporality. The central issues raised by each body of literature are depicted in figure 5 below.
Energy acceptability studies have identified copiously how social factors can influence people’s relationship with infrastructure and how different representations and framings of the infrastructure can impact perceived acceptability. Meanwhile, the landscape literature increased the frame of reference to reveal how the wider context of the energy infrastructure is in flux and subject to multiple perceptions. Reviewing the more limited literature on reversibility and temporality revealed the multifaceted nature of these concepts and the need to look beyond reversibility framed in simple binary terms to consider the multiplicity of material and non-material elements that may influence the flow of change and thus end-of-life decisions. Existing studies that have engaged with the ‘lifetime effects’ of renewable energy infrastructure treat the concept of (ir)reversibility rather simplistically with a lack of consideration regarding what it should
constitute or how the reversibility of renewable energy may occur in practice and in a continual process of emergence/becoming. Claims of reversibility thus appear abstracted from a world in which multiple temporalities are in play and in their selectiveness may have adverse consequences. Such a gap raises unexplored questions regarding how place change and identity are considered and taken into account during decision-making and also during the life of the development.

The pervasiveness of limited temporal framings has been widely illustrated by this review. The literature revealed how, through focusing on strict regulatory notions of time, the planning system may push other considerations beyond regulation, creating uneven distributive consequences. While the benefits of considering multiple temporalities have been demonstrated for planning, it has not been applied to the context of planning regulation. Meanwhile, end-of-life processes lack detailed consideration. What is evident from the literature is the inherent selectiveness of any claim that impacts are reversible (often by drawing different boundaries around what is considered), just as the treatment of time in planning is also selective i.e. what is controlled, for how long, and to what ends? There is thus a need for research that recognises this selectiveness, seeks to grasp how choices are made, how they interact, and what the consequences are. Such gaps reveal the significance of the research questions shaping this thesis and also reveal that in order to answer the questions an approach needs to be taken that facilitates consideration of the multiplicity of material and non-material elements influencing sites over time and how intervention is shaped.

Drawing upon Deleuzian insights and concepts, such as assemblages and Bonta and Protevi’s (2004) development of the concept to ‘complex spaces’, enables this thesis to explore the human and non-human factors and their multiple temporalities influencing the duration of solar and wind farms. Through doing so, it enables greater consideration of the connections between material aspects and social actors than many other conceptual approaches. Considering sites as what they may become rather than merely in terms of their being (DeLanda 2006) enables an exploration of the dynamic nature of sites and how they may change over time through processes of smoothing and striating of space e.g. through policy development or changes in the context of the site, affecting what they become. Such an approach facilitates consideration of the selectiveness of how the planning system manages change, providing the opportunity to explore how time is struggled over in planning and why certain notions of time endure while others are left outside regulation. A Deleuzian-inspired ontology is also reflected in the desire of the research to understand how
wider changes in society, landscape, planning, policy, or the developer impact on how sites may change over time, as well as facilitating an exploration of the multiplicities of space and time and the complicated network of relationships influencing planning (Hillier 2008).

As stated in chapter 1, this thesis aims to respond to important gaps in the literature to understand how and whether the effects of solar and wind infrastructure are made temporary and reversible, how that is reflected in regulatory practices including end-of-life decision-making, whose interests are included and excluded in that process, and with what consequences. This thesis argues that we need to explore the impacts of a range of temporal processes, including social and physical changes and the influence they have on the context and perceptions of end-of-life decision-making for energy infrastructure. It will also build upon the limited literature exploring familiarity with renewable energy developments in order to understand how perceptions of the infrastructure and its lifespan may change over time. It will do so through considering the perspective of the range of actors it impacts (including developers, planners, and publics). It thereby provides the opportunity to link social attitudes research with the regulatory context, thus moving beyond traditional ‘social acceptance’ literature.
Chapter 3: Methodology

The literature review revealed a range of concepts influencing this research, broadly relating to landscape, perceptions of renewable energy, considerations of time and temporality, and dimensions of sustainability, particularly reversibility. Three central research questions were subsequently formulated to provide a basis for exploring such concepts in the context of the research aims. Due to the nature of the research questions, it was necessary to design a research strategy that enabled multiple scales, temporalities, perspectives, and contexts to be investigated. Adopting a Deleuzian framework helped to facilitate the research by sensitising data gathering to the multiple material and non-material factors at play.

This chapter explains the research design including the justification for the methodological choices that were made, how potential limitations were minimised, and a discussion of the measures put in place to ensure reliability, validity, and adherence to accepted standards of ethical research conduct. This thesis uses a mixed-method approach, drawing upon multiple studies to explore the temporal considerations surrounding end-of-life decision-making, primarily for wind farms but also for solar. The approach was chosen to facilitate an in-depth investigation of the multiplicities of values, attitudes, and perceptions from a range of actors involved, their reciprocal influence and relationships, and how far these interact and become institutionalised in decisions. It aims to move beyond the existing public-focused energy acceptability and perception literature and provide a broader consideration than existing studies that have explored end-of-life options for renewables. In so doing, it aims to understand how renewable energy sites and thus the context for end-of-life decisions may alter over time.

3.1 Research questions

The overall aim of this thesis is to understand how the temporary and reversible nature of wind and solar farms are considered, constructed or resisted by the range of actors involved, how this influences end-of-life decision-making for this infrastructure and broader insights regarding how planning regulates time.

As explained in the introduction chapter, the research has a greater focus on wind due to the age of the infrastructure – more facilities have been in place for longer and have confronted end-of-life issues – and the often more considerable controversy
surrounding wind farms. The literature review identified several practical and conceptual gaps, including a lack of consideration of what happens when planning permission for this infrastructure expires (a moment when a sites’ potentials re-open) or how decisions are made. While studies have begun to consider end-of-life options, such research has been limited in scope, focusing on one element such as economics (for example, Ziegler et al. 2018). Furthermore, the review revealed a lack of consideration regarding the multifaceted nature of the terms reversible and temporary and how they are considered, constructed, and utilised in end-of-life decision-making and indeed in earlier stages too, e.g. the original point of decision.

From a conceptual perspective, gaps were identified regarding how the duration of renewable energy infrastructure is considered, whether and how the effects of the infrastructure are made temporary and reversible, how that is reflected in regulatory practices, whose desires are included and excluded in that process, and with what broader consequences. To explore these gaps, the following three research questions were proposed and used to design the research strategy:

1. How do different actors (including developers, Local Authorities, the public, and any others) prepare and plan for end-of-life decision-making for wind and solar facilities? For each actor:
   a) What end-of-life factors matter?
   b) What timeframes are sought and invoked?

This question aims to understand how end-of-life decision-making is considered by the range of actors interested in the site. Such actors are expected to include, but not be limited to, developers, Local Authority planners and local community members. It seeks to understand how these actors, alongside other non-material elements, came together in preparing and planning for the end-of-life of sites, including how this may have been negotiated between them and if end-of-life plans changed at any point.

Part a) of this question seeks to understand what end-of-life factors matter to each actor and why. Through the use of the term ‘factors,’ this question is referring to elements that may have been controlled through the use of planning conditions/legal agreements such as site maintenance, land improvements, decommissioning requirements, identification of certain project components for removal, and any other factors considered significant by participants.
Part b) aims to explore preferences regarding the timespan of the infrastructure and use of the land in terms of how long the infrastructure will be in place as well as the duration and legacy of its impacts.

2. Whose preferences most significantly shape end-of-life decision-making?

This question aims to explore how the perceptions and actions of various actors’ influence the end-of-life decision-making process in terms of how, why, and what decisions are made. It seeks an understanding of the consequences of this process in terms of whose preferences are reflected in the overall outcome and what interests are set aside.

It aims to explore the influence of different actors at potential end-of-life decision-making moments including (i) before projects are consented, (ii) when projects are consented and in any conditionalities, (iii) at end-of-life, and (iv) at any intermediate point where repowering or life-extension is considered. In cases where repowering, life-extension, or decommissioning has not yet occurred, this question seeks to understand what actors anticipate will happen and if they feel that they could influence the process.

3. What are the wider consequences of how the temporalities of renewable energy infrastructure are regulated?

This question pertains both to substantive consequences of decisions and potential outcomes, but also wider theoretical consequences taken from this research for how planning considers time. It aims to provide a deeper theoretical understanding of the impacts of how regulatory and development control aspects of the planning system consider and regulate time. Through doing so, it aims to understand if the way in which the planning system considers or prioritises particular temporal dimensions impacts the outcome of planning regulation, in ways both intended and unintended.

3.2 Epistemology and Ontology

Devine-Wright (2005) suggests that most research into public acceptance of wind farms has been undertaken without reference to a more in-depth theoretical framework and as such lacks conceptual foundation, resulting in what he believes to be a somewhat incoherent body of research that has struggled to develop a cumulative understanding of this issue. Ellis et al. (2007) identified that this might also be due to much research being conceived within a positivist frame. It has been identified that
adopting a post-positive approach to exploring wind farm conflicts provides the benefit of facilitating an exploration of the narratives of those supporting and opposing wind energy (Barry et al. 2008) and an exploration of the complexity of the issue (Ellis et al. 2007). There is an identified need for research to explore the broader institutional and cultural contexts and values influencing relations to wind farms, and adopting a post-positive approach enables consideration of such complexity, fragmentation, and interpretation (Allmendinger 2002). Consistent with this, the Deleuzian approach adopted in this thesis enables a more in-depth insight and explanation of the multiplicity of factors influencing decision-making.

In ontological terms, a Deleuzian approach recognises the multiplicities of material and non-material entities that constitute the world and thus, in this context, may influence the duration of energy developments. A Deleuzian perspective goes against social constructivist ontologies; however, also rejects the notion that research can lead to the uncovering of a ‘true’ knowledge of the reality of the world (DeLanda 2006). Deleuze’s ontological approach can thus be described as non-essentialist (DeLanda 2006). Key to this approach is considering entities in terms of what they could become, rather than solely in terms of their being and comprising them as assemblages formed of human and non-human elements (DeLanda 2006). A Deleuzian approach is reflected in the multiple methods used in this research to explore how both material and non-material elements come together and change, influencing the decision-making scenario for sites. Unlike other approaches such as Actor-Network Theory that focus on mapping assemblages, a Deleuzian approach enables an exploration of how entities are formed and changed.

Deleuzian philosophy facilitates various interpretations of research methods as a result of the various possible readings of the philosophy (Foroughmand Araabi 2014). A Deleuzian ontology is thus reflected in the design of the research in terms of what it seeks to explore and understand rather than in the application of any specific method (as suggested by Abrahams 2014). In this context, the research strategy was designed to facilitate an exploration of the becomings of different assemblages involving the research participants, cases, and questions. From such a perspective a wind farm can be conceptualised as an evolving assemblage combining material and human elements or, drawing upon Bonta and Protevi’s (2004) term, a ‘complex space’ that constitutes more than solely a static, complete wind farm. The concept of becoming and understanding what drives becomings was significant in the design of this research in exploring how decisions regarding the temporality of infrastructure come into being as well as how the infrastructure and its surrounding area may change over time.
Rather than considering sites as fixed entities, a Deleuzian ontology facilitates consideration of how wider changes in society, landscape, planning, or the developer, impact on what becomes.

Sensitivity to a Deleuzian-inspired ontology is also reflected in the desire to capture end-of-life decisions at the beginning (i.e., in the pre-consent and application stage), end, and any interruption point in a facility’s life (i.e., becomings) and to potentially question the very idea of an end (an end can also be considered as a point at which new potentials start to form). The concepts of ‘striated’ and ‘smooth’ spaces (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987) are drawn upon to explore how complex spaces form and change over the lifespan of sites and infrastructure and to depict efforts to steer or constrain certain becomings.

3.3 Methodology

A mixed-methods approach, involving multiple case studies, was chosen as the most suitable approach for exploring the research questions. Combining quantitative and qualitative methods provided the benefits of a greater depth of insights and corroboration of findings, thus reducing the limitations associated with each method (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie 2004). It also enabled different methods to be used to answer different elements of the research questions (see table 1).

3.3.1 Mixed-method research

The mixed-method approach involved the following methods:

- Cross-sectional research, reviewing data on the age of all wind farms in England, Wales, and Scotland, including identification of whether life-extension / repowering / decommissioning had occurred. Involving bringing together data from the UK Government\(^3\) and RenewableUK\(^4\) databases, identifying and filling gaps, and undertaking descriptive statistics.

---


\(^4\)RenewableUK Project intelligence hub (data received via email from Renewable UK).
• Textual analysis and thematic coding of:

I. All relevant planning and energy policy and guidance documents relating to wind and solar energy in England, Wales, and Scotland.

II. Planning documents and public comments submitted to applications for all repowering and life-extension applications in England, Wales, and Scotland.

III. Local-level policy in five case study locations.

IV. Planning documents and public comments for the original and subsequent planning applications in five case study locations.

• 24 in-depth interviews (semi-structured) with relevant actors (including communities, Local Authority planners, planning consultants and opposition groups) in five case study locations (four wind farms and one solar farm) and with governments and trade associations.

• Quantitative surveys delivered to 710 residents living within 3.5km of two wind farms.

These methods were chosen to complement and inform each other and thus to provide an effective, comprehensive, and detailed investigation of each case, alongside an overview of the wider policy context and status of the sector. A mixed-methods approach suited the nature of the research questions and the overall research topic as a complex issue with multiple influencing factors and enabled a more in-depth exploration of the research topic (Jick 1979). Within the discipline of planning the use of mixed-methods has been recommended to gain a more holistic understanding of the research topic (Gaber and Gaber 1997). Moreover, there has been a recognition that the most common method for researching wind energy, opinion polls, has resulted in limited data that has been focused on public opinions (Ellis et al. 2007) and there has been a call for increased use of mixed-methods within energy research (Devine-Wright 2005). The Deleuzian perspective adopted by this research also tempers risks of oversimplification through facilitating an exploration of the multifaceted nature of planning (Hillier 2008).

The relationship between the research questions and methods is illustrated in the following table:
Table 3: The relationship between the research questions and methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q 1 How do different actors prepare and plan for end-of-life decision-making for wind and solar facilities?</th>
<th>Q 2 Whose preferences most significantly shape end-of-life decision-making?</th>
<th>Q3 What are the wider consequences of how the temporalities of renewable energy infrastructure are regulated?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research on the age and status of all wind farms and analysis of national policy and guidance documents.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of planning documents and public comments for all repowering and life-extension applications.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of policies, planning documents and public comments for five case studies.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-depth interviews in five cases.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two quantitative surveys.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3.2 Multiple case studies

Case study research has been identified as a particularly useful method within the discipline of planning due to its ability to explore phenomenon with unclear boundaries, to draw upon multiple sources of data and provide a detailed narrative (Campbell 2003). In the context of this research, case studies provided the opportunity to observe the multiplicities of actors and the relations between them, a project, and its wider environment. Using multiple cases rather than a singular case enabled the data to be
analysed across situations as well as within each case situation (Yin 2003). Criticisms of case studies for having a lack of reliability and validity can be seen to be based on a misconception regarding how generalisations can be made. The ability to generalise from a case study is linked to the underlying theory and related knowledge influencing the analysis of the case and is based upon logical connections and inference rather than the particular context of the case (Clyde Mitchell 1983). Furthermore, the use of multiple case studies increases the explanatory power and validity of the research (Miles and Huberman 1994).

The cases that were chosen for this research (see 3.4) represent schemes at various life stages and contexts and thus can be described as divergent case studies as they are expected to have differences in outcome (Campbell 2003). The literature review identified the significance of temporal considerations; however, due to the time-constrained nature of doctoral research, it was not straightforward to track cases over a long period aside from backcasting through tracing the historical elements and decisions of the cases. While some elements of the research can easily be tracked over time, such as those leaving documentary traces, issues of meaning and effect are more difficult. Thus, multiple case studies were chosen to reflect cases of different ages and with different experiences of repowering or life-extension in order to identify common and diverging attitudes, experiences and perceptions, and to explore whether different life stages, landscape contexts or energy types influence end-of-life decision-making.

3.4 Case study selection

The selection process involved an inductive method of selecting divergent case studies to enable an exploration of multiple factors (Yin 1993) (see criteria below). Clyde Mitchell (1985) argued that it is important to choose cases based on their explanatory power rather than selecting typical, representative cases as the necessary validity of the research depends on the theoretical reasoning behind the case study analysis. Selecting case studies strategically is also believed to increase the generalisation of the research findings by enabling an exploration of the deeper causes and consequences of an issue and thus providing richer information (Flyvbjerg 2006). Each case was selected with the expectation of potentially producing contrasting results, but due to predictable reasons, described by Yin (2003) as theoretical, rather than literal, replication. The aim being that the results could facilitate an exploration of whether there is any difference in considerations and feelings towards the different site contexts or energy types, or if considerations appear to change at different life stages of the
technology. The selection also aimed to include controversial sites such as where repowering or life-extension had been contested due to the potential explanatory power of such cases. The cases all addressed the same research questions and used the same methods so that results could be compared. Two of the cases also formed the basis for an additional, more detailed, exploration of public perceptions through the use of surveys.

Initial quantitative research using UK Government and RenewableUK data provided information regarding the characteristics, age, and life stage of all wind farms in Great Britain (see chapter 4), providing a basis for selecting cases based on the above criteria (as elaborated below). Where possible, the cases were chosen to be similar in several dimensions including size, proximity to a settlement, and willingness of both the developer and Local Authority to participate in the research. All cases were owned by developers as community-owned cases form a small minority of all, and particularly of the older, wind schemes. The cases were chosen to consist of at least five turbines in order to limit the number of variables influencing the research and to ensure that all sites were in an open and diversely claimed space.

The cases were selected to be different based on three main criteria, listed in order of importance:

1. Life stage (to explore the potential that key moments matter).
2. Local response to repowering / life-extension (to explore how and why responses and decision-making differ).
3. Policy context (to explore how policies may influence decision-making).

A solar case study was included to investigate the idea that technologies create different material, social, and regulatory issues and as after wind, field-scale solar is the new, emergent energy technology which is being pursued in Great Britain and elsewhere (see growth statistics in chapter 1) and facing land-use challenges (see Palmer et al. 2019).

A summary of the cases and their key characteristics are outlined below alongside a map showing their locations:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and location</th>
<th>Age and life stage in 2018</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Developer</th>
<th>Turbine #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England (Cornwall)</td>
<td><strong>Original scheme operated for 18 years.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Repower:5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Significant public support for repowering.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Original permission granted in perpetuity.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taff Ely</td>
<td>25 years. (repowering permission granted but not yet implemented).</td>
<td>Not located in an area allocated for wind energy. Mixed response to repowering application (greater levels of support than opposition). Original permission granted in perpetuity.</td>
<td>RWE Npower Renewables / Innogy</td>
<td>Original:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales (Rhondda Cynon Taff)</td>
<td><strong>Phase i extended and repowering applications. Original permission granted for 25 years.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Repowered:7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkby Moor</td>
<td>25 years. Permission was due to expire in 2018. (At appeal in 2019.)</td>
<td>High levels of local opposition to the original application, refused life-extension and repowering applications. Original permission granted for 25 years.</td>
<td>RWE Renewables</td>
<td>Original:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England (Cumbria)</td>
<td><strong>Phase i extended and repowering applications. Original permission granted for 25 years.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windy Standard (Brockloch Rig)</td>
<td>22 years (phase i). Phases i life-extended in 2018. Phase ii under construction. Phase iii in the planning process.</td>
<td>Remarks: The area around the wind farm is within an agricultural designation, designated as an Environmentally Sensitive Area. Original permission granted for 25 years.</td>
<td>Fred Olsen Renewables</td>
<td>Phase i:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland (Dumfries and Galloway)</td>
<td><strong>Phase i life-extended in 2018. Phase ii under construction. Phase iii in the planning process.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phase ii:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Phase iii: 25</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phase iii: 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Solar farm case study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and location</th>
<th>Age and life stage in 2018</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Developer</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England (Devon)</td>
<td>Life-extension of extra 15 years in 2017.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: Case study community characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case study</th>
<th>Community characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>St Breock</strong></td>
<td>St Breock is a village in North Cornwall, one mile from Wadebridge. The 2011 census population was 725, with 31% of the population aged 60 or over. It is a rural community with approximately 30 farms situated within the parishes of St Breock and nearby Egloshayle. In 2011 70.1% of the population were economically active with 26.3% in full-time employment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In the wider Wadebridge Census area the most common occupation categories in 2011 were as follows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Skilled trades occupations (19.4%) 2. Managers, directors and senior officials (13.3%) 3. Elementary occupations (13.2%) 4. Professional occupations (12.7%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The most common local occupations in the Wadebridge &amp; Padstow Community Network Area in 2011 were as follows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Agriculture, Forestry &amp; Fishing (17.3%) 2. Retail (15.7%) 3. Accommodation &amp; Food Services (13.3%) 4. Construction (12.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Taff Ely</strong></td>
<td>The Wind Farm lies immediately south of the villages of Hendreforgan and Gilfach Goch. The population of the ‘Hendreforgan / Gilfach Goch built up area’ in the 2011 census was 4,395. The average age of residents was 38.6 years. In 2011 57.6% of the population were economically active with 33.2% in full-time employment, 44.4% had no qualifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In 2011 the majority of the population worked in the following industries:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Manufacturing (20%) 2. Human health and social work activities (15.6%) 3. Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motor cycles (15.5%) 4. Construction (11.4%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The most common occupation categories were as follows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Routine occupations (24.5%) 2. Semi-routine occupations (21%) 3. Lower managerial, administrative and professional occupations (10.4%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkby Moor</td>
<td>Kirkby Moor wind farm is situated on an upland area of moor land 2km from the villages of Grizebeck, Kirkby in Furness and Broughton Beck. It is also located close to the smaller settlements of Gawthwaite, the Netherhouses, Chapels and Beck Side. There are also some rural and farm properties within 1km of the site. While the surrounding population is rural in character, 2011 census data was available for Kirkby-in-Furness, revealing a population of 554 with an average age of 48.6 years. In 2011 69.3% of the population were economically active with 34.8% in full-time employment. 22.2% of the population had no qualifications. In 2011 the majority of the Kirkby-in-Furness population worked in the following industries: 1. Manufacturing (17.1%) 2. Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motor cycles (13.5%) 3. Human health and social work activities (12.7%) 4. Education (11.3%). The most common occupation categories were as follows: 1. Lower managerial, administrative and professional occupations (24.9%) 2. Semi-routine occupations (15.7%) 3. Small employers and own account workers (12.6%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windy Standard</td>
<td>The wind farm is located within Carsphairn Forest in Dumfries and Galloway. The closest settlements are the rural village of Carsphairn (with approximately 115 residents) and the very small, rural settlement of Brockloch. Due to the size and rural nature of the settlements there is no further information available about the communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitworthy solar</td>
<td>The solar farm is located in Holsworthy, a small market town in Devon. The 2011 census for Holsworthy Parish reported a population of 2,641 with the mean age of residents as 45.1 years. 69.3% of the population were economically active with 31.1% in full-time employment. 31.8% of the population had no qualifications. In 2011 the majority of the population worked in the following industries: 1. Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motor cycles (23.2%) 2. Human health and social work activities (14.2%) 3. Construction (10.3%). The most common occupation categories were as follows: 1. Semi-routine occupations (22.1%) 2. Routine occupations (15.1%) 3. Small employers and own account workers (15.0%) 4. Lower managerial, administrative and professional occupations (14.5%).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6: Map of all case study locations

Map created using mapcustomizer.com
3.5 Research methods and analysis

As discussed in section 3.31, the research methods were chosen to complement and inform each other and to ensure that the research questions could be fully explored and answered.

3.5.1 Quantitative overview research

The research firstly sought to obtain an overview of the age of infrastructure and rates and experiences of end-of-life procedures. Doing so enabled an examination of the scale of the problem and what wind farm sites are becoming as well as a preliminary view of what developers are seeking and - by looking at planning responses - whether they are getting it. The UK Government Renewable Energy Planning Database\(^5\) provided the initial data including the age of infrastructure and details of repowering and decommissioning applications. There were some gaps in the database regarding decommissioning and life-extension, reflecting the possible lack of priority given to such data. The gaps were addressed through a more detailed search of the status of the oldest wind farms using Local Planning Authority online planning records. The data was also supplemented by the RenewableUK database\(^6\), providing more detailed information regarding the age of all wind farms.

The wind farm data was summarised to provide descriptive statistics regarding the percentage and MW capacity of infrastructure of different age categories. It was also used to calculate the number of sites expected to be making end-of-life decisions within the next ten years (see chapter 4). For solar energy, as the technology is relatively younger, sites are not reaching the end-of-life stage and thus at the time of the research there had not been any cases of repowering or decommissioning. While life-extension has been occurring this data was not available, descriptive statistics were thus not produced for solar.

Further research was then undertaken to explore the details associated with each category of end-of-life process for wind. This involved a review and comparison of the planning documents to identify consent conditions, public responses, and aspects that


\(^6\)RenewableUK Project intelligence hub (data received via email from Renewable UK).
prove conflictual. The characteristics of repowering applications were obtained through calculating the change in size, capacity, and turbine height between sites granted repowering permission and their original planning consent.

The categories explored included the following:
- Asset life-extension (involving an increase in the consent duration. The physical characteristics of the infrastructure remain the same, but parts may be replaced on a like-for-like basis - 3 sites).
- Repowering (involving new planning permission, usually involving the replacement of existing turbines with new turbines, often of larger capacity, often involving a change in the number of turbines - 22 sites).
- Decommissioning (removal of the infrastructure from the site - 2 sites).

3.5.2 Policy analysis

Before undertaking the in-depth case study research, the national policy context for onshore wind and solar was examined. An analysis of national-level planning and energy policy and guidance was undertaken for England, Wales, and Scotland to investigate when and how duration and end-of-life considerations have been reflected in policy as it has evolved, and how the issue has been navigated and policy refined over time. The analysis comprised an exploration of all policy documents from the earliest policies on solar and wind until the end of 2018, including, where possible, looking at drafts and consultation responses (43 documents in total). The analysis involved the identification of any relevant policies through searching for any terms related to repowering, life-extension, decommissioning, or site duration. The analysis text was coded according to themes of end-of-life decision-making and the policy excerpts were recorded in a table so that policy change over time and between countries could be examined (see table 10 for summary of relevant policy). The policy analysis was supplemented with interviews with policymakers in each country (three in total) to provide further detail regarding what policymakers had and had not considered.

3.5.3 Document and policy analysis of cases

Textual and thematic analysis were undertaken for each case to understand how information and requirements regarding decommissioning, repowering, and any other temporal or end-of-life considerations had been represented within policy, planning
application and decision documents. Analysing documents offers the benefits of providing insight into the case study, can reveal areas that require further investigation, trace change over time, and provide data on aspects that cannot be observed through other research methods (Bowen 2009). Moreover, documents contain text that was written without the intervention of a researcher (Bowen 2009) and often also provide the benefit of broad coverage, such as over a long period of time or numerous settings, providing exactness through details and references (Yin 1994). However, documents were unlikely to provide all of the information needed to answer the research questions (Bowen 2009). Bias may also occur both from the researcher and the document as documents are written for a particular purpose (Krippendorff 2004). These limitations were minimised through having a clear strategy for thematic analysis and through evaluating the documents.

For each case, the relevant planning policies including any policies referred to in the application, decision notice, or appeal documents were identified, providing the policy context. All planning application and decision documents, including public comments, were then compiled. The analysis firstly involved looking for key themes, identifying what was covered and what they appeared to be lacking consideration of, as well as considering the purpose of the document. A process of thematic coding (see Gibbs 2018) was then undertaken, with codes based on different elements relating to end-of-life decisions and interpretations of reversibility and temporality, informed by the previous stage of research and the literature (see appendix A for codes). The NVivo software package was used, producing sections of text organised into categories. The categories also later facilitated the integration of the results with the data provided from the interviews, as suggested by Bowen (2009).

A further stage of analysis involved comparing the final decision notice with the other documents, particularly those revealing the perspective of the developer and public (individuals, groups, NGO’s, etc.), to explore differences in rationales and whose preferences appeared to be reflected or excluded in the outcome of each case. The document analysis also considered the use and function of the document and how it came into being, as suggested by Prior (2003). Additionally, the reasons for opposition and support for each application from the public and other actors, and the frequency with which they were raised, were explored in order to understand the levels of and reasons for written responses.

During the analysis, the main issue explored was how decisions were constructed compared to how different parties might have liked them to have been constructed and
the material and non-material elements that shaped decisions. The analysis revealed the written arguments and perspectives of the various actors at the time of the application, providing insight into how views were formed and decisions made by each actor. It also facilitated exploration of how the public and other interested actors reacted to applications and how far their considerations appeared to have been included in the planning process. The analysis provided an insight into how the terms temporary and reversible as well as other descriptors that capture similar themes such as ‘impermanent’, ‘fixed-term’, and ‘restored’ had been used to both support and oppose applications.

3.5.4 In-depth semi-structured interviews.

While documents provide a static representation of formal, public-facing views, interviews enable a discussion of different perspectives and facilitate an understanding of how experiences and perceptions of energy developments may have altered over time (Aitken 2010). Qualitative in-depth interviews were used to obtain the perspective of developers, planners, communities, local pressure groups, and other key actors regarding end-of-life decision-making as well as the perspective of governments. They provide a suitable method for addressing complex issues (Qu and Dumay 2011) and for exploring the judgements (perhaps including those that are value-based or tactical) on issues that cannot be fully captured by documents, including the decisions and intentions that lie behind documents. The interviews were semi-structured with open-ended questions. Question guides, informed by the review of planning files and the literature, were prepared to ensure that all areas were covered and that all participants were asked the same core set of questions (see appendix B), but the open-ended nature of the questions enabled interviewees to converse (Esterberg 2002) and for follow-up questions to be asked. Such an approach provided participants with the freedom to expand on their responses (Longhurst 2009; Krogh 2011), facilitating a relatively open conversation (Longhurst 2003).

Twenty-four interviews were undertaken between March-September 2018 (see Appendix C for list of interviewees). Participants were identified through contacting the planning officer, developer, planning agent, and community opposition or support groups listed on the online planning application file. Before commencing the research, a pilot interview was undertaken to identify any weaknesses in the interview design (Kvale 2007). The pilot study ensured that the questions were not worded in a way as to be leading and was used to approximate how much time interviews would take.
The interviews were undertaken in locations suggested by the interviewees to ensure that they felt comfortable enough to talk freely (Elwood and Martin 2000), most (18) opted for their offices or local community building while three chose a coffee shop. Three interviews were undertaken as phone interviews at the request of the participants, the rest face-to-face. Interviews were recorded using a digital voice recorder with permission of the participant (in all except 2 cases where notes were made instead). The transcripts were subsequently typed. While the use of a voice recorder has been criticised for potentially resulting in participants being less open in their responses (Hoggart et al. 2002), it facilitated more natural engagement in the interview (Opdenakker 2006) and ensured that the interview could be listened to numerous times for analysis (Belisle 1998).

As introduced above, analysis of the qualitative interviews involved a process of developing themes and coding to organise the data and recognise patterns. The interviews were transcribed in full and before beginning the analysis a process of familiarisation was undertaken involving reading through the data to gain a feel for the research findings as a whole before trying to pick out key concepts (Ritchie and Spencer 2002). The codes used for analysis were identified through an inductive process of progressively narrowing the focus to identify key themes and patterns as suggested by Corbin (2008) and using a codebook to develop the codes. The development of categories was also influenced by the findings of the earlier stages of the research and the literature review. The inductive, open-coding approach was taken to draw out the themes emerging from the interviews and produce a set of codes and sub-codes. The qualitative transcripts were analysed through the use of the software package NVivo to collate all examples of sentences relating to the identified coding categories. The software enabled an analysis of common themes, trends, and associations to be undertaken. Segments of text of the same category were compared to identify patterns. Cases that did not fit the patterns were also explored to provide potentially useful insights, as suggested by Gläser and Laudel (2013).

Coding provides the benefit of organising the data and enabling patterns to be identified (Gläser and Laudel 2013). However, a limitation of taking an open-coding approach is its subjective nature and reliance on the researcher's interpretation of the interviews (Cope 2010). To overcome such limitations, codes were developed using a codebook to ensure that there were clear definitions for each coding category (Campbell et al. 2013), use of the coding scheme was also practiced during pilot interviews and was discussed with the two research supervisors, enabling additional reflection.
### 3.5.5 Survey of public perceptions

While written responses to planning applications provide insight into public perceptions, they are likely to reflect the responses of a particular group, i.e., those engaged in the planning process, and reflect their perceptions at a time when they are attempting to influence a decision. Similarly, those participating in interviews as part of the case study research reflected those in clear support or opposition to the developments. This research also sought to obtain the perspectives of members of the community who were less engaged with the topic to obtain a broader understanding of how the local community considers the duration and end-of-life options for wind farms. To understand the perceptions of local publics, a public survey was undertaken for two of the cases. The chosen cases were Kirkby Moor, due to the significant level of public opposition to the repowering and life-extension applications, and St Breock due to the high level of public support for repowering. While it may have been useful to undertake a public survey for all five cases, this was not possible due to time and financial constraints. The survey was designed to explore the perceptions of residents regarding the temporal nature of the infrastructure and the impacts and issues surrounding end-of-life considerations.

Both surveys were administered in June 2018 via an envelope hand-delivered to each house within the research boundary (see chapter 6 for boundaries). 710 surveys were delivered in total and 202 completed surveys were received. The envelope contained a cover letter providing information about the research, a copy of the survey, and a free-post return envelope. Additionally, the link to an online version of the survey was provided on the cover letter, giving participants the option to complete the survey online and thereby make participation as easy and convenient as possible. Postal surveys have been criticised for being more resource-intensive and expensive than solely web-based surveys (Yun and Trumbo 2000); however, accessing the email addresses of residents was not possible and would have led to a bias in favour of those with computers. Participants completing the survey had the option to be entered into a draw to win a £25 Amazon voucher, this was used as an incentive to increase the response rate as suggested by Bosnjak and Tuten (2003) and it was confirmed that personal details would not be stored or associated with responses. In the case of Kirkby Moor, a reminder was placed in the local church magazine.

The surveys were administered within a 3.5km circumference around each wind farm to capture the main settlements expected to experience visual impact. The Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) submitted as part of the St Breock repowering
application stated that the significant visual impact of the original scheme was 2.0-2.5 km from the site and the significant visual impact from the repowered scheme was expected to be up to 3.5-4km. Similarly, the LVIA for the Kirkby Moor life-extension stated that open access lands, rights, and ways at 3-4km from the site might face significant visual impact. A survey question asked for the respondents’ postcode to ensure that people outside the sample zone did not complete it.

The survey was designed to explore attitudes towards the temporal nature of the infrastructure, repowering, relations with place, and energy attitudes. Researching existing wind farms enabled consideration of potential changes in perceptions before and after the development of projects (Kontogianni et al. 2014). The questions were mostly closed-ended followed by several open-ended questions, enabling both statistical data to be produced as well as a more detailed understanding of perceptions (see appendix D for the survey). To maximise the response rate, the number of questions was limited (Burchell and Marsh 1992) while ensuring that responses would contribute to answering the research questions.

The survey firstly provided background information about the repowering and life-extension applications to ensure that respondents understood the terms and to refresh their memories of the applications. The questions began with overview questions regarding how long the respondent had lived in the area, how often they see the wind farm, age, and postcode. It then used Likert scales to explore energy attitudes as well as attitudes towards wind energy in general and in their local area. Likert scales were then used to explore place attachment, covering two main types of place attachment, place identity and place dependence as outlined by Williams and Vaske (2003) and Raymond et al. (2010). The subsequent set of questions aimed to understand perceptions of the existing windfarm including if people who were living in the area at the time of the original application wrote a letter of support or objection and if perceptions changed following the building of the wind farm. The survey included open-ended questions about the positive and negative impacts of the wind farm to ensure that residents were not prompted with examples, as suggested by Eltham et al. (2008).

A similar set of questions were then asked for the repowering application and in the case of Kirkby Moor, the life-extension application. The final Likert scale questions sought to explore views on the main research questions, including if respondents felt involved in the decision-making process and how they considered the temporal nature of the site. When designing the Likert scale questions, those that were designed to measure different but related factors were mixed to prevent anchoring bias (Gehlbach and Barge, 2012).
Both surveys were piloted in a two-stage process in order to check for potential errors, leading questions (Adams and Cox 2008), and the use of technical language, to ensure that the questions were not too complicated (van Teijlingen and Hundley 2001) and to ensure that the survey met the aims of data collection. Firstly, the surveys were tested by colleagues to ensure that questions were clear, unbiased, and that the online survey software worked smoothly, this led to minor changes in the wording of some questions and minor formatting changes. The survey was then piloted on a small sample of each population to test the design and length of the survey. After completing the survey, these respondents were asked questions regarding the survey content, difficulty, time, and satisfaction. The overall response was positive regarding user experience, and a minor change was made to the question regarding how often people see the wind farm, identifying the need to add an option for ‘every day’. For both stages, the pilot results were analysed to ensure that the plan for analysis was suitable for providing the desired type of data.

Couper (2000) identified four common sources of bias that occur in surveys: coverage, sampling, non-response, and measurement errors. Taking each source of bias in turn, coverage errors occur when the population that the sample is taken from (the frame population) does not represent the target population, this was minimised through sending the invitation to participate to all houses within the settlement area. Sampling error occurs when the sample selected is not representative of the frame population; however, sampling errors are less common in mail surveys and can be minimised by increasing the sample size (Dillman 1991). Non-response errors occur when there are stark differences between the interests of those who respond to the survey and those who do not, this was taken into consideration when analysing the results; however, it is generally assumed that the higher the response rate, the lower the non-response bias (Dillman 1991). The survey was worded in such a way as to encourage those without a strong opinion on the topic to respond and it was delivered door-to-door, providing the opportunity to encourage participants to respond. Additionally, the use of a prize draw for survey completion helped to increase the response rate. Measurement error arises when there is a difference between the survey responses and underlying unobserved variables, this was minimised through ensuring that the questions were worded in a way which allowed respondents to provide the necessary information (Groves 2004), i.e., the use of Likert scales and using simple, specific sentences in open-ended questions.
The quantitative closed questions were analysed through collating the results in a spreadsheet and undertaking statistical tests using SPSS. Descriptive statistics were used to provide an overview of the trends in the data (Weiss and Weiss 2015), while inferential tests provided a more detailed analysis. The open-ended questions were analysed through coding the answers into key themes, using the codes developed in earlier stages of the research.

3.6 Analysis and integration

The research methods were designed to complement each other through triangulation. Denzin (1978, 291) described triangulation as ‘the combination of methodologies in the study of the same phenomenon’, it provides the benefit of overcoming the weaknesses or limitations of a single method (Adams and Cox 2008). It has been suggested that triangulation should involve at least one method for exploring the structural elements of an issue (in this case the data overview and textual analysis of policy and planning documents) and at least one that explores its meaning to people involved (in this case the in-depth interviews and surveys) (Fielding and Fielding 1985). The analysis aimed to answer the research questions by exploring the themes and patterns emerging from the data. When undertaking analysis, it was important to be reflexive and aware of any underlying assumptions (Mauthner and Doucet 2003). An inductive approach was chosen due to the complex nature of the research topic and questions; however, it is vital to consider that planning research cannot be purely inductive (Campbell 2003), thus questions and insights from the literature review helped to shape the analysis. The concept of ‘temporalities’ and exploring different temporal considerations also formed a central dimension of the analysis. The approach taken involved an initial analysis of detailed observations followed by the identification of patterns within the data and more abstract generalisations (Neuman 2011; Rydin 2013), this enabled themes to emerge from the data without restrictions (Corbin 2008).

Data collection and analysis were undertaken concurrently in a reflexive manner, integrating the data obtained from different methods. The research was carried out in a particular order so that the structural elements of the research (i.e., the review of policy and status of the sector) could inform the design and analysis of the interviews and surveys. Many of the same categories of analysis were used for both the documents and interviews, enabling the data to be analysed together in order to answer the research questions. The full data from each case was analysed together to obtain a comprehensive, detailed understanding of each case rather than treating each data source separately. Corroborating results across the sets of data from different methods.
can provide the benefit of reducing potential bias (Bryman 2006), however it cannot be
assumed that the findings of different methods will support each other, thus the
findings were brought together to explore contradictions as well as corroboration and
elaborations, as suggested by Brannen (2005). Combining the data during analysis
enabled the research questions to be explored and answered. However, both the
policy and data overview and the public survey element had their own integrity and
contribution to answering the research question so were also analysed and discussed
separately as well as contributing to the discussion of overall findings.

3.7 Ethical considerations

Ensuring that research is undertaken in accordance with ethical guidelines is vital for
ensuring the reliability of data, mutual trust and respect between the researcher and
participants, and for promoting social and moral values throughout the research
process (Resnik 2011). Ethical approval for this project was received from Cardiff
University. The research was carried out in accordance with Cardiff University’s ethics
guidance and the advice provided by the Economic and Social Research Council
(ESRC) Research Ethics Framework. Accordingly, a wide variety of ethical
considerations covering research design, researcher positionality, data analysis and
storage, and future use of the data were taken into account in the design of the
research as well as throughout the research process.

It can be difficult to anticipate or quantify all possible ethical implications before the
commencement of research (ESRC 2018), therefore several measures were
undertaken to ensure preparedness. Familiarity with the regulations, guidelines, and
best practice advice, as suggested by Hopkins (2007) ensured awareness of possible
ethical issues and situations before, during, and after the research. Furthermore,
adopting a reflective approach ensured that the overall purpose of the research as well
as the interaction with research participants was ethically appropriate as well as
ensuring ongoing critical scrutiny of the methods, data, positionality of myself as the
researcher and the research context (Guillemin and Gillam 2004). A reflective research
journal was used throughout the research to facilitate an ongoing reflection of ethical
considerations and of my position as a researcher, as suggested by Ortlipp (2008).

Ethical considerations were taken into account when deciding if the case studies
should be named as it is essential to ensure the anonymity of research participants to
help protect their confidentiality (Wiles et al. 2008). The decision was taken to name
the cases but anonymise the participants in order to allow a more detailed, specific
picture of the research context and allow future researchers to add to understanding them, whilst protecting the anonymity of respondents as much as possible. However, as many respondents have professional roles, with much of their position being in the public realm, it was not possible to guarantee that people would not be identifiable. The decision to name the cases was explained to participants before the interviews.

3.7.1 Positionality of the researcher

Researcher positionality was reflected upon throughout the research. Alongside this, I reflected on the type of knowledge that was being generated and how it was being produced, as suggested by Guillemin and Gillam (2004). Ongoing reflection helped to guard against the effect of personal subjectivity (Ortlipp 2008) and was facilitated by the use of a research journal. My reflections included my position as a researcher, as someone who has been employed as a planner, as a renewable energy supporter, as an ‘outsider’ from the case study locations, and as someone who has not experienced living close to renewable energy infrastructure. It was also essential to reflect on my work placement with a renewables trade association and how this may have influenced my perceptions of the need for increased renewable energy development. Acknowledging and reflecting on these elements in my research diary enabled me to recognise their potential influence (for example, potential bias in interview wording) and try to minimise the potential impact on the nature of my interviews and data analysis.

In order to address potential power imbalances both from my position interviewing participants and from the influence of interviewing elite actors, the interviews were semi-structured, enabling participants to talk in their terms. Participants were also given the opportunity to choose the location of the interview to ensure that they felt comfortable to speak freely (Elwood and Martin 2000). It was also imperative to consider positionality during data analysis as a researcher makes choices regarding how the data is interpreted and which extracts to include, consideration was thus given to the influence of any pre-existing ideas, epistemological and ontological assumptions and institutional and interpersonal contexts of the research and methods (Mauthner and Doucet 2003). Throughout the process of analysis I consciously considered the influence of my perceptions and outlook as suggested by Stoecker (1991) and Mauthner and Doucet (2003), most significantly I took care not to be influenced by my positive perceptions of onshore wind and solar.
3.7.2 Research participation

It is vital to ensure that participants understand the nature of the research, their participation, and that participation is voluntary (Longhurst 2003). An information sheet accompanying the invitation for participation explained the purpose of the study as well as data storage, to provide transparency (see appendix E). The information sheet ensured that participants understood the purpose of the research, the nature of their involvement, and how the research findings may be used in both academic and non-academic contexts. As suggested by ESRC (2018), participants were given time to consider their decision and had the opportunity to ask questions before agreeing to participate.

Each participant signed a consent form before the interviews (see appendix F). The consent form and the information provided at the start of the public survey informed participants that participation was voluntary and that they were free to withdraw at any time without questions or repercussions. Participants were asked at the start of the interview if they were comfortable being recorded and if they did not agree (two participants) detailed notes were made.

3.7.3 Data storage

Following transcription of the qualitative surveys, all files were stored on a secure password-protected computer and deleted from the Dictaphone. The identity of respondents remained anonymous by using a system of number coding rather than names. The data storage procedure was explained to participants so they understood how their responses were being protected. Data will be stored longer-term and destroyed in accordance with the UK data service recommendations.

3.8 Limitations

Each research method had limitations (as discussed in section 3.5). As well as identifying and trying to minimise the limitations of each method, the use of multiple methods enabled corroboration of research findings (Bazeley 2004). As the research contained several qualitative methods, there was potential for researcher bias to occur in numerous stages, particularly when coding and choosing which elements of the data to discuss in detail. The potential impact of such bias was reduced through undertaking a process of reflection, acknowledging my perspectives and ensuring that any assumptions taken within the research were made transparent (Mauthner and Doucet
2003). Moreover, physical and intellectual audit trails were used, documenting all stages of the research including how methodological decisions were made and how my thought process as a researcher developed throughout the study, thereby increasing the transparency of the research process, enabling readers to judge or confirm the findings (Carcary 2009). As suggested by Yin (2003), a protocol was developed and followed for each case to ensure that they followed the same research procedure. A database was kept to organise data and to ensure that it could be retrieved if requested for further investigation (Yin 1994).

3.9 Structure of the empirical chapters

This mixed-method approach provided a wealth of data and research findings, which will be presented and discussed in the following chapters. Chapter 4 provides an overview of the age and life stage of wind farm infrastructure, including experiences of repowering, life-extension, and decommissioning. The chapter also provides a comparison of the development of relevant solar and wind policy in each country. The document analysis and interview data from the five case studies is presented in chapter 5 with the results of the two public surveys in chapter 6. In chapter 7, the findings from each of the empirical chapters are brought together, forming a discussion of emerging themes and insights for answering the research questions.
Chapter 4: Age of infrastructure, end-of-life experiences and policy context.

This chapter considers the policy context and status of the wind and solar sectors in Great Britain. It firstly outlines the status, age, and characteristics of wind farms in England, Wales, and Scotland, including an overview of end-of-life experiences. Forecasting is provided regarding the expected timing of end-of-life decisions and the estimated potential for future repowering. It then provides the results of an analysis and comparison of planning and energy policy and guidance in the three devolved planning systems. In so doing it begins to address the first research question through providing an understanding of how national governments, Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) and to a lesser extent developers, prepare and plan for end-of-life decision-making for wind and solar facilities, including what end-of-life factors appear to matter and the timeframes being sought and invoked. From a Deleuzian perspective, wind capacity is considered not as a fixed stock but as more fluid. The following data reveals how the extent of that fluidity might become problematic and how states are responding – or not – to try and steer what becomes.

In order to assess the status of onshore wind and solar, it is necessary to understand the life stages of a development as outlined in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Life stages of a renewable energy development

The diagram reflects how end-of-life considerations may also occur during the proposal, permission, and operation of the site.

This chapter discusses three⁷ sets of end-of-life options:

i) Repowering.
Comprising a material change to the site. Repowering has not yet occurred for solar; however, for wind farms it usually involves removing the existing turbines on a site and replacing them with new turbines, either on the existing towers with larger rotors/blades (sometimes referred to as replanting, see RenewableUK 2019) or new turbines often in a different location or layout. Because this entails a change to the form or dimensions of the project, it involves a full planning application.

---

⁷In an industry report, RenewableUK (2019) identified an additional category of 'refurbishment' as involving the replacement of equipment without changing the size or layout of the infrastructure or changing the planning permission. While it is important to consider that such repairs or upgrades may be part of managing the operational life of the site, it is considered in this thesis to be maintenance rather than an end-of-life option (granted that the categories are blurred).
ii) Asset life-extension.
Involving extending the consent life of the infrastructure for a period (usually 5-10 years for wind and 15+ for solar) with no material changes to the site, this is achieved through altering the duration condition of the original planning permission. For wind, during this process, some components of the existing turbines may be replaced, but the overall height and layout of the site remain the same.  

iii) Decommissioning.
Involving ending the operation of the infrastructure and removing the turbines and possibly other associated infrastructure. What is removed from the site may depend on the requirements specified in planning conditions and legal agreements and may also depend on what developers do in practice.

As this chapter will discuss, there is potential for a further end-of-life category to occur - site abandonment, where part or all of the infrastructure may be left in place with no requirement for removal by any actor.

4.1 Status of the sector

While policy provides the framework for how decisions should be made regarding the end-of-life of this infrastructure, it can be seen as merely envisioning and trying to shape what might become. The first stage of the research thus sought to explore what has been happening in practice in terms of the age of infrastructure and the extent and nature of repowering, life-extension and decommissioning.

4.1.1 Current status of the onshore wind sector

In considering wind energy developments in Great Britain, it is crucial to first reflect upon the use of time-limited planning consents. In Great Britain, as with most other countries, most development is granted planning consent in perpetuity. Wind and solar are thus distinctive, even when compared to other energy sources such as hydro and

---

8In some sense, the lines between repowering and life-extension may appear blurred, particularly in cases where life-extension leads to increased efficiency and as repowering extends the life of a site.
nuclear, in having been regularly granted time-limited consent periods, often of 25-years. While the research revealed a lack of consensus as to the reasons for the time-limited consents, it is likely to have emerged as a way of managing concerns associated with new, highly visible technology and then remained the norm. The use of time-limited consents provides one basis - rooted in the temporalities of planning regulation - for gauging how the overall 'stock' of wind energy infrastructure is approaching end-of-life.

4.1.1.1 Age of infrastructure

A review of the age and status of current windfarms revealed the extent to which end-of-life is becoming an increasingly prominent issue. In 2018 in England, Wales, and Scotland there were 462 wind farms aged 5-14 years (42 % of wind farms), 40 (4%) aged 15-20 years and 22 (2%) over 20 years old. The oldest wind farms usually have a lower installed capacity (hence, repowering provides the opportunity to significantly increase the installed capacity of sites). Table 7 reveals that end-of-life considerations are an issue that is creeping forward steadily in Great Britain rather than reaching a sharp tipping-point, at least until 2025 (see also Ziegler et al. 2018). Notably, a more significant proportion of the capacity in Wales, an early ‘leader’ in UK wind power development (McKenzie Hedger 1995), has entered the final few years of expected life.

---

9 The wording of planning conditions limiting consent duration is usually as follows: ‘The permission hereby granted shall endure for a period of 25 years from the date when electricity is first exported.’
Table 7: Age and installed capacity of wind farms in England, Wales, and Scotland
(Based on 2018 data from Gov.UK and RenewableUK, supplemented with authors research)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age of wind farms (Years)</th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Wales</th>
<th>Scotland</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number and % of all turbines</td>
<td>Installed capacity (MW) and %</td>
<td>Number and % of all turbines</td>
<td>Installed capacity (MW) and %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-14</td>
<td>836 (48.7%)</td>
<td>1473 (52.9%)</td>
<td>238 (30.6%)</td>
<td>430 (35.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-19</td>
<td>71 (4.1%)</td>
<td>5656 (2.0%)</td>
<td>43 (5.5%)</td>
<td>38 (3.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20+</td>
<td>82 (4.8%)</td>
<td>35 (1.26%)</td>
<td>312 (40.1%)</td>
<td>135 (11.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.1.2 Characteristics of repowering

At the time of writing in 2018, in England, Wales, and Scotland, 22 wind farms had been granted permission to repower of which 17 had been implemented. Two permissions remained valid with the developers not confirming if they will implement the permissions. Interviews revealed that such decisions regarding implementation are often linked to the economics of repowering (further explained in chapter 7). One permission was granted but not implemented, one was unknown, and the developer was amending one application. Additionally, one wind farm (Castle Pill) was considered to be a site-extension rather than repowering. Two schemes had been refused permission to repower, with one (Chelker Reservoir, discussed below) refused on two occasions. There was also one application awaiting decision. The situation revealed a high success rate for repowering applications, revealing a changing nature of the permission period and demonstrating that wind farms are continuing to exist for longer than initial time-limited permissions would suggest, albeit often in different formations. Due to the small number of applications, it is not possible to compare experiences between countries; however, it is worth highlighting that the two refused applications were in England. While the number of repowered schemes is currently low, the data in tables 9 and 10 demonstrates the potential future increase.

Repowering provides an opportunity to increase the efficiency of existing sites through upgrading the infrastructure with new, more efficient, turbines, particularly as many of the older wind farms are located in sites with the best wind resource (Mitchell 1996), albeit also visually prominent. Repowering generally changes the characteristics of the site as, in most cases, it involves replacing turbines with a smaller number of taller, higher capacity, turbines, thus there are effects other than changes in duration. Exploring the 22 sites that had been granted repowering permission in Great Britain revealed that on average repowering has decreased the number of turbines on a site by 39% but increased the height of turbines by 90.4%. Significantly, the average increase in installed capacity (MW) of the site is 155 %, or when the one turbine scheme (Ramsey) is removed from the equation, 121% (see table 8). It is worth considering that despite the significant increases noted here, in some locations land restrictions may create potential barriers to repowering due to the increased space requirements of larger, more efficient turbines with greater rotor diameters. Moreover, the greatest increases in installed capacity are likely to occur from upgrading the earliest sites due to improvements in turbine technology. Nevertheless, we can see wind farms potentially becoming larger and more economically and energetically efficient.
Table 8: Characteristics of sites granted permission to repower in England, Wales, and Scotland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites granted repowering permission (Country and County)</th>
<th>Change in turbine numbers (Original = O, Repower = R) and (%)</th>
<th>Height change to turbine blade tip (Original= O, Repower=R) and (%)</th>
<th>Change in installed capacity (MW)(Original = O, Repower = R) and (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood Hill (England Norfolk)</td>
<td>O= 10 R= 2 -80%</td>
<td>O=43 R=45.5 5.8%</td>
<td>O= 2.25 R= 0.8 -64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camas Nan Geall (Scotland Highlands)</td>
<td>O= 2 R= 2 0%</td>
<td>O=27 R=45 66.7%</td>
<td>O= 0.1 R= 0.45 350%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carland Cross (England Cornwall)</td>
<td>O= 15 R= 10 -33%</td>
<td>O= 49 R=100 104.1%</td>
<td>O= 6 R= 20 233%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caton Moor (England Lancashire)</td>
<td>O=10 R= 8 -20%</td>
<td>O=48.4 R=90 86.0%</td>
<td>O= 3 R= 16 433%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cemmas (Wales Powys)</td>
<td>O= 24 R= 18 -25%</td>
<td>O=42 R=76 81.0%</td>
<td>O= 7.2 R= 15.3 113%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal Clough (England Lancashire)</td>
<td>O= 24 R= 8 -67%</td>
<td>O=49 R=110 124.5%</td>
<td>O= 9.6 R= 16 67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delabole (England Cornwall)</td>
<td>O= 10 R= 4 -60%</td>
<td>O= 49.5 R=110 122.2%</td>
<td>O= 4 R= 9.2 130%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goonhilly Downs (England Cornwall)</td>
<td>O= 14 R= 6 -57%</td>
<td>O= 49 R=107 118.4%</td>
<td>O= 5.6 R= 12 114%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Eppleton (England Tyne and Wear)</td>
<td>O= 4 R= 4 0%</td>
<td>O= 71 R=115 62.0%</td>
<td>O= 3 R= 8.2 173%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Orton II (England Cumbria)</td>
<td>O= 10 R= 6 -40%</td>
<td>O= 60 R=68.5 14.2%</td>
<td>O= 3 R= 3.96 32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlock Hill/Furness (England Cumbria)</td>
<td>O= 5 R= 2 -60%</td>
<td>O= 53 R=99.5 87.7%</td>
<td>O= 2.5 R= 4.6 84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverigg (England Cumbria)</td>
<td>O= 5 R= 4 -20%</td>
<td>O= 45 R=76 68.9%</td>
<td>O= 1.125 R= 3.4 202%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llandinam (Wales Powys)</td>
<td>O= 103 R=34 -67%</td>
<td>O=45.5 R=122 168.1%</td>
<td>O= 31 R= 102 229%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llangwyryfon (Wales Ceredigion)</td>
<td>O= 20 R=11 -45%</td>
<td>O= 42 R=66 57.1%</td>
<td>O= 6 R= 9.35 56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovenden Moor (England West Yorkshire)</td>
<td>O= 23 R= 9 -61%</td>
<td>O= 48.9 R=115 135.2%</td>
<td>O= 9.2 R= 18 96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramsey (England Cambridgeshire)</td>
<td>O= 1 R= 1 0%</td>
<td>O=45 R=125 177.8%</td>
<td>O= 0.225 R= 1.8 700%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhdy-y-Groes (Wales Ceredigion)</td>
<td>O= 24 R=13 -46%</td>
<td>O=46 R=79 71.7%</td>
<td>O=7.2 R= 11.7 63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spurness (Scotland Orkney)</td>
<td>O= 3 R= 5 67%</td>
<td>O=100 R=105 5.0%</td>
<td>O= 8.25 R= 10 21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Breock (England Cornwall)</td>
<td>O=11 R=5 -55%</td>
<td>O=53.5 R=100 86.9%</td>
<td>O= 4.95 R= 12.5 153%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taff Ely (Wales Rhondda Cynon Taff)</td>
<td>O= 20 R= 7 -65%</td>
<td>O=53.5 R=110 105.6%</td>
<td>O= 9 R= 17.5 94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangy III (Scotland Argyll and Bute)</td>
<td>O=22 R=16 -27%</td>
<td>O= 77 R=125 62.3%</td>
<td>O=18.7 R= 36.8 97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wansbeck Blyth Harbour (England Northumberland)</td>
<td>O= 9 R= 1 -89%</td>
<td>O= 45 R=125 177.8%</td>
<td>O= 2.7 R= 3.4 26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8 is based on data correct as of August 2018. Not including Bu wind farm as permission lapsed and site is now decommissioned. Not including Castle Pill wind farm as it was considered to be an extension rather than repowering.

4.1.1.3 Characteristics of life-extension

In other cases, the decision has been taken to extend the consent life of the existing infrastructure, often by a period of 5-10 years, through asset life-extension. Interviews revealed that this decision is taken in order to get the most out of the existing assets which can often operate, physically and economically, for longer than their 25-year permitted period, reflecting different temporalities of materials and regulation. During this process some components of the existing turbines may be replaced, but the overall height and layout of the site remain the same and thus compliant with the original consent. As well as occurring for an individual site, life-extension may also occur when a site is physically extended (e.g., an application is put in for new turbines close to an existing site) so that the new and existing consent durations align. Such site-extension is particularly common in Scotland.

As life-extension varies a condition on a planning consent, rather than requiring a new consent, it is difficult to identify such applications and no database is held. In order to get an estimate of the occurrence of life-extension, the planning history of all wind farms aged 18 or over was reviewed to see if they had submitted an application to vary consent duration. This provided a figure of 3 from a possible 35 wind farms, (additionally, 5 of the 35 had been granted permission to repower). All three were successful and submitted the life-extension application in their 24th year of operation, reflecting industry discussions which identified that the timing of life-extension applications is often taken at a later stage as varying a condition requires far less supporting information than a full planning application. Nonetheless, this figure is an estimate that is unlikely to cover all life-extended applications as some may have made the decision at an earlier stage. Meanwhile, there is also evidence of cases of life-extension being undertaken after a short period of operation. This has occurred in the case of the repowered Goonhilly wind farm where the developer applied to extend the duration from 25 to 30 years after seven years of operation of the repowered consent, identifying that wind farm manufacturers are now providing 30-year operating life

---

10 Interviews undertaken with UK wind farm developers between March-September 2018.
11 Age in 2018.
12 Interviews undertaken with UK wind farm developers between March-September 2018.
certification. In such cases, life-extension could be seen as a strategy from the developer, applying for a shorter period then attempting at an early stage to extend the permission, possibly in order to reduce risk during the main application through initially applying for the most common consent period, reflecting a tactical deployment of time (see Raco et al. 2018).

4.1.1.4 Characteristics of decommissioning

In Great Britain two wind farms have been decommissioned, Bu in Scotland and Chelker Reservoir in England. Bu, a three turbine wind farm located on the Orkney island of Stronsay, became operational in 2002 and was decommissioned in 2014, after only 12 years of operation. In 2012 permission was granted to repower the site with three turbines of a similar MW installed capacity; however, this permission was never implemented. The repowering application included a decommissioning method statement with the caveat that it would be updated in the case of the refusal of permission to repower. However, while the repowering application was not implemented, the council has no record of an updated decommissioning statement, thus suggesting a lack of LPA involvement in the decommissioning process. From speaking to those familiar with the site it appears that decommissioning was carried out in accordance with the decommissioning method statement13 which specified removing the turbines, transformers, and breaking down the top 200mm of the foundations and replacing it with top-soil, stating that ‘reinstatement of such areas will be subject to the agreement of the landowner’ (i.e., it is a private, not public, matter). There was no mention of facilitating a future land use, suggesting a focus on land reversal and the features to be removed rather than what the site could become.

Chelker Reservoir provides a rare example of a refused repowering application, demonstrating how steps can be taken to redress what have come to be regarded as initially inappropriate siting decisions. The site was decommissioned in 2013, three years before planning permission was due to expire, due to reducing efficiency of the turbines. The developer tried to repower the site on two occasions, in 2008 and 2011, but the applications faced strong local opposition and were refused for the same reasons despite decreasing the proposed height from 125m in 2008 to 75m in 2011. The reasons included visual impact on the historic landscape and the national park14 landscape and the impact on nearby residents, reflecting opposition to the changing

14Site located 1.3km from the National Park boundary.
impacts of the infrastructure on a range of interests. Similarly, there appears to have been a lack of LPA involvement in the decommissioning process as while according to information provided by a local resident the site appears to have been fully decommissioned, a decommissioning plan was not held by the LPA.

The limited experience to date suggests that developers carry out decommissioning, as specified in planning conditions, without LPA involvement such as approving a decommissioning methods statement or specifying particular requirements. This suggests that LPAs carefully manage some life stages but not others, with an apparent focus on controlling decommissioning at the point of granting permission, setting parameters to strate the future that they can potentially act on if there is concern. Despite this, the two sites discussed above returned to their previous use of open agricultural land. However, there may be more considerable challenges in the future in cases where the relationship between regulation and the range of interests are not as straightforward or where the goals are more complex than returning to agricultural use. For example, some of the earliest wind farms do not have time-limited consents, instead specifying removal of the turbines when the infrastructure stops working for a specified period of time (often 6-12 months). Such consents rely on enforcement action from the council to ensure turbines are removed unless the developer decides it is in their interest to do so. A lot of enforcement activity is reactive in character and responsive to complaint as enforcement is discretionary in UK planning systems.\textsuperscript{15} Additionally, there is potential for greater challenges to occur for some of the earliest wind farms where planning permissions failed to specify full decommissioning of the site. Such situations create the potential for infrastructure abandonment, changing the duration of some impacts to permanent rather than temporary and introducing potential bargaining over externalities.

4.1.1.5 Timing and repowering potential

In order to explore how the duration and end-of-life of the infrastructure is considered and treated, it is necessary to understand the extent to which end-of-life issues may form a problem and the potential implications of end-of-life decisions. For every repowering application, the number of years between the operation of the original scheme and the submission of the application to repower was calculated. Some sites

submitted a repowering application early, within the first 14 years of operation, acting to prevent facilities becoming defective due to issues such as performance problems with the earliest infrastructure, rapid technological developments, and difficulties of obtaining replacement parts. In ‘normal’ cases, repowering is taken later in order to upgrade the infrastructure as it approaches the end of its working life and thus to maximise the installed capacity from the site. In some cases, older turbines are sold after repowering. In order to create an estimate for the age at which most schemes repower, an average was taken of all sites that repowered aged 15 or over, excluding abandoned applications or second attempt applications. The 15-year figure was chosen in order to reflect schemes repowering within the last ten years of their permitted life rather than undertaking early repowering for the reasons discussed above. This was supported through looking at planning applications of repowered schemes and from discussions with industry experts. The calculated average was 17.53 years, this was rounded to 18 to undertake calculations. Interviews with wind farm developers revealed that the date of decision to repower can vary due to factors such as ownership and finance, but if a decision is made there needs to be time to get an application through the planning system. Therefore, the calculations were also repeated with a more conservative, but feasible, 20-years as the date of submitting an application.

Based on the figure of 18 years, the number of sites expected to make repowering decisions within the next five and ten years was calculated. Table 9 provides the number of sites, the current energy produced from these sites and the potential energy based on the average increase in MW discussed in section 4.1.1.2. What it demonstrates is that while all wind energy capacity, especially that which is subject to 25-year consents (most schemes in Great Britain) is ultimately ‘at risk’ of approaching end-of-life processes, for a significant amount of capacity that point is now very close and the potential increase in installed capacity from repowering is significant, with knock-on effects for overall installed capacity.

---

16Interviews undertaken with UK wind farm developers between March-September 2018.
17Using the RenewableUK November 2017 database (updated for 2018 figures).
Table 9: Potential sites repowering after 18-years of operation (based on 2018)
(Calculated using data from GOV.UK and RenewableUK.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of sites</th>
<th>Current total MW</th>
<th>Potential MW from repowering (155% increase)</th>
<th>Potential Increase in MW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Making decision within 5 years (aged 13-17 in 2018)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>1,698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making decision within 10 years (aged 8-17 in 2018)</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>3,225</td>
<td>8,224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same calculations were completed using the 20-year figure to provide a more conservative estimate of when schemes may repower (see table 10), even with this figure, the potential MW increase from repowering in the next ten years is substantial.

Table 10: Potential sites repowering after 20-years of operation (based on 2018)
(Calculated using data from GOV.UK and RenewableUK.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of sites</th>
<th>Current total MW</th>
<th>Potential MW from repowering (155% increase)</th>
<th>Potential Increase in MW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Making decision within 5 years (aged 15-19 in 2018)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making decision within 10 years (aged 10-19 in 2018)</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>1,917</td>
<td>4888</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The figures in tables 9 and 10 provide an estimate in terms of potential MW increase from repowering, which may decrease as some of the early, most inefficient turbines are gradually replaced. They also provide an estimate in terms of time frames as developers may make end-of-life decisions after 18-20 years. For example, in 2018, there were 22 windfarms aged 20 or over with 15 having not applied for repowering or life-extension. There are numerous reasons for making the decision later, including policy constraints or uncertainties and a lack of financial support mechanisms. Notably, if sites do not repower or pursue life-extension, there is a potential for significant loss of MW output. Moreover, some of the earliest sites do not have time-limited consents and thus do not face the same time-pressures to submit some form of end-of-life application, such sites risk redundancy, inefficiency, and potentially abandonment. Therefore, the figures above have the potential to increase if some of the oldest sites decide to repower, which many are expected to due to their locations in areas with high wind speed. Significantly in the context of the aims of this research, the above findings reveal that a growing proportion of Great Britain’s wind energy capacity will have to negotiate end-of-life decision issues, with broader implications for the energy mix and potentially, wider decarbonisation policy. Differences emerge regarding end-of-life time frames for the infrastructure, in particular between the end of consent and other temporalities. In some cases, the physical/economic life of the equipment may not be aligned with the consent, there are thus ongoing efforts to align multiple temporalities.

4.1.2 Response to repowering, life-extension and decommissioning of onshore wind

4.1.2.1 Public response to repowering

Reviewing public comments on applications – the substantive remarks made and their frequency – appeared to show that public preference often has little direct influence on the outcome of applications (see also, Aitken et al. 2008). The high success rate for repowering (as discussed above) appears to have occurred irrespective of the level and nature of public opposition. Illustrating this, the repowering of Ovenden Moor received 111 letters of opposition and two of support, but such opposition did not prevent approval. While the two refused repowering applications (Kirkby Moor and Chelker reservoir) faced high local opposition, the reasons for refusal were centred on visual impacts, impacts on historical landscapes, and proximity to National Parks. The reasons for refusal in Chelker reservoir noted the impact on nearby residents; however, the reasons in Kirkby Moor, where opposition was extremely high, did not mention the public.
Reviewing public comments also provided an overview of the most popular reasons for support and objection. Those supporting applications often did so based on supporting renewable energy, preferring wind turbines over other forms of energy and due to positive impacts created by the original scheme. Sites that had the most positive reactions to repowering appeared to be those where the local community could identify the benefits that the wind farm had provided and where it had become a recognised part of their local area. There is evidence of perceived familiarity in some locations, reflected in comments describing turbines as a ‘local landmark’ or part of the ‘local landscape.’ This supports research suggesting that people are often more favourable of the infrastructure once constructed (see, for example, Warren et al. 2005). In some cases, those supporting repowering felt that the developer had listened to and involved the community during consultation processes, reflecting existing literature highlighting the importance of meaningful, responsive public consultation (Firestone et al. 2018; Gross 2007; Hindmarsh and Matthews 2008).

An analysis of comments submitted online to LPAs in response to repowering applications (full copies of all public comments were available for nine repowering applications) revealed that the most frequently reported reasons for opposition (cited as reasons across all nine cases) included visual impacts, impacts on the local economy and tourism, and noise and residential amenity, particularly due to changes in turbine size. This reflects existing literature identifying visual impact as a central reason for wind farm opposition (Wolsink 2007b). However, change to the ‘temporary’ nature of the development was also a common reason for objection in three of the cases, showing public disquiet that a prior agreement had been broken and, in some cases, raising concerns that approval for repowering will set a precedent for other sites. Perceived breaches of trust have been identified as undermining public attitudes elsewhere (Walker et al. 2010) and necessarily have a temporal narrative to them in terms of promising to the future (see Abram and Weszkalnys (2011) for ideas of planning promising to the future). Landscape changes that had occurred over the lifespan of sites could be seen to influence arguments of opponents, particularly in cases where the landscape had become more cherished such as where it had become part of, or close to, a designated landscape, as in the case of Kirkby Moor where land close to the site (the Lake District National Park) became designated as a World Heritage site while the turbines were in place.

In most cases, it was not possible to locate the public response to the planning application for the original scheme due to records having not been retained by the LPA. However, a comparison of public comments between the original and repowering planning applications was undertaken for Caton Moor wind farm in Lancashire. In 1993 permission was granted (ten turbines) without a time limit, but a condition of removal if the turbines were not working for six months. Aside from comments from local groups, there were only three public comments of objection and four of support, with the committee report highlighting that at public meetings people were generally in favour.

In comparison, in 2004 the 25-year repowering proposal (eight turbines) received 175 letters of objection and 21 of support with objections focusing on the visual impact, perceived failure of the original turbines and lack of local benefit. While this is just one case, there are wider implications that can be drawn out. It demonstrates that some of the earliest schemes may have faced less opposition due to unknown impacts and perhaps due to lower levels of public awareness and involvement, as well as being smaller in scale. For example, during the repowering, there were three separate occasions on which the public were invited to submit comments due to revisions to the scheme including public consultations and the ability to comment online. It also reveals that turbines do not become an accepted part of the landscape in all areas, particularly in places where over time they are perceived not to be working or providing local benefits, place ‘fit’ can thus be contested and does not emerge automatically for all wind farm sites. Moreover, for those who have accepted them, the changing impacts of repowered schemes may lead to additional opposition. There are no guarantees. The issues that matter can thus be seen to overflow the narrow, abstract calculations of relative eco-efficiency discussed in chapter 2.

4.1.2.2 Response to life-extension

Generally speaking, life-extension applications have faced low levels of opposition with relatively few public comments compared to cases of repowering. Reasons for support reflect those submitted to repowering applications, often identifying the contribution to the local area and renewable energy production as well as acceptance that visual impacts would be unchanged. Reasons for opposition have centred on the idea that the original development was granted 25-year permission, impact on views, and a lack of trust towards developers. However, in one case, Kirkby Moor, the life-extension faced considerably more opposition than most others, with 153 comments of objection and 68 of support. Significantly, opposition to the life-extension was far less than the repowering application at this site which received 532 comments of objection and 141 of support. Repowering can thus be seen to create far higher levels of public response,
suggesting that material changes may be more opposed than temporal ones, something explored further in the thesis. Such differences are also reflected in public comments which discuss the benefits of being able to see the infrastructure and its impacts rather than developing new turbines, reflecting apprehension to a site becoming something different. Moreover, those opposing repowering are often concerned about larger turbines. While the Kirkby Moor site is unique due to both the location of the site and the life-extension application being submitted after a refused repowering application, the preference for life-extension over repowering is reflected in public comments submitted to many applications.

4.1.3 End-of-life challenges for ground-mounted solar

Ground-mounted solar is a comparatively younger technology than onshore wind. The first schemes in Great Britain became operational in 2011, consequently no sites have repowered and this is unlikely to become a policy concern within the next ten years. However, of more prominence to the solar sector is life-extension, which is becoming increasingly common due to the nature of solar farms as investment-fund assets. Interviews revealed that solar farms are usually sold to investment firms with 25-year planning permission and the purchaser will often seek to immediately extend the permission to 40-years or longer to ensure that it provides a lower-risk, longer-term investment. There are thus many situations where longer permissions are applied for just a couple of years after the original permission was granted. Such situations demonstrate the intricacy of the range of interests and purposes in the planning system influencing the permanence of a site and the duration of its impacts.

25-years has often been used as the length of permission for solar farms, paralleling established practice for onshore wind; however, interviews revealed that the duration of consents varies in the range of 20-40 years. There are also circumstances where solar farms have been granted permission without a time-limited consent, instead control has a different focus, using a condition that requires the removal of all structures upon cessation of use or the removal of the panels that have ceased operation, similar to some of the earliest wind farms. Such variations demonstrate the

19 According to UK Government renewable energy database.
20 Interview with company managing approximately 70 solar farms.
21 Interview with company managing approximately 70 solar farms.
22 See, for example, the application for a solar farm at Whitehill Lane Alresford Hampshire.
different ways of treating the duration of the infrastructure and its impacts, revealing a somewhat open decision-making context.

The above findings begin to reveal how multiple temporalities come together, not always neatly, that developers’ time frames appear to often ‘win’, in terms of having the greatest influence on end-of-life decisions, but that there are no guarantees. In doing so the wind and solar farm portfolio becomes mostly reproduced over time, long-lasting and, through repowering, more efficient. However, there is a need to navigate regulatory processes. These findings are particularly significant as the long-term supply of energy from renewables is very much caught up in time-limited processes, to a far greater extent than nuclear or fossil fuels where sites are often longer-lasting. Moreover, initial adverse public perceptions of the landscape effects of solar and wind often raise questions about permanence.

4.2 The policy context

The previous section captured outcomes to date with end-of-life decisions, focusing on three main categories: repowering, life-extension, and decommissioning. These categories may get combined (so repowering may bring life-extension) and other issues get woven into end-of-life regulatory moments (such as new time-limits or restoration commitments). While most developer efforts to seek some form of life-extension are successful, there are no guarantees, there is thus a need to consider if this is just a world of developers and individual LPAs, or whether the state seeks to striate what is becoming.

4.2.1 Policy approach for onshore wind

Approaches to spatial coordination in systems of governance are designed to have an effect in steering policy action and development, striating spaces to meet public policy objectives. Thus in considering end-of-life policy, it is firstly necessary to consider the overall attitude and approach to solar and wind in each country. Notably, in all countries planning policy on solar is minimal but positive in approach. As outlined in table 11, England, Wales and Scotland can be seen to vary in their approach to the siting of onshore wind, each with temporal implications. Scotland has a positive, proactive approach, reflected in ambitious renewable energy targets and their longstanding interest in spatial approaches to identifying suitable sites (Power and Cowell 2012). Similarly, national spatial control is key to the positive approach to wind
energy in Wales (Cowell 2017). The Welsh Government’s SSA (see table 11), written into national guidance, might themselves be considered a device that confers long-term presumptions in favour of wind energy in these areas. Comparatively, since 2015, England has taken an anti-wind stance, which reflects post-2010 political rhetoric of localism (i.e., the focus on local control) and a wider desire to curtail expansion of onshore wind.

Most wind farms have been granted time-limited 25-year planning consent, reflecting a desire to treat them as temporary developments, often with an assurance of removal (through use of decommissioning conditions). However, instances of repowering and life-extension have shown that such time-limits can lead to the reintroduction of a series of future potentials, thereby altering the duration of sites and temporary nature of the assets. In this context, it is necessary to explore how the duration, as well as the presence and impacts of the infrastructure, are controlled and regulated by the planning system. Doing so enables consideration of how the planning system may be striating spaces (see Deleuze and Guattari 1980), creating a policy context that facilitates certain outcomes and thus use of certain areas as long-term wind farm sites. The following section of the review compares all national planning and energy policies relating to the temporary nature, duration, and end-of-life processes for wind farms in England, Wales, and Scotland since 1990. This data is summarised in table 12. A comparison of the three countries demonstrates the different ways in which policies have developed, been interpreted and applied in the devolved planning systems.
Table 11: Approach to onshore wind in England, Wales, and Scotland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wales</th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Scotland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Approach to onshore wind</strong></td>
<td>Positive towards the expansion of onshore wind, coupled with a belief in the desirability of nationally-directed spatial steering.</td>
<td>Effective block on new onshore wind since the 2015 Written Ministerial Statement(^{23}).</td>
<td>Positive towards the expansion of on-shore wind, including extension and replacement of sites and larger turbines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decision-making level</strong></td>
<td>Applications over 10MW installed capacity - submitted to the Welsh Ministers, as Developments of National Significance Under 10MW - LPA.</td>
<td>Since 2016 all applications decided at LPA level.</td>
<td>Over 50MW - Government Consents Unit Under 50MW- LPA level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scale at which suitable areas are identified</strong></td>
<td>7 Strategic Search Areas (SSA) with indicative MW targets identified nationally.</td>
<td>Advice against spatial zoning policy reversed from 2015, with all wind development now required to be in area allocated for such in local plans.</td>
<td>LPA’s should identify the most appropriate areas for onshore wind in their development plan, using guidance issued by Scottish Government.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Policy development in England, Wales, and Scotland 1990-2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Consent duration policy</th>
<th>Repowering and life-extension policy</th>
<th>Decommissioning policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>Use of temporary consents first suggested in 1993. 2011 policy identified typical turbine design life of 25-years and 25-year consent as typical. Identified that applicants may seek consent for differing time-periods and suggested use of conditions. Identified the time-limited nature of wind farms as an important consideration when assessing impacts.</td>
<td>First mentioned in 2011 - repowering applications should be determined on their individual merits. 2018 National Planning Policy identified that repowered turbines are exempt from the planning constraints placed on new onshore wind farms, providing no further detail. No consideration of life-extension.</td>
<td>First considered in 2011, policy recognising the need for applicants to set out details of what will be decommissioned. 2013 guidance suggested use of conditions to ensure turbine removal and land restoration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales</td>
<td>First mention of the use of temporary planning permissions in 1993 guidance. 25-year consent period mentioned in non-statutory guidance. No policy on consent duration.</td>
<td>TAN 8 (2005) set out a positive approach for repowering or life-extension of sites outside Strategic Search Areas, subject to environmental and landscape impacts (no mention of sites within SSA). Planning Policy Wales 10 (2018) set out positive approach to repowering and life-extension more broadly, including recognition that sites may change.</td>
<td>First mention of decommissioning in 1996. Use of decommissioning conditions suggested in various documents from 2005 onwards with lack of detail.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>1994 policy stated that temporary permissions will rarely be justified. 2007 policy identified temporary consents of 20/25 years as common. 2014 policy stated that areas identified for wind farms should be suitable for use in perpetuity, while recognising that project consents may be time-limited. 2017 policy confirmed that there are no current statutory or legislative limits to the duration of consent.</td>
<td>First recognised in 2012. 2014 policy recognised benefits of repowering and identified the current use of a site as wind farm as a material consideration. 2017 policy identified the various forms of repowering including life-extension and set a position of clear support for repowering. It also recommended renegotiation of community benefits during repowering.</td>
<td>First mentioned as possible consideration in 1994. 2007 policy specified use of conditions to ensure decommissioning and site restoration, taking into account any proposed after use of the site.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.2 How is the temporality of the assets considered and controlled in planning policy?

Policy regarding the duration of wind farm consents was compared, revealing significant differences between the three countries. In England, 2011 policy identified, for the first time, a limit of 25-years as typical with permissions described as ‘temporary’ as at the end of the period the infrastructure must be removed. There is no mention of LPAs potentially recommending different time periods although it is open to LPAs to apply conditions as they think fit. While this suggests flexibility, the policy states that applicants may apply for consent for a specified period, based on the design life of the wind turbines. Such consent, where granted, is described as temporary because there is a finite period for which it exists, after which the project would cease to have consent and therefore must be decommissioned and removed.\(^{24}\) Such policy appears to reinforce the nature of the infrastructure as temporary, aligns the temporalities of consent duration with the physical design life, and marks a change from earlier policies that suggested impacts may be temporary if conditions are attached.\(^{25}\) Moreover, policy also identifies the ‘time-limited’ nature as an important consideration when assessing impacts, including visual impacts and impacts on the setting of heritage assets.\(^{26}\) In effect, the prospects of being temporary are presented as a factor militating in favour of consenting wind farms and finding their impacts more acceptable. Meanwhile in Wales, the only mention of the 25-year duration is in a 2008, non-statutory document. Despite this, most permissions are for 25-years with planning application documents often specifying the benefits of this ‘temporary’ period when discussing impacts of schemes. What such policies reveal is that while the 25-year period is nowhere specified in legislation, it appears to have become treated as a norm, perhaps through the impact of precedent creating an inherited fixity (see Hillier 2008).

Interviews with government officials in England and Wales revealed uncertainty regarding where the 25-year planning period originated from, but identified the benefit, particularly to local communities, of providing an opportunity to review the development and assess its impacts. This occurs at the expense of longer-term certainty for developers, owners, or investors. Some suspected that the 25-year permission might

have arisen as it was the expected useful life of turbines, but this has not been confirmed. While Welsh Government respondents identified that time-limited consents are useful given the speed of technological change and in providing the benefits of control and the ability to return land to its previous use, they appeared open to considering arguments regarding increasing the 25-year permission. For UK Government officers, significantly, they identified that the temporary nature of original consents might cause challenges, ‘we’ve already seen an example of it causing an issue for potential repowering and lifetime extension. Um, I can imagine it will be likely that will carry on’ (UK Government). While suggesting that the duration of consents should be looked at in planning guidance, they provided no certainty that it will. It was also clear that UK government officers felt that the description as ‘temporary’ was suitable as ‘it’s a long temporary period for sure, but people do have the opportunity to say no we don’t want that to be repowered because it has to go through a whole new planning application’ (UK Government).

English and Welsh positions have come to contrast markedly with Scottish policy which, in 2017, confirmed that despite common assumptions that onshore wind consents should be for 25-years there are no statutory or legislative limits to consent duration. This departs from their 2007 policy which described temporary consents of 20-25 years as ‘common practice.’ The approach set out in Scottish Planning Policy is that ‘areas identified for wind farms should be suitable for use in perpetuity,’ fixing the potential permanence of sites but not specifying that specific developments should operate in perpetuity. Interviews confirmed that through introducing the ‘in perpetuity’ policy the government aimed to provide clarification that the duration of consent does not have to be 25-years, rather than expecting developers to apply for consents in perpetuity. Part of the Scottish Government’s approach is thus to shape the use of sites over time, rather than just regulating the time frame of projects. Through doing so, they can be seen to striate certain spaces as longer-term wind farm locations.

27 Interview with Welsh Government, May 2018.
28 Interview with UK Government BEIS, August 2018.
29 Interview with UK Government BEIS, August 2018.
4.2.3 Policy context for repowering

While in the period up to 2018 repowering applications have experienced a high success rate, it is crucial to consider the policy context in which decisions are made, as this reveals both policy priorities and emerging issues. In England, repowering has come to be treated more guardedly, as an ‘exception’ from its otherwise very anti-wind policy stance. In 2018 revised National Planning Policy exempted repowering applications from the constraints on new onshore wind applications, suggesting recognition of the need to support it.33 Government interviewees confirmed that the NPPF makes it clear that repowering is able to go ahead but identified that it needed to be looked at in more detail, confirming that ‘there’s a big deficit and er we er need to clarify this area quite urgently because it’s obviously looming as an issue and there’s a real need to clarify what the NPPF policy means’, suggesting the use of more detailed planning policy guidance to provide clarity for LPAs ‘because otherwise, we’ll end up with a bit of a mish-mash of understandings of what to do and how to assess things and you know you might get some strange inconsistencies between authorities’34 (UK Government).

In Wales, 2005 policy (TAN8) considered repowering as a permissible exception to their zoning policy through identifying that there may be opportunities to repower sites located outside of the areas zoned for new large-scale onshore wind;35 however, it did not consider how applications and their impacts would be assessed. During interview in early 2018, it appeared that the Welsh Government had given little consideration to repowering, assuming that it would probably just happen.36 However, there appears to have been a policy shift as in December 2018, Planning Policy Wales,37 for the first time, set out a positive approach to repowering and life-extension of all wind farms, identifying the importance of such schemes to meeting decarbonisation and renewables targets. The policy explicitly states that LPAs should support schemes, recognising that viability and technological changes may result in repowering schemes having a different format. It specifies that LPAs should set broad criteria for the

34Interview with UK Government BEIS, August 2018.
35Wales has a policy of spatial zoning of wind energy specified through 2005 policy (TAN8), allocating Strategic Search Areas (SSA) as the most appropriate locations for new large-scale wind energy development. In accordance with this policy, wind farm development should be focused within the seven SSAs, each of which have indicative targets for installed capacity, with LPAs guiding the development within each area.
36Interview with Welsh Government, May 2018.
determination of schemes ‘based on the additional impact of the new scheme.’\textsuperscript{38} However, while this policy sets out a recognised need to support repowering and life-extension, it lacks detail regarding assessment of applications and how applications could potentially increase community, environmental, or other benefits.

England and Wales contrast with Scottish Policy, which sets out a positive approach to repowering, identifying the benefits of repowering and explicitly classifying the current use of a site (as a wind farm) as a material consideration.\textsuperscript{39} In this way the initial, ‘temporary’ development leaves a legacy for future decisions, militating in favour of future wind energy. Their 2017 policy built on this positive approach, confirming that the government’s position ‘remains one of clear support in principle for repowering at existing sites’\textsuperscript{40} and identifying the different variations of repowering and the benefits of repowering, including maximising value for Scotland in terms of economic, social, and environmental benefits. Compared to similar bodies in England and Wales, Scottish Natural Heritage has a very active role in liaison with the Scottish Government. As a result they have produced draft guidance\textsuperscript{41} on assessing the impact of repowered wind farms on nature, demonstrating how non-governmental bodies can form part of the assemblages shaping and striating spaces of energy infrastructure.

4.2.4 Policy context for life-extension

There are no specific policies relating to life-extension in England, thus decisions fall under the position on wind energy in local development plans in each area and wider government guidance. When asked about guidance for life-extension in England, the UK Government identified a knowledge gap and a need to understand the intentions and varying approaches of the sector in order to be able to help LPAs appraise different situations. Meanwhile, Scotland regards life-extension as a form of repowering,\textsuperscript{42} thus their position is reflected in their positive approach to this activity.

At the time of interview (in early 2018), the Welsh Government did not appear to have considered what a life-extension application would involve;\textsuperscript{43} however, support for life-extension was later included in 2018 planning policy (discussed above). This lack of

\textsuperscript{40}Scottish Government. Onshore wind: policy statement, 2017,35.
\textsuperscript{41}Scottish Natural Heritage, Assessing the impact of repowered wind farms on nature, consultation draft, 2018.
\textsuperscript{43}Interview with Welsh Government, May 2018.
detailed consideration of life-extension and repowering reflects a lack of broader temporal outlook in planning, with policy development in England and Wales being chiefly responsive through dropping a positive signal into the planning balance, rather than engaging in future-oriented steering. Reflecting on governmentality as problematisation (Foucault 1991; Dent 2009), one might infer the government in England does not see any major problems in the likely treatment of life-extension decisions (Windemer 2019).

4.2.5 Policy context for decommissioning

In many ways, repowering and life-extension push the crux point of end-of-life regulatory action further into the future (but not without having set some parameters), but ultimately it does arrive and, for some projects, it has already been reached and passed. It is essential to consider the policy context for decommissioning in order to understand how the removal of this infrastructure is controlled and to explore how or whether changes that may have occurred over the lifespan of the infrastructure are considered.

In England, policy identifies that ‘the extent to which the site will return to its original state’ is a possible relevant consideration in assessing the impacts of wind farm applications, reinforcing the conception of such developments as temporary. However, as sites and the land around them are always in a process of flux, this raises questions regarding the feasibility or desirability of returning to an original state. Policy lacks detail regarding the decommissioning process and guidance states that conditions should be used and the land should be restored to ‘an appropriate use.’

There is no detail regarding what constitutes an ‘appropriate use’ or how this will be assessed, reflecting perhaps a desire not to be too specific and to defer to local-level decision-makers. This provides another example of issues being deferred to a future point. Significantly, UK Government policymakers recognised that cases of abandonment might occur in instances where insufficient conditions were put in place during the original permission, identifying that there is nothing that can be done in such instances, thereby suggesting that permanent impacts may occur from such temporary developments, impacting future potentials. However, they felt that this is less likely to occur in the context of the recent positive approach to repowering, ‘we do hear of some

sites being abandoned but I would have thought that now that the NPPF is saying what it’s saying, it would put a premium on those sites (UK Government), reflecting how repowering and life-extension defer the final end-of-life but provide an opportunity to tighten commitments to managing the process.

Welsh policy has long identified the role of LPAs in securing ‘the decommissioning of developments and associated infrastructure and remediation of the site as soon as their use ceases.’ Planning conditions and legal agreements are recommended to ensure this is achieved, but it places the onus on LPAs, giving them discretion, thereby smoothing space in relation to future potentials. Interviews with Welsh Government officers revealed that bonds are something that they feel they need to consider in the context of legacy issues; however, they have only just tackled this issue with open-cast coal mines, reflecting the way in which planning policy is trying to catch up. In comparison to developing policy or guidance for repowering, there appeared to be less immediate concern to develop decommissioning policy, reflecting assumptions that legacy issues will not present a problem as well as signs of discounting the future in the context of competing problems.

Scottish Policy identifies the need for decommissioning conditions as one of the considerations for energy infrastructure proposals and additionally identifies the importance of ensuring that finance is secured for site restoration. Planning guidance states that ‘in many cases, wind turbines can be decommissioned and sites cleared and restored easily and rapidly,’ reflecting the widely shared assumption that this process will not cause difficulties. The most recent onshore wind policy confirms that a change in the operating period ‘does not remove the need for decommissioning provisions, where considered appropriate’ but provides no further information regarding decommissioning. Speaking to the Scottish Government confirmed that there are no plans to produce further guidance and that it is between the developer and LPA to negotiate. Even if it is believed that such things need governing, it is a separate judgement as to whether that governing needs to be a central state responsibility. It can thus be seen that Scottish policymakers, while open to potential future becomings, don’t see a need (or possibility) for steering particular becomings into being from the

---

46Interview with UK Government BEIS, August 2018.
48Interview with Welsh Government, May 2018.
51Interview with Scottish Government, April 2018.
centre e.g. for restoring to rurality those landscapes where windfarms have been particularly high impact.

4.2.6 Solar policy

Policy for field-scale solar appears to have been given very little consideration. England has a lack of policy regarding the temporal nature and end-of-life considerations for the infrastructure, with the only mention being in planning guidance that states ‘solar farms are normally temporary structures and planning conditions can be used to ensure that the installations are removed when no longer in use and the land is restored to its previous use.’\(^{52}\) Policy thus appears to focus on functional (i.e. events that occur at some indeterminate point in the future) rather than time-limited considerations for end-of-life. During interview the UK Government was surprised to learn that some solar permissions do not have a time-limited consent, identifying it as something that needs to be looked into and recognising that ‘there’s quite a lot of guidance about solar which needs a refresh’\(^{53}\) (UK Government). Again, such responses reflect the dynamism of the sector with governments trying to catch-up with what has been happening in practice in order to shape the use of spaces, revealing a somewhat open context for the future of solar sites.

Similarly, Welsh policy is supportive of solar but lacks detail regarding the duration of the infrastructure and associated impacts.\(^ {54}\) Practice Guidance identifies the ‘reversibility of the development’ as a factor in determining if an Environmental Impact Assessment is required\(^ {55}\) and suggests that the impact of the development can be mitigated through ‘taking steps to enhance the reversibility of the development.’\(^ {56}\) However, this provides another instance of the term reversibility being used without detailed consideration of what it constitutes or how it can be achieved. In interview the Welsh Government thought that solar farms are all permitted for 25-years but were not sure, commenting that impact on soil conditions may be a reason for their temporary nature. They indicated that they would be expecting repowering of field-scale solar in the future but highlighted that technology will have moved on and applications will need to be considered in the context of policy at the time, the availability of technology, and

\(^{53}\)Interview with UK Government BEIS, August 2018.
the impacts that have occurred from existing solar farms.\textsuperscript{57} This reflects how a multiplicity of factors may change and re-change the complex spaces of energy sites over time. They likened temporary conditions as a stop-gap, enabling elements to be reassessed, but agreed that a condition requiring removal once the panels stop producing energy would have a similar outcome. They also identified that the market will impact decisions regarding land use, demonstrating how the use of spaces can change over time due to changing material and non-material factors. Significantly, they identified that the National Development Framework will be looking at large solar developments to help guide them into specific areas, similar to the policies for wind, and this could potentially lead to more permanent allocations for solar as a land use, reflecting the way in which policies can be used to create more heavily striated spaces for longer-term use.

Scotland has produced no guidance about the duration of solar farm permissions. The impacts of solar have been given significantly less consideration than onshore wind. This could potentially create another situation where policy will be shaped by the experience of existing sites; therefore, what is happening in current cases is significant, and the question that arises is whether the existing situation is adequate.

4.3 Discussion and conclusion

While most of the existing repowering and life-extension applications occurred at a time when policy was less developed, there is a need to consider the significance of policy issues in relation to the identified end-of-life concerns and ageing infrastructure.

4.3.1 Repowering and life-extension: policy and experience

Policy has been very open for the past 25-years and thus has not had much bearing on end-of-life experiences of existing sites. The current high success rate for repowering applications suggests that the temporal nature of the infrastructure is changing in a way that until recently was not reflected in policy. Governments are only just starting to recognise that repowering is happening and – to the extent that they are concerned about renewable energy deployment – needs to be supported. While there is evidence of an increasing recognition that policy needs to change to reflect what is beginning to happen at existing sites, there are significant differences across Great Britain in current

\textsuperscript{57}Interview with Welsh Government, May 2018.
progress and approaches. The approaches of all countries can be viewed conceptually as experiments, with each government taking a positive or negative view of how potential becomings should be channelled.

Scotland seems keen to act to make wind energy output permanent and striate certain areas as wind farm spaces as part of their positive approach to onshore wind, while managing flexibility on the configurations of equipment that provides it. They have thus considered what social relations need to be managed to make that the likeliest outcome. As others have noted, policies for socialising the benefits of wind were already more advanced in Scotland than other parts of the UK (Strachan et al. 2015). While providing benefits for maintaining wind energy output, it is important to consider that creating such a heavily striated space may disable those who might wish to re-think the suitability of a wind farm in a particular landscape, perhaps to make it become ‘more rural’.

While policy can be seen to have significantly developed over time and become more comprehensive in Scotland, this has only happened to a very limited extent in England and Wales. Interviews with both UK and Welsh Government officers made it clear that they are in the process of trying to catch up with what is happening within the sector, demonstrating how an array of potential outcomes are not considered as a problem until they become a pressing issue for government. This can be seen to link to wider concerns regarding short-term bias in policymaking (see Boston 2016). While there are benefits of remaining open to change, as it is impossible to imagine exactly what may happen in the future, a policy absence entails risks, not least for the ongoing availability of wind energy.

4.3.2 What about solar?

Although solar is a relatively young technology, interview data revealed that life-extension is happening at a significant rate without much consideration in policy. It is evident that treatment of duration varies significantly, with some LPAs granting permissions without time constraints (but with conditions focusing on operational factors) while others strictly grant 25-year consents. In many cases, the asset changes rapidly from a 25-year development to a far longer 40-year development, raising questions regarding how the nature of the impacts may change and how this effects different interests. To date, governments have shown little interest in the strategies being pursued by developers and the possible impacts of longer permissions, resulting in a less striated space for the future of solar energy sites.
4.3.3 Decommissioning: policy and experience

Only a small proportion of sites have been decommissioned compared to those that have been repowered or life-extended, reflecting the domination of particular interests in existing regulatory arrangements. This strikes a contrast with planning documents describing the infrastructure as temporary and reversible and decision notices confirming that removal will occur at the end of the permitted life. Such trends can be seen to continue, for the next few years at least. In all nations, policy does little more than flag the salience of decommissioning and is quiet on the details, flagging up items for LPAs’ and other actors’ attention but mandating little. There is a lack of consideration regarding how the nature of a site may change over the lifetime of a development and how this should shape decisions. Additionally, while there is some, albeit limited, recognition that decommissioning may need to facilitate a future land use, there is a lack of discussion regarding how this could be achieved in practice, thereby focusing on the removal of impediments to an array of potential future uses, within certain limits, not about the what next.

There is a lack of guidance regarding how the decommissioning process should be carried out, leaving this domain highly open, for developers, LPAs and maybe others to argue about questions such as ‘how much decommissioning,’ ‘to what end’ and ‘how secured’? In the face of future uncertainty, this may not be unreasonable. Furthermore, no one would claim that the physical legacy of renewable energy developments equates in scale and severity to that of nuclear power (Blowers 2017) or opencast mining (Ibarra and De las Heras 2005) which have left immensely costly remediation challenges. Nevertheless, wind energy does have material consequences and the spatially extensive nature of wind farms in rural areas gives the legacy issue significance. Wind farms reaching end-of-life may leave concrete foundations or other equipment, projects may shape landscape meanings and perceptions if left in situ. While a lack of detailed attention to regulating future post-wind land use may be understandable, a lack of attention to what elements of wind facilities should be removed is a different dimension and could be more problematic (e.g., potential issues of abandonment). Ironically, one might say that UK governments face a backlog of legacy issues.

Although the analysis in the first part of this chapter shows a sector that is experiencing some flux through end-of-life decisions, central governments are only beginning to seek to steer the outcomes. If government intervention is taken to be revealing of
problematisation (Dent 2009), then the limited national attention given to decommissioning implies that governments see little problem here, believing perhaps that acceptable outcomes will be achieved with relative ease. One can interpret this as reflecting beliefs that decommissioning is socially unproblematic, perhaps also neo-liberal preferences against placing regulatory requirements on businesses.

4.3.4 The temporary nature of developments

The findings above reveal areas of potential difficulty in the planning systems’ treatment of wind farms as temporary, or at least a gap between the narrow technical meaning and unfolding materialities-temporalities of development. Experience suggests that wind farms tend to reproduce over time. The issuing of multiple time-limited planning permissions shows something different about the way this infrastructure is treated compared to other infrastructure as it appears neither permanent nor temporary, rather temporary with an evolving duration. This raises questions regarding whether it is really appropriate to treat or consider wind farm permissions as if they will conclude and cease to exist. While 25-year consent periods are not grounded in legislation, they appear to have become treated as such, perhaps through the impact of precedent reflecting popular practices and creating an inherited fixity. In 2018, 25-year applications continue to be the norm and some of the earliest sites, that did not previously have a time-limited consent, have repowered with 25-year consents. Planning permission thus appears to operate with a time-limited bundle of specific ‘use rights’ with developers leasing the land and not seeking consent in perpetuity.

One can begin to see that the common 25-year consent period appears as a compromise as well as a convention, balancing competing concerns including planning control, operational life of the infrastructure, public opinion, developers’ returns, and asset value. It appears, however, that this compromise is potentially becoming unstable given the recognised longer lifespan of the infrastructure. This has been recognised in Scotland and addressed in policy in order to facilitate longer permissions in a sustainable way and get the most out of existing assets. Yet some elements have not been considered, notably the implications if a community has expected a wind farm to be removed.

What makes the issue important is the way in which the ‘temporariness’ of wind farms has been used as a potential virtue in planning as a quality that weighs positively in consent decisions where things like landscape impacts are likely. In all countries, there
are examples of the temporary and reversible nature of the impacts of the infrastructure being used to gain support through making the otherwise potentially unacceptable, acceptable due to its duration. In such a way, the consideration of time within planning can be seen as a way of achieving political gain (see Myers and Kitsuse 2000; Van Der Knaap and Davidse 2010). Planning consents for onshore wind continue to be described as temporary in much of the documentation and assessments of impacts despite the fact that the majority of sites that have reached the end of their permitted or operational life have been repowered or undertaken life-extension. This reflects literature portraying planning as a promise between now and the future that has significant potential to break down (Abram and Weszkalnys 2011), i.e., the ‘promise’ of 25-years followed by removal, with a lack of consideration of the consequences.

4.3.5 Conclusion

This chapter has provided a cross-cutting, comparative assessment of the dynamics to date of the three main categories of end-of-life decision: repowering, life-extension, and decommissioning. To date, most applications for repowering and life-extension in Great Britain have been successful and only two sites have been decommissioned. As a corollary, one can see that temporariness is a potential quality of onshore wind, but most often the duration of wind farms has been extended further into the future. The complex reality of temporariness is also becoming apparent in emerging discussions about which components of closed facilities need to be removed in decommissioning. Site abandonment, a fourth category of end-of-life decision, has yet to happen in the UK, but national regulation has done little yet to prevent it.

Deleuze is relevant to this chapter both in terms of interventions and also for capturing a renewable energy portfolio as something always in flux (through various life-extension strategies). Notably, Deleuze and Guattari’s (1980) concepts of smooth and striated spaces have facilitated exploration of how, through constraining (striating) the planning policy context, governments’ can steer the long-term future of wind farms into particular locations. Policy can be seen to mediate between multiple temporalities, providing a temporal and spatial fix and injecting its own dynamics. The chapter sought to understand to what extent the issue of end-of-life decision-making for renewables is problematised and regulated by national governments. The majority of existing end-of-life applications were decided when limited policy was in place. Governments are only just starting to recognise that life-extension and repowering is happening and, if they are hoping to maintain wind energy capacity, then it needs to be supported.
Notably, we see governments seeking to establish the long-term appropriateness of existing sites for wind power, to provide a conducive context for the consideration of future wind energy projects. Indeed, English, Welsh, and Scottish Governments have all moved to adopt supportive policy stances on repowering, demonstrating how the ‘temporariness’ of wind energy is being renegotiated. However, the findings show government policy on end-of-life issues to be limited in scope and patchy, especially in England. It highlights the elements of end-of-life decisions that states can choose to act on in order to extend control into the future. Only in Scotland, thus far, is the government encouraging end-of-life decisions to enhance the benefit flows to ‘host’ communities. Meanwhile, governments have been content to issue minimal advice on decommissioning, effectively passing any problem to local communities or LPAs.

The different treatment of end-of-life considerations within policy points to the divergent ways in which this issue is problematised and, indeed, the multiple problems that end-of-life decisions bring together (Dent 2009). One such problematisation is the potential contribution of repowering to energy and climate change targets and the need to secure it. Thus, differences in policy approach can be seen to relate to the emphasis given to this priority in the energy policy of each country (see tables 11 and 12). What we are seeing here is the strategic selectivity of the state (Jessop 1990), but conducted in the face of the very considerable contingency of the future, in which wind energy, projects, and landscapes may evolve in multi-various combinations. Partiality of policy is perhaps therefore inevitable. Yet it is still important to consider which kinds of future are being embraced within policy, which actor concerns, and which tend to be omitted.

While only a small number of existing schemes have reached the end-of-life stage, the number will be rising significantly within the next 5-10 years, thus it is significant that policy in Scotland and to some extent Wales appears to be starting to striate spaces for longer-term use as wind farm sites. This raises questions regarding the ‘temporary’ nature of the development and who treats or considers the permission as if it will expire and cease to exist. This chapter has begun to answer the research questions through identifying what has been included and neglected in current regulatory arrangements, however it does not consider how policies have been interpreted and applied by the range of actors involved, it has also made assumptions about what matters to publics. There is thus a need to more fully explore how different actors are planning and preparing for the end-of-life of sites (research question one) and whose preferences are most significantly shaping end-of-life decision-making (research question two) in order to understand how the policy context may influence decisions and the wider
consequences of how the temporalities of renewable energy infrastructure are regulated (research question three). The following chapter explores these questions in far greater detail through investigating the experiences of four wind farms and a solar farm case study.
Chapter 5: End-of-life considerations in five case study contexts.

This chapter develops the broader picture gained in chapter 4 through beginning to unpick what causes or is used to justify certain outcomes and how perspectives and end-of-life preparations vary amongst different actors (research question one). While the previous chapter provided an indication of multiple temporalities being in play, this chapter begins to examine which tend to ‘win’ and in what circumstances (research question two). Through using the term ‘win’ this thesis aims to understand which temporalities and thus actor interests are dominant in terms of influencing the outcome of end-of-life decisions. Chapter 7 then brings together the findings from across the cases and the two other empirical chapters (the policy and data research and the surveys) to answer these questions and provide a discussion of the research findings, including consideration of the third research question regarding understanding the wider consequences of how the temporalities of renewable energy are regulated.

In order to understand end-of-life decision-making processes in detail, in-depth research into five case studies was undertaken. As outlined in the methods chapter, the cases were chosen to vary on several dimensions, including location, age and status of the wind farm and local response to end-of-life applications. For each case, an analysis of the policy and application documents was undertaken and in-depth semi-structured interviews were undertaken with all identifiable impacted parties to piece together how decisions were made, the arguments used, and contingencies navigated. The case studies are presented each in turn.

5.1 Repowering a wind farm with a lack of controversy, exploring the significance of duration in St Breock

5.1.1 Introduction

The case of St Breock represents a site that had significant public support during its application to repower. It was initially granted permission without any limit on the consent duration but repowered with a time-limited consent. Permission for the original St Breock wind farm, comprising 11 x 53.5m turbines, was granted at appeal in 1993 and became operational in 1994. Permission was granted in perpetuity with no
requirement to decommission the turbines at the end of a fixed period. As one of the earliest wind farms, the lack of decommissioning or time condition was likely to be a result of the infancy of the sector, reflecting a lack of consideration of such aspects.

Permission was granted in 2003 to repower the site with 8 x 80m turbines, the consent was not implemented and lapsed in 2008. Permission was then granted in 2012 to repower the site with 5 x 100m turbines for a time-limited 25-year consent. The repowered site became operational in 2015 and also continues to be used for sheep grazing (reflecting the complex nature of wind farm sites, see Bonta and Protevi 2004). The 2012 repowering application received a high level of public support with 95 public communications of support and 7 objections. Questions thus arise regarding how this application faced so little opposition.

Figure 8: Location of St Breock wind farm
Source: Google Map (accessed May 2019), wind farm marked by red point

58St Breock Repowering committee report, 2012.
5.1.2 Narratives of change

In exploring considerations of the duration and end-of-life decision-making for the site, it is firstly important to consider what changed over time and how such changes were considered. It was identified that sheep grazing continued over the life of the wind farm, reflecting a continuity in this land use and the use of the site as a complex space (see Bonta and Protevi 2004).

5.1.2.1 Policy change

Relevant planning policies did not significantly change over the lifespan of the original site. At the time of the repowering application there were no local or national policies regarding repowering.

5.1.2.2 Industry changes

Ownership of the site changed as E-ON sold the site to REG in 2010; however, this appeared to create little impact for the local community as reflected in a lack of discussion of this amongst community members. Of greater significance, the developer identified how the nature of the infrastructure changed over time, most notably with the increase in size of turbines (repowering involved new larger turbines).

5.1.2.3 Change in visual impact

When assessing the visual impact of the repowering, comparison to the previous scheme was central as this was affirmed as the relevant baseline. The repowering committee report identified that a smaller number of turbines with a slower rotation speed would create a less-cluttered visual impact. The report also noted that the increase in geographical extent of the Zone of Theoretical Visibility (i.e., the likely extent of visibility of the development) would be limited and that the influence would mainly be in parts of the landscape already subject to the visual influence of the existing wind farm. Narratives of familiarity were expressed: the impact on a local

59 There was no mention of the ownership of the site changing in the research interviews undertaken with the local community.
60 Interview with Developer A St Breock, May 2018.
61 St Breock Repowering Committee Report, 2011, 73.
walking route was considered, noting that walkers were already subject to the visual impact of the existing wind farm and that many representations indicated that people ‘see the existing turbines as interesting features in the landscape and welcome the redevelopment’\textsuperscript{62}. It was concluded that the repowering would ‘offer a balanced, controlled development which will sit well in terms of the broader scale and pattern of the landscape and, as such will not look incongruous’\textsuperscript{63}. Such a term is loaded with interpretation regarding how larger turbines are not incongruous in the landscape. Meanwhile, amongst the public there was a preference for the repowered scheme as they felt it created less of an impact on the landscape despite the larger turbines.\textsuperscript{64}

5.1.2.4 Familiarity

Local familiarity with the existing wind farm and LPA familiarity with repowering applications appeared to benefit the application process. The developer noted that ‘the fact that there was a wind farm there meant there was a door open, the fact there was a previous consent meant that it was even more open’\textsuperscript{65} (Developer B, St Breock). Thus, the regulatory and consenting landscape is critical – it is not just ‘what is there’, but what could be there under existing and as yet unimplemented permissions i.e. the consent itself striates areas further into the future. The developer felt that ‘people had got used to the wind farm’, noting that working with a site where people understood the effects of the wind farm made it a lot easier to get support as people usually fear ‘the unknown and change’\textsuperscript{66} (Developer B, St Breock). The LPA reflected this narrative of familiarity, stating ‘I assume that the original windfarm had become accepted locally, at least to a degree’\textsuperscript{67} (LPA, St Breock). Public comments submitted to the LPA suggested that for some, the turbines had become a familiar or accepted part of the landscape\textsuperscript{68} and comments in interviews reflected narratives of familiarity with the wind farm,\textsuperscript{69} reflecting how perceptions of infrastructure may change over time. However, the interviews did not capture those who held opposing views regarding familiarity. Additionally on a far broader scale, interviews with community members identified longer-term familiarity with using land as a resource either through farming or mining.

\textsuperscript{62}St Breock Repowering Committee Report, 2011, 76.
\textsuperscript{63}St Breock Repowering Committee Report, 2011, 72.
\textsuperscript{64}Interviews with members of the community St Breock, June 2018.
\textsuperscript{65}Interview with Developer B St Breock, May 2018.
\textsuperscript{66}Interview with Developer B, St Breock, May 2018.
\textsuperscript{67}Correspondence from Local Planning Authority, St Breock via email.
\textsuperscript{68}Comments submitted to Local Planning Authority online, St Breock, June 2018.
\textsuperscript{69}Interviews with members of the community St Breock, June 2018.
5.1.3 Varying narratives of duration

In order to understand how the repowering was considered, it is necessary to explore how the various actors consider the duration of the infrastructure and of the use of the land as a wind farm.

5.1.3.1 The influence of duration on Planning Authority decision-making

The repowering committee report noted that the repowering proposal was time-limited for 25-years, including confirmation that the site would be subsequently decommissioned. Confirmation of decommissioning was significant as it was absent from the original consent. It also identified that this time-limited consent would replace the original consent that was not time-limited,\textsuperscript{70} illustrating how end-of-life applications provide an opportunity to resolve regulatory oversights – trading off an extension in time to exert greater control in the future. When discussing the landscape and visual impacts of the scheme, the committee report noted that ‘any adverse impact would be temporary depending on the consented life span of the project’ and again the absence of an end date for the original scheme was mentioned.\textsuperscript{71} The benefits of controlling and limiting temporality were thus used in the assessment of the application, suggesting that despite evidence of longevity of the site, proved in repowering, the wind farm and its impacts were treated as temporary.

5.1.3.2 Public consideration of duration

Public comments submitted to the planning applications did not mention the duration of consent, suggesting that this was not a key reason for public support or opposition.

5.1.4 Strategies used

5.1.4.1 Developer’s strategy for increasing the duration of the infrastructure

The developer purchased the site with the intention of repowering. Their decision-making at that time was relatively simple as there was clear support for onshore wind development in England.\textsuperscript{72} Repowering permission had previously been granted for the

\textsuperscript{70}St Breock Repowering committee report, 2011, 6.
\textsuperscript{71}St Breock Repowering committee report, 71.
\textsuperscript{72}Interview with Developer B St Breock, May 2018.
site in 2003, but for a different number and height of turbines and this precedent made it easier. They identified that another wind farm in Cornwall (Goonhilly) was repowering at the time and provided useful information regarding the application process, again demonstrating the benefits of precedent. They felt that the lack of time-limit attached to the original consent made the repowering application easier ‘because we were going in saying you can either have the existing one forever or you can have the new one for 25-years, take your pick’\(^73\) (Developer B, St Breock). While in reality it is unlikely that the existing turbine would be left in place forever, such temporal arguments can add strength to an end-of-life application through providing reassurances of removal at an identified date (although, as can be seen, future end-of-life applications may shift such a date further into the future).

5.1.4.2 Community-developer relations

The developer did a lot of PR work for the repowering and also worked with the local organisation Wadebridge Renewable Energy Network (WREN).\(^74\) They identified that as a result of WREN (and their information provision about renewable energy) there was local support for renewables, describing how it was ‘the right scheme and the right time, in the right place’ (Developer B, St Breock). They did a lot of community engagement, including offering trips to look at the existing wind farm and the community was also set to benefit from community benefit payments that had not formed part of the original scheme (see figure 9). Additionally, there is evidence of public involvement in the design of the scheme. The repowering committee report discusses how comments and feedback from public exhibitions led to changes in the layout from six to five turbines,\(^75\) this was also reflected in public comments praising the consultation.\(^76\)

Residents identified benefits of repowering, particularly in terms of energy generation and local economic benefits\(^77\) and explained how they trusted the assurances provided by the developer.\(^78\) The developer identified that there was a ‘combination of circumstances’ that led to such high public support\(^79\) (Developer B, St Breock). The circumstances included the fact that people were familiar with what a wind farm in that

\(^{73}\)Interview with Developer B St Breock, May 2018.
\(^{74}\)Interview with Developer B St Breock, May 2018.
\(^{75}\)St Breock Repowering Committee Report, 2011, 72.
\(^{76}\)Public comments submitted to LPA during repowering application, St Breock.
\(^{77}\)Interviews with members of the community St Breock, June 2018.
\(^{78}\)Interviews with members of the community St Breock, June 2018.
\(^{79}\)Interview with Developer B St Breock, May 2018.
location looked like, the good community benefits package of £4,000/MW/yr for the lifetime of the windfarm\textsuperscript{80} and the high level of community engagement. In this way, for this application, improving public opinion can be seen as a significant element in the developers’ strategy for end-of-life applications.

Figure 9: Example of community benefit fund promotion in St Breock

Source: stbreockparishcouncil.co.uk (accessed June 2019)

£50,000
for community projects
From the St Breock Wind Farm Community Fund
(closing date February 12th 2016)

5.1.4.3 The promise of decommissioning

The LPA identified that the repowering application provided the opportunity to capture the decommissioning of the existing site. They explained that this provided clarity that all of the previous turbines would be removed and this clarity was a planning consideration. The repowering committee report identified that once the 25-year planning permission is reached, the site will be decommissioned, involving removing all infrastructure and restoring the site to its ‘original state’.\textsuperscript{81} Such a focus on returning to an original state (referring to the state of the land pre-wind farm) reflects the importance of specific moments of time and the idea of sites as reversible. Decommissioning was secured in a condition of the planning consent specifying that ‘all related above ground structures (except those required for ongoing agricultural use of the site and agreed in writing by the LPA), shall be removed from the site’ and specifying that the land should be reinstated in accordance with a restoration scheme.

\textsuperscript{80}St Breock Repowering Committee Report, 2011, 118.
\textsuperscript{81}St Breock Repowering Committee Report, 2011, 122.
Repowering thus provides an opportunity to redress omissions from the past, but there is selectivity here, the focus on the above-ground and retaining elements that have become more widely useful.

5.1.5 The struggle to find a working fixity

5.1.5.1 Challenges faced by the developer

While the principle of gaining repowering permission did not pose a significant challenge to the developer due to the precedent on the site, accessing land, grid capacity, and the speed of the planning system were central challenges. Access for larger turbines created perhaps the most substantial challenge. The new turbines were too large to use the original access and thus required a new access track across four different landowners’ land, subsequent negotiations lasted about a year, thereby creating an unexpected delay. Additionally, while selling the turbines was expected to cover the decommissioning cost, they had difficulties finding a buyer and thus had to pay for storage. It can therefore be seen that during an application process, the focus is likely to be on immediate issues relevant to gaining consent rather than on longer-term considerations which can easily be deferred to the future.

5.1.5.2 Local Authority decision-making

The LPA explained that there was an expectation of repowering in light of the age of the site and as more efficient turbines had been developed over its lifetime. They identified that the application was complicated by the five additional Parish/Town Councils that needed to be consulted. They noted that concerns were raised by the Council’s Landscape Officer and AONB Team, but the issues were ‘weighed in the overall planning balance’ (LPA, St Breock). The repowering committee report identified the need for renewable energy at the forefront of the national and local planning system and that wind turbines could play a key role in meeting energy targets. While noting that the turbines create a visual impact upon the landscape, it was identified that this has to be balanced against their ability to generate renewable

---

82 Interview with Developer B St Breock, May 2018.
83 Interview with Developer A St Breock, May 2018.
84 Correspondence from LPA St Breock via email, June 2018.
85 Correspondence from LPA St Breock via email, June 2018.
86 Correspondence from LPA, St Breock via email, June 2018.
They identified the benefits of the scheme, including environmental enhancements (reflecting some acceptance of the eco-efficiency arguments for repowering) and over £5 million of local investment (over the 25-year life of the scheme). The duration of the infrastructure did not appear to weigh heavily in decision-making compared to the expected benefits from the repowered scheme being there.

The LPA had experience of other repowering applications, reflecting the benefits of precedence. Narratives of precedence and familiarity and a preference for the continuation of existing sites over new sites were evident from the LPA, ‘In my experience, the fact that a site is already established as a wind farm is a material planning consideration as a fall-back position and therefore without prejudice, a suitably designed repowering scheme can often be accepted locally as opposed to a completely new development on a greenfield site’ (LPA, St Breock). This echoes the findings in chapter 4 that sites that have become windfarms, by such arguments, are more readily maintained over time.

5.1.6 Conclusion

This case illustrates how certain contextual factors can increase the likelihood of a wind farm successfully repowering. Firstly, the temporal duration of the existing scheme. In this case, as the original scheme was granted in perpetuity, repowering provided the opportunity to control the duration of the site with a time-limited consent and to secure decommissioning arrangements. Significantly, the LPA described the existing use of the site as a wind farm as a material consideration, while this is not reflected in policy or all other cases, this may be because the original consent was permanent. The temporary nature of the landscape and visual impact were discussed as central reasons for support and the application was treated as temporary despite the continued use as a wind farm site. Secondly, it revealed that the level of experience of the LPA can have a significant impact on the process, Cornwall Council had previous experience of dealing with repowering applications and of assessing the visual impact of turbines. Finally, how the landscape is considered is significant, Cornwall benefits from having a tradition of working on the land and viewing the land

87 St Breock Repowering committee report, 2011, 80.
88 St Breock Repowering committee report, 2011, 92.
89 St Breock Repowering committee report, 2011, 117.
90 Correspondence from LPA, St Breock via email, June 2018.
as a resource, revealing the significance of long-term considerations of land and landscape. This case also illustrates the benefits of good community engagement and community benefits in smoothing the way to a longer presence.

5.2 A repowering permission that has not been implemented, the case of Taff Ely

5.2.1 Introduction

Like St Breock, Taff Ely wind farm was granted permission in perpetuity (without any time-limit on the consent) in 1991 for 20 x 450 kW, 53.5m (tip-height) turbines. The site became operational in 1993. The site is located within the administrative boundary of Rhondda Cynon Taff County Borough Council who are the LPA. The 180-hectare site lies immediately south of the villages of Hendreforgan and Gilfach Goch in Glamorgan. It is located within a Special Landscape Area and Site of Importance for Nature Conservation as designated by the Local Development Plan.

Permission was granted in 2012 for the decommissioning and removal of the existing turbines and their replacement with 7 x 2.0–2.5 MW 110m (tip-height) turbines (see figure 10). The repowering scheme, named Headwind Taff Ely, has an expected generating capacity of 14-17.5 MW. As of February 2019, the permission had not been implemented and the original turbines were continuing to operate based on the original permission. There is no evidence that the permission was renewed and thus the repowering permission is expected to have expired.

Figure 10: News headline regarding the Taff Ely repowering

Source: walesonline.co.uk (accessed June 2019)

Turbines set to double in size

TURBINES at one of Wales’ oldest wind farms could be set to double in height.

91 Interviews with community members referred to the history of agricultural and mining land- uses in Cornwall.
92 Rhondda Cynon Taff Local Development Plan Proposals Map, March 2011.
5.2.2 Narratives of change

5.2.2.1 Change in the site context

The context of Taff Ely changed over time due to the development of wind farms in the surrounding area, the LPA explained how due to problems with the grid in other areas of Wales there has been a lot of development in specific locations including around Taff Ely. Such development impacts the visual context of the wind farm. Moreover, the developer identified that a barn had been converted to a dwelling near the site, adding a constraint to the developable area due to restrictions regarding the proximity of turbines to dwellings.
5.2.2.2 Policy change

National and local policy changed over time, both regarding the overall approach to onshore wind and the recognition of repowering.\(^{93}\) Regarding local compliance with the Welsh Government’s Strategic Search Areas (SSA) in which wind farms should be located (see chapter 4), the repowering planning statement identified that ‘as the existing Taff Ely Wind Farm has existed on the site since 1993, it would have formed part of the baseline position when Policy SSA 23 was adopted. Therefore, any assessment of how the proposed development performs against Policy SSA 23 should assume that the existing Taff Ely Wind Farm already forms part of the landscape.’\(^{94}\) It is significant that the wind farm was assumed to be a baseline element of the landscape, this may be due to the nature of the original consent in perpetuity.

5.2.2.3 Industry changes

Site ownership changed over time. The original owner Eastern Electric sold the site to National Wind Power in 1998 and RWE took it over in 1999, the company has since gone through different names and structures. During the repowering, they owned a third of the site but later sold their share so that they no longer own the wind farm but work as consultants for the current owners, Ventient (who have held ownership in the site since 2004). Such changes in ownership potentially impact the development of community-developer relations.

5.2.2.4 Change in visual impact

The developer explained that the visual impact of Taff Ely is intensified by the different rotation speeds of the other wind farms in the area, demonstrating how perceptions of a site can alter due to wider changes occurring over time. In assessing change in visual impact for prospective repowering the permanent nature of the existing turbines was significant, with the cumulative assessment stating that ‘whilst significant cumulative effects have been identified, assuming a do nothing scenario, significant cumulative effects will already arise due primarily to the introduction of the consented wind farms and the presence of the existing Taff Ely Wind farm’ and noting that the

\(^{93}\)Taff Ely Repowering committee report, 2013, 30.
\(^{94}\)Taff Ely Repowering planning statement, 2012, 4.3.35.
The repowering scheme would increase the prominence of the turbines but not the number of developments within the landscape. The repowering committee report identified that if there was not an existing wind farm then the combined impact of the proposal and another local proposed wind farm would not be acceptable for the landscape, but the composition, spacing, and slower-moving blades of the repowering proposal created an improvement on the existing situation. Such an assessment demonstrates how people anchor their judgements in different baselines, fixed to different points in time, against which to judge the acceptability of change. Meanwhile, the community representative felt that the increase in the size of turbines did not make a difference to local people as ‘the turbines on another site are quite large’, again reflecting the impact of precedent and changes occurring in the surrounding area.

The repowering committee report identified the existing wind farm as ‘an established feature in the landscape which most local residents appear to have got used to’ and that the landscape and visual impacts would ‘be somewhat mitigated by the fact that the site is currently occupied by an operational wind farm, it is not a “green field” site’, reflecting a preference for development to endure in existing rather than new locations. Additionally, when assessing the magnitude of change the committee report assessment took into account the duration of the effect and if it is reversible or not, noting the significance of the fact that the repowered permission would be time-limited with decommissioning requirements, revealing another case in which temporalities of control are bargaining chips that can be used to exert leverage. However, the committee report also noted that the turbines would be larger and more dominant in relation to local settlements and there would not be much precedent of such larger turbines near residential areas in the UK, again reflecting precedence as a crucial element in LPA decision-making.

5.2.2.5 Familiarity

Narratives of community acceptance and familiarity were evident in this case. The local elected councillor felt that people are accepting of the existing turbines and repowering but would not want any more new sites, demonstrating how past siting decisions can

95Taff Ely Repowering environmental statement, 2012, 18.4.4.
97Interview with community representative Taff Ely, April 2018.
98Taff Ely Repowering committee report, 2013, 47.
100Taff Ely Repowering committee report, 2013, 46.
influence the future of siting of such infrastructure, ‘I think they are accepted now and of course the benefits that they’ve got are excellent and I think because of the environment people are more accepting that you have to do something, and they feel they’re doing their bit’\textsuperscript{101} (Community Taff Ely). This statement also demonstrates how perceptions of climate change and the need for renewables can change perceptions of renewable infrastructure. It was noted that the existing turbines have not caused problems for the community and that they had consequently accepted them. There was also evidence of familiarity amongst younger generations who had grown up with the wind farm, ‘every time a child does a picture of Gilfach Goch it has a windmill in it’\textsuperscript{102} (Community, Taff Ely). This suggests that embodied human temporalities may influence social acceptance, something explored further in the following chapter.

The local wind farm opposition group also expressed narratives of familiarity and acceptance, with acceptance being linked to the lack of possibility for change, ‘there’s nothing we can actually do about it. So, in a sense, it’s not, not the topic of conversation anymore’\textsuperscript{103} (Opposition group, Taff Ely). They expressed that most people are likely to have moved on as ‘it is part of the scenery now and of course a lot of people who moved into the area that was already there so um it’s not such an issue to them…they’ve accepted it, and there is actually nothing they can, in fact, do about it’\textsuperscript{104} (Opposition group, Taff Ely).

Meanwhile, the LPA described how their perception of wind farms has changed over time, ‘from a decision-making point of view in that we’ve moved from, you know, an initial reluctance to accept them to perhaps seeing more of the positives from them’\textsuperscript{105} (LPA, Taff Ely). They evidenced this through describing how members were not keen on the earliest applications for wind farms and the council refused most of them, then many were allowed on appeal (which itself can lead to reluctant acceptance), then recent applications, including the repowering, have had a more favourable determination from committee.

\subsection*{5.2.2.6 Public considerations of change}

The LPA could not locate records regarding public response to the original application. However, they identified that there were 14 community letters of support and seven

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{101} Interview with community representative Taff Ely, April 2018. \\
\textsuperscript{102} Interview with community representative Taff Ely, April 2018. \\
\textsuperscript{103} Interview with local opposition group Taff Ely, April 2018. \\
\textsuperscript{104} Interview with local opposition group Taff Ely, April 2018. \\
\textsuperscript{105} Interview with LPA Taff Ely, April 2018.
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against the repowering, contrasting this with a nearby wind farm application that had hundreds of comments. The community representative emphasised that local people would oppose any more new sites but felt that if other sites were to repower there would not be significant local objections, demonstrating how existing sites are considered differently from potential new sites. Similarly, the representative from the opposition group noted that repowering is likely to be less of an issue than new sites, ‘I think people would know probably they’re there and it’s replacing one with another that’s a bit bigger, is probably not going to be such an issue to be honest’ \textsuperscript{106} (Opposition group, Taff Ely). Such comments reiterate the legacy and significance of earlier decisions made over 20-30 years ago.

5.2.3 Varying narratives of duration

5.2.3.1 The influence of duration on Planning Authority decision-making

The committee report identified that the repowering proposal had to be considered in light of the existing wind farm as due to the lack of time-limiting condition the existing wind farm was effectively there in perpetuity. The LPA felt that if people are used to the turbines then they might as well stay there, reflecting a lack of concern regarding issues of reversibility, the tendency for most sites to be time-limited, or future removal.

5.2.3.2 Public consideration of duration

The community representative recalled that while there was opposition to the original wind farm a lot of the older members of the community would not be there in 40-years and it was vital to do something to help younger generations, reflecting wider temporal concerns of climate change and intergenerational justice. The community recognise the benefits of having an end date to provide a ‘get out clause’ if anything changes in the future; however, if things stay as they are the community is happy for the wind farm to be renewed. For the local community, the biggest problem was traffic congestion caused by the delivery of turbines. The community did not identify any other problems with the repowering application, suggesting that longer-term temporal dimensions were not a significant concern compared to the short-term traffic issues that may impact them in the more immediate future.

\textsuperscript{106} Interview with local opposition group Taff Ely, April 2018.
5.2.4 Strategies used

5.2.4.1 Developer’s strategy for increasing duration of the infrastructure

Regarding tactics, the developer discussed the involvement of local school pupils, describing how a local girl spoke in favour of the repowering discussing the benefits for her generation, this can be seen as a symbol for future generational approval. They also reinforced the importance of pre-application discussions with the LPA to ensure that the benefits are put across early. Much justification in the application was based on the existing wind farm being in place with permanent planning consent. The planning statement identified that the site has the attributes to accommodate wind farm development, ‘this is reflected by the ‘permanent’ planning permission that was granted for the existing Taff Ely Wind farm in 1993.’¹⁰⁷ The statement emphasised that the continued operation of the site would create a continuation of the existing landscape, visual and ecological impacts¹⁰⁸ and identified that repowering would lead to ecological benefits as a result of proposed habitat creation and land improvement works¹⁰⁹. Such considerations can be seen as an ecological echo of the use made of repowering to extract higher levels of community benefits.

5.2.4.2 Community-developer relations

Community benefits and communication with the developer appeared to be critical to local support for repowering. It was clear that the community had trust in the developer, ‘the experts say they’re a good idea, who are we to argue with the experts’… ‘in all fairness they’ve kept to their word and so we are happy with that’¹¹⁰ (Community Taff Ely). The community also felt that the developer took into consideration their opinions, ‘I would say they’re very understanding’¹¹¹ (Community, Taff Ely). Community members identified the range of benefits that wind farm funds had created in the local area including money for the old age centre, parks, traffic calming, and the boxing club. The community representative noted that they were continuing to receive funds and explained how each member of the community benefitted or had family members that benefitted in some way from the support. There was a feeling that whatever the community council needed help for, there would be a way of achieving it. The funding

¹⁰⁷Taff Ely Repowering planning statement, 2012, 4.2.72.
¹⁰⁸Taff Ely Repowering planning statement, 2012, 4.2.72.
¹⁰⁹Taff Ely Repowering planning statement, 2012, 4.2.55.
¹¹⁰Interview with local community Taff Ely, April 2018.
¹¹¹Interview with local community Taff Ely, April 2018.
appeared to be crucial in keeping local support ‘because we’re such a small community if there wasn’t any benefits they would soon know about it too, you know as well, I mean we’re not pushovers you know’\textsuperscript{112} (Community, Taff Ely). The repowering proposal involved a significant increase in the value of community benefits from £2,500 to an expected £35,000\textsuperscript{113} for each year of generation, reflecting how end-of-life applications provide an opportunity to significantly enhance benefits for communities living close to the infrastructure. The developer felt that the community fund was significant in Taff Ely as a low-income community.

5.2.4.3 The promise of decommissioning

The repowering committee report identified that the wind farm would be maintained over its 25-year life and then ‘after this time unless a further planning permission is granted, the wind farm would be decommissioned, dismantled and the site reinstated.’\textsuperscript{114} Such wording reflects recognition that the use of the site as a wind farm may continue further into the future, reflecting a broader temporal outlook than in other cases where decommissioning at the end of the consent period is presented as the definitive option. The planning statement identified that ‘there is a commitment to reseed the affected areas and in the long term, bring them back into active agricultural use,’\textsuperscript{115} providing a partial and thereby more readily measurable and achievable reassurance than other applications that use narratives of complete reversibility and returning a site to a previous condition.

5.2.4.4 Strategies used by opponents

The main concern of the opposition group (The Green Valleys Action Group) appeared to be the number of wind farms in the local area rather than consent durations. Their actions focused on objecting to applications for new wind farms, ‘potentially we could eventually be surrounded or encircled’\textsuperscript{116} (Opposition group, Taff Ely). They noted that the application for the original Taff Ely wind farm occurred before the opposition group had been formed but that they did oppose the repowering. During the time of the repowering application most active opposition was focused on a proposed new site to the west of the valley, reflecting the concern for new sites over repowering. The group
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now does not exist due to the key members moving away or dying, reflecting another temporal dimension of community relations with infrastructure.

5.2.5 The struggle to find a working fixity

5.2.5.1 Challenges faced by the developer

Deciding between implementing the repowering consent or continuing to operate the existing wind farm was a central challenge for the developer, revealing the significance of economic changes on end-of-life decision-making. The nature of the original permission being granted in perpetuity created an easy fall-back position, they thus had to decide if it would be better to run the existing site until 2027 when the existing subsidy ends or to repower without subsidy. At the time of interview they were in the process of exploring ways to make the consented project work, identifying challenges in the absence of financial support mechanisms and the significance of tip heights to the commercial position. They faced regulatory time pressures to decide before the planning consent ran out, or the grid connection was removed by the national grid.

5.2.5.2 Local Authority decision-making

The LPA described how the principle of land use was already there due to the existing wind farm, but the challenge was making the planning judgement between the larger number of smaller turbines or smaller number of larger turbines, expressing that people would likely have different preferences. They explained that they got assistance from an expert on landscape impact but that it offers no guarantees. ‘Whether we were right or wrong on that I guess time will tell, if they do it and people either throw their arms up in the air’\textsuperscript{117} (LPA, Taff Ely). Regarding decision-making the LPA considered, ‘is the impact going to be that much more significant than what it is at the moment that we could support the refusal and ultimately we thought that that wasn’t the case’\textsuperscript{118} (LPA, Taff Ely). The committee report\textsuperscript{119} identified that the repowering scheme had to be considered in light of the existing operational wind farm with permanent permission and Welsh Government spatial guidance TAN8, which states ‘that opportunities to repower existing wind farms which are located outside SSAs should be encouraged provided
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\item \textsuperscript{117} Interview with LPA Taff Ely, April 2018.
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that the environmental and landscape impacts are acceptable.\textsuperscript{120} While finding the repowering proposal acceptable, the committee report noted that 'it is considered that any further development either in size or number of turbines would be likely to be considered unacceptable,'\textsuperscript{121} demonstrating a sense of acceptable incrementalism, with the status quo as the benchmark. They explained how the local SSA is reaching capacity (regarding the MW targets) but did not feel that it was necessarily a reason to refuse new applications, perhaps due to an expectation that such targets may increase as the efficiency of turbines increase.

5.2.6 Conclusion

This case depicts the significance of commercial challenges shaping temporal decision-making through the decision regarding continuing to run the existing turbines or implement the repowering permission. While repowering permission was granted without much opposition and the community supported the increased value of benefits, changes in the wider economic context have created a challenging decision-making process regarding implementation. Changes in the subsidy regime and technological advances have formed a situation whereby the repowering permission is not as attractive or feasible to the developer as it was during the time of the application. Moreover, the existence of an ongoing subsidy and lack of duration condition on the existing consent further add to the complicated decision-making context. Meanwhile, there is a positive expectation from the LPA and community that the repowering will go ahead, reflecting different expectations and priorities regarding the duration and end-of-life of the site.

5.3 A multitude of temporal perspectives influencing end-of-life decisions, the case of Kirkby Moor

5.3.1 Introduction

Kirkby Moor demonstrates how high levels of local opposition can result in unsuccessful planning outcomes for repowering and life-extension at the LPA decision-making level. It also demonstrates the significance of the range of changes that alter


\textsuperscript{121}Taff Ely repowering committee report, 2013, 47.
the context of sites over time, including but not limited to economics, physical site changes, social changes, policy changes, and ownership changes, each with their own temporality, creating a complicated end-of-life decision-making context and demonstrating how wind farms are ‘complex spaces’ subject to numerous influences and uses by different actors (see Bonta and Protevi 2004).

The wind farm is located just outside the Lake District National Park, 4km from Ulverston within South Lakeland LPA, on common land owned by the Holker Estate. The site was rather controversial from the start. The Secretary of State granted planning permission for 15 turbines in 1992. The reasons for approval have certain experimental particularities, being based on the need to proceed quickly with renewable energy developments and to develop wind farms ‘in different places to test their economic viability and environmental acceptability.’ The decision went against the advice of the planning Inspector who recommended refusal on terms of visual impact. These facets of the original decision resurface in later phases of the project, revealing how fixes can be reopened and issues of concern in one period of time can be resurrected.

12 x400kw, 45m turbines became operational in 1993. An application to repower the site with six larger (2MW–3MW) 115m turbines was submitted in December 2014 and refused in November 2015 (see figures 12 and 13). The reasons for refusal were as follows:

1. Visual impact, including on setting of National Park and the cumulative visual impact with other wind farms.
2. Visual impact on heritage assets.
3. Interference with Air Traffic Control radar.
4. Insufficient evidence submitted to demonstrate that the development would not have an adverse impact on archaeological interests.
5. Insufficient evidence submitted to demonstrate that the mitigation measures and long-term management proposals could be fully implemented.

122Kirkby Moor Secretary of State (SOS) decision, March 1992.
An application to extend the life of the existing scheme for 8.5 years was submitted in August 2017 and refused in December 2017 (see figure 14). Reasons for refusal included the continued duration of impacts on the landscape and the setting and character of the Lake District National Park and World Heritage Site, on designated heritage assets, and adverse impacts on the local economy. The decision noted the
‘substantial number of objections from the local community,’ identifying that the continued operation of the wind farm would be ‘contrary to local and national planning policies for renewable energy,’ including the 2015 Written Ministerial Statement. Indeed, there had been a policy shift towards a far tighter stance on onshore wind in England that had not, at that stage, given any exemption for repowering (see chapter 4).

**Figure 14:** News headline regarding Kirkby Moor life-extension

Source: tgomagazine.co.uk (accessed June 2019)

In June 2018 the developer appealed the refused life-extension. The appeal was granted in July 2019 (after the completion of this research). The inspectors’ decision reads, ‘overall, the continuation of the life of this windfarm for a further limited period would provide benefits in terms of the production of renewable energy and would include decommissioning and restoration advantages. These matters outweigh the limited harm which the proposal would cause for the remainder of the life of the installation.’ A crucial element of the appeal was whether the category of repowering in footnote 49 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) included life-extension, as the NPPF does not provide a definition. The inspector concluded on this issue, ‘overall, in the absence of national guidance as to the meaning of the term, I consider that the proposal comprises repowering and that, accordingly, the proposal is not required to be in an area identified as suitable for wind energy development in the development plan or demonstrate that the planning impacts identified by the affected local community have been fully addressed and the proposal has their backing.’

Regarding public opinion, two letters were submitted in support of the original 1992 proposal with one being from the landowner. There were also approximately 30 letters of objection with five of those from organisations. In comparison, the repowering and life-extension applications faced significantly higher levels of public response. The

---

123 Kirkby Moor life-extension decision notice 2017, refusal of planning permission.
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repowering received 532 public comments of objection and 141 of support. The LPA also received 755 pre-printed support cards. The life-extension received 153 comments of objection and 68 of support.

**Figure 15: Location of Kirkby Moor wind farm**

Source: Google Map (accessed May 2019), wind farm marked by red point

5.3.2 Narratives of change

5.3.2.1 Change in the site context

Several changes occurred to the context of the site over the 25-year life span of the development. Firstly, the Lake District was designated as a World Heritage Site (WHS) in 2017. The designation was discussed in the LPAs' life-extension report which identified that as the designation occurred with the turbines in place ‘the retention of the wind turbines for a further 8 years is not considered to result in unacceptable impacts on the setting and character of the WHS,’ but reiterated that did not make permanent development acceptable.

Secondly, at the time of the original application wind energy was a relatively new technology, the inspector for the original decision identified that ‘very few windfarms have yet been built or even received planning permission. This relative scarcity of established windfarms enhances the need to have such a scheme in operation to demonstrate the technology.’ Comparatively, over the following 25 years, there has been substantial growth in onshore and offshore wind in the UK including in the vicinity of Kirkby Moor (particularly Furness - 3.5 km away and Askham - 6 km away). So, arguably, part of the reasons for granting permission on this site (i.e., the site as a form of demonstrator for experimentation and learning) is no longer applicable. Change in the wider setting of the site was considered in both committee reports.

5.3.2.2 Policy change

Local and national policy considerably developed over the lifespan of the wind farm. National policy change was significant in terms of steering outcomes. Significantly at the time of the repowering application the 2015 Written Ministerial Statement (WMS) was announced, with its restrictive stance on new wind farms and ahead of the appeal the updated NPPF exempted repowering applications from the constraints of the WMS, demonstrating the significance of policy change over time. Best-practice guidance regarding consultation with local communities also emerged as well as local guidance for assessing the impacts of wind farms.

Policy change was considered during both end-of-life applications. The repowering committee report discussed the application of the WMS during its transitional period, stating that the adverse planning impacts identified by the local community had not been fully addressed and concluding that ‘the proposed development would not meet these transitional arrangements.’ Meanwhile, the life-extension committee report identified that both local and national policies had significantly changed since the

128Kirkby Moor inspectors report original wind farm, 1992.
132Including Cumbria Landscape Character Guidance and Toolkit (2011); Cumbria Wind Energy SPD (2006-8) and Cumbria Cumulative Impacts of Vertical Infrastructure Study (2014).
133Kirkby Moor Repowering committee report, 2015, 53.
original permission, arguing that ‘the original decision taken to grant planning permission despite the opinion of the appointed Inspector carries limited weight in the current assessment.’\textsuperscript{134} However, it also confirmed that ‘the underlying planning arguments for the current application remain the same as the original decision,’\textsuperscript{135} i.e., the need for renewable energy generation (however, this statement ignores changes such as the visual context of the site and the WHS designation as discussed above). Moreover, it identified that the updated Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment used recent guidelines and could thus ‘be considered as being more rigorous when compared to the information submitted in 1991.’\textsuperscript{136} The local opposition group also identified the significance of policy change and the WMS, speculating and arguing that the original wind farm would not be granted permission today,\textsuperscript{137} speculations that blend the past with the present and future.

5.3.2.3 Industry changes

The nature of companies owning and managing the windfarm changed over time. Ventient owns the wind farm; however, the company was a result of a merger between Zephyr and Infinis Wind in 2017. The site was also managed by RWE who changed their name to Innogy in 2016. Such changes created a difficult situation for the public in terms of recognising the owners of the site, ‘it’s just always changing hands’\textsuperscript{138} (Community, Kirkby Moor). The community identified this as an issue due to a lack of community-developer relationship and a perception that the developer was not concerned about the community.

5.3.2.4 Change in visual impact

Visual impact was a central issue for repowering, with the committee report identifying that the larger turbines would have a wider visual impact, creating ‘a prominent skyline feature’.. ‘eroding the undeveloped character of the area, and adversely affecting the setting of the Lake District National Park.’\textsuperscript{139} It identified that the site would contribute to the cumulative impacts of the turbines at the Furness/Harlock Hill (consented for repowering) and Askham wind farms and would conflict with policies through creating

\textsuperscript{134}Kirkby Moor life-extension committee report, 2017, 108.
\textsuperscript{135}Kirkby Moor life-extension committee report, 2017, 108.
\textsuperscript{136}Kirkby Moor life-extension committee report, 2017,111.
\textsuperscript{137}Interview with local community opposition group representative Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{138}Interview with local community representative Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{139}Kirkby Moor repowering committee report, 2015, 46.
‘significant adverse impacts to the visual amenity on parts of the Lake District National Park, which do not currently exist under the baseline condition for the site.’\textsuperscript{140} Meanwhile, a key reason for local opposition was the size of the turbines, ‘If they’d repowered at the same size, you could well have got community support because a lot of the community were willing to sort of have the status quo’\textsuperscript{141} (Community, Kirkby Moor). In comparison, the life-extension committee report discussed how the visual impacts of the scheme ‘are known, apparent and have existed for 25 years’ and how the surrounding landscape features numerous examples of human interaction such as the Kirkby Slate Quarry.\textsuperscript{142} The LPA described the initial development as ‘well designed in terms of its impacts on the landscape’ describing it as ‘quite contained,’ which made it more difficult to refuse the life-extension compared to the repowering.\textsuperscript{143}

5.3.2.5 Familiarity

A narrative of familiarity was reflected in the life-extension committee report, which identified that ‘the windfarm turbines have become established structures in the landscape.’\textsuperscript{144} The LPA identified that the wind farm is likely to have become ‘part of the landscape’ for local people, ‘I think in peoples everyday lives it probably doesn’t register that much’ … ‘a lot of the objections came from people who were in the area before the wind farm was there and they see it as this blot on the landscape, whereas I think a fair chunk of people who have moved into the area or have grown, born and bred and grown up in the area, that’s part of the landscape, that’s oh the wind farm there’\textsuperscript{145} (LPA, Kirkby Moor), suggesting that previous experiences of the landscape may influence familiarity. In comparison, discussions with community members suggested that, for some, acceptance was not engendered over time and instead people were anticipating removal of the infrastructure,\textsuperscript{146} revealing a need for a greater understanding of the views of residents, including those who may not have formally commented on planning applications, this is explored further in chapter 6.

\textsuperscript{140}Kirkby Moor repowering committee report, 2015, 46.
\textsuperscript{141}Interview with local community representative Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{142}Kirkby Moor life-extension committee report, 2017, 120.
\textsuperscript{143}Interview with LPA Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{144}Kirkby Moor life-extension committee report, 2017, 35.
\textsuperscript{145}Interview with LPA Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{146}Interview with local community representative Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
5.3.2.6 Public considerations of change

Community members identified some negative changes arising from the existing turbines, including perceptions that the bases had altered watercourses and contributed to flooding, although they did not provide evidence to support this. There were also feelings that turbines were not working, ‘there’s always one that’s not working, it’s never the same one. They’ll come out and fix it and then another one will break, but everybody around the moor has observed that and it doesn’t really add weight to the time extension’\(^\text{147}\) (Community, Kirkby Moor). Regarding repowering, community members opposed the impact of the proposed changes, identifying that the turbines would be ‘essentially three times the height’ and that the existing bases would be left in situ, ‘you’d be concreting over more of the moor making new tracks, massive visual impact and everyone just thought no, this was not what we wanted’\(^\text{148}\) (Community, Kirkby Moor). Awareness of wider industry change was also evident with community members expressing a preference for offshore wind in the area, reflecting how perceptions of infrastructure may change over time through the emergence of alternative technologies.

5.3.3 Varying narratives of duration

The duration of the scheme has been a central consideration since the original planning decision in which the SOS confirmed that ‘it is considered that permission should be given for the project to proceed for the expected life of the turbines which was stated in evidence to be 25 years, after which they should be removed. Any case for their continuation or replacement can be considered at that time in the light of experience gained during their actual working on the site,’\(^\text{149}\) and imposed this duration in a condition. It is interesting that such a clause was used to prevent over-binding the future. The wording of this planning condition, as well as the section of the SOS report describing the scheme as a test for wind energy, were used by opposition groups in both the repowering and life-extension to argue that the wind farm should be removed.

\(^{147}\)Interview with local community representative Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
\(^{148}\)Interview with local community representative Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
\(^{149}\)Secretary of State decision notice, 1992.
5.3.3.1 The influence of duration on Planning Authority decision-making

The shorter time-limited period of the life-extension appeared significant in decision-making, with the planning committee identifying that ‘landscape effects are medium term and non-permanent, provided the development is removed and the restoration plan completed.’\textsuperscript{150} It is interesting to note here the variety of ways used to describe something as temporary. It was considered that ‘on balance, the landscape harm that the windfarm causes is acknowledged, but in the context of a relatively short time extension that is itself limited by the subsidy regime, there are clear public benefits of a more complete restoration of the site and habitat improvement elsewhere within Kirkby Moor.’\textsuperscript{151} Thus, there are numerous temporal dimensions influencing the LPAs perspective including the decommissioning and habitat improvements offered as part of the life-extension application and the expectation that the developer’s desire to life-extend is linked to economic benefits of the subsidy regime. It is evident that the LPA were keen to contain the project, both in scale and duration. Temporariness and resistance to the idea of permanence was central in decision-making with the committee report identifying that the National Park did not feel that the continuation of the turbines for 8 years would be unacceptable but highlighting that it ‘does not mean that they are acceptable long term structures in this sensitive landscape’\textsuperscript{152} and that ‘in accepting the temporary impacts of the windfarm the LDNP is explicit in stating that neither a permanent or new development on this ridge would be acceptable in the future.’\textsuperscript{153}

The time-limited nature of the original scheme was also discussed, with the life-extension committee report identifying that ‘it is clear that this windfarm was an experiment in as much as it was one of the first in the UK and established the pattern for future schemes. In saying it was an experiment, there is some reasoning behind the decision that it appears that the expected life of the turbines was 25 years, but equally could be shorter or longer.’\textsuperscript{154} Temporality can thus be seen to be linked to experimentation, i.e. this windfarm was itself a test of time and so now as one of the earliest wind farms, it potentially continues to be at the forefront of precedent-making decisions. Significantly, the committee identified that ‘changes in the funding and subsidy regimes mean also that future extensions and new onshore windfarms will
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become extremely unlikely, suggesting a particular view of the future and lacking consideration of the possibility of non-subsidy methods of keeping wind farms operating.

5.3.3.2 Public consideration of duration

People who had moved into the area since the wind farm had been built were not necessarily aware of the 25-year permission period. The repowering application came as a surprise to some residents and the key trigger of opposition appeared to be the increase in size rather than duration, ‘I guess that was the key turning point for a lot of people that yeah these are going to be a lot bigger’ (Community, Kirkby Moor). The planning system can thus be seen to have highlighted something as temporary that people had considered to be permanent and therefore opened up scope for agency and influence that they had not considered possible.

5.3.4 Strategies used

5.3.4.1 Developer’s strategy for increasing duration of the infrastructure

The developer did not appeal the refusal of the repowering application as given the comments received they felt that their chance of success would not be high. In the case of appealing the life-extension they waited for the NPPF consultation to be published. Such behaviour reveals how the temporal patterns of planning policy and developer strategy (potentially including policy lobbying as well as policy timing) can influence the timing and strategy of end-of-life applications (even if it has scarcely done so to date, as chapter 4 explained). It also shows something of the freedom and therefore power available to the developer – they can wait, one might say they can exploit time (see Raco et al. 2018).

5.3.4.2 Community-developer relations

Poor community-developer relations over time and particularly during the end-of-life applications can be seen to have catalysed local opposition. The community felt that the developer tried to force the repowering application on them, describing how they distributed pro-forma support cards outside the local area such as the Westmoreland

155Kirkby Moor life-extension committee report, 2017, 204.
156Interview with local community representative Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
county show, identifying that such actions made the community ‘get that David and Goliath feeling’\(^{157}\) (Community, Kirkby Moor). Moreover, they felt that the developer purposely scheduled the life-extension community open day for a time when most local people could not make it. The repowering application created poor relations between the developer and community, influencing responses to the life-extension and demonstrating how temporalities are not just background ‘landscape’ changes but also made by the actors involved. ‘The community had been sufficiently upset by the repowering tactics that they weren’t in the mood to consider it’... ‘if they had done life-extension without the whole big repowering effort, the community might, they’d have probably gone for it, but the whole repowering thing was such, just alienated the community so much’\(^{158}\) (Community, Kirkby Moor). It was evident that the repowering application led to a lack of trust in the developer and consequently feelings of exploitation. During the repowering application people had suggested repowering with the same turbines but the developer said it was not possible.

The life-extension committee report identified that ‘a significant level of representation has been received regarding previous references to the longevity of the original turbines made in the re-powering application’ recognising ‘a tension between those previous statements and the fact that the turbines are now considered to be capable of lasting a further 9 years.’\(^{159}\) The community recognised that the life-extension was set to end on the exact day that the subsidy for the wind farm would end. On researching the developer, they found that it was owned by an investment bank and thus ‘the local feeling was well, why, why should we have to live with this when an investment banker is going to be benefitting from subsidies’\(^{160}\) (Community, Kirkby Moor). Community members identified how there were moral reasons for objecting as local people were living in poverty while paying a green levy to subsidise investment banks. Much objection was also focused on the original scheme being granted after refusal as an experiment to test wind energy, ‘wind energy is proven, you know, the experiment is over we should be sticking to the original condition’\(^{161}\) (Community, Kirkby Moor).

There was evidence of accumulating relations of mistrust from a community where many were highly alert to previous promises and perceived unfairness. While the developer had provided community benefits in terms of a community fund (reporting
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that they had contributed over £21,000 to community projects since 2008\(^\text{162}\), there was a feeling amongst community members that money had only been spent when requested and that ‘the onus should be on the, on the wind farm company to bring those benefits into the community not to wait for someone, to wait to ask for them’ (Community, Kirkby Moor). Community members explained that they tried to find out the value of the fund but were told it was empty, ‘the total value of what should have accumulated in the fund if it was paid as promised hasn’t been spent. But we don’t know where the money’s gone now. But if you ask for the fund now, it’s gone, and they’re still up’\(^\text{163}\) (Community, Kirkby Moor).

5.3.4.3 The (lack of) promise of decommissioning

Significantly, as a result of a likely oversight after the SOS decision and the failure of the LPA to request it, the original planning permission did not provide for adequate decommissioning, requiring the removal of the turbines but not the associated infrastructure such as transformers (see photograph in figure 16 below) and access tracks, creating a situation that the LPA described as ‘environmentally unacceptable.’\(^\text{164}\) Moreover, no decommissioning bonds were put in place. The LPA described the lack of condition as unusual, particularly when compared to the decommissioning of other ‘temporary’ permissions such as landfill sites and quarries\(^\text{165}\). They explained that they had received legal advice confirming that the developers would not have to remove the roads, cabling, bases, or transformer substations. They appeared hopeful that the developers might take the substations as ‘there’s an obvious long term issue in terms of something up there which isn’t very pleasant. It’s got perhaps chemicals in it which, which aren’t particularly pleasant, its also got copper I presume in a transformer that are all, got a value and you know it would be as well to take it’\(^\text{166}\) (LPA, Kirkby Moor). However, UK Government officers confirmed that there would be no requirements for components to be removed in such cases, identifying the potential for infrastructure abandonment\(^\text{167}\). This situation reveals how decisions made at a certain point in time and then forgotten about can return to cause challenges in the future.

\(^{162}\)Kirkby Moor repowering consultation report, 2014.
\(^{163}\)Interview with local community representative Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
\(^{164}\)Kirkby Moor life-extension committee report, 2017, 96.
\(^{165}\)Kirkby Moor life-extension committee report, 2017, 100.
\(^{166}\)Interview with LPA Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
\(^{167}\)Interview with Gov UK BEIS, August 2018.
As with other cases, the developer was able to offer improved decommissioning as part of repowering or life-extension. Such improvements formed a central consideration in decision-making particularly for the life-extension, with the committee report identifying that ‘material in the assessment has been the decommissioning and site restoration, habitat management and enhancement – it will secure a more satisfactory outcome for the SSSI.’\textsuperscript{168} A narrative of reversibility was considered within the life-extension committee report, which identified that landscape effects were ‘non-permanent, provided the development is removed and the restoration plan completed.’\textsuperscript{169} The benefit of the emergence of decommissioning guidance and experience was discussed, demonstrating how industry requirements may change over time as a result of experience. However, the LPA refusal of the life-extension confirmed that the benefits of a more comprehensive decommissioning and habitat restoration programme did not outweigh the adverse impacts.

Community members felt that the promise of decommissioning was used as a bribe and thus attempted to explore other options for removing the infrastructure in the case of a refusal. ‘It felt like a threat really, that’s how it felt to the locals, it was like you know, give us the time extension and we’ll decommission and restore properly, if you don’t we’re just going to fall back to the 1992 position’\textsuperscript{170} (Community, Kirkby Moor). They felt that the decommissioning statement made in the refused repowering application should be adhered to (despite the fact they were two separate, different applications). They argued that the fact that the 1992 permission was poorly written should not be an excuse not to carry out adequate decommissioning and restoration. They also highlighted the impact of precedent, stating ‘if we don’t do it properly then anywhere else in the UK will be able to say oh well on Kirkby Moor they didn’t decommission properly, so it’s fine’\textsuperscript{171} (Community Kirkby Moor).

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{168}Kirkby Moor life-extension committee report, 2017, 9.
\textsuperscript{169}Kirkby Moor life-extension committee report, 2017, 45.
\textsuperscript{170}Interview with local community representative Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{171}Interview with local community representative Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
\end{flushleft}
5.3.4.4 Strategies used by opponents

Time and timing can impact the power and influence of those opposing. The community faced challenges in knowing how to make a strong objection and where to direct their efforts but noted that the WMS helped their position. They were organised in preparing speeches for the LPA hearings, ensuring that multiple people could each take an aspect to discuss. They identified the challenge of finding the time to prepare and read all of the documents that the developer produced, explaining ‘that’s how strong the local feeling was’ (Community Kirkby Moor). The group grew over time, ‘whilst we started as a small group of residents that were sort of Netherhouses, Broughton Beck, going round the moor, by the time word got out we had all these parish councils surrounding the moor saying we don’t want it. So, it grew and grew as
people found out what we were doing and said we’ll be part of that, we don’t want it (Community, Kirkby Moor). They explained the benefit of canvassing for support, particularly the change in behaviour from statutory consultees such as environmental organisations who initially felt that there was no point in objecting as the developer was so powerful.

5.3.5 The struggle to find a working fixity

5.3.5.1 Challenges faced by the developer

The developer identified that the lack of policy for repowering and life-extension created more uncertainty in the process as it leaves open a wider range of potentials. Such policy uncertainty echoes issues faced during the original decision.

5.3.5.2 Local Authority decision-making

The LPA identified that ‘making the right decision is the biggest challenge’ (LPA, Kirkby Moor). They felt that they were ‘left in a bit of a policy vacuum,’ identifying a need for more guidance for repowering and life-extension including the weight to be given to community opinion. At the time of the applications there was no national policy for repowering or life-extension, thus they were considered in the context of the Written Ministerial Statement (WMS). The life-extension committee report discusses the application of the transitional provisions of the WMS which ‘establishes that whether a proposal has the backing of the affected local community is a material planning judgement for the local planning authority.’ Significantly, the lack of objection from the Lake District National Park was considered as material.

Both applications were assessed against a site with no turbines due to the requirement of the existing scheme to be removed in 2018, despite the lack of full decommissioning condition, but consideration of the baseline is a judgement that varies across cases.

172 Interview with LPA, Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
173 Interview with local community representative Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
174 Interview with LPA, Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
176 Kirkby Moor life-extension committee report, 2017, 92.
The LPA felt that the repowering was slightly easier to decide as the impacts were easier to quantify in terms of the turbines being significantly larger; however, they described assessing visual impact as a key challenge. In the case of life-extension, they explained that the difficulty was that the impacts on the landscape were known and the planning judgement had to be made weighing up the costs and benefits and interpreting any policy. They felt that during the life-extension ‘at committee it went political’ (LPA, Kirkby Moor), this could be interpreted as a (mainly) Conservative council seeing refusing the life-extension and supporting community objections as consistent with overall Conservative policy of restricting wind development.

5.3.5.3 Local Authority consideration of decommissioning

The lack of decommissioning provisions created a difficult decision for the LPA regarding whether the benefits of decommissioning provided as part of a life-extension outweighed community and other concerns. The life-extension case officer described how ‘it was a difficult decision, it really was and I was right up to the wire on it in sort of making my mind up because you know, in reading through the documentation and everything else I don’t think that the public benefits were quite as extensive or as clear as the applicant would have liked them to have been perceived as.’ (LPA, Kirkby Moor). The officer described the challenge of deciding what materiality to provide to the public benefit of removal, stating that ‘the balance was actually really quite subtle’ (LPA, Kirkby Moor).

5.3.6 Conclusion

This case represents a rather rare set of circumstances, particularly regarding the lack of decommissioning requirements, the controversial location of the site, and greater levels of contestation of the baseline against which end-of-life decisions should be judged. However, there are elements of the case that may be seen more widely and from which one can extrapolate issues of broader relevance (discussed further in chapter 7). Looking at the key elements of the case in a broader sense (i) there were particular features of the original consent that could become points of contention downstream (experimental, poor decommissioning, failure to anticipate potential futures), (ii) things had changed over time (in the policy environment, physical environment, and developer-community relations), meaning (iii) the original

178 Interview with LPA Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
179 Interview with LPA Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
opportunities for contention were in fact mobilised. It is not inconceivable that these elements could feature in other end-of-life decisions.

5.4 Extending spatial as well as temporal dimensions, the case of Windy Standard

5.4.1 Introduction

Windy Standard provides an example of a different phenomenon, extending the physical area of a wind farm through site-extension as well as extending temporal dimensions. It enables an exploration of how temporal considerations influence wider strategies for the site. Windy Standard (also called Brockloch Rig) is located near the villages of Brockloch and Carsphairn within the LPA of Dumfries and Galloway in Scotland. Phase 1 of the wind farm was granted planning permission for 36 x 53.5m turbines in 1995 and became operational in 1996.

In November 2018 permission was granted to extend the life of phase 1 for an additional 6.5 years so that the consent will expire in 2027 (coinciding with the end of subsidy support). The application was submitted in July 2018 after the research interviews were undertaken in April, thus the interview data reflects considerations of possible life-extension or repowering rather than opinions of this application or the outcome.

Additionally, permission was granted by Scottish Ministers in 2007 for phase 2 comprising 30 x 100-120m turbines. Following an extension to the commencement of works it became operational in 2017. At the time of writing (July 2019) phase 3 of the wind farm, comprising 20 x 125-177.5m turbines was at appeal following refusal from the LPA (figures 17 and 18 reflect the controversial nature of this application).

It was not possible to speak to the LPA about this case as it was live; however, planning documents were reviewed in detail, providing a formal narrative of the LPA.
Figure 17: News headline regarding Windy Standard phase 3 (1)
Source: dailyrecord.co.uk (accessed June 2019)

Windy Standard extension given thumbs down by councillors who ask "When is enough, enough?"

Members have lodged an objection to the proposal to add 20 turbines to the Carsepharn Forest development with the Scottish Government taking the final decision

Figure 18: News headline regarding Windy Standard phase 3 (2)
Source: bbc.co.uk (accessed June 2019)

Advice not to oppose Windy Standard turbine expansion

8 February 2018
5.4.2 Narratives of change

The context of the site and how it is considered changed over the 22-year lifespan of phase 1. One of the most significant changes was the development of a substantial number of wind farms in the surrounding area.

5.4.2.1 Policy change

The LPA can be seen to have taken into account updated policy and guidance, demonstrating how policy change over time influences decision-making. The phase 3 committee report identified the Scottish Onshore Wind Policy Statement,\(^\text{180}\) which sets out a positive approach to wind energy, as a material consideration. Meanwhile, the life-extension committee report identified that in determining the application consideration should be given to whether any material change in policy or other circumstances occurred since the granting of the original permission.\(^\text{181}\) Through doing so, it can be seen that original decisions take on a certain fixity and are set as benchmarks or reference points for whether anything has changed since that point.

---


5.4.2.2 Industry changes

The developer identified how infrastructure has changed over time, explaining that due to the increasing size of turbines, the different phases of the site have different access requirements and grid connection points. The life-extension application revealed how industry changes may impact both physical and temporal elements of the site, for example, in the longer time needed for modern decommissioning practices and larger crane hard-standings to accommodate modern machines.

5.4.2.3 Change in visual impact

The committee report for phase 3 considered the cumulative visual impact of the proposal alongside all wind farms within 35km of the site, including those in the planning system, this involved 27 existing/consented sites and 21 proposed sites, revealing how the context of a site can change substantially over time. Change over time can be seen to have significant effects, with the committee report identifying that ‘the cumulative baseline has changed over the time of the application process,...it is no longer felt that the proportion of adverse effects attributed to Windy Standard 3 would make an objection sustainable.’ It identified a variety of turbine sizes in the vicinity of the site, stating that ‘introducing the proposal is not considered to add significantly to the mix, given site design meaning that larger turbines would be located on lower ground only and therefore not increasing the vertical extent of the existing wind farm skyline, but over time will likely become even more aligned as other turbines in the wider array are replaced by fewer but larger turbines.’ Thus, there appears to be an acceptance from the LPA that this is i) a wind-farm dominated landscape (and they interpret this as diminishing the argument against approving more) ii) the visual baseline is in constant flux and repowering in the future will lead to changing visual impacts due to increasing height of turbines. Consequently, the fixity of past decisions appears to set a threshold or benchmark for decisions, but there is also an ‘open future’ linked to a trend of the increasing size of turbines as a ‘future normal’. Meanwhile, despite such evidence of longer-term considerations from the LPA, the arguments of the visual and landscape impacts being temporary and reversible were reinforced by the applicant.

---

182 Windy Standard life-extension committee report 2018, 2.2 (e.1).
183 Windy Standard phase three, Design statement, 2015, 2.5.27.
5.4.2.4 Public considerations of change

The community representative felt that people would not object to repowering as much as they would to a new wind farm, reflecting similar preferences in Taff Ely. Part of the reason is that older wind farms are often in less visually prominent locations, ‘I think people would be happier to go with the repowering, but more objection will be raised to extensions to existing wind farms or to new wind farm developments because you know, like I say, there’s already a set of windmills there, what does it matter if they’re new ones or old ones that are on that site. But having a new set of pylons over there where there was none before, a new set of windmills where there was none before, I think that will raise more objections’\(^{186}\) (Community, Windy Standard), thereby reinforcing the significance of familiarity on perceptions of change. From such a perspective, judgements can be seen to be anchored on what is already present. They also identified the significance of ancillary equipment, including pylons and substations, the impacts of which often get forgotten about. They felt that the impact of this infrastructure causes as much objection as the turbines as ‘the wind farm is tucked out on the hill, you know, you see it from some locations, but you don’t see it the whole time, but the pylons and the wooden poles, you know go right in front of houses’\(^{187}\) (Community, Windy Standard), revealing that there are other elements of the infrastructure that become longer-lasting as well as the turbines.

5.4.3 Varying narratives of duration

5.4.3.1 The influence of duration on Planning Authority decision-making

Regarding the life-extension, the LPA felt that the original permission established the principle of development and therefore they did not need to reconsider the merits of the original application. They explained how in deciding the application ‘consideration can only reasonably be given to whether there has been any material change in policy or other circumstances since the original planning permission was granted’\(^{188}\) (LPA, Windy Standard), thus demonstrating the role of precedent and previous decisions becoming fixed moments in time that then project on to future decisions in powerful and significant ways, reflecting the enduring nature of earlier decisions, a significant overall concern.

---

\(^{186}\) Interview with local community representative Windy Standard, June 2018.
\(^{187}\) Interview with local community representative Windy Standard, June 2018.
\(^{188}\) Windy Standard life-extension committee report, 2018, 4.4.
The life-extension committee report discussed how the duration condition in the original permission was used so that the 'Planning Authority may retain control over the long term use of the land and to ensure satisfactory reinstatement.' In this case, the permission is essentially temporary, albeit long term to the extent that it is tantamount to a de facto permanent permission. Nonetheless, the spirit of the original condition was to limit the amount of time the development could operate for before decommissioning was required. Through doing so, they appear to refer to the site as both temporary, long-term, and permanent, reflecting confusion in how the duration of the site is labelled and considered.

5.4.3.2 Public consideration of duration

When asked if there was awareness of the 25-year consent for the original phase 1 site, the community representative suggested that the community have a longer-term perception of the infrastructure, ‘I think we’re all of the opinion that once they’re there, they’re they’ll, it won’t be twenty-five years, it will be at least fifty. You know probably at the moment they’ll all, all these sites will be repowered. So, I think most people are astute enough to realise that, you know, yea it’s a twenty-five lease at the moment, but that will be, they’ll be repowered and um bigger turbines will be put on the same site and you know that will be another twenty-five’ (Community, Windy Standard). There was an expectation that phase 1 will be repowered and a sense of understanding as to why, ‘you can see all the infrastructure and things there to build them and make them bigger so why take them away and build more somewhere else? When you can just put new ones, you know, decommission the old ones and put new ones back up. I think everyone’s pretty astute to that’ (Community, Windy Standard). Such perceptions of wind farms as longer-term wind farm sites is reflected in the lack of opposition to the life-extension.

191Interview with local community representative Windy Standard, June 2018.
192Interview with local community representative Windy Standard, June 2018.
5.4.4 Strategies used

5.4.4.1 Developer’s strategy for increasing duration of the infrastructure

Commercial factors influence end-of-life decisions for developers. In interview the developer explained that they expected to repower phase 1 but were likely to extend the life of the existing turbines first until subsidy support ends. ‘If you consider replacing with a new turbine, even though it might be more efficient it wouldn’t have a subsidy that went with it, so there is a much bigger gap between the two.’\textsuperscript{193} (Developer, Windy Standard). In doing so, they end up aligning two public policy temporalities: consent duration and subsidy regimes.

Following the interviews, a life-extension application was granted later that year with the applicant identifying the benefits of continued renewable energy delivery and local operational and maintenance jobs.\textsuperscript{194} The planning consultant explained that phase 1 probably proved the suitability of the landscape for wind farms and the site has subsequently evolved. They noted the difference in phase 3, explaining that the change in subsidy partly defined the nature of the site in terms of larger turbines.\textsuperscript{195} Grid connection was a key element influencing timing and was responsible for the 12-15 year delay on phase 2, reflecting how there are elements outside of developers’ control that can influence temporal strategies.

5.4.4.2 Community-developer relations

Although relations between the community and developer did not appear negative, the number of wind farms in the area appeared to be starting to cause local upset, ‘we’ve obviously got Windy Standard 2 now and Windy Standard 3 has just been talked about and along with a whole load of other wind farms and…, people that were quite pro wind farm development in the area are now saying, you have to be joking, you know enough is enough’\textsuperscript{196} (Community, Windy Standard). They identified that there are approximately 200 turbines in the community and if all of the wind farms that have been considered were built there would be over 600 turbines. ‘I think we’ve already reached the tipping point where people are saying, you know crikey, how many wind

\textsuperscript{193} Interview with Developer Windy Standard, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{194} Windy Standard life-extension application supporting statement, 2018.
\textsuperscript{195} Interview with planning consultant Windy Standard, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{196} Interview with local community representative Windy Standard, June 2018.
farms do we need?\footnote{Interview with local community representative Windy Standard, June 2018.} (Community, Windy Standard). Feelings of opposition thus appear to be linked to the number of turbines rather than their duration.

The community representative explained that the wind farms are on land owned by people who do not live in the local area and thus, while providing community benefits, they are not directly contributing to the local community. The landowner benefit is mostly spent outside the area rather than supporting local schools or businesses. They felt that it would be better if wind farms were on land owned by local community members who are part of village committees, expressing that some families have lived in the area for hundreds of years. This highlights the significance of long-term relationships with the land and community. Community benefits have supported a range of local projects including education grants, community groups, and events. However, they explained that the level of benefits that the community receives is very large for a community of 150-180 people, noting that there is a challenge of finding enough projects, ‘there’s only so many times you can paint the village hall and clean the church’\footnote{Interview with local community representative Windy Standard, June 2018.} (Community Windy Standard). In this context they did not feel that the community fund led to increased support for Windy Standard 2, ‘I think the people that would object to a wind farm would object to it no matter how much money was coming into the community benefit’\footnote{Interview with local community representative Windy Standard, June 2018.} (Community, Windy Standard). This case demonstrates how community perceptions may change over time in response to the development of sites, even if this does not easily translate into active or effective opposition.

5.4.4.3 The promise of decommissioning

Discussions of decommissioning were not as significant in this case as they appear to have been in other cases due to the existence of decommissioning conditions providing certainty that the infrastructure will be removed at a point in the future. (Although the date of that point may potentially be altered by future end-of-life applications).

5.4.5 The struggle to find a working fixity

Windy standard phases 2 and 3 faced challenges that impacted the temporality of outcomes. In the case of phase 2, this was related to the substantial delay in securing

\footnote{Interview with local community representative Windy Standard, June 2018.}
grid access, revealing the significance of this element on timescales. In phase 3, the decision-making process was slowed by politics, particularly disparity between local councils.²⁰⁰

5.4.6 Conclusion

This case demonstrates the significance of the spatiality of wind farm development on public response, revealing how the number of wind farm developments appears to be far more significant than the duration of existing sites. This is reinforced by the lack of controversy regarding the life-extension of phase 1. The assumption amongst the community that repowering would occur suggests that they have a longer-term view of existing sites rather than considering them as temporary. Meanwhile, the case demonstrates a different temporal strategy of developers, developing wind farm sites in phases and aligning consent durations. It also demonstrates the strategy of pursuing life-extension as an easier option than repowering (again influenced by subsidy regimes).

5.5 Exploring temporal considerations for solar energy infrastructure, the case of Pitworthy solar farm

5.5.1 Introduction

The following case provides insight into how temporal dimensions are considered in another form of energy infrastructure, field-scale solar. It demonstrates commercial and regulatory moments of time being brought together to achieve an extension of consent life at an early stage of an infrastructure’s being. Significantly, solar represents a later phase renewable technology, thus regulation is in an earlier, potentially more experimental stage than for onshore wind, but with scope to learn from the regulation of wind.

Pitworthy was granted 25-year planning consent in 2013 for a 15-18 MW large-scale solar farm. The site covers 44.2 hectares of grade 4 arable farmland and was previously used as pasture farmland. The site is located in Pancrasweek, a rural hamlet in Devon within the LPA of Torridge. The 18MW solar farm became operational

²⁰⁰Interview with Developer Windy Standard, April 2018.
in 2014 and continued to be used for sheep grazing. An application was submitted and permission was granted in 2017 to vary condition three (relating to the duration of the permission) and thus extend the consent period to 40 years (see figure 20). This application was submitted shortly after the solar farm was sold to an investment company. Both applications received little public comment, the original planning application received six objections and three letters of support. Slightly more (ten) letters of objection were received in response to the life-extension, including objection from a local countryside campaign group.

Figure 20: Pitworthy solar news extract

Source: camelford-today.co.uk (accessed June 2019)

**Solar farm can stay for extra 15 years, says council**

*Tuesday, 18 July 2017 - Local People*

by Rosie Cripps - Reporter

*©ThePostSeries  info@thepost.uk.com*

PLANS to extend the longevity of a 109-acre solar farm at Pancrasweek, near Holsworthy, have been approved by Torridge District Council, despite objections from a local organisation instrumental to protecting its countryside.
Figure 21: Location of Pitworthy solar farm
Source: Google Map (accessed May 2019), solar farm marked by red point

5.5.2 Narratives of change

As life-extension occurred three years after the site became operational, there had not been any identifiable changes to the nature of the site and no policy changes. The most significant change was perhaps that the site owner and thus the intentions of the site owner changed. Narratives of change in terms of site enhancement had been used to support both the original and life-extension application; however, such promises are not necessarily time specific. The life-extension application included discussions of additional landscape improvements such as hedgerow and tree planting, demonstrating a potential material benefit of time-limited conditions.

The majority of the community did not have a strong reaction to the development of the solar farm, reflecting narratives of acceptance. The parish council identified that the solar farm, once built, was what people expected because they had seen solar farms before. They revealed how there was very little talk of it after it had been built, stating that ‘people object more before these things come and then when they’re there, well people accept it’ (Community, Pitworthy). Such a comment reflects the critical temporal stages of before and after development, although in reality, people may resign themselves to the infrastructure being there rather than necessarily accept it.

---

201 Pitworthy original planning statement, 2012, 6.40.
202 Interview with community representative Pitworthy, April 2018.
(Cowell et al. 2011). Changes in local perceptions before and after infrastructure development is explored further in chapter 6.

5.5.3 Varying narratives of duration

5.5.3.1 Arguments of temporality

The original decision notice imposed a condition stating that permission was for 25 years. Arguments for the benefits of this 25-year period, in terms of facilitating future removal, were reinforced throughout the application and decision documents. The planning application stated that the lifespan of the solar panels was around 25 years and reinforced the idea that the application was for a temporary use and thus the ‘loss’ of land would be temporary. The Design and Access Statement used the temporary nature of the application to argue in favour of the change in land use stating that ‘the proposed solar park will involve the change of use of the land, but due to the restricted or temporary nature of the development, the agricultural use will be retained, particularly in the long term.’ This provides an interesting example of a pre-existing use continuing alongside a new use, providing a thread of continuity from past through present to future, with agricultural use providing the selected value and benchmark. It continues, ‘the panels are to be removed after their 25 year life time, the land will revert swiftly to agricultural use, if this is considered appropriate. In this respect the proposed scheme will result in a less permanent impact than most other forms of development, including some alternative methods of renewable energy production.’ The planning statement noted the benefit of the site being temporary and thus ‘removed or reconsidered after a period of 25 years.’ Arguments of temporality and reversibility were thus relevant in this application.

While there is no formal guidance regarding the duration of solar farms, the developer revealed that the 25-year consent period was accepted by lenders/financiers, may be linked to the warranty of solar panels, has become entrenched, and is likely to be the norm for many councils. It is felt that once a council grants a time-limit on one project

203 Pitworthy original planning decision notice, 2013, condition 3.
204 Pitworthy original planning statement, 2012, 3.7.
206 Pitworthy original application Design and Access Statement, 2012, 3.5.
207 Pitworthy original application Design and Access Statement, 2012, 3.5.
209 Interview with developer A Pitworthy, April 2018.
they are likely to apply the same restriction to future projects, suggesting a feeling that within a LPA time is independent of site conditions and that developers, like other actors, have concerns about precedent and ways in which the past can configure the future. The original developer identified that a 25-year restriction helps to address the concerns of some councils about sites being turned into future building land. Labelling consents as temporary may thus short-circuit debates about whether they set a precedent for permanent development.

5.5.3.2 Extending beyond 25 years

Solar panels are expected to be useful for significantly longer than 25 years. The replacement rates for panels at Pitworthy are expected to be 0.5% per year, so at the end of the 25-year period only 10% are likely to have been replaced. In the developer’s personal opinion, there is no need for the time-limit condition as it does not meet any of the six tests for conditions. They stated that the solar farm is either in a good place or not, you’re either granting permission or not and if you grant permission you shouldn’t think of it as 25 years (Developer A, Pitworthy), suggesting that solar should be treated like most other forms of development rather than as temporary infrastructure. They also felt that 25 years is fairly permanent and if people were comfortable with the development they would not be concerned about it being permanent. The life-extension letter states that the ‘modification reflects the operational reality of a solar farm (or indeed any business) by providing operational certainty.’ However, this is a different operational reality than the original developer argued for in the first application. The life-extension application argues that the solar farm is ‘anticipated to be able to function effectively over a longer period than the solar panel warranty period that may have influenced the original time-limit for the temporary permission.’ It also confirms that if part of the operation ceases to operate it can be

---

210 Interview with developer A Pitworthy, April 2018.
211 Interview with developer B Pitworthy, April 2018.
212 Interview with developer A Pitworthy, April 2018.
213 The 6 tests for planning conditions are that it is 1.necessary, 2.relevant to planning, 3.relevant to the development to be permitted, 4.enforceable, 5.precise and 6.reasonable in all other respects. See Gov.UK Guidance: Use of planning conditions, para 003 Available at www.gov.uk/guidance/use-of-planningconditions (Accessed August 2019).
214 Interview with developer A Pitworthy, April 2018.
215 Interview with developer A Pitworthy, April 2018.
removed and that section of land will be restored while the remainder of the solar farm continues to operate, reflecting the use of a site as a complex space (see Bonta and Protevi 2004).

Significantly, the life-extension application stated that ‘there is no government imposed limit on the lifetime of solar farms and the principal timeframe determinant for planning applications appears to be the individual whim of the developer and consultant submitting the application.’ This argument of developer whim appears to go against the reasons for justification. It is also worthy of consideration that the end of operation may occur due to a scheme becoming financially unviable. The application argued that a period of 40 years enables the development of a long-term investment strategy for the management of solar farms and helps to ensure that the panels are used productively. The delegated officer’s report for the life-extension noted that there will be an ongoing need for renewable energy production and that targets will increase over the next 40 years, suggesting that the LPA are considering a longer-term perspective.

5.5.3.3 The influence of duration on Planning Authority decision-making

Significantly, the LPA admitted that they are likely to agree with whatever duration the developer applies for or says is the useful lifetime of the solar farm, stating ‘I don’t think we really care how long they are, providing that at the end of their useful life they are removed because of their landscape impact’ (LPA, Pitworthy). Thus, while there does not appear to be a direct concern for landscape impact per se, there is balancing between the landscape impact and an active contribution to renewable energy generation, and in the absence of the latter, then the landscape impact becomes objectionable. A key temporal frame for the LPA appears to be the usefulness of technology, which is not easily known. They identified that 30-year time limits are typical but that recently they had received numerous applications to vary the duration of schemes from developers who claimed that they can achieve electricity generation for longer periods, often between 30-50 years. In general, it appears that the LPA are not keen to introduce a break point in time that is disintegrated from the developer’s preferences and reasoning, alignment is sought, albeit things change.

---

220 Interview with LPA Pitworthy, December 2018.
221 Interview with LPA Pitworthy, December 2018.
5.5.3.4 Community considerations of duration

The representative from the local council felt that the increase in duration did not make a difference to local people as the solar farm was already there.\(^{222}\) This is reflected in the lack of public response, suggesting that the duration of the infrastructures being is not a concern for local people once it is in place. However, Campaign for the Protection of Rural England (CPRE) Devon’s objections to the life-extension centred on arguments of duration, stating that ‘once it was approved we thought that was it, you know, 25 years and it be gone’\(^{223}\) (Opposition group, Pitworthy), reflecting a promise of removal at a point in time. They argued that people consider 25 years as temporary, identifying that planning inspectors have said that 25 years can be considered temporary but anything beyond that cannot as it is more than one generation, (they did not provide evidence for this claim). From their perspective, the energy produced between the ages of 25-40 would be a lot less and may not outweigh the harm to the landscape and land.\(^{224}\) Their perspective suggests some temporal factors linked to a net balance of gains and costs over time and a tipping point when this falls one way; however, what they appear not to have considered is that point would also be subject to various factors that could change throughout time (such as energy prices etc.). They speculated that the original permission would not have been granted if it was known from the outset that the duration would be longer and argued that the site would have insufficient benefit beyond 25-years. Setting precedence was a concern for the group as they did not want longer permission periods to become the norm. The timing of the application, shortly after the site’s operation was also a reason for opposition, demonstrating the range of temporal concerns influencing opposition.

5.5.4 Strategies used

5.5.4.1 Developer’s strategy for increasing the duration

The current nature of the industry makes life-extension applications likely due to the strategy of companies building then selling solar farms as assets. The original developer described their strategy as getting planning permission, securing grid access, and then selling shortly afterwards, referred to as ‘pure-play development’ (Developer B Pitworthy). They explained that they applied for a 25-year permission for

\(^{222}\) Interview with community Pitworthy, April 2018.
\(^{223}\) Interview with opposition group Pitworthy, April 2018.
\(^{224}\) Interview with opposition group Pitworthy, April 2018.
the site due to the feed-in tariff and as they were only confident that the business model would work for 25 years with government subsidies. They identified that applying for a time-limited period is likely to make it easier to get planning permission due to the benefits of providing flexibility for future land use or technology changes. Regarding Pitworthy, they discussed how challenges were overcome through ensuring relevant screening was planted and identified that the most difficult element was grid connection. Links can thus be seen with the cases of St Breock and Windy Standard which similarly demonstrate how some of the more problematic issues are not the electricity generation facility in itself e.g. grid capacity and getting turbines onto site.

The current owner revealed that they are extending the life of all of the solar farm assets they own, some to 35 years and a majority to 40, depending on the precedent of the LPA. They disclosed that the decision regarding what timespan to apply for during a life-extension is made on a case-by-case basis by reviewing the history of permissions granted by the relevant LPA. They described how extending to 40-years avoids controversy while meeting investment needs, stating ‘there is no logic in permanent if it is higher risk’ (Developer A, Pitworthy) (referring to the risk of not getting planning permission) and demonstrating the coming together of commercial and regulatory notions of time. A lot thus appears to depend on local precedent and custom, what has been tested locally, and what would not cause concern or produce a precedent in itself.

5.5.4.2 The promise of decommissioning

As seen in wind farm applications, ease of decommissioning and the reversibility of the site was a key argument used in both applications. The original application identified that the framework of the solar panels could facilitate easy decommissioning, noting that the site would be able to quickly return to agricultural use after 25 years. Moreover, grazing would enable the agricultural use to continue, in part, over the lifetime of the development. This narrative of easy decommissioning was further expressed in the life-extension application, which described how the structures could easily be disassembled and removed without heavy machinery. The original
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225 Interview with developer B Pitworthy, April 2018.
226 Interview with developer A Pitworthy, April 2018.
227 Pitworthy Design and Access Statement, 2012 (3.20) and Planning Statement, 2012 (3.3).
committee report identified that ‘the majority of works would be reversible,’\textsuperscript{230} although not specifying what elements would not be reversible. The life-extension application reflected this, detailing how solar farms are constructed without creating material damage to the land and how forage and fodder grass is quick to regenerate following construction.\textsuperscript{231}

The developer explained that decommissioning usually involves returning the land to its previous condition as assured by a survey undertaken before and after development,\textsuperscript{232} thereby reflecting the idea of the infrastructure as ‘reversible’. This relies upon a good survey of condition prior to development, i.e. to fix the condition at a point in time. The life-extension application proposed retaining safeguarding measures ensuring the removal of all structures associated with the solar farm when any part of it ceases to operate, providing reassurance that the land would be restored to ‘undeveloped’ farmland.\textsuperscript{233} Such reassurance of eventual removal was a priority for the LPA. The developer stated that ‘decommissioning is easy as everything has value’\textsuperscript{234} (Developer, A, Pitworthy), suggesting that it is not a concern for them. Again we see a reliance on markets to resolve a future problem.

5.5.4.3 Strategy of opponents

The opposition group representative argued that once the solar farm was in existence, the development looked far worse than expected, describing it as ‘a field of grey’\textsuperscript{235} (Opposition group, Pitworthy), however then admitted to not having seen the site. Thus, opposition appears to have reflected the position of CPRE Devon as a group with particular interests rather than reflecting any concerns of the local community, ‘It was just one of those things that we knew it was there and so we objected. I don’t think we got involved with local community’\textsuperscript{236} (Opposition group, Pitworthy). CPRE Devon admitted that there is often a lack of community involvement in opposition to solar farms as not many people are impacted, thus their group can be seen to reflect broader rural interests. Time can, therefore, be seen as just one dimension of extent for those opposed to renewable energy in rural areas more generally.

\textsuperscript{230}Pitworthy original committee report, 2013.
\textsuperscript{231}Pitworthy life-extension application letter, 2017, 2.
\textsuperscript{232}Interview with developer A Pitworthy, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{233}Pitworthy life-extension application letter, 2017, 1.
\textsuperscript{234}Interview with developer A Pitworthy, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{235}Interview with opposition group Pitworthy, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{236}Interview with opposition group Pitworthy, April 2018.
5.5.5 The struggle (or lack of) to find a working fixity

In this case, the life-extension was relatively uncontroversial. Regarding LPA decision-making, it appears that the application was relatively straightforward to approve. The delegated report identified that ‘in the absence of any clear overriding environmental concerns relating to the solar farm since its construction there are no substantive grounds to refuse the application’, noting that the application increased the timescale but kept the safeguarding measures in place. The increase in duration thus appeared to raise little, if any, concern. The LPA identified that if in the future a solar farm wanted to renew its permission, they would find it difficult to say no as long as it is acceptable in terms of landscape and visual impact. What matters more to the LPA is that solar farms are removed (and thus the landscape impact is removed) at the end of their ‘useful life’, rather than the exact length of their duration.

5.5.6 Conclusion

This case reflects the different temporal considerations influencing solar energy. There are elements of solar farms that reflect the considerations and challenges facing the wind sector, particularly in terms of using time-limited consents to provide less risk for the application. However, there are also evident differences in how the duration of this infrastructure is considered and regulated, as is discussed in chapter 7. The application faced little challenge, suggesting that for this site, the exact duration of the infrastructure’s being may not be a significant concern for those living with it or for those responsible for regulation as long as eventual removal is ensured i.e., the site has the option of changing in the future. While this case highlights the development of arguments challenging the use of temporary consents, the assurances provided by temporary consents (ensuring eventual removal) have held sway.

5.6 Chapter Conclusion

The above cases (summarised in table 13 below) reveal the different ways in which a multitude of changes have impacted the duration, context, and end-of-life decision-making for sites i.e. through processes of smoothing and striation they have shaped
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238 Interview with developer A Pitworthy, April 2018.
what sites become. They reveal the different temporal considerations of various groups of actors, and how they have been pulled together in decisions. In uncovering how certain interests, particularly of developers, shape end-of-life decision-making they reveal the wider consequences of how the temporalities of the infrastructure are regulated, something that is discussed further in chapter 7. While there are differences between cases in terms of the impact of different changes over time and the different ways that they have influenced and been considered in end-of-life decision-making, there are several important insights from this chapter, that will be developed further in the discussion chapter:

i) Numerous elements change over time impacting end-of-life decision-making, in particular, economic changes including subsidy regimes, the policy environment, and physical changes in the surrounding landscape, including those precipitated by the energy projects themselves.

ii) Different temporal concerns and changes in site context can be seen to mobilise the actions of different groups of actors.

iii) Particular features of original consents can become points of contention downstream, e.g. poor decommissioning, reflecting a failure of planning to anticipate potential futures.

iv) The focal point of baselines, evidently seen differently between the cases, is something that shapes what people feel has, and should become of, an energy landscape.

v) Overall, developer calculations of technical and economic options tend to dominate end-of-life decisions.

There are differences in the way actors prepare and plan for the end-of-life of wind and solar facilities (including what end-of-life factors matter and the timeframes that are sought and invoked). The main concern for LPA decision-makers is often ensuring that the infrastructure will be removed at the end of its operational life, rather than the duration of its being per se, reflecting broader concerns of government policymakers. Meanwhile, developers’ strategies are often striated by economic factors. The impact of various changes and whose preferences are most significantly shaping end-of-life decision-making are discussed in chapter 7.
The findings reveal how the physical extent of visual impacts appear to be more of a concern to publics than temporal dimensions. It appears that, for some, an end-of-life application raises awareness of the time-limited nature of a scheme, providing an unexpected opportunity to influence its future. This is something that is explored more closely in the following chapter. While the case studies provide an overview of community responses to end-of-life applications, this reflects the perspectives of those willing to speak in interview which is often the opposition group, those firmly in favour of a scheme or community representatives. There is thus a need for greater insight regarding how local people consider duration. In order to understand how a range of community members, including those who were not active in opposing or supporting a wind farm, considered end-of-life applications and the duration of sites, chapter 6 presents a comparative analysis of the results of two surveys undertaken with communities living in close proximity to two of the wind farms.
### Table 13: Key case study characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Original consent duration</th>
<th>Type of end-of-life application</th>
<th>Successful?</th>
<th>Consideration of decommissioning</th>
<th>Key developer challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>St Breock</strong></td>
<td>No consent duration</td>
<td>Repowering</td>
<td>Yes (implemented)</td>
<td>Lack of decommissioning consideration in original permission, conditions added to repowering.</td>
<td>Accessing land, grid capacity and selling old turbines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Taff Ely</strong></td>
<td>No consent duration</td>
<td>Repowering</td>
<td>Yes (not implemented)</td>
<td>Lack of knowledge of decommissioning consideration in original permission, conditions added to repowering.</td>
<td>Deciding between implementing the repowering consent or continuing to operate the existing wind farm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Windy Standard (phase i)</strong></td>
<td>25 years</td>
<td>Life-extension</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Decommissioning captured in conditions.</td>
<td>Lack of challenge for life-extension.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pitworthy</strong></td>
<td>25 years</td>
<td>Life-extension</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Decommissioning captured in conditions.</td>
<td>Lack of challenge for life-extension.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 6: exploring public perceptions of the duration of wind farm sites

6.1 Introduction

The findings from the case study research identified a need for a more detailed understanding of how publics consider the duration of schemes and how and why they respond to end-of-life applications in order to understand how their perspectives may be reflected in outcomes. Such a gap was also evident from the literature review which lacked consideration of how the public consider the duration or end-of-life of energy infrastructure i.e., if they consider wind farms as permanent or as a temporary use of a site that may become something else in the future. This chapter seeks to understand if temporariness and the way it is considered by actors in the planning process is shared among wider publics. This is important, not least because public support is often invoked in justification but without evidence.

Two locations were selected for this stage of the research, Kirkby Moor and St Breock (see chapter 5 for case histories). They were chosen in order to explore both an area that faced strong opposition during repowering, in terms of formal responses sent to the Local Planning Authority (LPA) (Kirkby Moor), alongside an area that experienced local support and a relative lack of controversy (St Breock). The two cases offer an opportunity to explore different experiences and temporal aspects. St Breock enables exploration of a site that has been repowered, facilitating investigation of how perceptions may have changed after the repowered scheme was built. Meanwhile, Kirkby Moor facilitates exploration of an application that faced significant public objection and two refused applications to increase its duration, providing an opportunity to investigate how and why local perceptions may have changed and if people reacted differently to the repowering and life-extension applications.

This chapter presents and discusses the survey responses for each location in turn. Firstly, it provides an overview of respondent characteristics. Place attachment values are then discussed in order to understand if attachment to the local area appears to influence considerations of whether the area is suitable for the continuation of wind energy generation. Consideration of such values were included as existing literature has identified place attachment as having a significant influence on perceptions of energy infrastructure (see, for example, Devine-Wright and Howes 2010). The chapter
then compares perceptions of the original wind farm before and after construction (if residents were living in the area at that time), doing so facilitates consideration of the U-shaped curve hypothesis that perceptions of the infrastructure will often improve after construction (Wolsink 1989; Gipe 1995; Wolsink 2007b). In both locations perceptions of the repowering application are provided, with the St Breock survey exploring the issues that the operational (original and repowered) schemes raised, how people reacted to them, and if they had a preference. Meanwhile, the Kirkby Moor survey provides perceptions of the life-extension application. In both cases, levels of awareness of the time-limited planning period are discussed alongside potentially more fundamental issues regarding interpretation of the period and expectations on expiry (significant considerations missing from existing literature). Finally, perceptions of the developer, perceived benefits of the wind farm, and height of the turbines are presented. Such factors have been identified as significant in existing wind farm research, see for example, Firestone et al. (2018) for the importance of community-developer relations, Aitken (2010b) and Cowell et al. (2011) for the role of community benefits, and Warren et al. (2005) for the importance of the visual impact of turbines. The question here is do they also help explain attitudes to end-of-life decisions?

The survey results are presented through descriptive statistics and the use of Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficients and Mann-Whitney U tests to test relationships. Some survey questions provided opportunities for respondents to expand on their answers, such comments have been analysed and summarised within the chapter.

6.2 Kirkby Moor survey

6.2.1 Kirkby moor participant overview

In Kirkby Moor 430 questionnaires were delivered and 128 complete responses were received, reflecting a 29.8% response rate. Additionally, three partial but almost complete responses were received and included in the analysis.

The following bar chart shows the age of respondents. Significantly, most respondents (79.4%) were aged 50 or over. As 61% of residents in the Kirkby-in-Furness (LA17)
postcode area are aged over 45, the respondent population is slightly skewed towards those aged 50 or over.

**Figure 22: Age of participants, Kirkby Moor**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Count (Percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under 18 years</td>
<td>2 (1.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-29 years</td>
<td>7 (5.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39 years</td>
<td>10 (7.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49 years</td>
<td>8 (6.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59 years</td>
<td>24 (18.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69 years</td>
<td>29 (22.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79 years</td>
<td>36 (27.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 years and over</td>
<td>15 (11.5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 23 reveals how often people see the wind farm. 95.4% of respondents see the wind farm either every day or most days, demonstrating a high degree of familiarity and experience with the visual impacts of the scheme as part of everyday life.

**Figure 23: How often participants see the wind farm, Kirkby Moor**

- **Every day**: 85 (64.9%)
- **Most days**: 40 (30.5%)
- **Once a week or less**: 3 (2.3%)
- **Once a month or less**: 3 (2.3%)
- **Never**: 0

Figure 24 provides an overview of how long respondents have lived in the area. As the existing wind farm was still in operation at the time of the research, all respondents had experience of living with it. At the time of the research the wind farm was almost 25 years old, 53% of respondents identified having lived in the area for 26 years or longer and thus are expected to have experience (of varying durations) with the site pre-operational windfarm.
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239 Based on 2011 UK Census, see www.streetcheck.co.uk.
Mapping respondent's postcodes enabled an insight into who replied (figure 25) which can be compared to the boundary in which the surveys were distributed (figure 26), revealing a spread of respondents from most residential locations. Unsurprisingly, the majority are from the largest settlement, Kirkby-in-Furness. Two respondents came from outside but very close to the boundary, which is likely to have been a result of human error in delivering to a property outside of the postcode area. Due to their proximity the responses were included.
Figure 25: Distribution of survey respondents, Kirkby Moor

Figure 26: 3.5KM boundary in which surveys were administered, Kirkby Moor
6.2.2 Place attachment in Kirkby Moor

Existing research identified place attachment i.e., the relationships that people form with a particular location, as a central reason influencing community responses to proposals for renewable energy infrastructure (Haggett 2011), leading to what has been termed ‘place protective action’ (Devine-Wright 2009b). It has been identified that a person’s attachment to place can influence their response to the visual impact of wind farms (Wolsink 2018a). In this context, there was a need to investigate if respondents’ attachment to their local area influenced their perception of the suitability of continuing wind energy development in that area. In order to explore this, the survey contained seven Likert Scale questions to understand respondent’s level of place attachment. The results revealed very high levels of agreement across all place attachment indicators (see appendix G). The analysis then aimed to understand if such high levels of place attachment influenced perceptions of end-of-life applications. Spearman’s correlations were run to see if there was a correlation between place attachment and perceptions of repowering or life-extension, however in both cases the results showed very weak, insignificant, correlation, thus demonstrating that place attachment does not appear to significantly influence opposition to end-of-life applications for the continued use of the site as a wind farm in Kirkby Moor.

6.2.3 Perceptions of the original wind farm in Kirkby Moor

6.2.3.1 Perceptions of the original Kirkby Moor wind farm before it was built

Figure 27: Perceptions of the original Kirkby Moor wind farm before it was built

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Strongly Supported</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Supported</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Neutral</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Opposed</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Strongly Opposed</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[^{240}\text{In order to be included in a statistical analysis the number of factors was firstly reduced through the use of a principle component analysis (PCA). PCA is used to reduce data through identifying strong intercorrelations (Dunteman,1989). The analysis identified one component to be used ‘this place is special to me’ (see appendix H for calculation results).}^{240}\]
44.3% of respondents recalled living in the area at the time of the original planning application and thus were eligible to provide their recalled perception of the wind farm before it was built. A high percentage (31.5%) of these respondents recalled their perception as neutral, only 19.1% supported the wind farm before it was built and 49.3% opposed or strongly opposed. The main recalled reasons for support included support for renewable energy, testing wind energy, and employment. Negative comments fell into the categories of visual and landscape impacts, impacts on wildlife, lack of local benefit, noise, anti-climate change mitigation, and comments objecting to wind as an energy source.

6.2.3.2 Change in perception following construction of the original Kirkby Moor wind farm

Figure 28: Change in perception following construction of the original Kirkby Moor wind farm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perception</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes - more positive</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes - more negative</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No - it remained the same</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>65.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Existing literature suggests that people’s attitudes become more positive following the construction of a development (see, for example, the commonly discussed U-shaped curve in Wolsink 2007b). However, the findings demonstrate that for many (65.8%), perceptions of the existing wind farm (of those who were living in the area before it was built) remained unchanged over time, suggesting that familiarity does not always lead to more positive relationships with the infrastructure as has been suggested in studies such as Warren et al. (2005) and Wheeler (2017). The findings demonstrate that projects that have had a contested birth may find that oppositional attitudes alter little over time, adding support to the argument of Devine-Wright (2005) that an increase in positive perceptions are context dependent and cannot be assumed to occur for every site.

34.3% of perceptions did change following construction of the wind farm, split evenly between those becoming more positive or more negative, perhaps reflecting a limitation to the ability to predict and anticipate the future. Those stating that their perception became more positive identified that the visual or noise impact was not as bad as expected. Reasons for a more negative response included visual impact, noise, traffic impacts, perceived inefficiency, damage to the moor, and objections to wind
energy. Some comments reflected broader temporal impacts including that Kirkby moor ‘opened the door’ to other windfarms including offshore and identifying ‘broken promises to remove them after contract.’ Although the removal of all elements of the infrastructure was not conditioned, respondents identified removal as an implied promise. This reflects existing literature describing planning as a promise for the future with the potential to break down (see Abram and Weszkalny 2011), here we see the consequences for public attitudes.

6.2.4 Perceptions of the operational Kirkby Moor wind farm

Figure 29: Perceptions of the existing operational Kirkby Moor wind farm

Almost half of all respondents (49.6%) identified that they are opposed to the existing wind farm, while only 31.3% identified that they support it. The most commonly identified positive impact of the wind farm was money provided to local causes, although many people stated that they did not know much about it, that it was a small amount or linked it to bribery. Generation of renewable energy and provision of walking routes were other common reasons for support. Meanwhile, the most common negative impact was visual impact, while the second most common was noise. Longer-term or temporal considerations were rarely mentioned except for a small number of respondents who stated that it had led to more wind farms in the area. While the above question included all respondents, it is noteworthy that the percentage of people who oppose or strongly oppose the existing windfarm is almost identical to the percentage that had lived in the area since before the wind farm and recalled being opposed or strongly opposed to the wind farm before it was built (49.3%). These findings add strength to the fact that levels of opposition appear not to have changed over time.

In the Kirkby Moor repowering consultation report (2014), the developer stated that they had contributed over £21,000 to community projects since 2008.
6.2.5 Perceptions of repowering and life-extension in Kirkby Moor

6.2.5.1 Perceptions of repowering in Kirkby Moor

Figure 30: Perceptions of the repowering application in Kirkby Moor

The repowering application generated significant reaction with only 9.2% identifying their position as neutral, this contrasts with the high number of neutral responses to the original wind farm before it was built, reflecting lived experience with the wind farm over time. Over half of respondents (57.2%) opposed or strongly opposed the repowering application. Significantly, the most common reasons for opposition included the increase in height but also the desired removal in accordance with the 25-year agreement, alongside the knowledge that the wind farm was a ‘trial’, suggesting that many local people desired this infrastructure to be temporary. The most common reasoning given for opposition thus involve the impacts of repowering and perceptions of planning agreements having been made and broken, suggesting that for many there is no acceptance of the kind of positive trade-offs that were used to help justify the repowering. While end-of-life provides a smoothing of space and thus scope for a new agreement between planners, developers, and to some extent the community, it is evident that many local people desired the removal of all striations created by the existing wind farm rather than a new agreement.

Only 21.4% supported or strongly supported the repowering application, with the most common reason being support for renewables. There was limited consideration of temporal impacts, reflected in comments identifying that they had become used to the wind farm, a lack of perceived negative impacts from the existing wind farm, or that there was no benefit in removing it, particularly as the infrastructure was in place. Such
respondents thus appeared to support the continuity of wind power in the location, for these, a minority of respondents, it had come to fit.

6.2.5.2 Perceptions of life-extension in Kirkby Moor

Figure 31: Perceptions of the life-extension application in Kirkby Moor

Similar to the repowering application, over half of respondents opposed the life-extension application (52.7%). Significantly, the majority of negative comments identified that the original wind farm was for a 25-year period as a ‘trial’ to test wind energy and thus should be removed, reflecting one of the most common reasons for opposition to the repowering. Again, this suggests temporal preferences for the infrastructure as a ‘temporary’ development and ignores the idea of a trial as leaving open various potentials.

26% supported or strongly supported the life-extension. The most common reasons for support were different from repowering as they identified the benefit of getting maximum life from existing infrastructure and not seeing harm from the existing site. Others mentioned the decommissioning provision that all infrastructure would be removed afterwards and the consequential benefits for the moor i.e. it brings some degree of certainty for the future. Such comments reflect longer-term considerations of the future of the site i.e., that the moor would be in a better condition in the long-term if the application was granted.

Spearman’s correlation tests were run to see if there was a relationship between length of residency or age of respondents and opinions of the repowering or life-extension applications, however there were no statistically significant relationships. This suggests that opinions do not necessarily change over time with length of residency in the area or with age.
6.2.6 Awareness of the 25-year planning consent in Kirkby Moor

The majority of respondents (69.5%) were aware of the time-limited nature of the planning consent which is likely to be reflective of the high level of publicity of the repowering and life-extension schemes in local press, consultations, and by local opposition groups. Such awareness did not correlate with factors such as age or length of residency. Many comments identified frustration with the continuation of the wind farm and a clear feeling that it had not become part of the local area. For some continuation was considered a broken promise, ‘25 years is long enough’, ‘temporary should mean temporary’. For others, comments implied a desired sharing of the impacts, ‘time they were dismantled, restore lake district environment’. Other comments reflected the idea that a past burden should imply no future extension, ‘so why are they still there? Why weren’t contingency plans to remove enforced?’ 30.5% were not aware of the 25-year consent. Comments reflecting this position included a lack of knowledge of the application such as ‘it was all done quietly’ and ‘I assumed it was permanent like other planning permissions’, and also reflected a lack of trust in the wind farm developer. Others identified that they only became aware of the 25-year duration during the repowering application.

Participants were asked if they agreed with the statement ‘25 years is a temporary period.’ 37% agreed, 31% were neutral, and 32% disagreed. Comments left on the side of questionnaires suggested that this was a difficult question for respondents to answer, as reflected in the high number of neutral positions. This raises questions regarding the suitability of describing such consents as ‘temporary’ and may support the use of a ‘time-limited’ descriptor instead.

A Spearman’s correlation indicated that there was a strong positive correlation between the statement ‘I would support wind farms having permanent planning
permission and support for the existing wind farm ($r(127)= .716 \ p=0.00$), (significant at the 0.01 level), demonstrating that those who support the existing wind farm are likely to be more supportive of the continuation of the site for this use. Additionally, participants responded to the statement ‘I would like the Kirkby Moor site to be returned to moor land as soon as possible’, 57% agreed or strongly agreed with this statement, 19% were neutral, and 24% disagreed or strongly disagreed, reflecting the high levels of opposition to the site.

6.2.6.1 Summary of key insights from Kirkby Moor

Kirkby Moor reflects a site where opposition to the original wind farm was high and negative perceptions appear not to have changed significantly over the duration of the site. It also reflects high levels of preference for the infrastructure to be a ‘temporary’ development. End-of-life applications can be seen to have generated significant reactions and high levels of opposition, with a central argument being a desire for removal in accordance with the 25-year planning agreement. The results revealed a high level of awareness of both the duration of the original consent and the description in the inspector’s report of the scheme as a trial to test wind energy, demonstrating how elements of the original consent can be deferred and return to the foreground in end-of-life decision-making.

6.3 St Breock survey

6.3.1 St Breock participant overview

In St Breock 280 questionnaires were delivered and 74 complete responses were received, reflecting a 26% response rate. Two partial responses were also included.

Figure 33 shows the age of respondents. Over half of the respondents (52.6%) were aged 60-79. This is generally in line with the older demographics of St Breock. However, significantly, no respondents were aged 29 or younger, perhaps due to only one survey being delivered to each household and the tendency for a head of household to reply.

See appendix H for PCA calculation table.

243 2011 census, see Wadebridge Area Neighbourhood Plan - Evidence Report.
Figure 33: Age of participants, St Breock

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under 18 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-29 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39 years</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49 years</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59 years</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69 years</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79 years</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 years and over</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 34 shows how often people see the wind farm. 82.9% of respondents see the wind farm either every day or most days, reflecting a high level of familiarity with the repowered scheme.

Figure 34: How often participants see the wind farm, St Breock

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Every day</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>56.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most days</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once a week or less</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once a month or less</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 35 shows how long respondents have lived in the area. The repowered site was operational during the time of research, so all respondents would be familiar with it. Only 10.5% of respondents had lived in the area for five years or less and thus are not expected to be familiar with the 2012 planning application for the repowered wind farm.
As is evident from figures 36 and 37, only residents within the 3.5km boundary responded to the survey, with the largest number of respondents coming from the main settlements.
Figure 36: Distribution of survey respondents, St Breock

Figure 37: 3.5KM boundary in which surveys were administered, St Breock
6.3.2 Place attachment in St Breock

Seven Likert Scale questions were used to understand respondents’ levels of place attachment. The results revealed very high levels of agreement across all place attachment indicators (see appendix G). The results of a Spearman’s correlation test revealed no significant correlation between place attachment and the dependent variable of response to the repowering application. Like Kirkby Moor, the findings suggest that in this case place attachment did not have a substantial influence on response to repowering.

6.3.3 Perceptions of the original St Breock wind farm before it was built

Figure 38: Perceptions of the original St Breock wind farm before it was built

39.5% of respondents were living in the area at the time of the original planning application. Of those respondents, 46.6% recalled supporting or strongly supporting the wind farm before it was built, 33.3% were neutral, and 20% opposed or strongly opposed. The wind farm thus faced substantially less opposition before development than Kirkby Moor. The most common reason for support was support for renewable energy. Reasons for opposition included landscape impact, a perception that they were not economically viable, and preferences for other renewables.

\[244\]In order to be included in a statistical analysis the number of factors was firstly reduced through the use of a principle component analysis (PCA). The analysis identified one component to be used ‘I am very attached to this place’ (see appendix G for calculation results).
6.3.3.1 Change in perceptions following construction of the original St Breock wind farm

Figure 39: Change in perceptions following construction of the original St Breock wind farm

Despite being one of the first UK wind farms (generating since 1994) the majority (76.7%) of those who had lived in the area before the original wind farm was built identified that their perception remained the same following construction. 13.3% stated that their perception became more positive and only 10% stated that their perception became more negative. As with Kirkby Moor, these findings are based on recalled perceptions, but they can be seen to contrast with the U-shape curve hypothesis (see Wolsink 2007b and the conclusion of this chapter).

6.3.4 Perceptions of repowering in St Breock

Figure 40: Perceptions of the repowering application in St Breock

88.2% of respondents lived in the area at the time of the repowering application and were thus eligible to provide their perception of the application. A large percentage (34.3%) of residents living within 3.5km of the site were unaware of the application. This is likely to be reflective of the lack of opposition to the previous wind farm and the lack of formal opposition to the repowering application. This lack of controversy and debate surrounding the application is also reflected in 25.4% of respondents identifying their perception as neutral. Such findings suggest that a lot of local residents were not
especially concerned about repowering and that for many, changes do not register. Moreover, in comparison to Kirkby Moor there was no sense of having been promised something as the original consent was granted without a time limit.

29.8% supported or strongly supported the application, with the most common reasons including support for renewables or wind energy, familiarity, lack of negative impacts from the existing turbines, and decreased number of turbines. Notably, only 10.5% identified that they opposed or strongly opposed the repowering application. As with Kirkby Moor, the main reasons for opposition included the height and visual impact of the turbines and temporal considerations were not mentioned.

Spearman’s correlation tests were run to see if there was a relationship between length of residency or age of respondents and opinions of the repowering (both before and after construction), however this produced no statistically significant relationships. As with Kirkby Moor this suggests that opinion change is not directly correlated with age or length of residency.

6.3.4.1 Change in perception following construction of the repowered wind farm, St Breock

Figure 41: Change in perception following construction of the repowered St Breock wind farm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perception</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More positive</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More negative</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remained the same</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>77.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of respondents (77.6%) stated that their perception remained the same following construction of the repowered wind farm, echoing the findings above suggesting that perceptions of wind farms often do not change with the passage of time following construction. 19.4% of respondents stated that their perception became more positive with reasons including lower visual and noise impacts than the previous scheme or their expectations. Only 3% stated that their perception became more negative after the building of the repowered wind farm, identifying the height of the turbines as the reason. Visibility thus appears to be a common influence on perceptions of repowering schemes, while again duration was not mentioned.
6.3.5 Perceptions of the repowered wind farm in St Breock

Figure 42: Perceptions of the repowered St Breock wind farm

- **1. Strongly Support**: 18 (23.7%)
- **2. Support**: 32 (42.1%)
- **3. Neutral**: 17 (22.4%)
- **4. Oppose**: 2 (2.6%)
- **5. Strongly Oppose**: 7 (9.2%)

65.8% support or strongly support the repowered wind farm, 22.4% are neutral, and only 11.8% oppose or strongly oppose. The most common positive identified impacts of the wind farm included the community fund and projects it has supported, (however many identified issues with the funding distributor), environmental benefits, and lower visual impact than the previous scheme. Once again, the most common identified negative impacts were the visual and landscape impacts, reinforcing the significance of visual scale rather than temporal concerns for local communities.

6.3.6 Preference for the repowered or original wind farm in St Breock

A question asked participants that had been living in the area during the time that the original scheme was operating if they preferred the original or repowered wind farm. This question did not apply to 34.2% of respondents. Of the eligible respondents, 50% did not have a preference. 42% preferred the repowered scheme with the most common reasons including the decrease in number of turbines and lower visual or landscape impacts. Only 8% preferred the original wind farm with the reason being the visual impact on their property. Again visual impact appeared as a key influencing factor on perceptions.
6.3.7 Awareness and perception of the 25-year planning consent in St Breock

Figure 43: Responses to the question ‘are you aware that the planning permission for the repowered St Breock wind farm is for a temporary period of 25-years?’

In St Breock the original consent was granted in perpetuity, but the repowering was granted for a period of 25 years. A large majority of participants (82.9%) were not aware of the 25-year consent duration for the repowered scheme. Only 17.1% were aware, with reasons for awareness including attending the local presentation and reading planning documents. This is reflective of the above findings, suggesting that duration does not appear to be a key consideration for local residents.

Participants were asked if they agreed with the statement ‘25 years is a temporary period.’ The majority (49%) were neutral with 40% agreeing and only 11% disagreeing. As with Kirkby Moor this suggests that people have difficulties in considering what a ‘temporary’ period should constitute. Additionally, participants responded to the statement ‘I would like the St Breock site to be returned to farmland as soon as possible’, 20% agreed or strongly agreed with this statement, 29% were neutral, and notably 51% disagreed or strongly disagreed. Here, a large proportion are happy for the site to continue as a wind farm, reflecting the lack of opposition to the site and that this is not mediated by potential duration – they accept that the site has ‘become a wind farm’ and will continue to be so.

A Mann-Whitney U test was run to determine if there was any difference in perceptions of the repowered wind farm between those who were aware that planning permission for the repowered site is for a period of 25-years and those who were not aware. Opposition to the repowered wind farm from those with no awareness of the time-limited planning period (median =40.92) was higher than those who were aware of the time-limited planning period (median =26.77). The Mann-Whitney U test indicated that this difference was statistically significant $U (N=63, N=13) =257.000, P<0.27$. Thus, while duration is not a central factor influencing perceptions of a site, for some, the time-limited nature of repowering positively impacted perceptions. This raises questions regarding how developers might tactically manage the time-limited nature of
proposals and consents. In effect, time-limiting facilitates more positive acceptance, but can perhaps be interpreted as a ‘promise’ of what follows at the end of that period (see Abram and Weszkalnys 2011 and the Kirkby Moor findings), so, all implies a very careful managing of the future and that time can be played as a means of inhibiting opposition. One might say that developers are content to hand over some control over the future if that enables them to gain consent swiftly, in order to start earning a sufficient return.

6.3.8 Summary of key insights from St Breock

St Breock is different from Kirkby Moor in that the original permission did not face significant opposition and was not time-limited. The lack of controversy surrounding the site is reflected in the high number of respondents that were unaware of the repowering application as well as the high levels of support for the repowered site. This case provided the opportunity to understand the preferences of those who had experience of both the repowered and original site, revealing significantly higher levels of preference for the repowered site. The duration of the site did not appear to be a central concern for most respondents with the majority of participants not being aware of the 25-year time-limit of the repowered scheme.

6.4 Explanatory factors

An understanding of people’s perceptions of the benefits of wind farms, the developer, and the height of turbines provides insights that help in understanding their perceptions of the duration of schemes and end-of-life applications. It also reveals the benefits of considering these factors over the duration of the site rather than just during the planning stages. The following section compares the influence of these factors for both cases.

6.4.1 Perceived benefits of wind farms

The benefits that people recognise from wind farms may influence their reaction to an end-of-life application. In the case of Kirkby Moor, results of a Spearman’s correlation indicated that there was a strong positive correlation between perceived benefits of the
wind farm and perceptions of the existing wind farm \( (r(127)= .646 \ p=0.00) \). They also indicated that there was a weak positive correlation between perceived benefits of wind farms and response to the repowering application \( (r(127)= .273 \ p=0.02) \) and a weak positive correlation between perceived benefits of wind farms and response to the life-extension application \( (r(127)= .363 \ p=0.00) \). (All significant at the 0.01 level). In the case of St Breock, results of the Spearman’s correlation \(^{246}\) indicated that there was a moderate positive correlation between perceived benefits of the wind farm and those supporting the repowered wind farm \( (r(74)= .471 \ p=0.00) \). (Significant at the 0.01 level). The above shows the importance of communities being able to recognise the benefits that the wind farm has provided over its life in order to increase support for both the existing site and continuation of a site as a wind farm.

6.4.2 Relationship with developers

Public comments (both in interview, submitted to the LPA, and in the survey) identified poor relations with the developer in Kirkby Moor as a contributing reason for opposition to end-of-life applications. Such attitudes are reflected in perceptions of the interests of wind farm developers more generally. 62% of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement ‘wind farm developers care about the opinion of local residents,’ 27 % were neutral, and only 11% agreed or strongly agreed. Results of a Spearman’s correlation indicated that there was a strong positive correlation between the statement ‘wind farm developers care about the opinion of local residents’ and support for the existing wind farm \( (r(127)= .613 \ p=0.00) \), suggesting that caring about residents and their views is a path to creating stronger support. The Spearman’s correlation results also indicated a weak positive correlation between this statement and support for the repowering application \( (r(127)= .275 \ p=0.02) \) and a weak positive correlation between this statement and support for the life-extension application \( (r(127)= .312 \ p=0.00) \). (All significant at the 0.01 level). A community’s perception of and relationship with the developer is thus likely to contribute to their perception of a scheme.

In St Breock, 38 % of respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement ‘wind farm developers care about the opinion of local residents’, a substantial 43 %

\(^{245}\)Three questions measured respondent’s perceived benefits of windfarms. A PCA identified that these could be represented by the component ‘wind farms create social benefits for the local community’ (see appendix H).

\(^{246}\)The PCA identified that perceived benefits of wind farms could be represented by the component ‘wind farms create economic benefits for the local community’ (see appendix H).
were neutral and 18% agreed or strongly agreed. Results of the Spearman’s correlation indicated that there was a strong positive correlation between the statement ‘wind farm developers care about the opinion of local residents’ and support for the repowered wind farm ($r(74)= .618 \ p=0.00$). This reinforces the findings in Kirkby Moor that a community’s perception of and relationship with the developer is likely to contribute to their support, reflecting existing literature that identified the importance of community influence and developer transparency on positive attitudes to wind farms (see, for example, Firestone et al. 2018).

Trust between the developer and communities has been identified as important in existing literature (Wolsink 2007b; Aitken 2010a; Ricci et al. 2010; Walker et al. 2010; Friedl and Reichl 2016) and can be seen to be important in end-of-life applications. In Kirkby Moor 61% of respondents identified disagreement or strong disagreement with the statement ‘I trust wind farm developers’ with 28% identifying their position as neutral, and only 11% agreeing or strongly agreeing. Results of the Spearman’s correlation indicated that there was a strong positive correlation between the statement ‘I trust wind farm developers’ and support for the existing wind farm ($r(127)= .691 \ p=0.00$). There was moderate positive correlation between this statement and support for the repowering application ($r(127)= .410 \ p=0.00$) and weak positive correlation between this statement and support for the life-extension application ($r(127)= .387 \ p=0.00$). (All significant at the 0.01 level). Such findings further reinforce the importance of community-developer relations in ensuring community support for the longevity of wind farm sites.

In St Breock, 39% of respondents identified disagreement or strong disagreement with the statement ‘I trust wind farm developers’ with 47% identifying their position as neutral and only 13% agreeing or strongly agreeing. It is interesting to note that in such a scheme with high levels of support, trust in the developer remains low. Results of the Spearman’s correlation identified a strong positive correlation between the statement ‘I trust wind farm developers’ and support for the repowered wind farm ($r(74)= .661 \ p=0.00$). Relationships between practices and public attitudes identified more widely in wind farm research can thus also be seen to apply to repowering and life-extension i.e., there is a temporal dividend to developers continuing good relations with the community.
6.4.3 Perceptions of height change

Comments submitted to survey questions suggest that visual impacts of schemes often form a central reason for opposition. As repowering usually involves turbines of an increased height, the survey sought to understand how respondents considered such a change. In Kirkby Moor, 54% of respondents showed disagreement with the statement “A smaller number of larger turbines is better than a larger number of smaller turbines.” 32% were neutral and only 14% agreed. This goes against industry expectations that people will prefer a smaller number of larger turbines (see, for example, Sustainable Energy Ireland 2003). However, it is likely to reflect the specifics of this case given its visual impact on the Lake District National Park and the high level of opposition to the repowering application.

48% disagreed with the statement ‘I would support repowering at Kirkby Moor if the turbines remained the same height’, 15% were neutral, and 37% agreed. Results of the Spearman’s correlation indicated that there was a moderate positive correlation between this statement and support for life-extension \( (r(127)=.535 \ p=0.00) \). Such findings reflect that in this particular case the increased size of the turbines was a key reason for opposition to the repowering application, but that there were several contributing factors beyond that (as described above). Thus, for opponents of Kirkby Moor, opposition is often not just conditional on height as the core concern appears to be the duration of impacts and conditions associated with the original scheme. So, the handling of the original scheme leaves behind important legacies that impact on life-extension and repowering. This is especially important in view of the changing ownership of developments over time.

In comparison, in St Breock, only 12% of respondents showed disagreement with the statement ‘A smaller number of larger turbines is better than a larger number of smaller turbines.’ 32% were neutral and 56% agreed. A Spearman’s correlation test revealed that there was moderate positive correlation between this statement and support for the repowered wind farm \( (r(74)=.428 \ p=0.00) \). These findings support industry expectations regarding preference for fewer taller turbines (see, for example, Sustainable Energy Ireland 2003) and are particularly interesting as in this case many respondents have been able to see and compare both sites. Comparing the two cases reveals how public support for the industry’s repowering equals net gain hypothesis is greatly mediated by context, especially where many in the public would prefer no windfarm at all (for them, anything the developer does is viewed through the lens of overall objection).
6.5 Conclusion

As wind farm facilities age and approach end-of-life there is a need to understand public perceptions regarding the duration and future of sites (forming a key element of answering research question one). Understanding different preferences regarding the future of sites is important in considering whose preferences are influencing end-of-life decisions and the wider consequences of such temporal decision-making (see research questions two and three). Such an understanding also adds a temporal dimension to the existing body of literature on public acceptance of wind energy. Through undertaking surveys in two very different contexts, a site that faced high opposition and another less controversial site, it was possible to gain an understanding of the different factors and contexts that may influence public considerations of duration and responses to end-of-life applications.

In a number of instances the surveys revealed that elements that have been shown in existing literature to be generally true of wind power also apply to repowering and life-extension. Visual impacts have been identified as a critical element influencing responses to wind farms (see, for example, Pasqualetti 2000; Johansson and Laike 2007; Wolsink 2007a). This survey reflects that this is also true of end-of-life applications, revealing how visual scalar concerns appear far more significant than temporal concerns. There is an industry expectation that people will prefer a smaller number of larger turbines (see for example Sustainable Energy Ireland 2003) and the findings in St Breock reflect this. However, the case of Kirkby Moor demonstrates how this may not always be true, particularly when repowering involves a significant increase in turbine height and when the wind farm is in a highly valued landscape. Comments on the Kirkby Moor case reflected findings of research in Denmark demonstrating how opinions may change from favourable to negative as a result of increases in the size and number of developments i.e., infrastructure that was previously considered as new, unusual, and small-scale became increasingly prominent, larger, and industrial-scale (see Möller 2010). Perceptions of the suitability of turbine height on a landscape can thus be considered as context-dependent.

Community benefits can also play a significant role in perceptions of wind farms over time, particularly where communities can identify the projects that the fund has supported. This reflects existing literature identifying the potential opportunities but also challenges associated with community benefit payments (see, for example, Aitken 2010b). Existing literature has also identified the importance of community influence and developer transparency on positive attitudes to wind farms (see Firestone et al.
2018), particularly the importance of trust on public responses to renewable energy developments (see Wolsink 2007b; Aitken 2010a; Ricci et al. 2010; Walker et al. 2010; Friedl and Reichl 2016). The survey findings support this through identifying trust and a community’s perception of and relationship with the developer as important to their perception of a site and its continuation as a wind farm. Both locations demonstrated very high levels of place attachment; however, surprisingly this does not appear to influence perceptions of end-of-life applications. This was unexpected in the context of existing literature that identifies the influence of place attachment on community responses to energy infrastructure (see, for example, Haggett 2011; Wolsink 2018).

Awareness of the temporal regulation of schemes can be seen as context-dependent. In Kirkby Moor opposition primarily focused on the argument that the site should be removed in accordance with the original 25-year planning consent, reflecting a desire for the infrastructure to come to the end of its life and the site to become open moorland again. There was evident awareness that the original decision described the site as a trial for wind energy and this was used by opponents to argue for its removal. There was a strong narrative of promises (i.e. the promise of a 25-year consent) being made and broken and new promises to be made, reflecting Abram and Weszkalnys’ (2011) narrative of planning as a promise for the future with potential to break down. This case also reveals that where the public consider infrastructure as temporary, the positive trade-offs used to help justify the repowering are not necessarily enough to change perceptions of the continuation of the site. It also demonstrates how the handling of the original scheme leaves behind important legacies that impact on end-of-life decision-making. Comparatively, in St Breock there was an apparent lack of knowledge or concern regarding consent durations, with the majority appearing to accept that the site has become a wind farm. Differences in awareness of consent durations between the sites reflects how such awareness is context-dependent and particularly appears to be influenced by opposition, reflecting limited public awareness of planning per se and an intuitive attribution of permanence.

The findings suggest that in many cases, perceptions of the infrastructure do not change over this more prolonged period, thus contrasting with existing expectations that experience of wind farms or familiarity changes opinions of the infrastructure to become more positive over time or to lead to increased ambivalence (Warren et al. 2005; Wolsink 2007b; Eltham et al. 2008; Wheeler 2017). The survey findings support Devine-Wright (2005) that there is not a clear linear relationship between experience of a wind farm and perceptions of the wind farm due to the multidimensional nature of familiarity and context of sites. This is most clearly evidenced in the case of Kirkby
Moor where there were particularly bad community-developer relations and a lack of evident benefit from community benefit payments. Differences in the findings could also be influenced by the fact that previous studies were undertaken in sites that had not experienced end-of-life applications and many were undertaken a shorter period of time after operation. Wolsink (2007) stated that there is no guarantee that a positive change in attitudes will occur after construction as the U-shape curve effect only occurs if the existing environmental impact is considered to have been dealt with adequately. However, the results of this survey reveal that there are a greater range of factors influencing a positive change in attitudes, including perceptions of visual impact, community benefits, and community relationships with the developer.

What this research has revealed is that publics seem somewhat uneasy about compromised solutions. In many cases they place little value in the manipulation of time as an impact regulation practice. They tend either to oppose wind farms, or like them and if the latter, tend to be happy with increases in duration through life-extension or repowering (which still provide future opportunities for renegotiation and reconsideration). The St Breock survey reveals that in a case with little controversy there may be limited knowledge of the duration of consent. Moreover, most comments in support of applications did not mention duration as a factor, with the only significant discussion of duration occurring from those opposing Kirkby Moor wind farm who identified that the original permission was consented as a 25-year development. However, it should not be assumed that a time-limited consent provides no benefits for publics, as while for many end-of-life changes tend not to register, there was a positive correlation between awareness of the time-limited nature of the consent and support for repowering in St Breock. Meanwhile, the case of Kirkby Moor demonstrates that if people are opposed to wind farms then it seems that, for them, this cannot be softened by introducing time limits. In this case, objection appears to be focused on the continued use of the site as a wind farm with communities aiming to shape the site for an alternative use. Thus there was a strong rhetoric of broken promises and wanting removal in accordance with community expectations. Differences in considerations of duration between the two cases reflect differences in perceptions of what the site has or should become i.e. if it is considered to have become a wind farm and consequently differences in opinions of what should constitute the baseline upon which end-of-life decisions are made.

Site-specific factors appear to influence knowledge of the duration of the infrastructure as it can be used as a strong argument for those opposing a scheme. Additionally, the research highlighted the importance of positive community-developer relations in
achieving support for the longevity of sites. While such insight into public considerations is useful, it raises questions regarding how such perceptions may have been reflected in the outcome of applications. The following chapter thus considers these findings alongside the results of the other empirical research, enabling a more comprehensive discussion of how the temporal aspects of sites are considered and formed.
Chapter 7: Discussion, assessing the multiple temporalities of end-of-life decision-making

7.1 Introduction

A wind or solar farm is not simply a fixed entity. While it is fixed in location, often for a certain duration, other elements of the site and its context are likely to evolve and change. Such changes may include changes in policy, social changes, and physical changes to the equipment, site and the surrounding area. Each of these changes are likely to occur over a different timespan, potentially impacting decisions regarding the duration of the infrastructure in situ and the future use of the site. This chapter explores such changes through a discussion of the key findings from the previous three empirical chapters. In doing so it responds to the aims of the thesis, i.e. to understand how the temporary and reversible nature of wind and solar farms are considered, constructed, or resisted by the range of actors involved, how this influences end-of-life decision-making and with what consequences.

The chapter firstly discusses multiple temporalities (see Adam 1995; 1998; 2004) - the multitude of changes that have impacted cases over time, including their different temporal dimensions and how the range of actors involved considered them. The bringing together of such temporalities in end-of-life decision-making is then discussed (research question one). While there are different temporalities involved in decision-making for each case, this chapter considers if there are any patterns or common features across cases, the conditions that lead to specific temporalities dominating (research question two). In doing so, wider consequences of how the temporalities of renewable energy infrastructure are regulated are considered (research question three).

7.2 Multiple temporalities

Existing literature identified the multiple time frames operating in planning and the inevitable selectivity and partiality of planning (see Graham and Healey 1999; Van Der Knaap and Davidsse 2010; Madanipour 2010; Abram and Weszkalnys 2011; Del Río et al. 2011; Davoudi 2012; Abram 2014; Moffatt 2014). Considering end-of-life decisions as influenced by multiple temporal processes, occurring in parallel and operating on
different timescales, draws upon the work of Adam (1998) regarding the multiplicities of time. Adam (1995; 1998) argues that linear considerations of time transform complexity into an enclosed, fixed object when in reality time is less tangible as it is constructed through interactions and embedded in knowledge, practices, and the environment. Considering multiple dimensions of time and the complicated temporalities of changes to landscapes as suggested by Adam (1998) facilitated an exploration of the variety of physical and social changes that occur over the operational lifespan of renewable energy sites and how considerations of time differ amongst actors, impacting their relationship with a place and, in this case, infrastructure. It also provided insights into how multiplicity is rendered linear for the purposes of regulation, with consequences for elements left outside of regulation.

Drawing upon Deleuze has enabled an exploration of the multitude of temporal processes occurring over time and, significantly, how they have shaped (or striated) the context in which decisions are made. Of particular usefulness to this thesis was Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of becoming which is used to describe the potential for an entity to develop and change in the future (Deleuze and Guattari 1988; 2004; DeLanda 2002; 2006; Hillier 2008) and in this research was used to understand how planning facilitates or constrains potentials and how sites change over time in various ways. Applying a Deleuzian perspective involved considering entities in terms of what they potentially may become, rather than just their being (DeLanda 2002) and thus considering sites as dynamic. From such a perspective entities are considered to smooth space (through removing existing characteristics) and striate space (through defining and closing spaces) in order to meet their operational requirements, in turn configuring other becomings (Deleuze and Guattari 2004). Such an approach revealed the selectiveness of how the planning system manages change, how time is struggled over in planning and why certain notions of time endure while others are left outside regulation. It also facilitated an exploration of the third research question regarding the wider impacts of the regulation of the temporalities of renewable energy infrastructure. The research revealed that over the lifespan of a site many different elements change, all with different temporal dimensions, forming both striations and smoothings. The range of temporalities influencing wind and solar farms are outlined in table 14 below. End-of-life decisions can be seen as a conjunction of multiple temporalities, including both physical and social elements, the following discussion considers the potential influence of different temporalities on end-of-life decision-making.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of temporality and processes of striation / smoothing</th>
<th>Examples of such temporalities</th>
<th>Affecting the project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic temporalities</td>
<td>Variations in:</td>
<td>Economic changes can:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Subsidies.</td>
<td>- Form striations through making repowering or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Investment strategies.</td>
<td>life extension unviable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Taxation.</td>
<td>- If positive, economic changes can smooth the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Viability calculations.</td>
<td>site, removing constraints and opening up a range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Levelised energy costs.</td>
<td>of future options.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Asset values.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Production efficiency.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materialities of equipment</td>
<td>Tendencies for:</td>
<td>- A lack of availability of machinery and parts can</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Parts of equipment wearing out.</td>
<td>striate the options for sites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Changes to ability to replace or maintain parts.</td>
<td>- However, the development of new technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Change in size / type of turbines available.</td>
<td>can open up different possibilities, causing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>smoothing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in ownership</td>
<td>- Sale of sites.</td>
<td>- A change in ownership may smooth the site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Changes in structure or priorities of site owners.</td>
<td>through offering a range of future options or form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a striation if the new owner has a specific aim and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>priority.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy changes</td>
<td>Changes to:</td>
<td>- If restrictive, can strike sites through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- National approach to renewable energy expansion.</td>
<td>preventing some end-of-life applications from being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Spatial steering or zoning of onshore wind / solar.</td>
<td>submitted or granted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- National end-of-life policies.</td>
<td>- If supportive of repowering / life-extension, can</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Local level policies.</td>
<td>smooth the decision-making context, sideling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Decisions forming precedents.</td>
<td>potential constraints, increasing the likelihood of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>successful applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social landscape changes</td>
<td>Shifts in:</td>
<td>- Perceptions change over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Familiarity with the infrastructure.</td>
<td>- Negative changes can create a striation to the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Perceptions of the landscape</td>
<td>site, should local people want the site to return to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and the presence of the windfarm within the landscape.</td>
<td>its original condition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Community-developer relations.</td>
<td>- If perceptions of the facility become more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Perception of community benefits.</td>
<td>positive over time then people are likely to be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Composition of the local community.</td>
<td>open to the continuation of the use, thus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>smoothing the site for future applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical landscape changes</td>
<td>Development of:</td>
<td>- Changes in the surrounding area can strike the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Nearby windfarms.</td>
<td>site through creating a physical/ perceptual/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Landscape designations</td>
<td>regulatory restriction on future development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(national and local level).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Houses in surrounding area.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site-specific factors</td>
<td>- Site access.</td>
<td>Site specific factors often strike sites through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Grid availability.</td>
<td>creating barriers to certain forms or compositions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Position of landowner.</td>
<td>of development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.2.1 Economic temporalities

Economic factors can be seen to directly influence end-of-life decision-making for both wind and solar farms. For project owners and prospective developers temporal decisions are linked to the economics of energy generation regarding a net balance of gains and costs over time, with assessments of tipping points when this falls one way or another. These tipping points affect the end-of-life strategy and are influenced by various factors that themselves change throughout time forming processes of smoothing and striation, such as energy prices, policy, and subsidy regimes (as identified by Ziegler et al. 2018). Other economic dimensions of the infrastructure can also influence developer strategies such as production efficiency and asset value. Economic factors can influence the timing of decisions, a developer explained that end-of-life decisions are usually made when the infrastructure is 15-18 years old so that the existing machines can be sold. Changes in ownership or the structure of companies owning the asset may influence temporal strategies due to differing priorities (e.g., in the case of Pitworthy where the site was sold to an investment firm).

Subsidy regimes appear to have been a major influence on wind farm developer strategies across cases, directly influencing the timing of decision-making through striating and smoothing the decision making context. These are in turn linked to political concerns as well as underpinning legislative commitments. Many wind farms have a subsidy attached to their consent as part of the Renewables Obligation Scheme which was introduced into England, Wales, and Scotland in 2002, requiring electricity suppliers to purchase a set amount of energy from renewable sources. As part of this scheme, Renewables Obligation Certificates (ROC’s) were given to renewable energy firms for each megawatt-hour of electricity produced, the certificates would then be sold to electricity suppliers. Reflecting a political move away from onshore wind in England, this scheme ended for new onshore wind farms in 2017, the same year that the government prevented onshore wind from participating in the Contracts for Difference scheme (a scheme of price auctions to acquire new renewable energy at the lowest cost). Subsidies are attached to the original project as consented, the subsidy could thus continue if a site is life-extended (developers state that they could continue to benefit until 2027), but subsidies are not transferable to a (new) repowered scheme, thus forming a striation, inhibiting the potential range of becomings of a site.

247 Interview with Developer A St Breock, May 2018.
As subsidies are no longer available for new onshore wind projects, developers are faced with the decision of whether it is more viable to extend the life of an existing scheme (and thus continue to benefit from the existing subsidy) or to repower with more efficient turbines that will produce larger energy output but without subsidy, ‘the question is then do you want to repower today, or do we want to continue to operate the existing site for the meantime…as a generalisation you start looking at the commercial and operational realities of continuing to run the existing site versus repowering, and in fiscal terms all of those older sites continue to be eligible for ROC until March 2027’ (Developer, Kirkby Moor). Developers explained that life-extension provides a lower-risk, cheaper, and easier option than repowering as the infrastructure is already in place. Emphasising the significance of subsidy changes, the developer in Windy Standard identified that the removal of subsidy changed their strategy, ‘because quite clearly the existing turbines have to some extent a greater income’ (Developer, Windy Standard). Similarly, the Taff Ely developer explained that life-extension applications are likely to coincide with the end of subsidies in 2027 and that there will then be a time when it is more profitable to repower.

The variability of economic changes can also influence strategies regarding the physical attributes of sites, for example in Taff Ely the developer described how the removal of subsidies has led to a situation in which taller turbines are necessary for viability. The increasing need for taller turbines to make schemes viable was recognised across cases. Economic considerations are also starting to change the consent durations being sought. Illustrating this, the Taff Ely developer (who owns a large number of wind farms) identified that developers are now pushing for longer periods in planning applications, identifying 30 years as the operational life of wind farms (relating to when parts will wear out). However, impacts on duration also include certification and warranties as after a certain period there is a need to do more screening and turbine components may wear more quickly in turbulent sites. Taxation can also influence decisions between new machinery and existing assets. Economics and equipment materialities have different time signatures, but these are the factors that matter most to developers’ internal calculations.

248 Interview with Developer Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
249 Interview with Developer Windy Standard, April 2018.
250 Interview with Developer Taff Ely, April 2018.
251 Interview with developer Taff Ely, April 2018.
The temporalities of solar farms are also linked to commercial decisions. While not explored in this research in detail, solar farms are also influenced by the changing temporalities of subsidy regimes. The current nature of the industry (at the time of writing) makes life-extension likely due to the practice of companies building then selling solar farms as assets. When investors buy operational solar farms to manage they are often looking for a longer-term investment. The original developer in Pitworthy suggested that buyers would be likely to want to extend the life of a site in order to maximise value, particularly when sites are used for long-term investments such as pension funds. A 25-year site is considered likely to be a challenging investment whereas 40-year permissions provide longer returns, ‘once you’ve got over the worst of getting planning in and everyone’s got used to it, the landscapes in place, you know it might be that It, you know, it would be sensible to renegotiate (Developer B Pitworthy).

Generally, for developers and owners, economic striations and their temporalities tend to dominate end-of-life considerations for both wind and solar. Developers regularly explore options in order to decide how to manage the end-of-life of the infrastructure. Economic subsidies, the levelised cost of energy, and consequently how long a project needs to run to be profitable without support appear to be the most significant influence on developers’ strategies. Due to the complicated range of factors, developers’ strategies often change over time. The relationship between this change and temporal fixes is particularly interesting. In the case of wind, it appears that developers are responding to such uncertainty of economic contexts (and uncertainty in the policy regime – discussed below) by pursuing a strategy of life-extension (a cheaper and lower-risk option than repowering) with the intention of repowering in the future if the economics are more certain. Such findings add strength to the argument that we need to consider how social acceptance involves different actors and processes operating at different levels within institutional frameworks, rather than just community responses (Wolsink 2018b).

However, while developers’ financial and investment strategies form one critical dimension of time, they cannot wholly align the future around their economic interests. There are also several factors that can influence the economics of a site, that lie primarily outside of their control, creating striations on the directions in which change can take place. Such elements may include the ability to extend the lease, the

---

252 Interview with Developer A Pitworthy, April 2018.
253 Interview with Developer B Pitworthy, April 2018.
possibility of acquiring replacement parts for existing turbines, grid access, taxation, and the ability to get planning permission. The physical attributes of a site can also influence end-of-life decision-making, for example, while repowering can increase output, it depends on grid availability, so if there is no more grid availability then life-extension provides a fall-back option.\textsuperscript{254} In many cases, temporal decisions have been influenced by the perceived useful life of the infrastructure in both a physical and economic sense, but that is not easily known. However, the ability of the infrastructure to be maintained, repaired, or geared to working longer can influence strategies. Such elements are closely tied to the economics of considering the cost of replacement and productivity. The duration of the original consent may also influence decision-making as some of the older sites without time-limited consents may continue to operate through replacing parts.\textsuperscript{255}

7.2.2 Policy change

Central government and LPA policymakers have a potentially important influence on the decision-making of both developers and planning authorities through policy development, most clearly through the delivery of systems of market support that can smooth the decision making context. So far, developers have experienced a high success rate for repowering applications (as seen in chapter 4). This high success rate is likely to have been influenced by broader policy supporting onshore wind and the benefits offered as part of applications (e.g., restoration and community benefit improvements). Additionally, developers took a lower-risk strategy of applying for 25-year consents, why this lowers risk is an issue returned to below. However, for most of the last 25 years specific end-of-life policy has been sparse and the majority of existing repowering and life-extension applications were decided before policies were in place. Central government interventions have only recently begun to influence what is happening. National-level planning policy can be seen to have changed over time in all three countries in terms of the overall approach, requirements and spatial steering for onshore wind as well as considerations of repowering and life-extension (see chapter 4). Although policy can influence the alignment of temporalities in end-of-life decision-making, limitations remain.

Policy change can be seen to influence developers' temporal strategies and end-of-life decision-making. The cases revealed that an unclear policy context can create

\textsuperscript{254}Interview with Developer A St Breock, May 2018.
\textsuperscript{255}Interview with Developer A St Breock, May 2018.
difficulties for developers when deciding what end-of-life strategy to pursue. The policy context in England raised issues of uncertainty regarding future applications, for example, the Kirkby Moor developer expressed that ‘without more clarity on the change in government policy, it’s pretty hard, you know we’re, it’s hard to envisage much repowering happening in the UK’\(^\text{256}\) (Developer, Kirkby Moor). There have thus been calls for the rest of the UK to follow the supportive approach to repowering and life-extension in Scotland.\(^\text{257}\) From a Deleuzian perspective, there are some benefits of plans remaining open to change, as it is impossible to imagine exactly what may happen in the future or what may become of these sites (Hillier 2008; 2011). However, policy clarity regarding end-of-life options at a national level, particularly in Scotland, has provided benefits for decision-makers in reducing uncertainty in how applications should be considered.

While all countries now have a positive stance on repowering onshore wind, difficulties are likely to remain in England and Wales, where there is a lack of detail regarding how applications should be assessed. Although this leaves possibilities more open, LPA officers in multiple cases identified that they struggle to make decisions due to a lack of guidance. Illustrating this, the LPA in Kirkby Moor felt that the English planning system is very complicated particularly when compared to the more simplified Scottish system, describing it as ‘a cop-out by the government’\(^\text{258}\) (LPA, Kirkby Moor). The consideration of the updated Scottish Onshore Wind Policy Statement in Windy Standard provides an interesting contrast to the Kirkby Moor case. Greater clarity in policy could thus potentially increase speed and confidence at the LPA decision-making level. However, not all LPAs experience difficulty from a lack of policy, for example, in Taff Ely the LPA did not feel that policy needed clarifying, giving the widely held view that ‘I think it’s clear enough that there’s a recognition that it’s probably better to repower existing sites rather than going looking for new’\(^\text{259}\) (LPA, Taff Ely). Although local-level policies on wind energy have developed over time in many areas, there is little evidence of emerging local-level policy consideration of end-of-life issues. In this context, LPA decision-makers appear to be facing challenges in assessing end-of-life wind farm applications. Moreover, developers also identified challenges in inconsistencies between LPA policies and in Scotland, wind farm capacity studies.\(^\text{260}\) There is also a
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\(^{254}\) Interview with Developer Kirkby Moor, April 2018.

\(^{257}\) Interview with Developer A St Breock, May 2018.

\(^{258}\) Interview with LPA Kirkby Moor, April 2018.

\(^{259}\) Interview with LPA Taff Ely, April 2018.

\(^{260}\) Interview with Developer Windy Standard, April 2018.
perceived lack of uniformity in planning officers’ experience\textsuperscript{261}, creating challenges in decision-making for both developers and LPAs.

Meanwhile, solar is a later phase technology and appears to lack significant regulation, which is reflected in the varying durations of consents, regulation thus appears to be a catch-up activity. However, to date the policy absence for solar does not appear to be creating significant challenges, perhaps due to the less-controversial nature of the infrastructure. In Pitworthy, the developer stated that they are comfortable without additional government guidance as they had not had any negative experiences with life-extension. However, they did note that current policies are not clear and there is a lack of certainty about what developers can do, describing how they often rely on looking at previous consents granted by an authority due to the lack of policy or guidance\textsuperscript{262}. Meanwhile, the LPA felt that they had sufficient guidance to make decisions, specifying that they refer to their local plan and assess the supporting documents provided by the developer. Significantly, they identified that a time-limited condition is easier to enforce than one that refers to the end of a useful life\textsuperscript{263}, reflecting the importance of practicality and enforceability for the planning system in how it regulates time. However, it is essential to consider that such enforcement is still a matter of discretionary choice. For solar infrastructure, the absence of policy is creating a situation in which there is a lack of uniformity in the duration of sites and where longer consent periods (achieved through life-extension) are becoming the norm.

7.2.3 Landscapes

Visual impacts have long been identified as a critical factor shaping wind energy consent decisions (Wolsink 2007b) and this remains the case for repowering, as evidenced in interviews with both LPAs, developers, and community members. The entanglement of technologies with landscapes can be seen to impact end-of-life decisions in numerous ways. Landscapes are unstable, shifting, and subject to multiple uses. Where physical landscapes (in terms of features of the land and landscapes) and social landscapes (involving peoples’ relationship with and perceptions of landscapes) change over the lifespan of infrastructure, this can form smoothings and striations, impacting end-of-life decision-making.

\textsuperscript{261}Interview with Developer Taff Ely, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{262}Interview with Developer A Pitworthy, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{263}Interview with LPA, Pitworthy December 2018.
Perhaps the most significant element of landscape consideration in end-of-life decision-making is what is considered as the baseline upon which repowering or life-extension applications are judged. This baseline reflects a preference for a specific point in time. In some cases, the baseline has been considered as the site without the wind farm in place, such as in Kirkby Moor which was pivotal to the controversies faced by successive applications. In other cases the presence of the wind farm forms part of the baseline assessment, for example in the life-extension for phase 1 of Windy Standard it was considered that as the principle of development was established, it was only necessary to consider the acceptability of any material changes, rather than reconsidering the merits of the original proposal. Accepting that the landscape has ‘become a wind farm’ is the main dividing line, shaping the dynamics of public and regulatory responses and these earlier decisions thus set precedents for the future. Significantly, such considerations of sites having become wind farms has begun to influence policy, with Scottish Policy explicitly classifying the current use of a site (as a wind farm) as a material consideration.

Landscapes are not fixed or stable, characteristics of landscapes can alter significantly over the lifespan of renewable energy developments. The landscapes of energy infrastructure can be seen to be in flux, changing the context in which decisions are made. In most cases, further development, particularly of other wind farms, has occurred in proximity to sites. Physical changes in the surrounding area can be seen to form striations that influence temporal strategies, for example in the case of Taff Ely, the developer identified that when it comes to end-of-life applications site constraints have often become greater and the developable area is often a lot smaller due to encroachment by development and the existence of greater protection measures. Meanwhile, relationships with the landscape and perceptions of the suitability of the windfarm on the landscape and its perceived fit (see Bailey et al. 2016) can be seen to change over time. In some cases, land designations (such as World Heritage Site status for the adjacent Lake District National Park in the case of Kirkby Moor) have occurred, striating sites through providing additional development constraints. Current experience shows this trend flowing one way in terms of increasing constraints over time, rather than in terms of some landscape changes being a loosening of constraints.
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264 Kirkby Moor life extension committee report, 2017, 110.
266 Scottish Government. Scottish Planning Policy. 2014, 174. Additionally, draft guidance in Scotland suggesting that the baseline for an EIA should comprise a decommissioned site despite the fact that the current use of the site as a wind farm will be a material consideration-see Scottish Natural Heritage, assessing the impact of repowered wind farms on nature, consultation draft 2018.
267 Interview with Developer Taff Ely, April 2018.
and restrictions (e.g., de-designation of landscapes, other wind farms being decommissioned etc).

Visual impact on the landscape is one of the central considerations for assessing applications to increase the duration of sites through repowering or life-extension. Due to wider landscape shifts, it is not as simple as judging whether the application, in its narrow dimensional terms, creates an acceptable net change in visibility. LPA decision-makers revealed that assessing the impacts of the visual change upon the landscape was particularly difficult\(^\text{268}\) in terms of deciding if a smaller number of larger turbines or a larger number of smaller turbines was visually preferable. Existing industry research asserted that a smaller number of larger turbines is usually preferred (Sustainable Energy Ireland 2003). This assumed preference is reflected in comments such as from the LPA in St Breock who assumed that repowering was ‘felt locally to be a reasonable proposal not least because it could be seen as decluttering the landscape by more than halving the number of turbines, but increasing the output\(^\text{269}\) (LPA, St Breock). However, the findings of this thesis revealed that this assumption is not always born out. The public surveys revealed that while in St Breock a smaller number of taller turbines was preferred by the majority of respondents, in Kirkby Moor the opposite was true. Thus the context of the site, including perceptions of the suitability of the turbines on the landscape, is significant, and the perceived suitability of energy infrastructure in the landscape is important (see also Hirsh and Sovacool 2013; Otto and Leibenath 2014). These findings reflect the arguments of Wolsink (2018a) who identified that as a concept visual impact is often misunderstood, arguing that it is not purely an assessment of the aesthetics of the infrastructure itself, but of wider landscape concerns such as (but not limited to) a person’s assessment of the landscape, the change in the character of the landscape, and a person’s attachment to place.

Landscape considerations are often regarded as longer-term, with 25-years seen as short-term in the duration of landscapes. Longer-term perceptions of the landscape can also be seen to significantly impact how a wind farm is perceived. For example, in Cornwall, there is a long-established tradition of working on the land and thus viewing the land as a resource e.g., now an energy resource. The developer in St Breock felt that Cornwall has ‘a very Scottish view of its landscape’ referring to the fact that people ‘see landscape as something that has to earn its living’ (Developer B, St Breock) and that this is reflected in Cornwall’s positive approach to wind energy,\(^\text{270}\) demonstrating

\(^\text{268}\) Interview with LPA Kirkby Moor, April 2018.  
\(^\text{269}\) Correspondence from LPA via email St Breock, June 2018.  
\(^\text{270}\) Interview with developer B St Breock, May 2018.
how longer-term experiences of land use and landscape considerations may influence the treatment of such applications. Contrasting such long-term considerations of wind farm sites, in the case of solar there was a more explicit recognition of the potential use of sites for other future uses, such as food production.271

7.2.4 Community considerations

Social changes also occur over time forming striations and smoothings through affecting perceptions of energy infrastructure. Social history is important, temporalities are not just background landscape changes but also made by the actors involved. The communities living close to energy infrastructure are likely to change over the lifespan of the infrastructure both in terms of the composition of the community and potentially how they consider the site and the duration of its various impacts - although the findings show considerable stability of views over time. A range of factors can influence community considerations of the duration of the infrastructure including the history of how the land was used before the wind farm (e.g. the history of using land as a resource in St Breock and Taff Ely, compared to the protected National Park landscape in Kirkby Moor) and how they consider the impacts of ancillary equipment that is often located closer to the community (a key issue raised in Windy Standard). Consequently, community responses to end-of-life applications have varied.

The context of how the original scheme was considered and perceptions of the existing site appear to influence responses to end-of-life applications. For example, the original Kirkby Moor wind farm faced high levels of opposition and the LPA described how people ‘felt as if it had been imposed for no good reason’272 (LPA, Kirkby Moor), rejecting the reasons that had been provided. In such emotive cases, memory of resistance can endure over decades, sustained in local narratives. Meanwhile, sites with less opposition to end-of-life decisions appear to have often (but not always) been less controversial originally and have not created significant negative impacts over their lifespan. In many cases, public awareness of the duration of permissions is only raised by an end-of-life application. In such cases the planning system highlights something as temporary that people had considered to be permanent, thereby opening up scope for agency and influence that they had previously not considered possible.
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271Interview with Developer Pitworthy, April 2018.
272Interview with LPA Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
Generational differences can potentially influence responses due to how the temporal dimension of land use is perceived. Demonstrating this, a LPA officer in Taff Ely interpreted a difference between generations, noting historical parallels about who benefits from energy extraction and development in the area. They described how younger generations consider turbines as ‘something that represents clean energy going forward’\(^273\) (LPA, Taff Ely), whereas they felt that older people consider the turbines as another form of pillaging the land in an area that was previously pillaged for coal, noting that local people didn’t see the benefits of the coal industry as the money was spent outside of the area. Such experiences reflect literature discussing how different representations of places and renewable technology have been used to portray a development as acceptable or unacceptable in a particular location (e.g. Woods 2003; Fast and Mabee 2015).

7.2.5 Familiarity

Familiarity is a temporally-infused process that the research found was often invoked in end-of-life decisions. There is a perception amongst industry and LPA planners that familiarity or acceptance is likely to occur amongst communities living with infrastructure, smoothing the future decision-making context. Such a perspective suggests that wind farms will become a familiar part of the landscape, as reflected in quotes such as ‘if they’ve been there 25 years, people will have you know, they are such a custom feature in the landscape that people probably pass them without even noticing that they’re there\(^274\) (LPA, Taff Ely) and ‘I would have thought there would be an element that after a project’s been there for a set period of time even if there has been objection to that, initially people get used to things and potentially start to see things in a different light’\(^275\) (Planning consultant, Windy Standard). This perspective reflects existing literature suggesting that those living close to wind turbines become more supportive or at least less active in their objection or opposition to them after installation (Damborg and Krohn 1999; Warren et al. 2005; Wolsink 2007b). Such perceptions of familiarity are reflected in developer confidence that people will not object to life-extension applications, as reflected in the following quote, ‘those turbines have been there for nearly 25 years they’re used to being part of the landscape, people would be perfectly happy for them to remain for another 5-10 years\(^276\) (Developer Kirkby Moor), representing another example of developers (and sometimes planners)"
representations of publics that are not always necessarily accurate. Such a quote ignores the significance of influential factors such as the balance of impacts, trust, confidence, and ideas of broken promises from planning consents.

There is also widespread expectation that local communities will prefer repowering of an existing site rather than a wind farm in a completely new site, evidenced in community comments in Taff Ely and Windy Standard. The developer in St Breoc explained how familiarity helps local people to understand what to expect, ‘if you go to a bare site and you say to people imagine a turbine, 100m to blade tip on it, they can’t do that. Why would they be able to do that, it’s beyond their experience. But if you take them to look at an existing wind farm and say the turbines will be half the number and twice the size, they can kind of do that because there’s a reference for them’ (Developer B, St Breoc), depicting how uncertainty is anchored. The LPA in Taff Ely explained this as ‘people are almost used to the, used to the fact that there are turbines there. Then you’re not introducing a whole new feature into the landscape, notwithstanding the fact they might be taller’ (LPA, Taff Ely). So, there is a sense that benchmarks have shifted over time, there’s not an immediate desire to return to a pre-wind farm landscape, but also a sense that only incremental change to the quantum and extent of wind infrastructure is likely to be acceptable. From a LPA perspective there is also an expectation that repowering applications are likely to face less opposition, although we have seen how this is not always the case.

Expectations of local familiarity and acceptance have shaped developer strategies for end-of-life applications. Illustrating this in the case of Windy Standard, the developer described how familiarity influenced their strategy of phasing, explaining that if they had tried to put forward both phases after Windy 1 was developed, it would have seemed rather inappropriate in terms of perceptions of the industry, identifying the significance of evolution and perceptions. However, familiarity is not always engendered over time, particularly in cases where people perceive the wind farm as not working or not creating any benefits, most notably in the case of Kirkby Moor where the survey demonstrates that the majority of respondents recalled that their perception (including a high number of negative perceptions) had not changed over time. This qualifies evidence against the suggestion by Warren et al. (2005) and others, that familiarity with a wind farm will lead to contentment (discussed further in the conclusion).

277 Interview with Developer B St Breoc, May 2018.
278 Interview with LPA Taff Ely, April 2018.
7.2.6 Community-developer relations

The social history developed over time between communities and developers/operators can influence community reactions to end-of-life options and many developers appear to be aware of this. Moreover, the temporal strategies of developers can be influenced by local support. Illustrating this, the developer in Pitworthy described how they may not have pursued the life-extension application if there had been significant local opposition. Relations can improve over time through communities recognising the value of community benefits and through good communication and the establishment of trust with the developer, as we saw in the cases of Pitworthy, Taff Ely, and St Breock. This reflects existing literature that identified the importance of trust on responses to renewable energy schemes (see Wolsink 2007b; Aitken 2010a; Ricci et al. 2010; Walker et al. 2010; Friedl and Reichl 2016). In other cases, such as Kirkby Moor, relations worsen over time, negatively impacting perceptions of the site and its duration. In cases where poor relations are formed between the community and developer, end-of-life applications provide an opportunity for the community to oppose or renegotiate, raising issues that have long been of concern and exploiting the shifts and inconsistencies of developers’ positions over time – the attempted continuation of initial temporary permissions - as part of their case against. However, while this is a common strategy of opposition groups, only in exceptional cases does it gain traction, e.g., Kirby Moor.

Survey results demonstrated the importance of communities being able to recognise the benefits of a wind farm in order to support the existing and continuation of use of a site as a wind farm (see chapter 6), reflecting existing literature identifying the importance of community benefits in acceptance or opposition (Ellis et al. 2009). Either the provision or lack of community benefits was a common element of discussion by communities in all of the wind cases. The perception of community benefits appeared to vary across cases with support for the continuation of a site being reflected where people recognise the benefits that their community has gained from the existing site. Such recognition of community benefits was particularly notable in the expression of support for repowering in St Breock and Taff Ely. Over time the provision of community benefits appears to foster positive public response; however, in some instances the impact may diminish over time if the demands for such a fund diminish. Such

279Interview with Developer A Pitworthy, April 2018.
diminishing value can be seen to have occurred in the case of Windy Standard where, due to the volume of wind farms in the area compared to the relatively small local community, the community is running out of projects to spend the funds on and thus attribute less value to their benefit. This reflects existing literature identifying communities varying capacities to make use of community benefits and the challenges and opportunities associated with such payments (see Aitken 2010b; Cowell et al. 2011; Munday et al. 2011; Bristow et al. 2012). Meanwhile, community benefits do not form an element of solar farms, perhaps due to the often lower levels of community opposition and limited precedents.

7.3 How multiple temporalities influence decision-making

The research has shown how wind and solar farms do not simply comprise the infrastructure itself, rather they comprise interlacing flows of multiple temporalities (as described above) that are temporally and spatially sensitive and that come together in episodic fragmented ways. Table 14 (above) depicts how these temporalities are dynamic, changing over time and can be seen to both smooth and striate. Such temporalities should not just be considered on their own, but rather together in the context of the site as they are interconnected and overlap. From this perspective, wind and solar farms should be considered as complex spaces comprising various uses and human and non-human aspects that change over time (see Bonta and Protevi 2004). As the various temporalities are in flux so too are the characteristics of sites, shaping end-of-life decisions. The different changes occurring along different temporal pathways are brought together in end-of-life decision-making, with some obtaining more influence than others, to striate the direction in which change takes place and thus form regulatory-economic-physical fixes.

While cases vary in outcomes and the influence of particular temporalities, the data reveals that certain temporal elements dominate across the sector, reflecting certain preferences (as per research question two). These often include economic temporalities promulgated and acted upon by owners and developers and changes in the surrounding physical and social area. Planning processes for end-of-life decisions are a mediating arena in which these temporalities are brought together and – to different degrees – acted on. Nevertheless, planning has its own temporal assumptions and norms which shape how decisions are constructed and justified.

__________________________

280 Interview with community members Windy Standard, June 2018.
To date, most end-of-life decisions for solar and wind energy have been relatively uncontroversial, most entail consent, with the developers’ conceptions of time being accommodated and with LPAs largely supporting. However, as discussed in the following section, i) there are complexities and conditionalities to that picture, it is not that simple and this pattern does not always apply. As well as reacting to developers applications, LPAs are influenced by norms and precedent which in turn are internalised by developers, sometimes pre-emptively. Resistance from third parties can be effective and the planning dimensions of the case have relevance here. (ii) There is a contingency to mediating between the temporalities at play and (iii) there are wider consequences (as per research question three) such as elements neglected by most actors e.g. decommissioning, or future alternative uses of the land.

7.3.1 How different temporalities are brought into alignment in decision-making

Decision-making regarding the future of sites is challenging as the varying temporalities discussed above (and outlined in table 14) can be seen to come together in various formations, with different temporalities gaining superiority (and thus being able to smooth or striate space), depending on the nature of the case. End-of-life possibilities interact as actors present and trade-off different scenarios for how things might end, with different balances of control. However, as chapter 4 discussed, most applications for repowering and life-extension have gained consent regardless of levels of public opposition. This reflects existing literature identifying that initial consenting decisions for wind farms are rarely refused on grounds of public opposition alone (see Ellis et al. 2009). To date LPA planners have been forging their judgements largely in the absence of policy. While they have identified challenges arising from such a scenario this does not appear to have influenced the granting of consents. Planners - in their reports - tend to uphold developer claims of the advantages of repowering i.e. sustainability, energy generation, and community benefits. In acting in these ways, the initial temporariness is violated or at best deferred. However, decision-making appears more difficult where there is high public opposition and difficulties also arise in assessing the visual changes of repowering.

There are deviations from this broad pattern as there are certain factors that mean that typical accommodating planning responses do not apply. Decision-making is often different if the original site has permanent planning consent as this provides the fall-back position of continuing to run the existing site (or abandon it) rather than requiring
removal after a set period. Unlike in other cases there is no period of smoothing created by the end of a consent life and thus the site is not as easily opened to new potentials or striations. For LPA decision-making in such cases, beliefs about possible permanence are central, particularly regarding landscape considerations and impact, and thus form part of the judgement-formation and bargaining that takes place in planning. Deviations can also occur for sites that are subject to time-limited consents where public opposition is particularly strong. In such cases opponents do not accept that a site has become a windfarm and they thus seek to enforce temporariness, acting to striate space in a particular direction (i.e. for infrastructure removal). While there was a perception, particularly from LPAs, that publics would not be aware of consent durations, in cases of opposition the duration of the original consent can be used by opponents, reflecting how elements of the original decision can re-surface to be used to argue for the removal of schemes. For opponents seeking to act on and influence duration is rarely an adopted tactic, however it can be in cases of high opposition. Additionally, such arguments are utilised by NGOs who might regard themselves as guardians of the long-term future for certain becomings (i.e. the countryside not becoming industrial), albeit that they have only patchily engaged in end-of-life decisions and often without much evidence of local public involvement.

Central to such cases is contestation of what the baseline that end-of-life applications are assessed against should comprise and thus how landscape change and the temporary nature of the site is considered. Whether sites are considered to have become wind farms is a judgement that can be seen to vary across cases and consideration has been largely absent from policy or guidance (see the discussion of landscape temporalities in 7.2.3).

7.3.2 The domination of time-limited consents

The way in which the planning system considers and regulates time influences decision-making for energy infrastructure. The short-term temporal focus of the planning system can be seen to have led to a focus on managing permissions, forming striations that leave certain elements (such as decommissioning) to consider in detail in the future. This reflects existing literature critiquing planning-systems for focusing on issues that are having the most significant impact on the near-future in order to achieve political gain and short-term results (see Myers and Kitsuse 2000; Van Der Knaap and Davidse 2010). Interviews with a range of industry experts revealed a widespread lack of understanding regarding where the 25-year permission originated from, but with speculation that it originated from the expected design life of turbines. While the 25-
year period is nowhere specified in policy, it appears to have remained the norm through replication and repetition, despite having arbitrary qualities, perhaps as practices easily become routinised.

Despite the explicit statement in the 2017 Scottish Onshore Wind Policy Statement that consent periods do not have to be 25-years and the 2014 Scottish ‘in perpetuity’ policy, most consents (for both new schemes and repowering) have remained as 25-years. Here we see a norm that is institutionalised, despite actors on the ground recognising that it jars with other temporalities. Significantly, across Great Britain time-limited consents (usually for 25-years) have been used to replace consents granted in perpetuity, due to expectations from planners and the public as it is an established practice and thus a lower-risk strategy for developers. Demonstrating this, the developer in St Breock described how they applied for a 25-year consent in the repowering as it was the industry standard at the time, based on the life expectancy of the turbines. They appeared to have an optimistic view of repowering and thus perhaps applying for a shorter duration would be less of a concern, ‘if you can consent it once, why wouldn’t you be able to consent it again? I think repowering kind of proves that, that situation’ (Developer B St Breock). This contrasts with the negative view of consent durations and the regulatory system from the developer in Kirkby Moor who expressed, ‘I’ve never had someone who could clearly articulate what the origins of the, you know, 25-year policy was,’ arguing that ‘planning is unfit for purpose’ (Developer, Kirkby Moor).

Another temporal theme which emerges are the temporalities of industry learning, which are now rubbing against the planning norm of 25-year consents due to a recognition that infrastructure is often capable of lasting longer. Developers revealed that they are only just starting to consider longer consent periods. This was explained by the developer in Windy Standard who identified that while 25-year permissions have historically been the norm, the industry is starting to evolve, noting that they have a submission in Scotland for a 35-year consent and identifying that if they were submitting the Windy Standard 3 application now they would be applying for a longer duration of 30/35 years. There is thus a situation whereby initial estimates meet practical learning, over time and about time, ‘to some extent it’s always been

---

282 Interview with planning consultant, Windy Standard, April 2018.
283 Interview with Developer Windy Standard, April 2018.
284 Interview with Developer B St Breock, May 2018.
285 Interview with Developer Kirkby Moor, May 2018.
286 Interviews with Developers St Breock and Windy Standard April and May 2018.
assumed that you’ve purchased a piece of equipment, it is maybe, has a technical design life of 20-25 years, but this is what was put in place at the outset, that doesn’t mean, actually, that it can’t be operated beyond that and there’s really never been a focus on what do you do to carry on. So to some degree, we are getting to a point where people are now starting to say, what sort of condition are these things in, would you run it further?287 (Developer, Windy Standard). They identified that as people are aware of the level of work involved in maintaining turbines and replacing components there is no reason why the life of the turbine shouldn’t continue with the replacement of some parts, ‘there’s no reason why that wouldn’t be a norm to say well actually that’s a perfectly good operating site, it is producing energy for the national need ultimately and it can do that and it can continue to do that for a further 10 or 15 years288 (Developer, Windy Standard), reflecting the potential for new norms to develop.

Generally, LPAs appeared happy to accept the norm of 25 years without any real degree of questioning. Illustrating this, the LPA in Taff Ely noted that ‘it just seems to have become adopted and now it’s a matter of, you know, a matter of practice that that’s the lifetime that’s seen for these consents…. I’m not aware of that many that have deviated from 25 but you know if suddenly people start saying 30 or 20 or whatever it may be then, you know, that may become the new norm’289 (LPA, Taff Ely).

It is interesting to consider that one norm is expected to be replaced not by site-based considerations or circumstances or by public preferences as the basis of judgement, but by a new norm informed by developers’ conceptions of facilities’ physical and economic life. This openness from the LPA was far more evident in the case of solar, where it was more than just rhetoric. While similar to wind, there is a lack of planning policy striating consent durations, in practice there is more variability across solar sites with consent durations varying from 25-40 years and even some sites not being subject to a time-limit.290 For solar infrastructure, there appears to be a common strategy of sites obtaining an initial 25-year consent then applying for a longer consent period (often of 40 years) a few years after operation. In the case of Pitworthy, the LPA suggested that part of the reason that time-limited conditions are used is probably for public relations as it is easier to sell to the public when it ‘isn’t a permanent feature

287Interview with Developer Windy Standard, April 2018.
288Interview with Developer Windy Standard, April 2018.
289Interview with LPA Taff Ely, April 2018.
290Interview with Developers A and B Pitworthy, April 2018.
even though it clearly is\textsuperscript{291} (LPA, Pitworthy), further suggesting that the LPA does not consider the infrastructure as temporary, while instituting consents that can be interpreted otherwise.

7.4 Exploring claims of reversibility and temporariness

As we have observed throughout this thesis, the terms reversible and temporary are often used in planning applications to highlight the benefit that infrastructure can easily be decommissioned and sites returned to their previous use and condition. The literature review identified that while the terms appear to be commonly used, there is a lack of understanding regarding how they are interpreted in practice and the social and material consequences. All five case studies reinforced arguments that land-use change created by developments is temporary, providing reassurances (of varying degrees of certainty or strength) for both LPAs and communities that the infrastructure can and will be removed (i.e., is reversible). There appears to be an assumption amongst developers that decommissioning will not present a challenge, reflecting market logic which itself makes assumptions about the future. However, there is some concern from publics (reflected in discussions with UK Government officers) that in some cases inadequate decommissioning requirements could lead to legacy issues like long-term dereliction (i.e., as some striations cannot be smoothed the anticipated reversibility will not be achieved).

This section of the discussion firstly considers how the terms reversible and temporary have been used strategically as part of end-of-life applications across cases, particularly through highlighting the ease of decommissioning. It reflects the selectivity and partiality that is implicit in claims of temporariness and reversibility i.e. what will actually become of the site or what elements will be reversed. In doing so insights are provided regarding what end-of-life factors appear to matter at the various stages of an infrastructures being (research question one), whose preferences appear to be shaping end-of-life decision-making (research question two) and the wider consequences of how the temporalities of infrastructure have been regulated through the use of such claims (research question three). Perceptions of consent durations are then discussed before a discussion of how decommissioning has been considered in practice. In doing so the use of the narrative of temporariness and reversibility is critiqued, drawing upon the arguments of Adam (1994;1995).

\textsuperscript{291}Interview with LPA Pitworthy, December 2018.
7.4.1 Strategic use of the terms reversible and temporary

The terms reversible and temporary were used by developers across cases to highlight the benefit of both the original and repowering/life-extension applications, through (in most cases) highlighting that they are only in place for a set period of time (usually 25-years) and particularly through highlighting that sites can be easily decommissioned and returned to their original condition and use. A common feeling amongst developers is that if wind farms are suitable in the landscape for 25-years, they should be suitable for longer periods i.e. they often consider sites as having become wind farms. Despite this, in planning applications the temporary and reversible nature of the 25-year impact on the landscape is often emphasised, demonstrating how temporal considerations can be used as part of developer tactics.

This confidence in the ability of the impact of sites to easily be ‘reversed’ was reflected in interviews with developers. Illustrating this, in the case of Taff Ely, the developer explained that applicants highlight the reversibility of wind farms and the benefit of having no legacy impacts compared to other infrastructure, e.g. nuclear, identifying that ‘they will be removed at some point’292 (Developer, Taff Ely). Similarly, the developer in Windy Standard highlighted the benefit of the reversibility of wind farms compared to other developments, ‘I guess the difference is if you are looking at a quarrying operation, once you’ve dug the hole you’ve dug the hole, you can’t just simply put the hillside back. The turbine can be decommissioned, the hillside will be returned to its natural state and can be293 (Developer, Windy Standard). As with many reversibility claims the developer did not specify what the natural state of the landscape should involve, however across the board there was an assumption that decommissioning will involve removal of all visible and above-ground impacts, reflecting controversy around visual impacts more generally. Thus there is a selectivity in consideration of what reversibility is expected to involve, lacking consideration of wider changes or potential becomings (discussed further in 7.4.3).

7.4.2 Perceptions of ‘temporary’ consent durations

The benefits of time-limited consents are widely recognised amongst developers and LPAs, particularly as they provide the opportunity to revisit applications. End-of-life measured in clock-time is comfortably less ambiguous to regulators than a conditional

292Interview with Developer Taff Ely, April 2018.
293Interview with Developer Windy Standard, April 2018.
‘end’, requiring a judgement that turbines are not working. A time-limited permission can be considered as a partial striation of space through time, given it leaves open other potentials and becomings at end-of-life. For LPAs, revisiting applications provides an opportunity to ensure that the site is working, to renegotiate community benefits and possibly update decommissioning requirements. For developers, revisiting applications provides the potential to increase energy output from the site. It is evident that applying for a 25-year period and then extending the life for a longer period provides a low-risk strategy for increasing the temporal lifespan of infrastructure.

Meanwhile, community considerations vary, while the benefits of providing an opportunity to renegotiate benefits and re-assess site suitability are widely recognised, there are differences in awareness of consent durations. Moreover, linked to perceptions of consent durations is the significant question of whether the infrastructure has formed a new baseline upon which future applications should be assessed i.e. if it is considered to have become a wind farm site.

Planning applications often describe 25-year consents for solar and wind farms as temporary; however, across the groups of respondents, there was a general feeling that 25 years is not a temporary period. Such a feeling is reflected in a quote from the Taff Ely developer who stated ‘3-5 years is temporary, outside that there is a degree of permanency to it’ (Developer, Taff Ely), identifying that it should be described as a set life span rather than temporary.294 Similarly, the LPA in Taff Ely explained that temporary consents are supposed to be used in planning to assess uncertain impacts over a period of a couple of years and thus a 25-year period is not temporary and ‘for all intents and purposes it’s permanent’295 (LPA, Taff Ely). Meanwhile, a quote from the planning consultant for Windy Standard reflected confusion surrounding the use of the terms temporary and permanent, ‘they are temporary but 25 years isn’t that temporary’...’25 years is long enough that that feels fairly permanent’296 (Planning consultant, Windy Standard). References to ‘temporary’ in planning applications and consents serves an abstract public interest in the possible merits of future regulation, not felt experience, potentially ignoring distributive consequences (see Davies 1972).

Reflecting such considerations, many public respondents identified that 25 years is a significant percentage of a human lifespan. Survey results reflected difficulties in considering what a temporary period should constitute. Such findings can be seen to

294 Interview with Developer Taff Ely, April 2018.
295 Interview with LPA Taff Ely, April 2018.
296 Interview with planning consultant Windy Standard, April 2018.
demonstrate the way in which temporal periods can be anchored by different actors, e.g., to the human lifespan or the duration of landscapes or as a long-term human asset. There can thus be seen to be a distinction between human, embodied subjectivities of time (‘it’s permanent’) and the attachment of measurable time to development rights (i.e. to planning consents). The benefits of a site being temporary and reversible did not feature in survey responses to why people favoured developments, however many public respondents appreciated the benefit of time-limited consents in providing a chance to review the suitability of infrastructure in the landscape. The time-limited nature of consents can thus potentially offer a degree of reassurance to communities that there will be an opportunity to re-assess schemes.

Industry identified the benefits of longer permissions, for example, ‘going for a 30, 35 year planning consent makes the whole operation cheaper, so what you’re doing is subsidising the subsidy you’re not getting in a way’297 (Developer A, St Breock). Such arguments often compared renewable infrastructure to other forms of infrastructure, reflecting anchoring in perceptions of suitable durations, ‘I don’t personally see why planning consent for them, you know wind farms, would be necessarily different to a planning consent for you know, a gas-fired power station’298 (Developer, Kirkby Moor). ‘In many ways there’s no reasoning why it should be any different, why it should be any different from a commercial shed or anything else for that matter. Ultimately once you’ve identified the suitability of the site, it is suitable, it is simply a piece of infrastructure that sits there so there’s no rationale that it should be time-limited to 25 years or 35 years’299 (Developer, Windy Standard).

Despite preferences for longer consent periods, developers also recognised that time-limited consents provide benefits. In the case of St Breock, the developer identified that without a time-limit there is a risk of turbine abandonment and there would be likely to be a reliance on enforcement, noting that there are several turbines in Cornwall that are no longer operating, but where removal has not been enforced. They also recognised that time-limited consents are clearer for the public, describing how it ‘seems the right thing to do, to put in a series of break clauses’300 (Developer B, St Breock), so that the use as a wind farm can be reconsidered (i.e., uncertainties can be revisited). Time-limited consents provide periods of smoothing, opening-up potentials.

LPAs identified such benefits, particularly in ensuring that infrastructure is not

297 Interview with Developer A St Breock, May 2018.
298 Interview with Developer Kirkby Moor, May 2018.
299 Interview with Developer Windy Standard, April 2018.
300 Interview with Developer B St Breock, May 2018.
abandoned and providing opportunities to review sites, assess performance, impacts, and renegotiate benefits, reflecting a sense that there’s a public interest that is stewarded. However, the range of benefits that planners refer to in order to justify a particular form of control do not necessarily reflect all public perceptions. Publics do not currently comprise one of the groups of actors most significantly shaping end-of-life decision making (as per research question two).

Notably, the time-limited nature of consents does not appear to be the most important factor influencing decision-making as the crucial consideration is the suitability of the infrastructure and its impact on the landscape rather than its duration. Assurance that the infrastructure will be decommissioned and removed without leaving traces was widely identified as more important than describing consents as temporary. Thus it is the assurances provided by the use of time-limited consents rather than the rhetoric of temporariness which appears to be important. The developer in St Breock acknowledged that developments might face less opposition due to having a 25-year consent, but ‘not much less’, noting that ‘it’s not a show-stopping argument, but on occasions we’ve needed every, every prop we can find’ (Developer B, St Breock). In this way time-limited consent periods can be seen to be utilised as an extra argument in favour of the site. Additionally, time-limited permissions can only be considered beneficial for developers where there is a positive approach to facilitating repowering, reflecting the contextual nature of planning decisions.

While industry is pushing for increasing consent durations, it is not yet going to be for consents in perpetuity as there is not enough reason, or enough broken with the status quo, to do so (thus incremental change is occurring as developers cannot wholly align the future in their interests). Meanwhile, in the case of solar, permanent permissions have been granted with conditions requiring the removal of any element that stops working and the subsequent reversal of that land to agricultural use; however, this is not the norm. The duration of schemes can thus be seen to be considered less in terms of presence versus absence, but rather in terms of a fluidity of possible future actions that would need to prove to be advantageous (i.e. time-limited permissions can be considered as a holding position but with no bar on permanence). While there is a potential risk to the continuation of renewable energy in the future from the use of time-limited consents, this can be considered as part of a trade-off in ensuring permission is
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304 Interview with Developer Pitworthy, April 2018.
granted. It was felt that permanent permissions would face more considerable opposition from both publics and LPAs,\textsuperscript{305} temporariness, therefore, is perceived as having opposition-softening qualities.

7.4.3 Decommissioning considerations

The research revealed the selectivity of planning regulation and policy, raising potential wider consequences (as per research question three) for elements missing from regulation – of which patchy attention to decommissioning is a major finding. Such an absence of detailed consideration of decommissioning reflects its lack of detailed consideration in existing literature and its limited treatment in Life Cycle Assessment studies (see Ardente et al. 2008; Price and Kendall 2012). Future land uses also appear to be given limited consideration due to a focus on reversibility and the assumption that decommissioning will not present challenges. Notably, in granting an original time-limited permission, some things are indeed permanent (because they are not conditioned for removal) while others are temporary. It appears common for conditions to require the removal of any visible above-ground elements, revealing partial striations and particular interpretations of what reversibility of the site should constitute.

Developers generally did not expect decommissioning or legacy issues to create challenges, but there is certainly ambivalence. The developer in Windy Standard described how although none of their sites have been decommissioned, it is something that they recognise and maintain funds for from the outset, revealing longer-term considerations of the future of sites.\textsuperscript{306} Additionally, they explained that as some of their wind farms are approaching end-of-life, they are recognising the potential for reuse of turbines, ‘when we have decommissioning what we are probably going to be talking about is the resale of those turbines to other sites. In a way where they are fully refurbished, reconditioned and as I say, most of those turbines have replacement, bigger components replaced, so when it gets to 20 years they are probably as capable of operating for another 10 years as they were when they were at their 10\textsuperscript{th} year of age.’\textsuperscript{307} (Developer, Windy Standard). The St Breock developer explained that decommissioning of wind farms is considered to be self-funding through the value of the materials, ‘so perhaps less of a problem than some other forms of development’.

\textsuperscript{305} Interview with Developer, Taff Ely, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{306} Interview with Developer Windy Standard, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{307} Interview with Developer Windy Standard, April 2018.
However, they also cautioned that if the turbines had no life left in them, selling the turbines or parts would not cover decommissioning costs but that ‘a lot of the planners haven’t cottoned onto that yet,’\(^{308}\) reflecting a position that decommissioning is often considered as something that may happen in the future and has not been considered in detail by various actors. They also identified that developers are ‘not going to do any more than they have to’\(^{309}\) (Developer A, St Breock). Planning can thus be seen as an important factor in setting the threshold of what has to be done. From such a perspective it was identified that decommissioning may cause difficulties in the future, ‘in the same way that we’ve had problems with quarries and all the rest of it, with not sufficient money put aside for restoration’\(^{310}\) (Developer B St Breock, see also McHaina 2001), potentially influencing the becomings of sites in unexpected and unwanted ways.

Considerations of decommissioning by many developers and LPAs appear to assume that it will be relatively straight forward and will, at a minimum, involve removal of all visible and above-ground impacts. This is reflected in the lack of detailed decommissioning policies across the devolved planning systems. There is also an expectation that longer-term legacy issues will not present an issue for decommissioned sites and the two cases that have already been successfully decommissioned appear to support this (see chapter 4). Decommissioning bonds are typically used as well as decommissioning method statements (often required in conditions attached to planning consents) which usually cover how the site will be reinstated and any monitoring of the landscape which may be carried out following decommissioning.

However, an issue raised across the cases and actors was potential decommissioning challenges for some of the oldest sites that lack decommissioning conditions or bonds. This reflects existing literature regarding issues surrounding the lack of procedures or in some cases regulatory obligations for decommissioning wind farms in the USA (see Ferrell and DeVuyst 2013). The LPA in Taff Ely identified a potential issue with decommissioning bonds or agreements, explaining that 25 years ago costs of decommissioning would have been an estimate and thus are likely to be lower than actual costs, moreover they could not recall if there was a legal agreement for Taff Ely.\(^{311}\) Such an example says something also about the effect of time on administrative

\(^{308}\) Interview with Developer A St Breock, May 2018.  
\(^{309}\) Interview with Developer A St Breock, May 2018.  
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\(^{311}\) Interview with LPA Taff Ely, April 2018.
competence and power, people do not seem to know and more importantly, cannot easily find out, the terms of the grant of the original planning permission, leading to more space for uncertainty.

Infrastructure abandonment was also raised as a potential concern, as evidenced in the recognition by UK Government officers that in some cases infrastructure abandonment may occur. The case of Kirkby Moor demonstrates that where decommissioning planning conditions are lacking, there is potential for large visible elements to be left in perpetuity. This was also raised as a potential issue by the LPA for Taff Ely who discussed the potential of infrastructure abandonment if a developer went bust and the LPA was left to sort it out. This is illustrated in a comment by the St Breock developer who noted that there may be particular challenges for the earliest sites without time-limited consents, ‘if they have an unlimited time, um and the machines become unviable and they can’t secure a consent to repower, I can see there being a huge problem’ (Developer B, St Breock). This reflects concerns in the literature that the wind industry may experience similar abandonment issues to those experienced by the oil and gas industry (see Ferrell and DeVuyst 2013). Potential site abandonment and dereliction risk marring the ‘green’ connotations of wind energy, whatever claims might be made about the potential temporary and reversible nature of the impacts of such technologies. Concerns regarding abandonment and dereliction already form a dimension of wind farm opposition (Fugleberg 2014; Fadie 2017).

Meanwhile, although bonds are not always used in the solar sector, it is felt that decommissioning will not present a challenge, reflecting market logics about the saleability of equipment, which itself makes assumptions about the future.

Repowering or life-extension could provide an opportunity to mediate potential issues of abandonment through providing an opportunity to construct a new fix and new compromise that includes elements not included the first time around i.e. planning conditions that impose time limits and improved decommissioning requirements. However, while repowering and life-extension can provide the benefit of improving decommissioning requirements, this raises difficult questions regarding the trade-off between the duration of turbines and the duration of other elements of the infrastructure. This creates situations in which site restoration and the difficulties of securing this without regulatory support, may be used to try to gain support for the new application, similar to cases where opencast coal mining has been justified in relation
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to the restoration of sites previously used for deep mining (see Milbourne and Mason 2017). In such cases a longer life for a wind farm – a renegotiation of temporariness and probably an increase in capacity – is the public ‘price’ of greater assurance of the eventual end-of-life outcome. Such narratives were evident in the case of Kirkby Moor where residents felt that improved decommissioning provisions were used as a bribe during the life-extension application.315 Thus temporalities of control are bargaining chips and can be used to exert leverage. However, looking to the future, fewer projects will be able to point to a time un-limited initial consent, therefore there is a temporality to the dynamics of temporality in planning.

The findings support the argument of Barbara Adam that reversibility is impossible to achieve as the infrastructure is not simply abstractable from its impacts on its environment (Adam 1994; 1995; 1998). Changes occur in both the surrounding physical and social landscapes of sites over time and thus sites cannot return to exactly how they were before the infrastructure was in place i.e. any of the changes that have occurred over time cannot simply be reversed (see Adam 1998). There is thus a selectivity to any claims about ‘reversal’ or ‘full removal’. To date there is little public disagreement about the selective focus of end-of life-decisions like decommissioning. There is a widespread assumption that decommissioning will remove all above ground, visible impacts (as evidenced in developer interviews) and identification that this is beneficial when compared to the legacy impacts caused by other forms of energy infrastructure (see Pasqualetti et al. 2002; Dale et al. 2011). However, the range of changes that occur over the lifespan of a site means that it cannot be returned to the exact condition that it was in before the infrastructure was in place. Actual final end-of-life decisions have focused more on decommissioning (to the extent that they have been considered at all), i.e. what needs to un-become of the infrastructure, rather than considerations of the future land uses, post-wind. The terms reversible and temporary are often used tactically to highlight the advantages of wind and solar energy sites, however through using such concepts and planning conditions the planning system pushes certain elements to be considered at a later date. As shown in the case of Kirkby Moor (with the issues surrounding decommissioning), such unconsidered elements may return to cause problems in the future.

315 Interview with community members Kirkby Moor, April 2018.
7.5 Conclusion

Bringing together the research from across the empirical chapters provides several key insights, particularly regarding the range of temporal changes that occur over the lifespan of sites forming smoothings and striations. There are several temporalities dominating that are common across the sector, creating striations with particular consequences that may vary by case or circumstance. These include the significance of economic changes (particularly changes in subsidy regimes) driving developer agendas, the precedence of temporary consents, and changes in surrounding physical and social landscapes. Planning conditions can be seen to have been used as a way of managing uncertainties regarding the future of sites, providing a ‘fix’ but not one with certain material effects, as the majority of sites that have reached the end of their consent period have continued operation in the same or a different form. It thus seems that claims to achieve ‘reversibility’ or ‘temporariness’ for renewable energy facilities have, to date, been poorly tested by regulation designed, on the face of it, to achieve just that.

The role of precedent is significant as previous decisions become fixed moments in time, forming striations that then project on to future decisions in powerful ways, reflecting their enduring nature. In this way, the fixity of past decisions, particularly regarding the 25-year permission period, can be seen to set an accepted threshold or benchmark for assessing whether anything has changed since that point. The 25-year period has become accepted as a standard despite questions regarding its suitability given the working lifespan of turbines, perhaps as practices easily become routinised and as developers continue to follow precedent in order to reduce risk. While the 25-year period may not be considered as the most suitable, the benefits of having some temporal limits appear to be widely recognised. So there remains this tension, with windfarms continuing to be treated as temporary and this discourse of temporariness continuing to dominate, despite evidence of the longevity of sites through repowering and life-extension and despite a widespread expectation by various actors that sites will be in place for longer than 25-years. While describing permissions as temporary may influence the planning process, even more significant for both communities and LPA decision-makers appears to be the ability to decommission and remove the infrastructure (often with the aim of returning the land to its previous condition).

The patterns of decision-making revealed in this thesis are not without their critics and there are hints of potential future change. Developers expressed optimism for a more 'open future' for wind energy linked to a trend of increasing size of turbines as a 'future
normal' and the possibility for a further push towards a new normal for duration. Potential changes in temporal norms are starting to be understood and regulated as governments realise that the earliest sites are beginning to reach the end of their operational life and recognise the benefits of ensuring that wind energy is kept in suitable locations. Meanwhile, life-extension, often undertaken at an early age of the infrastructure, is becoming an increasingly common occurrence for solar farms in Great Britain. Repowering or life-extension provide opportunities to construct a new fix and new compromise, that includes elements not included the first time around such as better end-of-life controls, or – as sought in Scottish Government guidance – improved community benefits (such elements, if unconsidered have the potential to cause difficulties).

Overall, the research has revealed a world in which there is a powerful tendency for end-of-life decisions to unfold in ways that negotiate but largely facilitate the ongoing presence of wind and solar farms in existing locations. However, in response to research question three, there is another consequence to this, another omission. This is the very limited consideration given to whether existing wind farms are in the best locations, in landscape terms, going into the future and if there is a public interest argument for reconsidering appropriate locations as temporary consents run out. Strategic thinking about landscape enhancement rarely, it seems, influences development control, despite widespread recognition that the 1990s ‘wind rush’ did tend to propel developers to exploit the windiest, often most visible sites first (Mitchell 1996). Only rarely do such arguments surface, often in conflictual cases, such as Kirkby Moor. Becoming a landscape free of visual intrusion is a becoming that rarely attracts effective support.
Chapter 8: Conclusion

8.1 Exploring end-of-life decision-making for onshore wind and solar

The aim of this thesis was to understand how the temporary and reversible nature of wind and solar farms are considered, constructed or resisted by the range of actors involved and how this influences end-of-life decision-making. These are vital issues if renewables are to make a long-term contribution to a decarbonised energy system and command social legitimacy. This thesis aimed to explore the reasons for particular temporal preferences by different actors, how end-of-life decisions are made, whose interests are included and excluded in that process, and with what consequences. It also sought to consider if changes in the surrounding physical, social or cultural area or shifting perceptions of the site, developer, or technology influence considerations regarding duration and end-of-life options. Through doing so, it aimed to understand the challenges for planning regulation and the broader impacts of how the regulatory planning system considers time. It achieved this through i) mapping and assessing the policy context and current status of the sector for onshore wind and solar in Great Britain, ii) providing an in-depth investigation of end-of-life decision-making in five cases and iii) analysing public perceptions through two public surveys.

One of the most significant gaps identified in the literature review was the lack of consideration regarding how end-of-life decision-making occurs in practice and how it is considered by the various actors involved. Existing literature lacks detailed consideration of what happens to wind and solar infrastructure at the end of its operational life. While there is a small amount of literature discussing developer considerations for end-of-life decision-making, particularly repowering (see, for example, Ziegler et al. 2018), keeping consented wind energy capacity in place over time faces several issues and complexities and thus ought to be seen dynamically. This research has revealed the potential challenges surrounding end-of-life issues. It has shown that end-of-life is a bundle of concerns, affecting i) the specific equipment, with developer assessments of viable physical or commercial life and the benefits of replacement, ii) the temporal terms of any planning consent, which have conventionally been time-limited, iii) the ongoing presence of a wind energy-generating facility and its relationship to that site, the landscape and the public. Each has its own temporality, which require coordination but also create the possibility for tensions.
This thesis has produced a wealth of data in a sphere that has been little studied, providing useful findings for both academia, policy, and practice. The research was shaped by three research questions, section 8.3 addresses the main findings for each in turn. The chapter then provides an overview of the wider research contribution before discussing limitations, suggestions for future research, and recommendations for policy and practice.

8.2 The benefits of adopting a Deleuzian approach

Adopting a Deleuzian approach helped facilitate an exploration of the complexities of end-of-life decision-making by providing an insightful ontological perspective on the nature of reality. It enabled the impacts of renewable energy developments to be considered as part of a world in which developments, environments, and social concerns are all in flux, rather than merely as a development that will be there and then removed. Such an approach enabled exploration of the temporal dynamics of energy infrastructure, particularly in terms of how energy landscapes are reproduced over time. Deleuzian ideas of being and becoming were significant in the design of this research in terms of understanding what drives the becomings: of the various assemblages influencing the renewable energy projects, the research participants, and the wider sites. Instead of simply considering sites as wind farms, it considered them as complex spaces with various uses and human and non-human aspects that change over time (see Bonta and Protevi 2004), as sites that are influenced by a multiplicity of changes and thus constantly in flux. Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) concepts of striated and smooth spaces facilitated consideration of how sites change over time due to the influence of an intricate network of material and non-material factors that go beyond overt state steering. Through considering such processes, the research revealed how wider changes in society, landscapes, policies or economic factors have the potential to impact what a site becomes.

8.3 Answering the research questions

This thesis sought to answer three research questions the main conclusions for which, in turn, are as follows:
1. How do different actors (including developers, Local Authorities, the public, and any others) prepare and plan for end-of-life decision-making for wind and solar facilities? For each actor:
   a) What end-of-life factors matter?
   b) What timeframes are sought and invoked?

This thesis revealed the multiple temporalities (see Adam 1994;1998; 2004) influencing end-of-life decision-making for each group of actors, including the range of material and non-material changes occurring over the lifespan of sites. The findings revealed how considerations of duration and end-of-life factors vary amongst actors. Due to their priorities, each group can be seen to have preferences for different time frames and to place different emphasis on preparing for the end-of-life of sites. Taking each of the key groups of actors in turn:

i) Central governments

This thesis revealed how end-of-life issues have only recently emerged as a concern for national governments. There is often a lack of consideration of the end-of-life of the infrastructure or its duration at point of consent, as the future is usually striated by planning conditions, reflecting some degree of deferred control and influence. Longer-term considerations of the infrastructure are thus enclosed by regulation, but not an object of intense, strategic concern. Notably, since 2014 in Scotland and 2018 in England and Wales we have seen governments seeking to establish the long-term appropriateness of existing sites for wind power, to provide a conducive context for the consideration of future wind energy projects. Through doing so the temporariness of wind energy is being renegotiated. English, Welsh, and Scottish Governments have all moved to adopt supportive policy stances on repowering, although there is a lack of detail regarding how applications should be assessed, particularly in England and Wales. The Scottish Government has given the most significant consideration as to what needs to be considered as part of their longer-term approach to wind farm sites. Where governments have intervened to influence dynamics of end-of-life decisions, it has been with a view to helping maintain wind energy capacity into the future, thus striating space for the continuation of this use. Meanwhile, government policy in all cases gives simplistic consideration to decommissioning, focusing on ensuring that above-ground visible elements are removed, reflecting an assumption that it will not present challenges. There is no policy specification of a time period of duration for solar or wind farm sites, reflecting a degree of openness at a government level.
ii) Local Planning Authorities

At LPA level, there has been a similar lack of strategic consideration regarding the long-term future of sites, with LPAs largely being reactive to developers’ applications and the limited government-level guidance steering decisions. This is reflected in the lack of local-level policy for repowering, life-extension, decommissioning, or duration of sites. It is also reflected in challenges faced by LPA decision-makers in assessing end-of-life applications and their identified need for greater policy or guidance from central government to steer decision-making. The main concern for LPA decision-makers appears to be ensuring that infrastructure will be removed at the end of its operational life, rather than the duration of its being, reflecting the broader concerns of government policymakers. However, the time-limited nature of consents appears significant for LPAs to ensure that eventual removal will occur and to provide flexibility for future developments and changes in the interim including land use, viability, or technology changes. LPA decision-making appears to have been easier for solar sites, reflecting that temporal concerns are not considered as such an issue for solar.

In the past, long-term legacy issues have not been given significant consideration from LPAs, with some of the oldest sites having been granted permission with inadequate decommissioning requirements or without decommissioning bonds. From the cases explored in this research, this issue does not appear to pose a concern to many LPAs due to the assumption that developers will either repower or sell the infrastructure. The focus of LPAs is thus largely on granting consent and reacting to applications as they arise, reflecting wider literature identifying the short-term nature of the planning system (Myers and Kitsuse 2000; Couclelis 2005; Van Der Knaap and Davidse 2010). The use of planning conditions and legal agreements to ensure that decommissioning will occur has developed over time and in most cases this involves removing all visible above-ground elements. As with government policy, there is a lack of consideration regarding how changes that may occur to the site over time should be considered.

iii) Developers

While developers have experienced a high success rate for end-of-life applications, in most cases securing what they asked for, the things developers ask for have been shaped by broader economic forces, policy, and norms. Their end-of-life strategy is usually very closely linked to economic temporalities, particularly subsidies. Changes in subsidy regimes and an uncertain government planning policy context (especially in England) can be seen to have striated the decision-making context, creating difficulties
for both making end-of-life decisions as well as deciding whether to implement existing consents. Subsidy regimes have striated end-of-life decisions through having a set expiry date. Developers thus regularly test end-of-life options in order to assess if it is more viable to run existing sites with subsidies (potentially involving life-extension) or repower. Additionally, the use of sites as investment assets is central to solar developers’ temporal strategies.

The strategies of developers are also influenced by site-specific factors, each with their own temporalities, including the ability to extend the land lease, the condition of the turbines and calculations of the possibility of obtaining planning permission. Managing community relations is often a central part of developer strategy and thus in many cases, they attempt to establish good relations with the community alongside the provision of community benefits. The duration of the original consent can also influence end-of-life decision-making as sites without time-limited consents can continue to run through replacing parts. While developers would prefer longer (than the common 25-year period) consent periods for infrastructure, they have not yet pushed for such consents due to perceived risks of transgressing regulatory norms. Their tactics thus often rely on obtaining consent then looking to extend the permission at a later date (or a relatively near date in the case of solar).

iv) Publics

In many cases, publics appear to have little knowledge of the time-limited nature of planning consents and have given little consideration to decommissioning, particularly in the case of solar infrastructure. Significantly, this research revealed how publics are often largely unaware of the duration of energy infrastructure until an end-of-life application is submitted, smoothing space and opening up discussions and interest around potential futures. In some instances end-of-life applications provide an opportunity for opposition to (re)surface, demonstrating that while there may have been some acceptance of facilities while publics were unable to exert impact, an end-of-life application re-opens the opportunity, creating new potentials for influence. As the Kirkby Moor case demonstrates, publics may use an end-of-life application to campaign for the removal of infrastructure, significantly increasing local awareness of the time-limited nature of the site. The research shows that opposition to life extending applications is particularly likely where publics perceive few benefits from the existing site, have bad relations with the developer, or if elements have changed over the life of the site (such as designated landscapes). Moreover, temporal issues provide another argument to be used by opposition groups i.e. the failure to deliver temporariness.
Conversely, in cases where communities have a positive outlook on end-of-life applications they can often recognise the benefits that they have gained in terms of money spent on community projects over the lifetime of the scheme and often have a positive perception of the developer.

In many cases, publics appear more concerned with ensuring that the infrastructure will be removed at end-of-life, avoiding dereliction, rather than the exact duration of consent. They often recognised the benefits of time-limits in terms of providing an opportunity to review applications but did not have a definite opinion on what that duration should be. There was ambivalence on whether 25 years could be considered ‘temporary’ and it appeared that in most cases the public had not considered what would happen to infrastructure in the future.

2. Whose preferences most significantly shape end-of-life decision-making?

Graham and Healey (1999) argue that different actors involved in the planning and development process operate on diverse notions of time and through favouring certain notions of time the planning system may undermine particular interests. They identified that it is often the more powerful groups with clear understandings of their space-time parameters, such as corporate interests, that have the most influence. From such a perspective time can be considered as a resource, as something that can be used strategically (see Raco et al. 2018). In the case of renewables, this research showed that end-of-life can be seen as a negotiation between the actors involved, with the interests of the developer usually having more considerable influence. From looking at the success rate for repowering and life-extension applications, wind and solar farm developers could be considered as powerful actors due to their ability to align many different threads impacting end-of-life. However, while the preferences of developers can often be seen to dominate, their strategies are often striated by the policy context, economic factors, and precedents of the sector.

Across cases, local public perception does not appear to significantly shape decision-making as end-of-life applications appear to have been granted irrespective of levels of opposition. While the long, conflictual history of the Kirkby Moor case reflects the strength of significant local opposition, the granting of the application at appeal reflects developers’ interests continuing to win. Meanwhile, government policy on end-of-life issues and LPA responses appear to have been reactive, primarily guided by the
behaviour of developers and have shifted from initial scantiness to gradually tip the balance of considerations in favour of site re-use and facility life-extensions and against removal at 25 years.

This question also sought to understand the influence of different actors at potential end-of-life decision-making moments:

(i) Before projects are consented.

In the case of both wind and solar, a key concern for developers is obtaining consent, they are thus likely to pursue a lower-risk strategy of opting for the norm in terms of duration of planning consent (i.e., in Great Britain, 25-year permissions). The benefits of the temporary and reversible nature of schemes are often promoted and discussed in planning documents; however, visual impact appears to be a key influence on public response, to a greater extent than duration.

(ii) When projects are consented and in any conditions.

When granting permission, LPAs can be seen to use planning conditions to control certain elements such as decommissioning so that consideration of some aspects of end-of-life are deferred to a future point, embraced within regulatory control but with a lack of detailed consideration. Developers are likely to accept the imposed consent duration even if they plan to change it in the future (as is often the case in solar) and thus LPAs can be seen to have influence at such moments in time.

(iii) At end-of-life.

End-of-life decisions are not always undertaken at the end of the working life of the infrastructure as multiple factors can be seen to come into play to influence timing (e.g. economics, policy context, condition of the infrastructure). Developers may undertake applications early due to financial reasons such as selling the existing turbines or to achieve greater efficiency benefits. They may also undertake them when they consider it least risky to do so, reflecting their power to trigger end-of-life considerations at a chosen point. End-of-life applications open up the potentials for the site, providing an opportunity for all actors to come together and for the duration of the infrastructure (which
previously may have been given little consideration) to be discussed. Such applications often reveal to communities that the infrastructure is time-limited and that there is a potential for removal. Such a context can enable public opposition to resurface; however, the influence of such public opposition appears limited.

End-of-life applications provide an opportunity to consider what has changed over the life of the site, but this appears to only be considered in terms of what is regulated by the planning system, e.g., policy changes, land designations, updated landscape, and visual assessment, rather than considering what may have changed for the local community. In this way, the planning system can be seen to partially striate end-of-life decisions, making certain futures more likely.

(iv) At any intermediate point where repowering or life-extension is considered.

Of the various actors involved, developers are the least short-termist and this too confers power to them. Developers often have to consider end-of-life options at an early point due to wider influences including economics, policies, and the planning system. Moreover, many undertake ongoing analysis of potential end-of-life opportunities. It does not appear that any other actors consider the duration or future of the site until an end-of-life application is submitted, end-of-life considerations are thus initiated from developers. It is developers who bring the different end-of-life temporalities into moments of action or initiation.

3. **What are the wider consequences of how the temporalities of renewable energy infrastructure are regulated?**

The research revealed the multiple temporalities (see Adam 1998; 2004) in play influencing wind and solar farm sites, revealing how planning acts selectively on them, with distributive consequences. In doing so it revealed consequences for the regulation of energy infrastructure as well as wider insights for planning regulation. In Great Britain, planning policy for wind and solar can be seen as strategically selective, focusing on regulating consents and lacking consideration of broader impacts that may change over time or what may happen to the infrastructure at the end of its consent period, reflecting a deferral of certain aspects. It appears that developers coordinate while planners regulate time. Through focusing on elements i) at the point of consent
and ii) when they present an issue, the planning system defers consideration of physical and social changes that may occur over the duration of the site. Changes may include physical changes such as accumulating developments (e.g. the wind farms in Windy Standard) and land designations (e.g. the WHS designation in Kirkby moor) as well as changes in the social landscape (e.g. recognition of community benefits in Taff Ely), that can influence the decision-making context.

This thesis uncovered potential problems surrounding end-of-life issues - temporariness is anything but simple and thus the use of the term temporary in planning can be problematic. Such findings reveal how planning regulation and the actors involved in the planning system are partial in their engagement with temporalities and utilise particular temporal terms and considerations while pushing others aside in order to act in favour of achieving development. One result is that planning action has served, mainly, to reproduce and enlarge wind energy capacity.

In the case of wind and solar infrastructure, the terms temporary and reversible can be seen to have been used as social constructs to highlight the potential advantages of the infrastructure and legitimise regulatory control. However, temporariness is not an innate property of the infrastructure as sites are often replicating in the same locations through a series of time-limited consents and their development has wider ramifications. Through being broadly facilitative of repowering and life-extension, there has been no revisiting of the wisdom of initial siting choices and limited attention to decommissioning, reflecting a focus on continuation of development in existing sites rather than opening up sites to an array of future potentials.

Beyond the regulation of energy infrastructure, this research provides broader insights regarding how the regulatory and development control aspects of the planning system consider time. It demonstrates how consideration of multiple temporalities provides useful insights for planning through enabling an exploration of the multiplicity of changes occurring over the lifespan of developments, impacting the context in which decisions are made. Considerations of time can be seen to impact sustainable and equitable outcomes through influencing what is considered, in what level of depth, and what is left outside regulation. Significantly, the thesis revealed how difficulties may arise when sufficient attention has not been given to the future e.g. how inadequate decommissioning conditions may lead to potential issues of infrastructure abandonment.
8.4 Research contribution

As outlined in the introduction, this thesis is located at the intersection of several overlapping debates: in energy transition, in key dimensions of sustainability (particularly reversibility and justice), and in the treatment of time in planning. While considering such debates has been essential in the design of this research through highlighting the wider context influencing end-of-life decision-making for energy infrastructure, this thesis also provides insights for these broader issues.

8.4.1 Insights for the Energy Transition

Considerations of the global energy transition provided the broader context in which this research was situated. The continuation of existing renewable energy schemes is likely to form a crucial element of the global transition towards sustainable energy systems, particularly in the context of the need for the transition to occur quickly (see Sovacool 2016). This research has revealed potential challenges associated with the ability of existing renewable energy generation sites to continue contributing to future energy production, particularly if a longer-term approach to sites is not considered. This is important as the stock of energy capacity is not fixed, rather it is a fluid entity subject to ongoing needs for repair, adaptation, and re-consent. Although most end-of-life applications so far have been consented, there are no guarantees that renewable energy sites will continue in the future as subsidies end and existing infrastructure wears out (see also Kooij et al. 2018). This research unearthed examples of refusals and there is undoubtedly potential for the multiple temporalities pervading end-of-life decisions to slip into new alignments that make life-extension less certain.

The research has revealed that, in Great Britain, through focusing on time-limited consents there has been a lack of consideration regarding what happens to sites when their consent period ends, including how applications to replace the turbines with more efficient turbines through repowering should be considered. Periods of policy absence and turbulence (in England) and challenging economic conditions, including the removal of subsidies, have led to delays in submitting repowering applications or in developers pursuing a lower-risk strategy of life-extension rather than replacing existing turbines with new, more efficient turbines that would increase overall energy output. While recognising this potential challenge, the thesis also helped to specify the potential to increase energy output from existing sites through repowering (see chapter 4), providing benefits in terms of land-use efficiency. Adopting longer-term
considerations of energy sites and following a positive approach to repowering, such as in Scotland, could thus be beneficial for the global energy transition in terms of increasing energy generation. Meanwhile, it is also important to consider that the energy transition may bring new, more efficient, technologies that may replace existing technology. In this context, time-limited consents may constitute a useful compromise between flexibility and control, though the research has also shown that inadequate decommissioning provisions may present a challenge.

8.4.2 Questions of justice

Decisions regarding the future of sites, particularly concerning the location and longevity of infrastructure, raise questions regarding responsibility to and the possible impacts on both the current generation and future generations. Of particular importance in this research was how the future is represented and considered, especially as there is often a bias in terms of a focus on the short-term in policymaking (see Boston 2016). This research revealed that in most cases wind farm sites are continuing to operate beyond their original time-limited consent period, despite rhetoric of temporality and reversibility and the apparent assurances provided to local communities (in planning application documents) that they would be removed after the set period. This is reflected in the high success rate of repowering applications (see chapter 4). Sites appear to be granted permission to continue operating either through repowering or life-extension, irrespective of levels of local public response. End-of-life can thus be seen as an opportunity that opens up a range of potentials rather than ensuring infrastructure removal.

Broadly speaking, in substantive terms, it is hard to impute injustice to this outturn given that in many cases local communities are happy for sites to continue beyond their original permitted life, particularly if the community is receiving benefits and as long as the consent is not in perpetuity. However, in some cases communities desire the removal of such infrastructure and here we can see issues arising from the failed promise of temporariness, which could be the basis of perceived procedural injustice (see Sovacool and Dworkin 2015). Cases such as Kirkby Moor (referring specifically to the granting of life-extension at appeal) reveal that communities who oppose continuation of the infrastructure are not always able to influence outcomes.

Moreover, currently in decision-making, there appears to be a lack of consideration of future generations. Keeping options open may be one way of genuflecting towards
intergenerational justice, but undue optimism towards market processes facilitating adequate decommissioning might not.

8.4.3 Energy perception and acceptability

Existing research on social acceptance of renewable energy has concentrated overwhelmingly on initial consenting decisions for wind farms, tacitly assuming that this is the critical decision-point shaping the evolution of wind energy capacity into the future. Such research often appears to consider the development and decision-making process in simple binary terms (i.e., the infrastructure was not there and now it is), ignoring the scope for projects to evolve and change over time. Yet as this research has highlighted, keeping consented wind energy capacity in place over time faces numerous challenges and ought to be seen dynamically. While there are a small number of existing studies considering longer time periods (such as Eltham et al. 2008 and Wheeler 2017), these appear to lack consideration of the time-limited nature of developments, possible repowering and life-extension, and the potential consequences on perceptions. This thesis provides a new dimension to such research through demonstrating how end-of-life applications can provide an opportunity for discontent to resurface and opposition to occur. It also demonstrates how in other cases people appear to accept that a site has become a wind farm irrespective of consent durations.

Existing research suggested that familiarity with a development can lead to contentment as people are often more favourable of the infrastructure once it has been built (see Warren et al. 2005; Wolsink 2007; Eltham et al. 2008; Wilson and Dyke 2016). However, this research identified that perceptions of infrastructure do not always change once the development is built, supporting those such as Sovacool (2009b) who suggests that once values are formed regarding energy, they are difficult to change. This thesis also supports Devine-Wright (2005), who suggested that due to the multidimensional nature of familiarity and the contextual nature of wind farms there is unlikely to be a direct linear relationship between experience and public perceptions. Wolsink (2007, 1199) noted that while the U-shape curve demonstrates the ‘non static nature of attitudes’ it is ‘by no means a guarantee for improvements in attitudes after construction’ as the ‘effect can only be seen if the existing environmental impact is adequately dealt with in the eyes of the local population.’ This thesis develops this further by demonstrating that there are a host of other factors influencing how attitudes to renewable infrastructure may change over time, most significantly, but not limited to, community relations with the developer, existing benefits from the site, and changes in the surrounding landscape. Public attitudes can also be influenced by how people
conceptualise the baseline against which to judge end-of-life applications i.e. if they consider the site to have become a wind farm (as in St Breock) or if they consider the infrastructure as temporary, wanting the site to return to how it was before the development was in place (as in Kirkby Moor). Such considerations of what the baseline should constitute can be seen to have varied amongst the cases and actors.

This thesis addressed another limitation of existing research in that it provides little consideration regarding how the interaction between the public and other social actors can influence renewable energy outcomes (Wolsink 2000; Aitken 2010a; Friedl and Reichl 2016). Through linking social attitudes with the regulatory context and incorporating the views of the range of impacted actors, this thesis revealed how particular interests (predominantly of developers) dominate decision-making. It also demonstrates how intense resistance acting on the LPA can cause delay, but may not disturb broadly presumptive entitlements for consented land uses to remain.

8.4.4 Reversibility

The term reversibility entered the lexicon of debate about the relative sustainability of different energy sources without being clearly conceptualised or unpacked. While reversibility is identified as an inherent quality of onshore wind and solar, regularly the duration of infrastructure has been extended further into the future. In this context, the idea of reversibility can be seen as a tactic for getting support for a scheme (see also Corvellec, 2007), with such assurances regularly accepted by the planning system and a lack of critique at the point of decision-making regarding if it will be achieved in practice. Proponents argue that the impacts of a scheme can be reversed through the removal of all above-ground infrastructure, creating a situation in which the site is considered to be as it was before the renewable energy development was in place. There is a lack of consideration of what may be left below the surface, generally, like the future, this is out of sight and out of mind. However, the complex reality of reversibility is becoming apparent in emerging discussions about which components of closed facilities need to be removed and in potential issues of abandonment. Moreover, reversibility at the end of the operation of the infrastructure is not automatically what is desired by all actors, particularly in cases where residents would support the continuation of use as a wind farm in order to continue receiving community benefits (as evident in Taff Ely).

This thesis supports the perspective of Adam (1994,1998) who maintains that achieving complete reversibility is not possible. It also adds strength to Adam's (1994)
argument that machines are not simply abstractable from their surrounding environment, through demonstrating how wind and solar farms comprise a range of entities including, but not limited to the physical land, social interactions, alternative uses and users of the site, the surrounding environment, and policy contexts, rather than simply the wind farm infrastructure. Because sites are complex spaces (see Bonta and Protevi 2004) with the various human and non-human entities changing over time, complete reversibility is impossible (Adam 1994,1998).

8.4.5 Considerations of time within planning

This thesis furthers existing literature such as Graham and Healey (1999); De Roo and Silva (2010); Del Rio et al. (2011); Abram (2014) and Moffatt (2014), that suggests that planning needs to explore multiple aspects of time, evidencing the need for expanding such an approach to planning regulation rather than just plan-making. This research supports the arguments of Adam (1994; 1998) that we need to explore the multiplicities of time in social affairs and it has shown the insights gained by doing so. Existing literature identified that planning can often be seen to focus on issues that are having the greatest impact on the near-future in order to achieve political gain and short-term results (Myers and Kitsuse 2000; Van Der Knaap and Davidse 2010). In this context, the conceptualisation of the near-future can be seen to provide a catalyst for action, while in reality the future may be changing (Abram 2014). This can be seen to have occurred in the case of planning for wind and solar farms, with limited consideration being given to end-of-life options. The research revealed that there is a potential challenge in the planning system’s invocation of temporary consents for wind and solar infrastructure that rarely, in fact, control development time frames, reflecting ideas of planning creating a ‘promise’ to the future that often is not kept (see Abram and Weszkalnys 2011).

The findings of this thesis support the views of Abram (2014) and others that planning is more complex than how it is often considered in planning regulation as there are a multiplicity of factors influencing the decision-making context. It demonstrates how planning regulation, through focusing on strict notions of time, can push certain elements outside of consideration (such as through the use of planning conditions) that may return to cause challenges in the future, such as infrastructure abandonment.
8.4.6 The use of Deleuze in planning

Questions have been raised regarding the use of Deleuze in planning, particularly regarding whether Deleuze can be translated into practice or only provide theoretical insights and also what situations it can provide insights for (Abrahams 2016). This research has developed the existing limited application of Deleuze to planning research through applying it to the development control and regulation side of planning. In doing so it has revealed how a Deleuzian perspective can provide useful insights for both the theory and practice of planning regulation. Deleuzian concepts such as assemblages and becomings are non-essentialist (DeLanda 2006) and thus overcome the critique of many planning tools as being essentialist i.e. rigid and unable to account for contextual differences and complexities (Abrahams 2016). Illustrating this, the research has shown how considering the elements influencing the regulation of infrastructure as in processes of flux and becoming facilitates an understanding of what may change over the lifespan of sites, altering the context in which end-of-life decisions are made. A Deleuzian approach can also be seen to enable an exploration of multiple elements of time (see Adam 1994; 1998; 2004) rather than simple, linear notions of time. It facilitates exploration of the multifaceted nature of planning through consideration of the elaborate relationships between human and non-human influences (see Hillier 2008).

This thesis agrees with Hillier (2011) that planning needs to recognise tensions and conflicts rather than suppressing them. The findings demonstrate how through unsettling the fixity of things, such as landscapes, development projects, and time, a Deleuzian approach can facilitate useful insights regarding the range of factors that may influence the regulation of developments and reveal the selectivity and partiality of planning’s regulation of change over time. Such insights can be translated into practice through both regulation and developers considering a longer-term, broader approach to energy sites, including consideration of what elements need to be controlled, how local perceptions may change over time and what will happen at the end of the planning consent i.e. considering entities in terms of what they might become. Significantly, this research has demonstrated how considering entities as static, or failing to consider the range of changes occurring over time, may create challenges in the future (illustrated in potential difficulties such as infrastructure abandonment occurring for wind farm sites).
8.5 Limitations and implications for planning practice and further research

There are several limitations to this thesis that provide avenues for future research. While the research aimed to explore the temporal dimensions of the infrastructure, it has its own temporality, being limited by the three-year duration of the PhD. Consequently, for temporal depth it relied on i) selecting cases that reflected different temporal stages, ii) undertaking a document review of previous decisions and public comments iii) retrospective self-reporting in surveys and interviews. It is suggested that future research involves investigating perceptions (of all actors involved) at three key stages of a wind farm’s life i) early in its life, ii) when an end-of-life application has been submitted, and iii) after the site has been repowered or life-extended, in order to get a more in-depth understanding of how perceptions may change over time. Moreover, this thesis only looked at one solar case study. However, interviews revealed that permission durations vary significantly between LPAs, further research into solar sites with different permission lengths may provide an interesting exploration of how and why such consent durations vary.

This thesis was undertaken at a time when the oldest wind energy sites were beginning to reach the end of their consent life and when only a small number of sites had repowered or life-extended (see chapter 4). Significantly, over the duration of this thesis, policy for repowering developed in all three countries. It will thus be useful to undertake similar research in the future to explore what trends have emerged over time and how policy has been interpreted. Moreover, as this research revealed a range of potential challenges associated with decommissioning, most significantly the potential for infrastructure abandonment, future research may look in more detail at challenges associated with decommissioning onshore wind farms.

While this research focused on Great Britain, the assessment has relevance in a host of other countries, especially in Europe, where there is evidence of tightening spatial constraints around new onshore wind energy development which makes the dynamics of end-of-life decisions increasingly important. In many places, more intensive exploitation of existing wind power sites will be a central development

\[316\] Interviews undertaken with wind farm developers, governments and industry bodies between April – September 2018 identified that wind farms in Europe are expected to face tightening constraints due to European environmental and land designations that have occurred since infrastructure has been in place.
trajectory for onshore wind. It will thus be significant to understand how the duration of energy and other infrastructure is treated in other countries. In Great Britain, most of the oldest and largest wind and solar farms are owned by commercial developers, however internationally there are a higher number of wind and solar farms owned by community-level organisations, providing a potentially interesting contrast. Future research may benefit from exploring the influence of different ownership forms on end-of-life decision-making, again in an international context. Additionally, social attitudes research might more specifically investigate the explanatory power of embodiment, age, and affect in shaping attitudes to time in renewable energy consents.

In conceptual terms, this thesis affirms the need to understand the ways in which planning policies consider time and whose interests are being reflected or set aside as a result of the process and terminology used within planning, as suggested by Graham and Healey (1999) and others. This thesis has demonstrated the benefits of looking beyond the linear notion of time to consider multiple temporalities as inspired by Adam (1994; 1995; 1998), in order to explore the complicated range of temporal impacts influencing planning regulation. This is something that needs to be developed further for planning regulation, beyond the context of energy infrastructure. Adopting a Deleuzian approach to research can be seen as a useful means of facilitating this, as discussed above.

8.5.1 Potential implications for policy and practice

Globally, there are lessons to be learnt regarding policy for onshore wind repowering, life-extension, and decommissioning. The research has revealed how a policy absence for life-extension and repowering can create a very difficult decision making context for both developers (regarding whether to submit an application) and local authority planners (regarding assessing applications). As this research demonstrated, there is often a need for clarification on how local authority planners should assess repowering and life-extension applications due to the complicated nature of the applications, the trade-offs involved, and changes in visual impact. Importantly, there is a need for clarification on how the baseline upon which applications are assessed is considered. A supportive policy needs to provide details on what should be considered in such applications, such as greater community benefits through shared ownership and greater environmental enhancements. As this research has shown, end-of-life decisions are an opportunity to revisit the social and environmental judgements embodied in the original consent decision. Having a clear policy in place is important for ensuring that suitable sites are able to continue contributing to renewable energy
targets for a longer period and hopefully to a larger extent through increased capacity. However, it should not be assumed that the oldest sites are always the best located, and, thus, such policy needs to occur as part of an overall supportive approach to ensuring that renewable energy development occurs in the most suitable locations, potentially including reviewing the locations of existing sites alongside potential new sites.

A further potentially very significant issue is the possibility of infrastructure abandonment. There are likely to be challenges with existing sites where there is no requirement on any party to remove infrastructure. It shouldn’t be assumed that repowering / life extension will address all such issues, as not all sites will be suitable for repowering, and improved decommissioning should not constitute the justification for an end-of-life application. An adequate decommissioning policy requiring the removal of turbines and any associated infrastructure is important for ensuring that such potential issues do not continue in the future. Moreover, this thesis suggests that decommissioning policy should be open to future potentials (i.e. to facilitating a different land use) rather than specifying that the land should be returned to exactly how it was beforehand – recognising that things change over time and thus reverting to the past may not always be desirable or possible.

Additionally, a key issue of policy concern raised by this thesis is the use of time-limited planning consents for onshore wind and solar. While 25-year consents have become the norm for onshore wind, turbines are often capable of working for longer periods. For such reasons, from an energy policy perspective, this thesis recommends the use of conditions based on the operational life of wind and solar farms (i.e., they should be removed once they fail to operate for a set period), rather than using a fixed time-limit. To reduce the need for reliance on enforcement action from local planning authorities, such consents could involve a review after a set period of time.

This thesis also provides recommendations for practice for both developers and planners. For renewable energy developers this research demonstrates the benefits of building good relationships with local communities over the life of schemes, taking on board their feedback, and actively ensuring that they know how to access, and are able to utilise, the community benefit funding. Such measures are important in terms of building trust and a positive relationship between the community and developer and are likely to help foster social acceptance (see Devine-Wright 2007; Walker et al 2010) for end-of-life proposals. In cases where communities were originally assured that the infrastructure would be decommissioned and the land restored at the end of the
permission period, developers need to ensure that communities understand the benefits of life-extension or repowering and actively involve them in shaping the scheme.

While a Deleuzian approach recognises the benefits of plans being open to change (Hillier 2008), at least two aspects could make the decision making process easier:

- Additional guidance for local authority planners on the various end-of-life options for the sector; and
- A clear policy approach to repowering and life-extension including confirmation of the aspects that need to be given material consideration and confirmation of the baseline on which applications should be assessed.

More widely, this thesis has revealed that planning practitioners could benefit from adopting a broader temporal perspective – thinking beyond the ‘linear’ notions of regulatory clock time, to consider what may change over the duration of developments, how this should be considered and potentially controlled. Such changes could be achieved through additional training and knowledge sharing.
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Appendix A: Development of codes used for analysis

Before undertaking analysis a description and example of each code was also produced.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repowering</td>
<td>- Positive experiences of repowering</td>
<td>- Assessment of change in turbine height for repowering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Challenges of repowering</td>
<td>- Consideration of the baseline for assessing repowering applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life-extension</td>
<td>- Positive experiences of life-extension</td>
<td>- Infrastructure maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Challenges of life-extension</td>
<td>- Life-extension as part of longer term strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Life extension as lower risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decommissioning</td>
<td>- Challenges of decommissioning</td>
<td>- Concerns regarding infrastructure abandonment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Ease of decommissioning</td>
<td>- Facilitating a future use of a site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Level of infrastructure removal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>- Policy change</td>
<td>- Attempts to change policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Policy gaps</td>
<td>- Impact of policy uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Policy challenges</td>
<td>- Calls for new policy or guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>- Arguments of temporariness</td>
<td>- Evidence of increasing lifespan of turbines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Evidence of temporariness</td>
<td>- Desire for longer consent periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 25-year life span</td>
<td>- Knowledge of duration of consent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversibility</td>
<td>- Arguments of reversibility</td>
<td>- Examples of irreversible changes to the site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Evidence of reversibility</td>
<td>- Reversibility as part of justification for the site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Evidence of reversibility not being possible</td>
<td>- Expectations of reversibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Use of similar terms: impermanent, 'fixed-term' 'restored'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>- Subsidies</td>
<td>- Economic changes influencing strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Sites as investment assets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Developer-community relations | -Positive developer-community relations  
|                             | -Negative developer-community relations  
| Community benefit funds     | -Strategies of increasing developer-community relations  
| Local trust in the Developer | -Communication between community and the Developer  
| Familiarity                | -Familiarity increasing positive perceptions of the infrastructure  
|                            | -Familiarity not increasing positive perceptions of the infrastructure  
|                            | -Familiarity not occurring  
| Preference for continuing existing site over a new site | -Expectations of familiarity influencing developer strategy  
| Anchoring                  | -Cumulative impact of other wind farms  
| Landscapes as subject to multiple uses | -Increase in site constraints  
| Change in landscape designations | -Longer-term landscape considerations  
| Change in perceptions of wind farms | -Planning challenges  
| Site constraints           | -Difficulties in obtaining replacement parts  
|                            | -Grid access  

Appendix B: Example of question guide used for interviews

This example was for a wind farm developer in St Breock, the question guides varied depending on the technology in question (Wind / Solar), the type of participant (e.g. developer, LPA, planner, community member, Government) and the details of the case. These questions were used as a guide to help structure the interview.

Please can you tell me about your experience of the repowering application for this site?

Were you involved in many discussions with the local authority before submitting the application?

Did you face any challenges in relation to the application during the planning process? How were these challenges overcome?

The original permission for this site was ‘permanent’ did this influence your strategy?

It seems from the councils’ website that the previous owner successfully gained permission to repower the site in 2002, did this influence your strategy? Did you do anything differently?

In your opinion had the nature of the site / policy context changed over the 25-year period? If so, how did this impact the application?

Do you think it is difficult to assess the visual impact and acceptability of having a smaller number of larger turbines compared to a larger number of smaller turbines?

Is there much guidance on this?
Do you think there needs to be any additional guidance?

Why do you feel that this site got rather a lot of public support?

Do you have any experience of other repowering or life-extension applications?

Did anything happen differently?

When do you normally start considering end-of-life decisions for a site?

When would you consider life-extension, is this just if repowering fails?

What would you expect to happen to repowered sites in the future?

What are your views about the way that the planning system handles end-of-life issues/repowering issues?

What is your opinion of the 25 year planning period for onshore wind and solar? Do you consider such projects as temporary? Why?
Do you feel that it would be better if planning permission was permanent rather than temporary?

Do you think that the development may face less opposition as a ‘temporary’ application rather than permanent?

Do you feel that national planning policy is clear on end-of-life considerations for wind farms or has it created any difficulties?  
(Both in terms of the policy approach for repowering, life-extension and decommissioning)

Do you agree with the approach taken that repowering should be treated as a new application?

Do you think that public opinions are given adequate consideration in end-of-life decision-making for onshore wind?  
What weight is given to public opinion?  
What is your opinion of the suggestion made within the Scottish onshore wind policy statement that repowering offers the opportunity to promote community and local energy through community stakes in commercial energy schemes? Do you think this is achievable?

In your opinion how can the end of life process be improved? Do you feel that any changes should be made to the process for repowering / asset life extension and decommissioning?

Do any changes need to be made to policy?

**Regarding decommissioning, do you think that aftercare and legacy issues will present an issue for decommissioned sites?**

What are your experiences of the conditions attached to permissions, do you feel that they are appropriate? e.g. land restoration conditions.
Appendix C: list of interview participants

*The names of participants have been kept anonymous.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Position / Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK Government</td>
<td>UK Government policymakers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welsh Government</td>
<td>Welsh Government policymakers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK Renewable Trade Association</td>
<td>Head of policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scottish Natural Heritage</td>
<td>Onshore wind expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Breock</td>
<td>Local Authority planner (Cornwall)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Breock</td>
<td>Wind farm developer (retired, submitted original application)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Breock</td>
<td>Wind farm Developer (submitted repowering application)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Breock</td>
<td>Local community representatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taff Ely</td>
<td>Local Authority planner (Rhondda Cynon Taf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taff Ely</td>
<td>Wind farm developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taff Ely</td>
<td>Local community representative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taff Ely</td>
<td>Representative from Local opposition group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkby Moor</td>
<td>Local Authority planner (South Lakeland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkby Moor</td>
<td>Wind farm developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkby Moor</td>
<td>Local community representatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windy Standard</td>
<td>Wind farm developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windy Standard</td>
<td>Wind farm planning agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windy Standard</td>
<td>Local community representatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitworthy solar farm</td>
<td>Local Authority planner (Torridge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitworthy solar farm</td>
<td>Original solar farm developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitworthy solar farm</td>
<td>Owner of the solar farm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitworthy solar farm</td>
<td>Local community representative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitworthy solar farm</td>
<td>CPRE Devon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix D: Copy of survey questions

This is a copy of the survey questions for St Breock. The questions differed slightly in the case of Kirkby Moor in order to understand perceptions of the life-extension application. Additionally, there was not a question comparing the schemes in Kirkby Moor as at the time of the research the original wind farm was still operational.

Overview questions

1. How many years have you lived in this area?

..................................

2. What is the post code of the property where you live?

..................................

3. Which age category are you in?
   a) Under 18 years
   b) 18 – 29 years
   c) 30 – 39 years
   d) 40 – 49 years
   e) 50 – 59 years
   f) 60 – 69 Years
   g) 70 – 79 Years
   h) 80 years and over

4. How frequently do you see St Breock wind farm?
   a) Most days
   b) Once a week or less
   c) Once a month or less
   d) Never

5. Please rate your agreement with the following statements. 1 is strongly agree, 5 is strongly disagree, as indicated on the scale below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I support wind energy in the UK.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am willing to sacrifice views of the landscape in order to increase renewable energy.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is an urgent need to address climate change.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind farms play an important role in addressing climate change.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind turbines are not appropriate in Cornwall.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I support renewable energy in the UK. 1 2 3 4 5

I feel that St Breock wind farm should not have been built. 1 2 3 4 5

6. Please answer the following statements about your home location using the same scale:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I am very attached to this place.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This place plays a central role in my lifestyle.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This place is special to me.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One of the major reasons I live where I do is because of the surrounding landscape.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living here says a lot about who I am.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The things I do here I would not enjoy doing as much somewhere else.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not intend to move away from this area in the future.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Questions about the original St Breock wind farm

7. Were you living in this area at the time of the original planning application in 1990-1992? If Yes, please continue with Q8. If no, please go to Q10.

Yes    No

8. On a scale of 1 to 5 did you support or oppose the original (11 turbine) St Breock wind farm before it was built?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Supported</th>
<th>Supported</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Opposed</th>
<th>Strongly Opposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8(a) Please explain why you supported or opposed the proposal, including whether you submitted a comment / letter to the local planning authority:
9. Did your perception change subsequent to the building of the original wind farm?

Yes, more positive

Yes, more negative

No, it remained the same

9(a) If your perception changed subsequent to the building of the wind farm please explain why below:

Questions about the repowering application

10. Were you living in this area at the time of the repowering application in 2012? If yes please continue with Q11, if no please go to Q13.

Yes    No

11. On a scale of 1 to 5 did you support or oppose the planning application for the repowering of St Breock wind farm in 2012?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Supported</th>
<th>Supported</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Opposed</th>
<th>Strongly Opposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alternatively, please tick the box if you were unaware of the application

11(a). Please explain your reasons for your response including whether you submitted a comment / letter to the local planning authority:

12. Did your perception change subsequent to the building of the repowered wind farm?

Yes, more positive

Yes, more negative

No, it remained the same

12(a) If your perception changed subsequent to the building of the repowered wind farm please explain why:
13. On a scale of 1 to 5 do you support or oppose the operational repowered wind farm now?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Support</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Oppose</th>
<th>Strongly Oppose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14. What have been the positive impacts (if any), to you and this area, of St Breock wind farm?

15. What have been the negative impacts (if any), to you and this area, of St Breock wind farm?

16. Were you aware that the planning permission for the repowered St Breock wind farm is for a period of 25 years?

Yes
No

Please add any further comments below:

17. If you were living in this area at the time that the original (11 turbine) scheme was operating, do you prefer the repowered or original wind farm? If you were not living here please select 'not applicable'

Not applicable
I prefer the original (11 turbine) wind farm
I prefer the repowered (5 turbine) wind farm
I do not have a preference

17(a) Please explain the reason for your response:
18. Please rate your agreement with the following statements, 1 is strongly agree, 5 is strongly disagree, as indicated on the scale below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local people are adequately compensated for living near wind farms.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind farm developers care about the opinion of local residents.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind farms should only have planning permission for 25 years.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I trust wind farm developers.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local people’s opinions are given adequate consideration during the planning process for wind farms.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would support wind farms having permanent planning permission.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A smaller number of larger turbines is better than a larger number of smaller turbines.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All wind farms should be removed after 25 years.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 years is a temporary period.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind farms create economic benefits for the local community.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like the St Breock wind farm to be returned to farm land as soon as possible.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local people can influence the outcome of wind farm repowering applications.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind farms create social benefits for the local community.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19. Would you be willing to participate in a follow up telephone or face to face interview to discuss your responses and opinions in more detail?

Yes   No

If yes, please leave your contact telephone / email below:

..........................................................................................................................................

END OF QUESTIONNAIRE. Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire
Appendix E: Participant information sheet

The text below was used for a wind energy case studies, the wording varied slightly for solar.

Managing (Im)Permanence: end-of-life challenges for the wind energy sector

This participant information sheet provides information explaining why this study is being undertaken and what it will involve for you. Please take time to read this document and contact the principal researcher, Rebecca Windemer, to ask about anything that is not clear using the contact details provided at the end of this document.

What is the purpose of the study?

This research project aims to explore how the duration of wind farms are considered in the development and planning process, including what timeframes matter to different actors when considering the impacts of the infrastructure and how this influences end-of-life decision-making (such as extending the operational life or complete removal of the infrastructure) as well as exploring strategies such as site extension. It seeks to understand how plans are made for the end of life of the infrastructure, including what factors are controlled, over what timeframes and why.

The overall aim of the research is to be able to increase our understanding of how decision-making surrounding the end of life of wind farms occurs and what the consequences are for all parties.

Why have I been invited to take part?

You have been selected for this research due to your involvement with the selected case study. The research aims to include participation from local authorities, developers, landowners and the public as well as advisory bodies and policy makers.

Who is doing this research and why?

This interview will form part of a PhD project exploring end-of-life decision-making for wind farms. The research is funded by the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) and Cardiff University. The research is undertaken by Rebecca Windemer.

What do I have to do?

You will be asked to participate in a face to face interview. I will ask for your permission to record the interview using a digital voice recorder, the interviews will be transcribed and stored anonymously. If you do not give permission, then the interview will not be recorded and instead I will make notes.

How long will it take?

I am going to ask you a number of questions regarding of end-of-life decision-making for onshore wind and your opinions of current and emerging policy. The interview is expected to take approximately 30 - 45 minutes.
Do I have to take part?

No, it is up to you to decide. If you do agree to participate please sign the consent form to show that you agree to take part. You can withdraw at any time, for any reason and you will not be asked to explain your reasons for withdrawing.

Will I be required to attend any sessions and where will these be?

The interview will be undertaken at a location that is convenient for you. The interviews will be carried out face to face where possible. In circumstances where this is not possible they may be carried out via Skype or telephone.

Is there anything I need to do before the interview?

No there is nothing that you need to do before the interview.

What personal information will be required from me?

We do not require any personal information.

Are there any risks in participating?

Given the nature of the research topic, we do not foresee any risks from participation.

Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential?

Measures will be taken to ensure confidentiality and data security during the collection, storage and analysis of data. These measures are as follows: If permission is given, the interviews will be recorded using a digital voice recorder. These will be transcribed and analysed using a coding system to ensure the anonymity of respondents. The cases will be named, but you will not. Once transcribed, the digital recordings will be deleted. Active data will be stored on a secure University drive.

What will happen to the results of the study?

The results will be analysed and discussed in Rebecca’s PhD thesis and possibly in articles published in academic journals. Your responses will be anonymised. The anonymous data will be held in a secure university database and may be used to inform future research. If you wish to receive a copy of the research results, please contact Rebecca using the details at the bottom of the information sheet.

If I have some more questions who should I contact?

Please contact Rebecca Windemer using the details at the bottom of this document.

What if I am not happy with how the research was conducted?

Please contact the Cardiff University School of Planning and Geography Research Ethics Officer: Dr Gareth Enticott / EnticottG@cardiff.ac.uk

This project has been subject to ethical review, according to the procedures specified by the University Research Ethics Committee, and has been given a favourable ethical opinion for conduct.

Researcher Contact details
Rebecca Windemer, Cardiff University / windemerr@cardiff.ac.uk
Appendix F: Participant consent form

Managing (Im)Permanence: end-of-life challenges for the wind and solar energy sectors

I have read and agree to the arrangements described in the accompanying Participant Information Sheet.

I understand the purposes of the project and what will be required of me and any questions I have had have been answered to my satisfaction.

I understand that my responses will be anonymised.

I understand that participation is entirely voluntary and that I have the right to withdraw from the project any time and that this will be without detriment.

This application has been approved by the University Research Ethics Committee.

Name (print): ...........................................................................................................

Signed: ...........................................................................................................

Date: ............................................................................................................
Appendix G: Public survey place attachment results

Kirkby Moor

Kirkby Moor, summary of responses to place attachment statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>% agree or strongly agree</th>
<th>% disagree or strongly disagree</th>
<th>% neutral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I am very attached to this place</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This place plays a central role in my lifestyle</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This place is special to me</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One of the major reasons I live where I do is that Kirkby Moor is nearby</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living here says a lot about who I am</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The things I do here I would not enjoy doing as much somewhere else</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not intend to move away from this area in the future.</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kirkby Moor, Principle Component Analysis, place attachment

A Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is used to reduce data through identifying strong intercorrelations (Dunteman, 1989). The factor analysis identified one component to be used ‘this place is special to me’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Component 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This place is special to me.</td>
<td>.849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The things I do here I would not enjoy doing as much somewhere else</td>
<td>.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am very attached to this place</td>
<td>.837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living here says a lot about who I am</td>
<td>.810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This place plays a central role in my lifestyle.</td>
<td>.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One of the major reasons I live where I do is that Kirkby Moor is nearby.</td>
<td>.740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not intend to move away from this area in the future.</td>
<td>.675</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
St Breock

St Breock, summary of responses to place attachment statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>% agree or strongly agree</th>
<th>% disagree or strongly disagree</th>
<th>% neutral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I am very attached to this place</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This place plays a central role in my lifestyle</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This place is special to me</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One of the major reasons I live where I do is because of the surrounding landscape</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living here says a lot about who I am</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The things I do here I would not enjoy doing as much somewhere else</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not intend to move away from this area in the future.</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A PCA was undertaken identifying one component (I am very attached to this place).

St Breock, Principle Component Analysis, place attachment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Component 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I am very attached to this place.</td>
<td>.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This place is special to me.</td>
<td>.889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This place plays a central role in my lifestyle.</td>
<td>.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living here says a lot about who I am.</td>
<td>.785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The things I do here I would not enjoy doing as much somewhere else</td>
<td>.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One of the major reasons I live where I do is because of the surrounding landscape</td>
<td>.741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not intend to move away from this area in the future.</td>
<td>.635</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix H: PCA calculations

Kirkby Moor, perception of duration and temporality

Three questions measured respondent’s perception of duration and temporality of the wind farm. A principal component analysis (PCA) identified that these could be represented by the component ‘I would support wind farms having permanent planning permission.’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I would support wind farms having permanent planning permission.</td>
<td>-.868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All wind farms should be removed after 25 years.</td>
<td>.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind farms should only have planning permission for 25 years.</td>
<td>.781</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kirkby Moor, component matrix, perceived benefits of wind farms

Three questions measured respondent’s perceived benefits of wind farms. A PCA identified that these could be represented by the component ‘wind farms create social benefits for the local community’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wind farms create social benefits for the local community.</td>
<td>.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind farms create economic benefits for the local community.</td>
<td>.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local people are adequately compensated for living near wind farms.</td>
<td>.835</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Three questions measured respondent’s perceived benefits of windfarms. A PCA identified that these could be represented by the component ‘wind farms create economic benefits for the local community’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perception</th>
<th>Component 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wind farms create economic benefits for the local community.</td>
<td>.934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind farms create social benefits for the local community.</td>
<td>.933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local people are adequately compensated for living near wind farms.</td>
<td>.839</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>